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ABSTRACT
The first performance of Petrouchka in 1911 was an important event in the 
history of twentieth century ballet. The collaboration between Stravinsky, 
Benois and Fokine created a masterpiece for Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, in 
which the fusion of music, setting, costume and choreography formed an 
integrated spectacle on the stage. At its première in Paris and again in 
London, where it was first danced in 1913, the originality of Petrouchka 
impressed theatre critics and intrigued audiences.
The key to the interpretation of the Petrouchka of 1911 lies in the perception 
that the dance-drama is a theatre piece of the early twentieth century by 
Russian artists in collaboration with Diaghilev, whose alignment with the 
avant-garde was affirmed by the publication of Mir iskusstva. Since the 
dramatic nature of Petrouchka during its early years is consistently stressed by 
dance historians and critics, the study analyses the relationship of Russian 
modernist theatre to the making of the ballet. The dispute between the 
exponents of anti-representational drama and the supporters of theatre realism 
informs the history of Russian early modernist theatre, and is reflected in the 
presentation of Petrouchka. An exploration of the materials of the ballet, the 
ideologies that governed its conception and the forms of ancient drama that 
were revived to end the hegemony of theatre realism, are crucial to the 
translation of Petrouchka in performance, 1911. The modernist modes of 
theatre reflected in the composition of Petrouchka indicate the innovative 
nature of its mise-en-scène, the impact of the first performances and support 
the description of masterpiece.
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NOTE
The spelling of Russian names and titles of theatre pieces has been 
transliterated as consistently as possible. However, in the case of Russians who 
have become well-known in the West, the familiar transliteration of their 
names has been retained.
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1.1. Petrouchka - the collaborative plot, 1910-11
After the success of UOiseau de feu in 1910, Diaghilev urged Stravinsky to 
compose a further ballet for the Ballets Russes on a theme, already in 
Stravinsky’s mind, that depicted pagan rites in prehistoric Russia. Stravinsky 
was reluctant to attempt this difficult task of composition immediately and, 
before commencing Le Sacre du printemps, it was his intention to ‘refresh’ 
himself by composing ‘a kind of Konzerstûck’ for piano and orchestra:
In composing the music I had in mind a distinct picture of a puppet, 
suddenly endowed with life, exasperating the patience of the orchestra 
with diabolical cascades and arpeggi. The orchestra in turn retaliates 
with menacing trumpet blasts. The outcome is a terrific noise which 
reaches its climax and ends in the sorrowful and querulous collapse of 
the poor puppet.
Stravinsky, 1958, p 31
Stravinsky (1958) wrote of Diaghilev’s pleasure in the composition and his 
persuasion that led Stravinsky to develop the theme of the puppet’s sufferings 
so that an entire ballet might be fashioned. Walsh (1988) attributes Diaghilev’s 
recognition of the potential of Petrouchka's Cry as music for dance to its 
dramaturgy of musical and mimetic gesture that was within the nineteenth 
century tradition of the pas d'action. Buckle’s explanation of these initial 
stages in the composition of Petrouchka suggests that Stravinsky had begun a 
further piece, a Russian dance for piano and orchestra, which he intended as a
companion piece to the first (Buckle, 1979). Stravinsky expanded these two 
short compositions into a ballet that centred around a fairground puppet 
booth:
We (Stravinsky and Diaghilev) settled the scene of action: the fair, with 
its crowd, its booths, the little traditional theatre, the character of the 
magician, with all his tricks: and the coming to life of the dolls - 
Petrouchka, his rival and the dancer - and their love tragedy, which ends 
with Petrouchka’s death.
Stravinsky, 1958, p 32
A characteristic feature of Petrouchka is the manner in which formalised dances 
and narrative passages are combined. Throughout the ballet there are dances 
in which one or more characters take part, sequences usually accompanied by 
simple, closed, sectional forms in the music, and reminiscent of the music that 
has been associated with dance for centuries. At other times the stage action 
without recourse to traditional dance sequences, carries the narrative of the 
piece forward, when the music is also narrative in shape, ‘developing ideas 
without turning back on itself, or repeating musical motifs, or shaping itself 
into traditional musical forms’ (Hamm, 1967, p 176). In expanding his short 
compositions into a ballet of four scenes, Stravinsky took a completely new 
direction by distancing the work from romantic story ballets, and building the 
piece
out of a mass of seemingly disconnected and dramatically quite 
peripheral genre scenes, as if the standard divertissement of the 
traditional ballet had risen up and engulfed the supposed plot.
Walsh, 1988, p 25
Benois (1941) asserts his own involvement in the project, and describes 
Diaghilev’s compelling persuasion that led him to resume his previously 
friendly working relationship with the Ballets Russes by undertaking the 
designs for the setting and costumes of Petrouchka. Benois was apparently won 
over by his own overwhelming interest in the St. Petersburg Butter-Week fair, 
and his desire to ‘immortalise’ Petrouchka on the stage:
Having once visualised the complete drama in my m ind’s eye, and 
foreseeing what an interesting collision of contrasted elements must 
inevitably ensue, how could I refuse to interpret it as a ballet on the 
stage.
Benois, 1941, p 326
By the late twentieth century, the music and visual images of Petrouchka have 
become so firmly enmeshed, one with the other, that any attempt to seek 
starting points, or appreciate how music and image were first conceived as 
separate entities, would be unrealistic.
In the programme for the first performance of Petrouchka on 13 June, 1911, at 
the Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris (illustration 1, p 2) the ballet is described as 
‘scènes burlesques’ in four tableaux by Igor Stravinsky and Alexandre Benois. 
Beaumont (1937), in his description of the ballet, records detailed scenarios of 
the four tableaux or scenes:
Scene 1
The Admiralty Square, St. Petersburg, in the year 1830, during the 
revels which take place on the last three days before Lent, Maslenitsa - 
Butter-Week - a period of peasant holiday and debauch before the 
abstinence of the forty days. Two curtains are used in the performance 
of this ballet; the first is the usual barrier between the audience and the 
dancers, the second is that which screens the interior of the Showman’s 
booth from both the real and the stage audience.
Prior to the raising of the curtain there is a brief overture 
extraordinarily descriptive of the sounds of the fair - the bustle of a 
seething mass of people bent on amusement, the raucous invitations 
shouted by the owners of side-shows, the jargon of noise produced by 
innumerable instruments all playing a different tune, while, above all, 
can be heard the grinding melody of a combined mechanical organ and 
roundabout.
The scene depicts a fair held in mid-winter. To the left is a booth hung 
with red and white striped curtains upon the top of which is a yellow 
boarded platform. Here, sheltered under a coarse blue awning, is an 
old man who calls attention to the length of his beard, and two gypsies 
who entreat onlookers to have their fortunes told. To the right, backing 
on to the side of a wooden hut, is a collection of stalls loaded with sweets 
and trinkets. In the centre is another booth, rectangular in shape, the 
contents of which are screened by a blue curtain. Behind loom the top 
of a roundabout and the misty outline of the Admiralty spire. Over the 
snow covered ground comes and goes a multi-coloured throng, 
laughing, shouting, dancing, as full of fun as can be. In turn they make 
way for a band of peasants, who noisily stamp to the lively strains of a
concertina, and a street dancer who steps to the accompaniment of a 
hurdy-gurdy. Suddenly, two drummers emerge from the interior of the 
centre booth, and commence to beat a vigorous tattoo. A whistle 
sounds and the bearded head of a showman appears through the 
curtain. He steps forth, then, striding to the side of the booth, causes 
the curtain to fly back revealing three compartments, in each of which 
grotesquely sprawls a puppet. The first is a Moor, the second a 
Ballerina, the third Petrouchka. At a signal from the showman they 
break into a quick, automatic dance and presently come out of the 
booth into the snow. The crowd applauds heartily. Suddenly the 
puppets collapse to the ground and all is dark.
Scene 2
Petrouchka’s cell, a triangular apartment of deep black lightly powdered 
with silver stars, at the left of which is a low double door.
Presently this flies open and Petrouchka is impelled through the 
opening by the Showman’s cruel boot. He tries in vain to escape from 
his prison. Again the door opens and the Ballerina enters, to him a 
figure of surpassing beauty. He seeks to gain her favour by an 
exhibition of wonderful leaps, but he is coldly received and the 
Ballerina departs. Again he tries to find an outlet, tears at the wall, then 
falls headlong to the ground. The light vanishes.
Scene 3
The home of the Moor, a very luxurious apartment decorated with red 
wall-paper patterned with gigantic palm-trees.
In the centre stands a divan upon which the Moor sprawls, playing with 
a cocoa-nut. Then he tries to break the nut with his scimitar and, failing 
to do so, believes it to be a fetish. He prays to it, when the door opens 
and the Ballerina enters carrying a toy trumpet, with which she dances. 
The Moor drops the cocoa-nut and watches her with delight. Presently 
he pulls her onto his lap when the door again opens and Petrouchka 
appears. The guilty pair separate and the Moor chases Petrouchka, and 
eventually dispatches him through the door with a kick. Triumphant, 
he pulls the Ballerina on his knee. All is dark.
Seme 4
Same as Scene 1; but time has passed, the sky is darkening and nightfall 
is imminent.
Some sightseers are preparing to depart while a few more boisterous 
spirits, several coachmen, invite some nursemaids to dance, an attempt 
which is frustrated by the ladies’ escorts. Now the nursemaids decide to 
dance among themselves. Meanwhile the crowd is distracted by new 
arrivals: a performing bear, a vendor of ribbons, a merchant with a gypsy 
girl on each arm. The coachmen begin a lively dance in which the girls 
join until interrupted by a group of revellers with their faces concealed 
by grotesque masks. The scene grows darker and now a terrible 
commotion is heard in the booth where the puppets live.
The curtain is violently agitated and out leaps Petrouchka followed by 
the Moor with upraised scimitar; at this heels runs the frightened 
Ballerina. With a vicious sweep of his blade the Moor fells Petrouchka 
to the ground, then runs away, accompanied by the Ballerina. A crowd 
quickly collects and a policeman is summoned who returns with the 
Showman. He seizes the corpse and points to its stuffed body and 
wooden limbs. The crowd, relieved, departs homewards, while the 
Showman drags the useless puppet behind him. Suddenly there is an 
unearthly shriek and on the top of the booth appears the head and 
shoulders of the wraith of Petrouchka. The Showman looks upward, 
starts back in terror, drops his burden and flees.
Beaumont, 1949, pp 717-19
Benois (1941) writes of the harmonious collaboration that he enjoyed with 
Stravinsky in the creation of the ballet, which was maintained through the 
exchange of letters between St. Petersburg and Lausanne in Switzerland where 
Stravinsky lived before he moved to Beaulieu in the South of France with his 
family. In an article on Petrouchka, which was published in Rech'on 4 August, 
1911, some two months after the first performances of the ballet, Benois 
describes his participation in its creation. Besides the production of the ballet, 
which Benois equates with the decorations and costumes, he claims that he
helped Stravinsky work out the subject for the stage, helped him to 
illustrate with corresponding actions one or another situation in his 
music. The very thought, initiative and all the colour of the thing, to say 
nothing of the music, belong totally to him.
Wiley, 1981, p 464
Stravinsky wrote to Andrei Rimsky-Korsakov from the South of France on 
20 January, 1911, at a time when he was preoccupied with the composition of 
Petrouchka:
My last visit to Petersburg did me much good, and the final scene is 
shaping up excitingly . . . quick tempos, concertinas, m^'or keys . . . 
smells of Russian food - shchi (cabbage soup) - and of sweat and 
glistening leather boots. Oh what excitement!
Stravinsky and Craft, 1978 p 67
Benois (1911) describes in his review for Rech' Ùie cacophony of Stravinsky’s
score for the fairground scenes. The intoxication, squealing concertinas,
treading coachmen, rattling carousels, talk and laughter are captured in the
sound, with the evocation of holiday mood and Russian urban life of
mid-nineteenth century St. Petersburg. Walsh (1988) states that it is from the 
systematic attempt to render this particular flavour of traditional Russian life to 
music that Petrouchka derives many of its freshest and most original qualities.
In the first and last tableaux of the ballet, where the Butter-Week fair is 
recreated, a disorderly throng of citizens is presented. Within the crowd 
characters stand out at random in a succession of images in the manner of 
photo-montage. Boucourechliev (1987) describes the texture of Stravinsky’s 
music as marked by sudden changes like magic-lantern slides. Griffiths claims 
that the impersonal bustle of city life achieves its ‘mechanical character by 
means of mechanical rhythms’ and ‘textures created by accumulations of 
repeating motifs' (1992, p 20).
The melodic motifs that Stravinsky selected to denote specific characters or 
groups of moving dancers at the fair and the dance music that introduces the 
puppet roles are based on folk songs and contemporary popular tunes. In 
creating music that was true to the character of urban life, Stravinsky borrowed 
material from a wide range of sources. Walsh (1988) lists, among the melodies 
that Stravinsky borrowed, rustic folk songs that were both sacred and secular, 
popular urban tunes, the cries of street merchants, a French melody. Elle avait 
une jambe en bois, and two waltzes by the Viennese composer Josef Lanner. In 
addition to the tunes, Stravinsky made use of the sounds of musical low life. 
He included in his score impressions of the instruments of street musicians, 
notably concertinas, a hurdy gurdy that accompanies the street dancers’ 
performances and a barrel-organ for the waltz danced by the Ballerina and the 
Moor in Tableau 3.
The instruments and melodies that Stravinsky selected as representative of the 
fairground were vital parts of the reality of Russian street life. Stravinsky
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formed an amalgam of the sounds of ancient and contemporary music with 
songs from the town juxtaposed with those of the countryside. In this way the 
Russianness of Petrouchka was underpinned by Stravinsky’s evocation in sound 
of St. Petersburg, a city that contrasted acutely with the sophistication of 
Western European capital cities. In his letter for Rech\ published on 4 August, 
1911, Benois laments that the merriment of Russian street life, which was loved 
by artists, was a thing of the past:
Stravinsky wondrously reflected his affection for this past. In his music, 
by means of a miraculous echo, sounds that percussive, drunken gaiety 
and at the same time it is full of a kind of tender sentiment which 
mourns the treasured past irrevocably lost.
Benois, 1911, n /p
The music that encapsulates the complexities of the Butter-Week fair is 
claimed as a ‘new kind of music’ (Walsh, 1988, p 27). White (1948) states that 
Petrouchka is a work of great originality. The work differs fundamentally from 
L'Oiseau de feu, which preceded it by a year as Stravinsky’s first ballet for 
Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes. Boucourechliev recognises that Petrouchka marks the 
end of neo-romanticism as exemplified in UOiseau de feu with its ‘glittering 
harmony’, ‘oriental-style melodies’ and ‘expressionism’ (1987, p 51). Griffiths 
asserts that the ‘scale of musical engineering in Petrouchka was startlingly new’ 
and stresses the elimination in the score of the single coherent viewpoint that 
is most characteristic of Western music:
The fair is only a metaphor for the liberated celebration going on in the 
orchestra: the music is not a depiction of the fair, but rather the fair on 
stage is a visual equivalent for the identities and freedom suddenly given 
to motifs within a score, to instruments and groups within an orchestra. 
Griffiths, 1992, p 22
Griffiths’ view of Stravinsky’s modernism suggests a tension between the 
abstraction he describes in the orchestra and the borrowed melodies from the 
street and /o r the apparent realism of the stage picture. Vlad’s assessment 
(1978) of a further relationship, which he recognises between the characters in 
the ballet and the music, establishes for him the ‘really new feature’ in
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Petrouchka. Vlad states that the stage persona avoids the direct expression of his 
individuality and of his spiritual aspirations:
Instead of reflecting the tragic situation of Petrouchka the music portrays 
the wild abandon of carnival. But the unspoken contrast between the 
implied emotional situation and that actually expressed gives the former 
great tragic power.
Vlad, 1978, p 19
In the context of the fairground scenes, Vlad’s comments reflect the tension 
that is apparent between the sad clown performance of Petrouchka and the 
m erriment that is derived from it by the spectators. The modernism of 
Petrouchka may not be disputed nor the range and invention of Stravinsky’s 
devices for exposing the drama of a situation:
His art has a dramatic excitement in all its musical elements - in its 
dazzling sonorities, its rhythms, its sharp instrumental oppositions, its 
shapeliness and precision, its forward movement, and in the 
undreaming, crystalline intensity of the images evoked.
Lederman, 1975, p 3
Tableaux 2 and 3 are narrative episodes of the ballet, and concern 
Petrouchka’s experience of human emotion and frustration. Walsh (1988) 
states that the central tableaux use a harsher harmonic colouring to catch the 
mood of oppression and conflict, in contrast to the brightness and pageantry 
of the fair outside. Petrouchka's Cry inspired the second tableau and 
Petrouchka’s imprisonment in his cell. The fluctuating moods and emotions 
of the puppet that encompass dejection, frustration, joy and rejection 
represent contrasting yet integrated episodes. Griffiths asserts ‘the war of 
feelings is objectified as a war of instrumental gestures’ as Stravinsky had 
initially made clear in his description of the Konzerstûck for piano and 
orchestra (1992, p 24). White suggests that the original conflict between the 
piano and orchestra ‘become submerged in the wider conflict between 
Petrouchka the puppet and Petrouchka the human being’ (1948, p 33). 
Benois describes his response to Stravinsky’s music for Tableau 2:
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I began to discern in it grief, a rage, and love, as well as the helpless 
despair that dominated it.
Benois, 1941, p 326
In the score of Petrouchka are moments when the relationship of the music to 
the characters in the action is close. The initial mood of Tableau 3 and the 
character of the Moor have been interpreted through the musical themes. 
Vlad (1978) quotes an essay of Ernest Ansermet (1921) in which the writer 
comments on the translation of objective phenomena into pure musical form. 
Vlad identifies, in the third tableau, music that suggests the bars of a cage by 
means of a parallel row of pizzicato chords behind which three bassoons stalk 
to and fro like the caged Moor on the stage. The Moor is named as a wild 
beast pacing his cage (Buckle, 1979), a confined brutal savage (White, 1948) 
whilst Fokine recognises the Moor’s make up in the ‘bark-like sounds, snarls 
and bass pizzicato’ of Stravinsky’s themes (1961, p 185). In contrast, Stravinsky 
introduces two Lanner waltzes, which White (1948) establishes as Danses 
Styriennes, as suitably conventional music for the Ballerina. The effect is one of 
humour, since Stravinsky sets the tunes with mocking banality for solo comet 
and flutes to a childish tonic-dominant accompaniment, which accentuates the 
mechanical and soulless dance of the doll. Stravinsky’s intention was clearly to 
parody the sentimentality of the waltz melodies, which, with Fokine’s 
choreography for the Ballerina, in turn parodies the solo and pas-de-deux of 
academic ballet.
Fokine (1961) viewed his choreography for Petrouchka as one of the most 
complete demonstrations of his application of ballet reforms. By 1911 Fokine 
was already developing his own expressive dance forms that disregarded the 
rules of academic ballet. In Petrouchka it was Fokine’s intention to express the 
outward and inner characteristics of each puppet role by creating individual 
plastiques ÎOT the characters (Fokine, 1961). The staging o i Petrouchka, because 
of its particular nature, enabled Fokine to ‘humanise and individualise his
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dancers’ as he describes in his principles and aims for a new Russian ballet, 
outlined in a letter to The Times (1914).
Fokine’s participation in the creation of Petrouchka was devalued by Benois. In 
his article on Petrouchka for R ech '  (1911), Benois criticised Fokine’s 
choreographic contribution to the ‘Russian scenes’ of the ballet. It was Benois’ 
contention that Fokine’s inspiration had been derived from ‘the tasteless 
nonsense of The Hunchbacked Horsé  ^ rather[from personal experience. Fokine 
retaliated to Benois’ assessment of his work in a letter to Benois (Wiley, 1981) 
and in an interview entitled With M.M. Fokine that was published in the 
Petersburg Gazette of 24 August, 1911. Benois responded in a further letter for 
Rech'oi 8 September, 1911, which was entitled Criticism of Collaborators (Wiley, 
1981). In this letter he claimed that no insult to Fokine had been intended 
and retracted his criticism that The Hunchbacked Horse reflected in Fokine’s 
work. Benois’ own contribution to the creation of Petrouchka was disputed by 
Stravinsky. As joint-author of the libretto, Benois was entitled to a legal claim 
of one sixth of the performance rights of the music. Stravinsky, who resented 
this arrangement, challenged Benois’ participation in the production of the 
libretto (Boucourechliev, 1987).
Although it is apparent that the collaboration between Stravinsky, Benois and 
Fokine in the creation of Petrouchka was not always amicably reviewed by the 
three men, the fusion of music, scenario, setting and choreography realised a 
unified work in the presentation of the ballet. Bronislava Nijinska, who danced 
in Petrouchka when it was first presented in Paris in 1911, records the 
‘tremendous success’ of the ballet:
Petrouchka, Stravinsky’s musical masterpiece, took Paris by storm.
Thunderous applause. Triumph for Stravinsky, for Benois, for Fokine.
Triumph for Nijinsky, for Karsavina, and for the ballet ensemble.
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Triumph of course for Serge: Paiiovitch Diaghilev^ An unforgettable 
performance. The magic, the creative imagination, the artistry.
Nginska, 1982, p 374
The web of musical folk lore that Stravim:^y wove for P^mudAu affirmed the
realism of its street setting and the carnival atmosphere of the Butter-Week fair.
Benois* recollections o f fairs and carnivals were encapsulated within the
Êûrground scenes of Peiwuchkm
Towards evening, tiprines o f a boisterous, noisy, sometiines frightening 
kind would spread among the simple folk who dom inated the 
frurground in (he square, giving an almost demoniacal character to the 
entertainment. This atmosphere is admirably reproduced in the Iburth 
scene of Stravinsky ’s Pdrmchka.
Benois, 1960, pp 118-119
Benois’ emphasis is on the physical aspect of Russian popular amusement,
which Stravinsky’s innovative score for the ballet exemplifies in the so-onds that
were borrowed from street life. Stravinsky’s quotations from folk and popular
music were coloured by his instrumentation and rhythmic dynamic so as to
merge with the modernist elements of the score that drew the work from
musical dramaturgy towards abstraction. This tension is reflected in the
juxtaposition of the realism of the fairground with the back stage life of the
puppets played out in Tableaux 2 and 3. The extrovert nature o f the crowd,
WMch is exemplified in the exuberance o f the fairground music, contrasts with
the spirituality of the suffering puppet. Within the role of Petrouchka these
te#si#US are concentrated and heightened by the equivocal nature o f  the
puppet, in whom the perpetual conflict between the inner and outer life is
tS*  % e  enigmatic early performances of Petrouchka
The fe it  performance oï Petrouchka on 3 June, 1911, at the Théâtre du Châtelet 
tft was an important event in the history of twentieth century ballet The 
eWkWmtion between Stravinsky, Benois and Fokine created a masterpiece, 
the itipreme achievement of the Ballets Russes, which as a theatrical
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conception was never again equalled by Diaghilev’s company (Barnes, 1957). 
Prince Peter Lieven, who witnessed the early performances of the ballet, 
considers the impression it made:
I had never had the good fortune to see on a stage before such a 
unified, such an integrated spectacle, satisfying simultaneously eye, ear, 
and mind in one great artistic expression. The décor, the costumes, 
Stravinsky’s truly magnificent score, the actual theme with its suggestion 
of terrifying Hoffmannesque fantasy, the brilliant choreography, and 
the inspired performance - in short, every single element seemed to be 
organically connected in a strange, rather terrifying and yet pleasing 
entity.
Lieven, 1936, pp 130-131 
It is the enigma of Petrouchka in performance during the early years of its 
staging by Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes that prompts this study. A comparison 
between the regretful responses of reviewers to present-day versions of the 
ballet and those that eulogise the early performances suggests that Petrouchka 
has undergone a change. The recognition and evaluation of the discrepancy is 
vital if Petrouchka during the early years of its performance is not to be viewed 
retrospectively as merely myth.
In his review for Le Figaro of 17 June, 1911, Brussel praises the combined 
talents of Benois, Stravinsky and Fokine. The reviewer states that Stravinsky’s 
score achieved a miraculous fusion of musical movement with the dramatic 
events of the scenes, where Fokine’s prolific inventiveness was given full rein. 
Brussel confirms that, as the narrative unfolded in glowing fairground scenes, 
life-like crowds moved within the detailed reconstruction of Benois’ 
mid-century St. Petersburg. The effect of the mise-en-scène of Petrouchka was 
undoubtedly startling even to Parisian journalists and theatre-goers who were 
not unfamiliar with manifestations of Russian theatre. 2 The vividness of the 
scenes depicting Russian life had been noted in the theatre column of Le Figaro 
on 14 June, 1911, moreover, it was suggested that the first and last tableaux of 
the ballet had the appearance of originating from the brushes of Degas and 
Manet.
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Petrouchka was danced in 1913 for the first time in London when Diaghilev’s 
Ballets Russes performed at The Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, during 
the Thomas Beecham season of opera. Capell (1913) states that since 1911, 
when the Ballets Russes had first appeared in London, the company had 
inspired theatre goers with new ideals and endowed them with a new art:
Music, colour, the poetry of original thought and the poetry of motion 
have never been united, each indispensable, each illuminating the 
others, as by the little company of great artists who control this ballet.
Capell, 1913, p 4
Capell in his review of Petrouchka for The Daily Mail claims the performance of 
the ballet as perfect and ‘the Russians’ greatest success’. Petrouchka vf2iS ‘so 
extraordinary’ that the reviewer was unable to estimate the limits of the art of 
the Ballets Russes (Capell, 1913, p 5). It was the novelty of Petrouchka that 
struck the theatre critics and intrigued audiences. In a review for The Daily 
News and Leader of 5 February, the critic describes Stravinsky’s music as a 
representation of popular merry making in the most modern idiom and ‘quite 
a new thing’, whilst he/she recognises the whole of Petrouchka as ‘singularly 
fresh and novel’:
Nothing better has been done by the Russians than the management of 
the fair. The life and colour are beyond praise.
A.K 1913, p 1
If the texts that extol the early performances of Petrouchka are set against those 
that assess present-day revivals, it is apparent that from the mid-twentieth 
century productions of the ballet in Europe and the United States represent 
distorted reflections of the original. Coton writes of the impoverishment of 
revivals:
From its birth in 1911 it {Petrouchka) was recognised almost unanimously 
as a masterpiece; it has been revived, frequently in careless versions, 
often lacking nine tenths of the simplicities and subtleties of action that 
can make it the greatest dance-drama yet invented.
Coton, 1957, p 5
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It is Sokolova’s contention that it was emotional and dramatic expression that 
brought Fokine’s crowd scenes most vividly alive (1963). Recalling the 
restaging of Petrouchka by the Royal Ballet at the Opera House, Covent Garden 
in 1957, Sokolova compares the fairground scenes to a wet Bank Holiday crowd 
in England. In a further revival, Williams (1972) confirms that the fairground 
crowd as depicted by Festival Ballet seemed no nearer St. Petersburg than the 
departure platform of Victoria Station. The Sitter Out states that the Festival 
Ballet failed to catch the true spirit of the pleasure seeking crowd in Admiralty 
Square, and advocates a Russian corps de ballet for this ‘most Russian of all the 
well-known ballets’ (1950, p 115), whilst it is Lawson’s conviction that the 
members of the crowd characterised by The Royal Ballet lack the magic and 
capacity to ‘sweep’ her up ‘in their generous embrace’ as the wet nurses had 
done in Diaghilev’s Company (1957, p 359). Although criticism has been 
levelled against the inadequacies of the crowd in various revivals of Petrouchka, 
Clarke (1957) finds the puppet roles in the staging by The Royal Ballet 
unconvincing. Sokolova reflected upon these same characterisations:
There is little left of the dance of the three puppets at the end of the 
first act. The scenes in the private rooms are no longer exciting. The 
tragedy is lost because the three principals cease to be puppets but act 
their roles as human beings.
Sokolova, 1963, p 519
In response to the performance of the ballet during The Royal Ballet’s season 
in New York, Sheridan (1958) considers how as biting a comment on life as 
Petrouchka can have any meaning if its protagonists, the Ballerina (Fonteyn), 
Petrouchka (Grant), the Blackamoor (Clegg) and the Showman (Ashton) do 
not understand and project who they are and what their relationship is to each 
other. Percival (1992) complains that ‘something has gone wrong’ with the 
Birmingham Royal Ballet’s production of Petrouchka. Whilst he recognises that 
it has never been an ideal production, Percival regrets that it has been allowed 
to run down:
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As for atmosphere, everyone is so busy jiggling about that the feeling of 
a bitterly cold day has vanished entirely, and there is no emotional chill 
in the drama either.
Percival, 1992, p 2
It can be argued that in the last seven decades of the century the force and
vividness of the dramaticism of the early performances of Petrouchka has been
eroded. The hedonism and licentiousness that characterised the Russian
carnival spirit and was evoked in the fairground scenes of 1911 is sanitised in
present-day revivals. The bustling life of the street, the bitter cold and the
animation of high spirited Russian citizens, who throng Admiralty Square
intent upon recreation, now provide little contrast with the manipulated
puppets whose individualism has been worn away into caricature. Reviewers
are intolerant of the inadequacies of present-day stagings, and highlight
through inference, if not specific reference in all cases, the discrepancy
between the dance and dramatic components of the ballet as it is performed
now and the Petrouchka of 1911. Barnes describes the revival by The Joffrey
Ballet, from which Leonide Massine disassociated himself,  ^as ‘a rather sketchy
choreographic outline':
The scene in the Blackamoor’s cell is particularly inaccurate, but 
throughout there are omissions and /o r unauthentic additions to the 
choreography, while vital details have been blurred over.
Barnes, 1970, p 51
Evaluations of revivals of Petrouchka suggest that the deficiencies in the 
productions stem from the failure of ballet masters to recognise the dramatic 
potential of the piece and from performers who are unable to comprehend 
that theirs is a dual responsibility to dance and act on the stage. In the belief 
that the unique theatrical event that Petrouchka represented in 1911 was 
underpinned by the co-existence of dance and drama in its make up and the 
recognition that revivals are lacking in dramatic impact, the supposition follows 
that the Petrouchka of 1911 may be recovered through an exploration of its 
dramaticism.
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1.& The dmmaëdism of Petroudika
Petrmàchka has been claimed by critics and historians as a ‘modern dramatic 
bahef (Monahan, 1953, p 405) and named as ‘the Hamlet’ of ballet (Hall, 
1958, p  5). The dramatic nature of the ballet was not overlooked by critics 
when it  was first performed in London at The Royal Opera House, Covent 
Garden, during the 1913 tour of the Ballets Russes. The review published in 
TM Qumn of 15 February, 1913, equates story-telling with the ballets of 
DiagMlev:
In all these Russian ballets the story is as important as the dancing, 
which possibly is one of the reasons they contrive to enthrall an 
audience so completely.
Anon, 1913, p 301
The London critics gave long expositions of the plot such as those published 
on 5 February, 1913, by The Daily Mail and The Daily Telegraph Accounts of the 
'scenario were extended by mention of ‘the chief actors’, as a further review in 
Urn (1913, p 278) names Karsavina, Nijinsky and Kotchetovsky for their 
portrayals of the three puppets. In a critique written for The Sphere, the writer 
discusses Fokine’s ‘choreographic-dramas’ and praises the ‘remarkable’ 
Russian *dumb^how actors’ (W.R.T., 1913, p 158). Descriptions of puppet 
roles were expanded by reviewers beyond mere graphic statements to 
evaluations of characterisation that reflected the moods and themes of 
Stravinsky’s score. A theatre critic in The O&gm#states:
The agitation, the ebullient despair of the soulless Petrouchka is 
depicted with mercurial lightness; the provocative dancer trips through 
her tragedy to delightfully inconsequential phrases; the action of the 
valiant Moor, with his wooden scimatar, receive a calm and sarcastic 
comment from all sides of the orchestra, which approaches absolute 
genius as an example of characterimtion.
Anon, 1913, p 6
Beaumont (1940), in his descriptions of the London performances of 
Petrouchka, stresses the dramatic nature of the ballet His choice of epithets to 
express the despair and misery of Petrouchka, as depicted by the
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characterisation of Nijinsky, bear witness to the effectiveness of the dancer’s 
acting. Beaumont gives an account of ‘the tumult’ of emotions stirring within 
him’ and ‘his frenzy of rage and despair’ when Nijinsky ‘probed the soul of the 
character’ (Hamm, 1967, pp 191-192). Beaumont’s review suggests an 
impressive performance highly charged with drama and more in keeping with 
descriptions of acting in the drama theatre than with performances of dance.
When Petrouchka is categorised as a drama, the inference is made that its 
predom inant material is that of its narrative, its characters and their 
development and interaction throughout the four scenes of the ballet. 
However, if Petrouchka is to be regarded as drama, further considerations that 
affect the dramatic action of the piece must be taken into account. It is 
essential that a dynamic argument is set up, so that the events that take place 
during the ballet may be seen to progress, and that by its conclusion the world 
of the fairground and the understanding of it by the theatre audience has 
expanded or changed. It is realistic to claim Petrouchka as drama since the 
action of the piece unfolds throughout the four tableaux in the development 
of the Butter-Week celebrations that culminate in the procession of the 
mummers and the inevitable sacrifice of Petrouchka. It is Haskell’s contention 
that in Petrouchka ‘every movement advances the story’, whilst ‘the relationship 
of foreground to background is masterly’ (1957, p 347).
The festivities in Petrouchka centre around the St. Petersburg fairground of the 
1830s. The characters, who make up the crowd of revellers, are carefully 
individualised to represent a cross-section of the city’s inhabitants of the 
period. The corps de ballet, in this way, defines the social sense of the action 
of the piece, and provides a context in which the leading roles of the Showman 
and his three puppets may be evaluated. Petrouchka, the Moor and the 
Ballerina, as the principal dancers in the ballet, represent its main dramatic
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roles. Each puppet, although manipulated by the Showman in the balagan for 
the entertainment of the crowd, is subsequently revealed in its own autonomy 
off the stage and away from public regard. Each puppet role is invested with a 
sense of past and future, together with the ability to make decisions 
independent of the Showman’s power. The role of the tragic hero is that of 
Petrouchka, whose spiritual fears and longings and his intense suffering at the 
hands of the Showman humanise the puppet character and define the role as 
dramatic in nature.
The realisation of Petrouchka as dance-drama was no anomaly. Whilst Fokine 
had choreographed dances for various plays, Benois was an experienced critic 
of dramatic art, whose first attempts to create designs for the stage were 
realised in the opera theatre. The first years of the twentieth century were 
marked by an inter-change of ideas amongst artists, choreographers and 
theatre directors who worked in St. Petersburg and were drawn together at 
Vyacheslav Ivanov’s jours-fixes. According to Billington (1966) Ivanov was the 
crown prince and chef de sabn of the new society, which met in his seventh-floor 
apartment, known as The Tower. Walls and partitions were torn down to 
accommodate the increasing numbers of talented and disputatious people who 
flocked to the Wednesday soirées. Alexandre Benois and Léon Bakst, artists of 
the Mir iskusstva group, made contributions to the opera and drama theatres. 
In 1902 Benois was commissioned to make designs for W agner’s 
Gotterdammerung, which was presented at tlie Maryinsky Theatre in 1903, whilst 
Bakst created designs for Euripides’ Hippolytus at the Alexandrinsky Theatre, 
which exemplified the contemporary vogue for ancient Greece. During the 
1905-06 season of plays at the theatre of Vera Komissarzhevskaya, when 
Vsevolod Meyerhold was the director, Bakst designed a front curtain for the 
theatre. For the first season of Nikolai Evreinov’s Starinny teatr, 1907-08, Mir 
iskusstva artists undertook the theatrical designs, whilst Benois served as the
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artistic and historical consultant and Fokine choreographed the dances for the 
pastorale. Le Jeu de Robin et Marion. Meyerhold and Fokine worked together in 
1908, when Meyerhold was scheduled to direct Oscar Wildes’s play Salome, at 
the Mikhailovsky Theatre. In February, 1910, Meyerhold danced the role of 
Pierrot in the first staging of Fokine’s ballet. Carnaval, at a ball organised by the 
St. Petersburg journal, Satiricon. From 1898-1904 Benois contributed some 
fifty two articles to the journal Mir iskusstva, and wrote, principally as a drama 
critic, frequent reviews for the daily newspaper, Rech\ beginning in 1908. The 
working methods of Constantin Stanislavsky Benois learnt at first hand by his 
appointment as the artistic director in 1909 to the Moscow Art Theatre.
The Moscow Art Theatre, through its founders and co-directors, Stanislavsky 
and Nemirovich-Danchenko, brought about a revolution in the art of the stage. 
Stanislavsky records their protest against
the customary manner of acting, against theatricality, against bathos, 
against declamation, against over-acting, against the bad manner of 
production, against the habitual scenery, against the star system which 
spoiled the ensemble, against the light and farcical repertoire which was 
being cultivated on the Russian stage at that time.
Stanislavsky, 1948, p 330
With the rejection of archaic stage conventions and clichéd devices, the 
company realised ‘concrete changes’ in theatrical art, which Rudnitsky 
recognises as the ‘insistence on the most exact reflection of everyday life, on 
verity of “mood” and atmosphere and naturalness of communication ’ (1981, 
p 9). With the first production of the Art Theatre in 1898, Tsar Fyodor 
Ivanovich, the director became the creator of the performance, in which he 
integrated the work of the dramatist, designer, composer and actor. Braun 
describes the corporate style of the company as a rejection of theatrical 
stereotypes and naturalistic approximations in favour of
a corporate search for the inner psychological truth of the character’s 
behaviour, directed towards the revelation of that truth through all the 
available means of the production.
Braun, 1982, p 65
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During the first decade of the twentieth century theatre realism, as exemplified 
in the productions at the Moscow Art Theatre, was challenged by a further 
current in Russian theatre. The new, or anti-representational drama was 
directed towards the exposure of the illusionary nature of theatrical art. This 
common goal united antithetical forms of drama, notably symbolist, 
neo-romantic and theatricalist modes. The opponents of theatre realism 
rejected the proscenium framing and fourth wall conventions and authenticity 
of setting, costume and manners in the belief that theatre, as art, probed 
‘universal mysteries and the reassertion of eternal verities through new 
configurations of image and idea’ (Segel, 1970, p 56). The exponents of the 
new drama revived the mask and mime of ancient theatre and introduced into 
contemporary drama the roles and acting styles of the Italian commedia 
deP  ’arte. Directors challenged the illusion of theatre realism by promoting 
theatrical performance as the subject of plays. The direct address of the 
audience by characters and /or actors was favoured, besides the use of the 
stage-within-a-stage device and the revelation of those aspects of staging that by 
the convention of theatre realism were concealed from the spectators by the 
front curtain. It was the conviction of avant-garde directors that modem 
theatre should encourage the spectator to remember at all times that he/she 
was witnessing a performance. Theatre must emphasise the ‘unadulterated 
and intensified expression of theatricality’ (Slonim, 1961, p 213).
The dramatic nature of Petrouchka is consistently stressed by critics and 
historians. Fokine and Benois were known to have been closely linked with the 
drama theatre of the avant-garde. The methods of theatrical realisation 
practised by directors in St. Petersburg and Moscow, notably Meyerhold, 
Evreinov and Stanislavsky, may have been instrumental, therefore, in the 
conception of the presentation of Petrouchka for the theatre. The dispute
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between the exponents of anti-representational drama and the supporters of 
theatre realism informs the history of Russian theatre during the first decade of 
the twentieth century. For this reason it may be supposed that the debate is 
reflected in the presentation of Petrouchka. In this study it is appropriate to 
differentiate between the components of the ballet that reflect theatre realism 
and metadrama, which is also called theatricality of performance. The 
theatricalists, in their enthusiasm to end the hegemony of theatre realism and 
renew Russian theatre, experimented with styles and conventions of 
performance that were effective in the theatres of antiquity. Hypothetically, it 
can be stated that within the make up of Petrouchka lie references to the forms 
and traditions of antique theatre. An exploration of the relationship between 
the materials of the ballet and the forms of ancient drama that were revived by 
the exponents of Russian modernist theatre must form an important part of 
the analysis of Petrouchka in this study, whilst the possible influence of theatre 
realism is not overlooked.
1.4. The methodology of the research
The key to an interpretation of the Petrouchka of 1911 appears to lie in the 
perception that the dance-drama is above all a Russian creation of the early 
twentieth century by Russian artists in collaboration with Diaghilev, whose 
alignment with the avant-garde was affirmed by the publication of Mir iskusstva. 
Petrouchka depicts urban life in St. Petersburg during the mid-nineteenth 
century. The ballet is set in a fairground at the time of carnival, which is 
specified as Maslenitsa. The focus of the fair and the ballet is a performance of 
street folk theatre, so that the magic of performing puppets, who are endowed 
with human feelings, is contrasted with the reality of the street. Critics and 
historians have emphasised the dramaticism of Petrouchka, whilst evaluation of 
present-day revivals suggests that the performances lack dramatic impact and
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fail to evoke the sense of Russian carnival and street life that emanated from 
the first performances in Paris and London.
De Marinis (1993), in his study of the semiotics of performance, identifies the 
coordinates of a pragmatic approach to the analysis of performance that 
examines the performance text in relation to the conditions of its production 
and reception. In this approach there are three areas of interest, notably the 
relationship of the text to its sources, the question of the text’s relationship to 
other texts and the connection between the text and its receiver. Since the 
Petrouchka of 1911 is an ‘absent’ performance, or one where no direct viewing is 
possible, the analysis of the early performances rests upon an interpretation of 
the considerable amount of material that is available to record the nature of 
the ballet in its early years. Designs, drawings, photographs, newspaper 
reviews, published critical texts and reminiscences bear witness to the first 
performances of Petrouchka. De Marinis (1993) claims that in the case of 
‘absent’ performances, instead of describing/transcribing an event which does 
not exist as such, it is the analyst’s task to reconstitute it, or attempt a 
contextual retrieval of the performance text. This involves consulting other 
texts that coincide in time and culture, which appear relevant to the 
performance under analysis:
Given the ephemeral nature of the performance text and its lack of 
temporal durability, both the exploration of connections between a 
given performance text and other synchronous texts both theatrical 
and nontheatrical (a process which goes under the rubic of 
intertextuality) and the task of contextualizing it within the general text 
are sometimes indispensable steps in the restoring of the performance 
to ‘presence’ and thus making it available for analysis.
De Marinis, 1993, p 81
Intertextuality, in the terms of De Marinis, is the deliberate positioning of a 
creative work at the centre of a network of echoes and references to other 
works.
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The research positions Petrouchka within the network of the Russian 
avant-garde theatre of the first decade of the twentieth century. The 
methodology juxtaposes an analysis of the materials of the ballet and the 
ideologies that govern its creation with the modes of modernist theatre in 
Russia prior to the Revolution. It is the contention of this study that if 
Petrouchka is considered within the contextual framework of the Russian avant- 
garde theatre, the nature of its modernist innovation can be made explicit and 
the distinctive character of its early performances identified. When Petrouchka 
is related contextually to Russian theatre in this manner, ‘theatre’ is taken to 
refer to the complex of phenomena associated with the audience-performer 
transaction, or the production of meaning in the performance itself.
In this study reference is made to texts, reviews and reminiscences that explain 
the theatrical innovations in Russia during the first decade of the twentieth 
century, and those that infer the character of the early performance of 
Petrouchka. The literature concerning the avant-garde theatre in Russia is 
extensive in English and in translation from Russian. Reference is made to 
critical theory, reviews, the writings of directors and their production notes for 
specific presentations. The retrieval of the Petrouchka of 1911 is dependent 
upon this literature and the descriptive texts in French and English, together 
with Russian texts in translation, that bear witness to the theatrical nature and 
style of the performance of the ballet.
In respect of the pre-Revolutionary innovations in the Russian theatre, the 
writings of Stanislavsky are considered where English translations are available, 
notably Robbins (1924), Magarshack (1967) and Hapgood (1936, 1961, 1968). 
The opinions on theatre of Meyerhold are made accessible through the 
translations of Braun (1969, 1986) and Rudnitsky (1981). Reference to 
Evreinov’s direction of the first season of the Starinny teatr are made
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principally through Golub (1984). The lack of availability of relevant texts in 
translation with reference to the inter-relationship of dance and drama during 
this period limit this aspect of the research.
Published literature in English concerning the Italian commedia dell’zirte is 
extensive, and reference is made to Nicoll (1976) and Storey (1978). Faminio 
Scala’s II Teatro delle favole rappresentative (1611) is available in English 
translation (Salerno, 1992) and confirms the characters and stage action of 
forty scenarios of the commedia dell’arte. French texts, notably Duchartre’s 
study of 1924 and the collection of engravings Le Recueil Fossard, edited by 
Beijer (1981) extend the research. The writings in French ofjanin (1881) and 
Péricaud (1897) illustrate the career of Deburau at the Funambules theatre, 
whilst de Palacio (1990) presents the fin-de-siècle mask of Pierrot. The forms 
of Russian pre-literate theatre are made available through literature in English 
and in translation from the Russian, notably the studies of Sokolov (1966), 
Warner (1977) and Zguta (1978).
Although ephemeral, the nature of performance is gathered from those 
impressions that have stayed with the spectators and performers of Petrouchka 
in the years that followed 1911. However, descriptions of performance are 
invariably recounted over time with subjectivity. Numerous accounts of the 
early performances of Petrouchka were recorded during the years that 
succeeded the first performance, so that recollections are tinged with nostalgia, 
as in Lieven (1936). The memoirs of Benois (1941) and Fokine (1961) provide 
retrospective views of the ballet’s creation. The evaluation of diverse accounts 
and reminiscences concerning Petrouchka suggests that there was no one 
original version of the ballet. Each anecdote recaptures a partial perspective 
which emphasises the pre-disposition of the writer. Therefore, in analysing 
personal recollections of the ballet that encompass its creation and subsequent
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performance over the years, it is essential to bear in mind the current 
relationship of the raconteur at the time of writing to the infrastructure of 
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes.
Contemporary newspaper reviews are important sources of information in 
which writers of necessity are required to make immediate response to new 
theatrical events. Petrouchka was first reviewed in Paris, a city where daring 
originality was fostered (Abensour, 1964) and later in London in 1913. 
London reviews, such as that published in The Queen of 15 February, 1913, 
whilst appraising Stravinsky’s score and recounting the narrative of the ballet, 
concentrate more on the front of house scene, prior to the rise of the curtain, 
than on the unfolding action on the stage.
Benois’ designs for the setting and costumes of Petrouchka in the museum of 
the Paris Opera provide valuable records of his intentions for the staging of the 
ballet. Reference is made to the collection in this research and to the designs 
Benois created for the 1911 staging, which are held at the Bolshoi Theatre 
Museum, Moscow. The extensive and varied costume designs bear witness to 
his individual treatm ent of each character in the fairground crowd. 
Photographs of the original staging for Tableaux 2 and 3, also in the collection 
of the Paris Opera, make it clear that there was little compromise in the 
theatrical realisation of the designs. ^ Whilst photographs of Nijinsky and 
Karsavina record the intricacy of stage make up and the elaboration of 
costume, the posed shots of 1911 and 1913  ^ cannot suggest the quality of 
movement with which each performer characterised h is/her role. The 
extensive collection at the Bakhrushin Museum in Moscow of designs, models, 
photographs and costumes of productions during the pre-Revolutionary years 
illustrate the appearance of avant-garde theatre in Russia. This collection
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provided a starting point from which the relationship of Benois’ proposed 
staging for Petrouchka to avant-garde theatre modes in Russia is assessed.
Two separate attempts to re-stage Petrouchka have been analysed. In both 
instances performances of the ballet were recorded on film/video. Video 1 is a 
film/video of a performance of Petrouchka danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra de 
Paris Gamier in 1990. ® Video 2 is a film/video recording of Petrouchka 
performed by The Joffrey Ballet of New York/Los Angeles in 1982.  ^ These 
recorded performances have been selected for their contrasting approaches to 
the staging of the ballet. The version of Petrouchka, as it is performed by the 
Paris Opera Ballet (video 1 ), is contained within a restricted frame. Because an 
unusual intimacy was established in the recording of the ballet by The Joffrey 
Ballet between the camera and the performers, individual role-play is picked 
out amongst the crowd at the fair. A sense of bustling activity is suggested, and, 
as if the fourth wall had been dispensed with, the action spills out in all 
directions. Video 1, with its prosaic, frontal shots, fails to recapture the mini­
dramas amongst the fairground crowd.
In the context of this study, recorded performances are chosen for analyses in 
preference to notated scores. The video, used as a point of reference here, 
affords insight into the complexities of the movement of the crowd within the 
fairground during the first and last tableaux, the individual characterisations of 
crowd members, the relationship of the dancers to the setting, or the mise-en- 
scène of the piece, and illustrates the nature of performance, albeit from a 
present day perspective.
The mise-en-scène of the fairground scenes, as presented in video 2, reflect 
Fokine’s wishes that the crowd dances should appear to arise ‘spontaneously 
from an overabundance of emotion’ (1961, p 191). Furthermore, the
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‘multitude of episodes’ (Fokine, 1961, p 189) of the Butter-Week fairground 
are depicted with a realism akin to the crowd scenes of the Moscow Art Theatre 
at the time of Stanislavsky’s direction (1898-1936). The selective view of 
Petrouchka offered by the consistent frontal shots of the camera in video 1 
present the performance within a conventionalised theatrical framing. By 
defining the situation of the performance in this way, the camera operator has 
reminded the viewer that he/she is witnessing a theatrical performance that 
utilises a stage space. Like the theatre-goer, who attended an early 
performance of the ballet, the video spectator is asked to accept that an 
alternative and fictional reality is presented by the dancers who are designated 
as the performers. The role of the viewer is that of a privileged onlooker. 
Video 1 consistently reminds the viewer that Petrouchka is a manifestation of 
theatre.
The performance of Petrouchka recorded on the stage of the Paris Opera 
(video 1) exemplifies theatre within a conventionalised framing, in which 
music, dance, drama, decor and lighting contribute to the theatrical effect. 
Artaud states, in his collection of essays on the theatre, that each of these 
means has its own ‘specific poetry’ as well as ‘a kind of ironic poetry arising 
from the way it combines with other expressive means’ (1970, p 28). Eco, in 
his description of theatre, suggests a similar interplay:
Theatre is, amongst the various arts, the one in which the whole of 
human experience is co-involved, the very place in which complete ‘son 
et lumière’ events take place, in which human bodies, artifacts, music, 
literary expressions (and therefore literature, painting, music, 
architecture and so on) are in play at the same moment.
Eco, 1977, p 108
A theatrical performance is a complex discursive event, resulting from ‘the 
interweaving of several expressive elements’, organised into various codes and 
subcodes (which together constitute a textual structure) through which acts of 
signification take place (De Marinis, 1993, p i ) .  Eco cites Kowzan’s isolation of
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thirteen sign systems at work in a theatrical performance: ‘words, voice, 
inflection, facial mimicry, gesture, body movement, make up, head-dress, 
costume, accessory, stage design, lighting, music and noise’ (Eco, 1977, p 108). 
Kott (1969) states that a theatrical production is a collection of signs, whilst 
Elam acknowledges that it is the ‘theatrical message or text and the system of 
signs or codes which produce the perform ance’ (1980, p 31). The 
consideration of the theatrical performance, or, in terms of the semiotics of 
theatre, the performance text, as a unified entity of textual units that invoke 
different codes, informs the analysis of Petrouchka. In the ballet, the music, 
choreography, setting, costume and properties and their inter-relationship 
create meaning in different ways. However, no performance contains a single 
theatrical text. It is Elam’s conviction that the spectator interprets multiple 
messages as an integrated text according to the theatrical, dramatic and 
cultural codes at his/her disposal (1980).
The theatrical sign inevitably acquires secondary meanings for an audience 
that relate to the social, moral and ideological values operative in the 
community of which the performers and spectators are part. The signification 
of Petrouchka is often dependent upon secondary or even multiple meanings 
that are sustained by its Russianness and its link contextually with the 
avant-garde theatre of St. Petersburg and Moscow at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Benois’ framing device, the false proscenium arch, for 
example, may be read as a polysémie sign that relates to the historicism of 
theatre. It may be interpreted as representing in its vertical elevations the town 
houses of the Italian Renaissance conventional setting for comedy, whilst its 
ceiling, which is decorated with the Slavic pagan sun-sign, may denote a close 
association with the superstitions that permeate the carnival of Maslenitsa. In 
addition, the sharply angled arch accentuates the illusionistic representation of 
the fairground, but, at the same time, it may be seen to deny theatre realism.
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since it provides a fore-stage, on which the characters of the fair appear in close 
proximity with the theatre audience. It is apparent from Benois’ design of 
1911 for the fairground (illustration 2, p 31) that the sign functions relating to 
the false proscenium arch overlap to a considerable extent. In this way, 
throughout Petrouchka, multiple messages occur simultaneously within the 
theatrical text that the ballet represents in its integration of music, dance, 
drama and setting.
Second order significations vary from spectator to spectator, although always 
within definite cultural and historical limits. As Elam points out, the 
spectator’s ability to apprehend second-order meanings in his decoding of the 
performance depends upon ‘the extra-theatrical and general cultural values 
which certain objects, modes of discourse bear’ (1980, pp 11-12). The 
structures of the discipline of the semiotics of theatre reveal the extent to 
which meaning for the setting, costumes and choreographic structures that 
make up the stage imagery of Petrouchka, together with the music, is to be 
revealed in its specific and historical setting.
The methodology of this study relates an analysis of Petrouchka to Russian 
avant-garde theatre of the first decade of the twentieth century. The discipline 
of the semiotics of theatre is recognised in the process of the contextual 
analysis, notably the concept that identifies a performance as a complicated 
theatrical text of multiple meaning. Reference is made to texts, reviews, 
reminiscences and iconography that explore the innovations in the theatre and 
those that make clear the nature of Petrouchka in performance during the early 
years of its presentation. Two contrasting attempts to restage Petrouchka are 
evaluated. These recorded versions of the ballet danced by the Ballet de 
l’Opéra de Paris Gamier (1990) and by The Joffrey Ballet of New York/Los 
Angeles (1982) illustrate the character of performance.
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Since it is recognised in the study that a theatrical performance represents a 
collection of signs whose inter-relationship creates meaning in different ways, 
the chapters are ordered in three parts that inter relate. Cross-referencing 
links the chapters. The research method of this study may be summarised by 
the conception of one grid of reference superimposed upon another. The 
basic grid represents an analysis of Petrouchka that considers the ordering of the 
materials of the ballet and their signification. The second grid, underpinning 
the first, reflects the modes of Russian theatre during the first decade of the 
century, in which is enmeshed the tensions of theatre realism and theatricality. 
The research explores those points of intersection between the grids where 
relationships are revealed that link Russian modernist theatre to the making of 
Petrouchka.
1.5. The organisation of the thesis
The purpose of this study is to analyse the relationship of Russian modernist 
theatre to the making of Petrouchka in order to make clear the nature of its 
performance in 1911. The thesis is organised in three parts, each part 
presenting contextual references for the ballet from within Russian theatre at 
the turn of the century and during the years that lead to 1911.
The focus of Part 1 is the relevance of theatres of ritual and mask to the 
materials of Petrouchka. The pre-literate theatre of ancient Rus’ is considered 
and the eighteenth century revival of the Italian commedia dell’arte by Carlo 
Gozzi. The staging, characterisation and choreography of the ballet are rich in 
reference to these ancient forms of theatre. The rediscovery and adaptation of 
such archaic models in the composition of Petrouchka question the nature of 
performance, the relationship between the actor and the spectator and explore 
the manipulation of the audience.
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In Chapter 2, Petrouchka: an invocation of Russia’s archaic past, the ancient rites 
and rituals that the ballet presents are recognised as a reflection of the folk 
idioms that emanated from the arts in Russia at the turn of the century and 
epitomised the sensibilities of the society of Mir iskusstva. The dramatic action 
of Petrouchka centres upon the revels of the Butter-Week (Shrovetide) carnival 
of Maslenitsa. Throughout the nineteenth century the carnival was permeated 
with the ancient pagan belief of the Slavs. The conception of the ballet as an 
episode during these festivities blends the magic of the puppet theatre with the 
sorcery of the skomorokhi and the superstitions of ancient Rus’. The choice of 
the carnival of Maslenitsa as a background for the ballet and the relationship of 
Petrouchka to the sacrificial effigy of the deity are analysed. The role of the 
Showman as the equivalent of the skomorokh priest and the significance of the 
gypsy and animal masks are traced.
The debate of Chapter 3, The dance folklore of Petrouchka, concerns the manner 
in which Fokine’s choreography is interlaced with folk idioms. The 
significance of the folk dances, which are interspersed with the dramatic action 
of the crowd in the fairground scenes, lies, it is agreed, in their magical and 
ritual origins as characterised by the khorovod. The folk idioms of Fokine’s 
choreography are analysed in this chapter and related to the traditional steps 
and movement patterns of Slavic folk and character dance.
The extent of the influence of the commedia dell’arte upon the conception 
and realisation of Petrouchka is the subject of Chapter 4, Petrouchka and the masks 
of the commedia delVarte. Within the composition of the ballet numerous strands 
connect it with the conventions of the Italian theatre of masks, whilst others 
link it with the vogue for the harlequinade. The influence of the commedia 
dell’arte is traced in Benois’ designs that were made for the settings. Guiseppe 
Giratone’s white faced mask, Pierrot, is seen to be the seventeenth century
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progenitor of the Petrouchka mask in the ballet, and his inheritance is traced 
through the sensitivity and detachment of Watteau’s Gilles. The innovations 
that Deburau brought to the role in the nineteenth century are discussed as is 
his interpretation of the role, which inspired a highbrow interest in the 
popular art of pantomime in Paris. Reference is made to the relationship of 
the puppet role to the sad clowns that Daumier pictured. The role of the 
Ballerina is considered with reference to the character of Columbine. The 
genesis of the Moor is analysed through an association of the role with the 
blackamoors of Western European theatre and the relationship of the role to 
the agile Harlequin, the mnni of the commedia dell’arte.
Part 2 of the study presents two models for Petrouchka. Each model, while 
representing a modernist view of theatre recalls an antique theatre mode, and 
challenges theatre realism. In Meyerhold’s first staging of Blok’s Balaganchik 
(The fairground booth) in 1906 and Evreinov’s first season at the Starinny 
teatr (1907-08) stages-within-stages were introduced to depict the booths of 
travelling players. Whereas Balaganchik must be recognised as a manifestation 
of harlequinade theatricality, Evreinov’s medieval plays may be seen in terms of 
theatre realism. In both instances an uneasy tension is maintained between 
illusion and reality.
The dichotomy of Benois’ contempt for avant-garde theatre and his utilisation 
of theatricalist staging in Petrouchka is discussed in Chapter 5, The balagan 
Petrouchka and Meyerhold’s staging of Balaganchik. Meyerhold’s production of 
Balaganchik challenged the nature of illusion and reality by manipulating the 
masks of the commedia dell’arte and the eternal relationship between Pierrot, 
Harlequin and Columbine. Balaganchik is cited as a model for Petrouchka, 
whilst Meyerhold’s characterisation is recognised in the puppet role of
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Petrouchka. The ballet is analysed in terms of Meyerhold’s representation of 
tragic farce or the grotesque.
In Chapter 6, The reconstruction of the Starinny teatr (1907-08) - a model for 
Petrouchka, Benois’ nostalgic recreation of the balagan is discussed and his 
preference for scenic realism. The revival of medieval theatre that Evreinov 
and Nikolai Vasil’evic Driezen carried out during the first season of the 
Starinny teatr is reviewed. The street theatre piece, Jar marka na indikt sv. 
Denisa (The fair on the day of St. Denis) is singled out as a model for 
Petrouchka. The staging of the play and the ballet incorporated a stage-within-a- 
stage and on stage spectators in the recreation of folk theatre, so that a tension 
was established between theatre realism and theatricality.
In the final part of the study the form of Petrouchka is analysed. The recurring 
structural features of Athenian drama, as performed in the fifth century BC, 
represent the conventions of tragedy and are recognised as contributing to the 
form of the ballet. The notion, accepted by tradition, that the tragic 
protagonist must be of exalted rank is challenged by the modernist view which 
recognises the everyday, inner tragedy of Petrouchka’s existence. Stanislavsky’s 
theatre of authentic emotion and his concept of truth are acknowledged as 
intrinsic to Fokine’s ‘expressive’ dance and Nijinsky’s characterisation of the 
puppet role.
Petrouchka, as a ballet-tragedy, is dependent on the tension set up between the 
inner drama of the puppet and the external drama of the life of the crowded 
fairground. The conventions that form the underlying unity of the tragic 
tradition and the extent to which they are reflected in Petrouchka form the 
subject of Chapter 7, Petrouchka: a tragedy. Dance-drama as a form of worship is 
discussed. The structure of Athenian tragic plots from the fifth century BC,
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their masked characters, the role of the chorus, the use of contrasting 
movement in the Greek plays and the unified integration of music, song, 
action, dance and staging are introduced, whilst the relevance of these 
conventions in the creation of Petrouchka is questioned.
The extent to which Petrouchka may be recognised as a product of modernist 
theatre is considered in Chapter 8, The internal drama of Petrouchka. The 
relationship of the ballet to symbolist drama and the bond between the 
internal tragedy of the puppet and Maeterlinck’s everyday tragedy are taken 
into account.
Stanislavsky’s ‘feeling for truth’ is the subject of Chapter 9, Petrouchka: ‘the 
feeling for truth’. The manner in which the concept permeates the mise-en- 
scène of Petrouchka, Fokine’s understanding of dance expression within the 
choreography and Nijinsky’s characterisation and performance of the puppet 
role form the debate.
The research method of this study analyses the relationship between the 
materials and form of Petrouchka and selected modes of Russian avant-garde 
theatre contemporary with its creation. Although Part 1 of the thesis has a 
specific focus on the relatedness of Petrouchka to theatres of mask and ritual, 
notably Russian pre-literate theatre and the Italian theatre of masks, 
throughout the first two parts of the thesis allusion to folk theatre underpin the 
debate. Folk theatre, with its mingling of performer and spectator, may be 
seen to represent an intermediate stage in the development of drama from 
ritual to literary theatre. The form of folk theatre that maintains a personal 
contact between performer and spectator is mirrored in Petrouchka. In the 
ballet, however, the spectators, as members of the cast of dancers/actors, 
appear on the stage integrally with the performance.
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On stage spectators as representatives of urban communities, which the 
fairground crowd in Petrouchka represents, were a convention of the Athenian 
dramas of the fifth century BC, and it is this similarity that overtly links the 
ballet with the traditions of tragedy. The last part of the thesis focuses upon 
Petrouchka as tragedy. The debate moves from Aristotle’s definition of tragedy 
to modern notions of the genre and considers the role of the tragic hero as 
portrayed by the puppet Petrouchka in the ballet.
The manner in which Stanislavsky’s ‘feeling for truth’ may be seen to have 
influenced Nijinsky’s characterisation of the Petrouchka role is discussed in the 
final chapter of the thesis. The argument is explored through Benois’ choice 
of mise-en-scène and Fokine’s understanding of dance expression in his 
choreography. The debate of the chapter reverts to that introduced in Part 2, 
when two models of theatre modernism that challenge scenic realism by 
anti-illusionistic theatre are offered for Petrouchka.
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PARTI
THE RELEVANCE OF THEATRES OF RITUAL AND MASK TO THE 
MATERIALS OF PETROUCHKA
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CHAPTER2
PETROUCHKA: AN INVOCATION OF RUSSIA’S ARCHAIC PAST
2.1. A dream of Ancient Rus’
2.2. Maslenitsa - the carnival as a propitious background for Petroudika
2.3. Petrouchka, an effigy of Maslenitsa
2.4. The Showman: offspring of the skomorokhi
2.5. The ‘devil’s diversion’: the procession of the mummers
2.6. The spirit of the supernatural in Petroudika
2.7. Conclusion
2.1. A dream of Ancient Rus’
In Russia, at the turn of the century, an intense interest in the antique 
pervaded artistic circles. It was as if a need was felt by the artists to proceed 
through the historical to the contemporary. Benois, in a review for Rech’ oi 
25 June, 1909, noted ‘an undoubted return to antiquity’ in the arts generally:
In painting, in music, in poetry, in the dance of Duncan, in the 
sculpture of Rodin - a dream of antiquity everywhere appeared to bind 
up loose threads of knowledge, to find a new access to that now 
incomprehensible but formerly vivid beauty which saturated the entire 
ancient world, religion and everyday affairs, the humdrum life and the 
imperial feasts.
Wiley, 1980, p 103
At the time when Russia was beginning to modernise, a compensatory 
movement came into being that advocated the skills and traditions of the past 
as models for contemporary craftsmanship. There was concern that increasing 
industrialisation would encroach upon the workman’s way of life. This 
awareness was reiterated throughout the countries of Europe. Anscombe and 
Gere (1978), writing of the Arts and Crafts movement in England, recognised 
in a national style the reflection of the moral values of a society. In Russia, as 
in England, efforts were made to contest mass production. The Renaissance 
and the Middle Ages were revered as idealised and enchanted worlds. Ancient
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Rus’ was recreated by visual artists. Painting, theatrical settings, book 
illustration and craft sought inspiration in Russian history. The revival of 
interest in folklore, folk crafts and the interior decoration of houses and 
churches induced the study and preservation of the art and architecture of the 
past.
Saava Mamontov, a wealthy railway magnate, and his wife, Elizaveta, set up 
artists’ colonies, workshops and a museum of folk art at Abramtsevo, their 
estate thirty miles from Moscow, in 1870. In Elliott’s estimation the 
Mamontovs created a climate in which traditional motifs and skills were 
preserved to sustain the art of the present (1991). Similarly, though later, 
Maria Klavdievna Tenisheva at her estate, Talashkino, near Smolensk, founded 
workshops for woodcarving, furniture-making, ceramics, embroidery and for 
the making and playing of balalaikas. She donated her large collection of folk 
art to the museum of Smolensk, funded an Art Foundation School in 
St. Petersburg (1894-1904) and another in Smolensk.
The interest in folk art was manifested in neo-nationalist theatre presentations, 
notably those of Mamontov’s Private Opera. In contrast to the operas of the 
Imperial Theatres, Mamontov’s casts included young Russian singers who 
undertook the principal roles. Moreover, it was the policy of Mamontov to 
commission painters rather than theatrical artists to create designs for the 
settings and costumes of his operas.  ^ From 1896-1899 Mamontov’s renamed 
company, Mosœw Private Opera, staged eleven works by Russian composers in 
both Moscow and St. Petersburg, of which the operas of Nikolai Rimsky- 
Korsakov predominated. 2 Garafola (1989) states that it was Mamontov who 
brought to a newly receptive public the model performances of the Russian 
lyric repertory that fired the imagination of Diaghilev and his Mir iskusstva 
associates. A recreation of sixteenth century Russia in Mussorgsky’s Boris
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Godonov, was presented by Diaghilev at the Théâtre National de l’Opéra, Paris, 
in 1908. The designs by Golovin, authentic costumes and embroideries were 
reminiscent of those collected by Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko for 
the 1898 production of Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich at the Moscow Art Theatre.
From the end of the nineteenth century the visual arts in Russia had claimed 
inspiration and enrichment from Slavic folkloristic themes and the history of 
ancient Russia. Painters in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
used a variety of genres in the representation of history, legend and fairy tale in 
both visual art and in theatrical design. In turning from the earlier styles of 
naturalism and realism, as exemplified in the works of Riabushkin and 
Surikov,  ^ Russian artists borrowed from the simple forms of folk art. From 
1907 neo-primitivist painters distorted and rejected academic perspective and 
proportion (Bowlt, 1982). Markov (1969) recognises that Russian primitivism 
was broad in its extent and complex in its sources. In 1909 the third exhibition 
of the Golden Fleece showed specimens of folk art. Lace, luboks, icons and even 
ornamented biscuits were displayed. Peasant costume, folk ornament, luboks 
and icons influenced the paintings of artists, such as Natalia Goncharova’s 
neo-primitivist designs for Rimsky-Korsakov’s opera Le Coq d ’or, which Diaghilev 
produced in 1914 at the Théâtre National de l’Opéra, Paris.
The designs that Benois created for Tableaux 2 and 3 of Petrouchka in which he 
depicted the puppet cubicles reflect a neo-primitivist approach. The blue- 
black walls of Petrouchka’s cell are decorated with a high border of cumulus 
cloud shapes, whilst white, sharp outlines of rocks form a dado below (Schirn 
Kunsthalle Frankfurt, 1986). Although the Moor’s room is luxurious in 
contrast and painted in brilliant colours (Pozharskaya and Volodina, 1990), the 
forms of the palm tree motifs which cover the walls and the racing rabbits 
below echo the folk style of decoration in Petrouchka’s cell.
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From the end of the nineteenth century literature, no less than the visual arts, 
found inspiration in Slavic folklore. A fashion in antiquity blossomed amongst 
the writings of novelists, poets and dramatists. In the mid-nineteenth century 
two collections of Russian folk stories by Alexandr Afanasiev had been 
published (1855, 1858). ^ The mythological interpretation of nature that 
Afanasiev’s stories implied recognised the gods of the sun, sky and light as 
heroes whose natural enemies were the powers of darkness and winter. In the 
early twentieth century the culture of ancient Russia, both secular and 
religious, pervaded the prose and verse of contemporary writers. Gorodetsky’s 
cycle of poems (1905-07) honoured Yarilo, the god of fertility, whilst Remizov’s 
book Follow the sun (1907) centred on seasonal changes and ancient games. 
Khlebnikov, as an experimental poet of the period, was associated with the 
Russian futurists who, as artists and writers, challenged the older symbolist 
generation in about 1910 (Compton, 1978). Khlebnikov’s linguistic 
experiments resulted primarily from his attempts to get back to the earliest 
stages of linguistic evolution, to ‘the moment at which language was born’ 
(Lord, 1985). Khlebnikov’s narrative verse I  and ye (1911, 1912) reveals his 
interest in primeval times, in the gods of pagan Russia, in Shamanism and folk 
cults.
The obsession with pre-history, mythology and Stone-Age Russia that was 
exemplified in the arts during the first decade of the twentieth century is 
reflected in various early ballets of Diaghilev. Nationalism and exoticism were 
characteristic themes of Diaghilev’s productions. In 1909, when the first 
season of the Ballets Russes was presented in Paris, The Polovtsian dances was 
staged and choreographed by Fokine to the ballet music Borodin composed 
for his opera Prince Igor. The divertissement depicted a barbaric and ancient
.at
Russian world. The scenario for L ’Oiseau de feu (1910) was an adaption of
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several Russian folk tales in which Stravinsky and Fokine worked in close 
collaboration, whilst the neo-nationalist persistence to recreate Russia’s mythic 
past is illustrated in the antique pagan rituals that Nijinsky choreographed for 
he Sacre du printemps (1913). The inspiration for these ballets sprang from the 
passion and fashion for the antique and for Slavic folklore that embraced the 
visual arts, music, literature and theatre in the early twentieth century. In the 
same way it may be claimed that Petrouchka rests upon a grid of reference that 
binds the dramatised rituals, myths and music with the artefacts of the ancient 
Slavs.
Petrouchka is set in the mid-nineteenth century, at a time when the remnants of 
folk ritual were still evident in those festivals, pagan in origin, that marked the 
passing of the seasons and, at the same time, the festivals of the Christian 
church. The Orthodox church, as early as the eleventh century, had noted the 
adverse effects of such festivities upon the establishment of Christianity. It is 
recorded in the Russian Primary Chronicle:
By these and other similar customs (pagan practices and superstitions) 
the devil deceives us, and he alienated us from God by all manner of 
craft, through trumpets and clowns, through harps and pagan festivals. 
For we behold the playgrounds worn bare by the footsteps of a great 
multitude, who jostle each other while they make a spectacle of a thing 
invented by the devil.
Cross and Sherbowitz-Wetzor, 1973, p 92
The festivals of the Orthodox church never completely supplanted the popular 
pagan rites of the Russian agrarian cycle, but merely became identified with 
them over the centuries. The carnival that is identified with the revels in 
Petrouchka takes place on the last three days before Lent - Butter-Week - and is 
associated with Maslenitsa. Sokolov states that the general agrarian-religious 
character of these peasant ceremonies was preserved in spite of the 
amalgamation with the Christian holidays. At the foundation of these 
ceremonies
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lay primitive magic, incantation, in the most diverse forms, not only for 
the purpose of protection from some hostile ‘unclean’ power (the so- 
called ‘prophylactic’ magic), but also with the aim of securing for man 
certain positive values: fertility, wealth, love, and so forth (productive 
magic).
Sokolov, 1966, pp 179-180
In Petrouchka the ancient, purportedly pagan, native culture of the Slavs is 
preserved and permeates the materials of the ballet.
2.2. Maslenitsa - the carnival as a propitious background for Petrouchka
Carnival time, in any culture, is synonymous with merrymaking, drunkenness, 
overeating, coarse language, sexual freedom and the general eroticism 
associated with Mardi gras. All the traditional, European carnival amusements 
were found in Russia - roundabouts, roller-coasters, harlequinades, puppet- 
shows, performing animals, ferris wheels and stalls selling food and drink. 
Kelly (1989) states that these were at least as popular as the carnival 
amusements which were of local origin, such as the dancing bears and the 
mumming shows. In Petrouchka people pass amongst laden stalls, drunken 
peasants and coachmen totter and lurch, the roundabout and ferris wheel 
revolve, dances arise spontaneously from the merrymaking and the carnival 
barker lures passers-by into the balagan, where it may be assumed the services 
offered are more extensive than the mere telling of fortunes that Buckle 
suggests (1979). Nijinska’s description of the fair in Nijni Novgorod of 1895 is 
evocative of the deafening noise of barrel organs, accordions and frenzied 
shouting of trades people that accompanies the continuous motion of the 
crowd in the fairground scenes of Petrouchka. Nijinska, as a child, was 
overwhelmed by the noise of the fairground:
The sounds of the accordions, the whooping of the coachmen, the 
ringing of bells, the drunken songs . . . Along the stalls numerous 
vendors were wandering about offering trays of cakes, candies, fruits, 
and pies to passers-by. We saw magicians, jugglers, weight lifters, 
strongmen, midgets, man-lions and other freaks, but our special joy and
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delight was the puppet-show - Petrouchka.
Nijinska, 1982, pp 30-31
Benois selected Admiralty Square, St. Petersburg, of 1830 for the setting of
Petrouchka. The activity of the ballet centred upon the revels that marked
annually the Shrovetide (Butter-Week) carnival of Maslenitsa. By specifying
that the nature of the revelry was to be in harmony with Maslenitsa, Benois
established a propitious background for Petrouchka.
The relationship with Maslenitsa sets a specific mood for the ballet that 
encompasses fear of the supernatural, pagan superstition and black magic, as 
well as attributing a special significance to the death and resurrection of the 
puppet, Petrouchka. Certain characters associated with Shrovetide are 
represented and included in the mass of people who flock to the fairground to 
entertain or be entertained, notably the masked mummers, the performing 
bear and the gypsies. Moreover, the pagan overtones of the festival enable the 
magical and ritualistic qualities of the Showman’s role to be exploited. Thus 
the decision to set the puppet play against a background of the Butter-Week 
fair enhanced the dramatic potential of the piece, and, at the same time, 
evoked a mood of mystery and eroticism.
The drama that was played out behind the scenes of the puppet theatre might 
have taken place at any time of the year, and in any location, but by choosing 
the St. Petersburg carnival of Maslenitsa Benois was incorporating into the 
ballet’s framework an additional element. Although Benois was returning in 
time to the St. Petersburg of his boyhood memories and to the Butter-Week 
fair, he chose to reset the celebrations in the mid-nineteenth century, thus 
distancing the events further in time. His purpose may have been merely to 
romanticise the past, yet by selecting this period, instead of one nearer to his 
own lifetime, he was securely enmeshing the incidents of the fair with the web
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of ancient myths and pagan superstitions dear to the sensibilities of 
Mir iskusstva.
Although Karlinsky (1983) recognises the ballet as a catalogue of Maslenitsa 
customs, Bowlt (1982) apparently dismisses the pagan underpinning of the 
puppet drama, registering surprise at Benois’ zeal for Russia’s primitive past:
It is a curious fact that Benois, who by 1911 was an international and 
urbane middle-aged man, who spent his time between St. Petersburg, 
Paris and Lugano, was the most academic and serious of historians, 
should have scored such an outstanding success with a ballet so totally 
Russian, so pagan as Petrouchka.
Bowlt, 1982, p 94
At Shrovetide every village and town had its celebrations. Warner (1977) 
points out that the focal point of the festivities was often the ice hills built up 
for tobogganing, around which would congregate all the attractions of the 
fairground, with performing animals, puppet and theatre shows. Benois 
(1941) writes of the ice hills as the prominent feature of the fair, and recalls 
that they usually stood in pairs, facing each other. Benois made numerous 
sketches in preparation for his original designs of 1911, in which he has 
depicted the square tower, with its fluttering pennant, that marked the summit 
of the ice hill constructed for Admiralty Square (Hazlitt, Gooden and Fox, 
1980, plates 13, 14, 16). The outline of just such a tower can be seen at the 
centre of the cyclorama for Tableau 1. It was incorporated into the design as a 
nostalgic reminder of the past, no doubt, but it also stands as a symbol of the 
riotous games and boisterous high spirits of Maslenitsa and of the pagan 
undertones of the merrymaking.
Maslenitsa, as a seasonal rite, served the magical, semi-religious purpose of 
securing a good harvest for the coming year, but specifically the intention of 
the feast was to bid farewell to winter. Hubbs (1988) writes of Maslenitsa as a 
festival to reawaken the earth. Shrovetide ceremonies were connected with
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charms to call out the warmth of the returning sun in springtime. The 
primitive belief that the sun may not complete its revolution without the help 
of man was expressed through hom eopathic magic, notably by the 
representation of a circle or by circular motion. Vernadsky (1959) maintains 
that the yearly course of the sun through the four seasons was understood as a 
cosmic drama, and identified the sun god, whose birth was celebrated on the 
day of the winter solstice, as the fundamental force in the lives of the people. 
For primitive communities fire was associated with both sun and light, and, in 
their folklore the rising sun was likened to a golden ring or fire-wheel. Many 
peasant art reproductions of the sun-wheel decorate tools, furniture and 
children’s toys as symbols of the efficacy of the sun. In Petrouchka, the dancers 
do not carry lighted wheels secured to poles to indicate the sun, as was the 
custom at the time of Maslenitsa, but the ferris wheel is seen to revolve during 
Tableaux 1 and 4, thus symbolising the circle, as the motion of the carousel, up 
stage right, emphasises. In later stagings of the ballet, when the ferris wheel 
and carousel have been omitted, or merely indicated on a painted backdrop, 
this magical significance has been lost. The vast circular movement pathways 
of the wheel and the carousel and their implied magical significance is restated 
in Fokine’s choreography. With numerous references to folk and circle 
dance,  ^ the composition of the dances that Fokine made for the coachmen, 
wet nurses, children (video 2) and the meandering Shrove procession of 
mummers, that bursts into the fairground in Tableau 4, manifests the necessary 
circular motion of homeopathic magic.
The Shrove procession, resembling a Slavonic Bacchanalia, encouraged by a 
liberal supply of vodka, was headed by Maslenitsa, a creature of either male or 
female sex, portrayed by a human being, or by a dressed effigy.
Maslenitsa as a doll was usually feminine and made out of wood or straw.
The material was given a roughly human shape with a head and arms at
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least and dressed in female clothing. . . . However, male dolls with 
grossly exaggerated sex organs were also known.
Warner, 1977, p 20
Zguta recognises the religious overtones of the ceremony:
The god of darkness and death represented here by the puppet (the 
straw effigy), is physically annihilated to make way for spring, the 
harbinger of new life and plenty.
Zguta, 1974, p 712-713
In the historiography of folklore there are innumerable instances when the 
symbolic representation of season or deity takes the form of a straw or wooden 
effigy. The effigies that represented the spring and summer deities of Semik, 
Kostroma, Jarilo and Ivan Kupala were destroyed by burial, burning or casting 
into water at the culmination of dramatic rituals. Warner recognises in this 
recurring destruction of the vegetation figure ‘a latent belief in or the hope of 
resurrection and reawakening in nature the following year’ (1977, p 30). 
Sokolov (1966) and Varneke (1951) both state that the ceremonial custom of 
the burning of Shrovetide in the form of a straw dummy is related to the magic 
linked with the spring-time sun. Eliade (1979) traces among European folk 
traditions, numerous ceremonies connected with the spring festivals that fulfil 
similar functions in the same ceremonial system of the rebirth of the year. The 
ceremonies are invariably concluded by a ritual enactment of ‘death and 
burial’, when an effigy of the carnival is condemned to death, and executed by 
burning, drowning or beheading. Another episode, of a similar nature, is the 
driving out or killing of Death, of which the most widespread custom involves 
the burning or drowning of a straw puppet, in order that spring may be 
brought in. In Petrouchka, the superstitions and customs of Shrovetide, that 
extend throughout the ballet, are concluded with the substitution of winter for 
spring, when a straw dummy, symbolic of the former and personified in 
Petrouchka, the puppet, is destroyed in an act of productive magic.
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2.3. Petrouchka, an effigy of Maslenitsa
In contrast to the marionette angularity which exemplifies the shape and 
movement of the Ballerina and the Moor in the ballet of Petrouchka, 
Petrouchka’s own appearance is suggestive of the glove puppet, and, therefore, 
more primitive and essentially Russian than the other two. The puppet’s head 
droops, as if his neck had lost its rigidity, the arms hang loose, while the legs 
appear without the strength to support the weight of the body. His painted 
face is chipped and worn, whilst his cloth hands are without definition. 
Warner’s description of the construction of the traditional Russian Petrouchka 
is in keeping with Petrouchka’s meagre composition in the ballet.
The body of these glove puppets consists of a loose costume fitted over 
the hand like a glove, and is manipulated by three fingers, one entering 
the neck of the hollow body and the other two the empty sleeves. The 
heads of these puppets are usually made out of light wood or papier 
mache, the former being carved into shape, the latter moulded and the 
features painted on. TTie puppets have little wooden or cloth hands, 
often roughly shaped, but no legs as they are rarely visible below the 
waist. The exception of this is Petrouchka himself, who, like Mr. 
Punch, is fond of dangling his legs over the edge of the stage where he 
perches to ‘converse’ with the audience.
Warner, 1977, p 109
Nijinska describes her brother’s appearance as the puppet Petrouchka in the 
staging of 1911:
In Petrouchka Nijinsky’s body is limp. Petrouchka is a puppet: his soft 
body has no spine. It is a doll’s body filled with sawdust, dressed in a 
loose shirt and wide pants, loosely propped up inside the Showman’s 
booth.
Nijinska, 1982, p 373 
The flaccid form of Petrouchka corresponds to the straw doll attired in human 
clothes that represented Maslenitsa, symbol of departing winter. The likeness is 
especially apparent after the ‘death’ of the puppet at the hands of the Moor, 
when the Showman reveals to the crowd that Petrouchka is merely a lifeless 
doll, an effigy of a man, without the capacity to experience pain, and drags the 
inert body towards the puppet theatre in the final part of Tableau 4. Yet, 
Petrouchka is apparently restored to life. An apparition of the puppet is seen
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above the deserted theatre. Is it the immortal soul of the puppet that is 
glimpsed in the half light? In Slavic belief, the soul is a being quite separate 
from the body, and is free to leave even in life. Mâchai (1964) writes that for 
forty days the soul dwells on earth, seeking places which the deceased used to 
frequent when alive; it enters his own house or those of other people, causing 
all sorts of trouble to those who had been enemies of the departed. The 
apparition of the murdered puppet above the theatre, in this sense, seeks 
retribution for the unhappiness he suffered at the hands of the Showman. The 
death of Petrouchka in the ballet matches the sacrificial destruction of the 
effigy that symbolised Maslenitsa.
The entry of the Maslenitsa procession in Tableau 4, with the mummers masked 
and costumed, heralds the climax of the drama and the pagan character of the 
final tragedy, when Petrouchka, as the straw effigy of winter, is destroyed in 
order that the sun might be renewed, and spring reborn. It is the time of the 
half-light when, according to tradition, the living and the dead commune. On 
stage, natural light fades as the snowstorm approaches. According to ancient 
pagan thought, the extreme sacrifice is claimed for the redemption of the 
sun’s rays. Sacrifice represented to the primitive mind a re-enactment of the 
moment of creation. The offering of blood, symbolised by the effigy as a 
replacement for the human sacrificial victim, ensured the rebirth of the sun. 
The notion of sacrifice was analogous with the concept of the continuation of 
life. Hubbs (1988) asserts that Maslenitsa represents the conjoining of life and 
death. In Tableau 4 of Petrouchka, the mummers explode into the fairground, 
yet their procession is heralded by no symbolic figure to appease the gods of 
nature. This significant omission marks a dramatic peak in Tableau 4, yet in 
the version of Thejoffrey Ballet and that of the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris, the 
absence of an effigy goes unregistered by the fairground crowd. The absence 
of a sacrificial victim implies that from within the fairground a prey will be
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chosen. The omission demands a telling reaction from the crowd to heighten 
the dramatic energy of the scene, and to build towards the inevitable 
conclusion of the Tableau that it is only by the death of the puppet that the 
sun and the earth’s fertility will be replenished. Petrouchka is a ritual drama of 
death and rebirth. The final moments of the ballet, in which the puppet 
‘suddenly appears in a miraculous transformation above the little theatre’ 
(Benois, 1941, p 330), are rendered with a double significance. Not only does 
Petrouchka prove his immortality, in the style of the traditional Russian 
guignol, whose plays were inevitably concluded with the puppet victorious over 
all his foes, including the Devil and Death itself, but true to pagan belief that 
from death is derived life, comes the assurance that the sun will again rise to 
warm the earth and renew its fertility.
2.4. The Showman: offspring of the skomorohhi
The proto-puppet, or forerunner of the Russian Petrouchka, has been
associated with the straw or wooden image that played an integral part in
ancient Slavic religious rites.
The masks and anthropomorphic images that once constituted the 
essential trappings of many primitive religions were, with time and the 
impact of civilisation and Christianity, gradually cast aside, becoming 
the tools of the trade for the early puppeteer.
Zguta, 1978, p 114
Vernadsky (1959) recognises that the puppet theatre is an outgrowth of ‘the 
old sacred drama of the heathen times’. It is Zguta’s claim (1974) that the 
skomorokhi who had their origin in the popular, pagan cult of ancient Rus’ were 
the first puppet masters. In literature the skomorokhi have been referred to as 
‘itinerant actors and musicians’ (Vernadsky, 1959, p 109), and dismissed as 
‘itinerant minstrel-buffoons’ who ‘provided humour, satire, and musical 
entertainment in the villages and at the princely courts of Kieven and 
Muscovite Russia (Karlinsky, 1985, p 3). Marshall (1977) traces the beginnings
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of Russian theatre to the performing ‘clowns’ of the Middle Ages and to the
seventeenth century ‘jesters’ who were forced to wander about the countryside
as a result of the gramoty of Tsar Aleksei in 1648 that condemned them for their
Satanic songs, dances, bear acts and masks. In the first gramota, On the righting
of morals and the abolition of superstition, 6 December, 16 48, the skomorokhi are
‘singled out as perhaps the most nefarious of the evil, pagan influences
diverting the Orthodox Christian from the path of virtue’ (Zguta, 1978, p 60).
Aleksei’s second gramota. Concerning Koliada, Usen\ and other popular games, 24
December, 1648, points to the evils of the pagan rituals associated with
Christmas and Epiphany, when people were purported to gather for satanic
games (Zguta, 1978, p 61). The church’s eventual excommunication of the
skomorokhi in 1657, indicates the power they were seen to exercise through the
dramatised games. Regardless of their naming by historians as ‘minstrels’,
‘buffoons’, ‘jesters’ and ‘clowns’, the presence of the jAowzomAM represented an
integral element in the ceremonies that exemplified the pagan, religious cult
of the ancient Slavs. Zguta (1978) identifies their participation in numerous
cyclical rites and ceremonies, notably those of Rosalia, Koliada and the games
that accompanied weddings. It is Zguta’s conclusion that the skomorokhi were
intimately related to the pagan religion of the Eastern Slavs and were probably
pagan priests, whose skills ranged from fortune telling and healing to presiding
over community festivals and celebrations:
As former priests or cult leaders they (the skomorokhi) were the logical 
inheritors of the puppets or images which were an important part of that 
ritual and which, after the introduction of Christianity, became, like the 
skomorokhi themselves, an anathema to the church.
Zguta, 1974, p 714
Moreover, Zguta (1974) asserts that some of the images or puppets, which had 
originally been the focal point of religious worship, continued to be used, in 
spite of official proscription, even to recent times with some of the cyclic 
festivals in the countryside. Adam Olearius, the Dutch traveller and scholar.
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wrote of his impressions of the skomorokhi, whom he encountered in Muscovy in 
the 1630s:
Their dancing-bear impresarios have comedians with them, who, among 
other things, arrange farces employing puppets. These comedians tie a 
blanket around their bodies and spread it above their heads thus 
creating a portable theatre or stage with which they can give puppet 
shows.
Olearius, 1967, p 142
With his powerful image of controller, the Showman in the ballet, Petrouchka, is 
a key figure. His role has strong associations with the occult. As the puppet 
master, he is the manipulator of the fortunes of his puppets, and, at the same 
time, demonstrates authority over the fairground crowd. If Zguta’s debate is 
followed through, it is inevitable that the nineteenth century puppeteer 
described by Benois (1941) whose loud, nasal cries had been a familiar sound 
to children and adults, be recognised as the offspring of the skomorokhi In the 
ballet, the role of the puppet master is assumed by the Showman. His 
manipulation of the three puppets is demonstrated no less clearly than that of 
a puppeteer, who brings life to his glove puppet actors solely by his own hands. 
In Tableau 1, the Showman is first glimpsed when his head is thrust through 
the central opening of the curtains that screen the puppet stage. He wears a 
high magician’s hat, as a symbol of his profession, and instantly immobilises 
the onlookers, deliberately surveying each member of the crowd with staring 
eyes. His sinister glance, in the nature of the evil-eye, both compels and 
terrorises the watchers. When he appears fully his golden Eastern robe is seen 
to be decorated with the serpentine forms of Chinese dragons, giving an 
impression of his kinship with the magicians of the East, which is reiterated in 
his Turkish trousers and up turned Eastern slippers (illustration 3, p 55). 
About his shoulders is draped a swirling magician’s cloak, from which he 
withdraws a flute. The Showman plays to mesmerise the spectators, and breath 
life into his puppet actors.
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The Showman proves his kinship to the ancient skomorokhi In the ballet, he is 
the manipulator, the figure in whom power has been invested for the control 
of the lives of the puppets and the reactions of the crowd. As the key figure, 
and like his progenitors, he orchestrates the pagan festival of Maslenitsa with its 
inevitable conclusion of sacrifice. Throughout the ballet, the Showman’s 
power over the puppets is manifested continuously. In Tableau 2, he is 
glimpsed as he thrusts the Ballerina into the cell of Petrouchka, where the 
staring eyes of his portrait remind the puppet and the spectator of his absolute 
control. In the final Tableau of the ballet, the Showman appears in 
contemporary dress. The puppet performances are over for the day, and he 
has changed from his working clothes, the magician’s costume, into every day 
black coat and top hat. At this point in the development of the drama, the role 
can be seen to have more in common with the characters of the fairground 
than the enchanted world of the puppet show. As Tableau 4 concludes, the 
magical power of the Showman must be seen to have diminished. He 
convinces the crowd that Petrouchka was merely a puppet, whose seeming 
murder by the Moor was nothing but an illusion. The spectators in the theatre, 
however, know the Showman has tricked the people, since they too have 
witnessed Petrouchka’s death. With this realisation comes the conviction that 
the fairground crowd are no more than puppets themselves and responsive to 
the magic power of the Showman. The omnipotence of the Showman remains 
unchallenged. He is the counterpart of the skomorokhi
The characterisation of the Showman’s role, as the powerful manipulator of 
both puppets and the fairground crowd, is an essential element of Petrouchka. 
Through the role many of the pagan overtones of the ballet radiate. The 
sinister genius of the Showman relates him to the ancient skomorokhi and to the 
actors of the Russian folk theatre. The ritualised framework of pre-literate 
theatre and dramatised games was expanded over time into the dramas of folk
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theatre. The audience of the folk theatre, as an active participant, was 
entertained during the major holidays of Shrovetide and Easter. In Russian 
folk theatre it was the custom for the spectators to surround the actors, who 
often mingled with their audiences, greeting individuals as familiar friends. 
The popularity of the puppet play lay in this same emotional bond between the 
entertainer and the entertained. This procedure is mirrored in Petrouchka by 
the manner in which the puppet theatre is presented as an integral part of the 
fairground, where the puppet characters in the first and last tableaux are 
placed in close contact with the crowd. The task of the puppeteer is seen by 
Warner (1977) to draw the audience into an intimate triangular relationship 
with the puppeteer himself and with the puppets. The same task is 
accomplished in the ballet by the Showman, who, at the same time, is one and 
the same with the puppeteer and the organ-grinder musician. Traditionally, 
the musician was employed to enhance the relationship between the audience 
and the puppets, to accompany the song and dance and to act as the confidant 
of Petrouchka. The musician, as intermediary, is again mirrored by the 
Showman in the ballet. The Showman may be interpreted as an equivalent to 
the skomorokhi priest or cult leader, who mediated between the people and the 
deity as the chosen-one, or who undertook the role of the first actor/dancer to 
be segregated from the mimetic movement of the choir as a solo performer. 
Although varied meanings may be ascribed to the role, the Showman is 
undoubtedly a key character in Petrouchka as a manipulator of the fates of both 
puppets and human beings.
2.5. The ‘devil’s diversion’; the procession of the mummers
The procession of the mummers in the final tableau of Petrouchka represents a 
manifestation of the traditions and rituals of Maslenitsa. Benois writes
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enthusiastically of Stravinsky’s idea to introduce a party of riageni, or masked 
revellers, who at times of festival enjoyed special privileges:
This was a regular feature of the Russian carnival, which could not do 
without such a ‘devil’s diversion’. All sorts of ‘creatures of hell’ and 
even the Devil himself were to appear among the masked visitors.
Benois, 1941, p 329
The popular amusement of masking originated in pagan antiquity. ® In Russia, 
the earliest references may be found in eleventh century sermons and tracts 
denouncing the survival of heathen worship among the peasants (Warner, 
1977). The motives behind masking were varied. Bands of mummers roamed 
the countryside and towns, particularly during mid-winter and the Christmas 
season with the aim of frightening away evil spirits. At the same time, masking 
was probably related to the need to hide and protect the individual by disguise 
from the attention of malevolent spirits. It is possible that some such idea lay 
behind the popular forms of masking, such as the customary exchange of 
clothing between men and women (Warner, 1977). The appearance of men in 
women’s clothing was a common phenomena of carnival time, and is 
illustrated in Tableau 4 of Petrouchka, when a ‘bearded woman’, probably a 
coachman in disguise, is introduced into the dancing for humorous effect. It 
seems that the decision of Stravinsky and Benois to introduce the group of 
riageni into the final fairground scene resulted from the decision to juxtapose a 
riotous and demonic sense of carnival, underpinned with the fear of 
supernatural agencies, with the fun of festival costume and disguise and 
childish horseplay between the mummers and participants in the crowd.
From early times, the seasonal games and winter mummings incorporated the 
wearing of animal masks. In Butter-Week it was the custom for people to 
masquerade as bears, goats and foxes (Varneke, 1951). Zguta (1974) states 
that Maslenitsa, like Koliada, was characterised by the wearing of animal masks, 
the most favoured being those of the goat, the aurochs, the horse, the bear and
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the wolf. Hubbs proposes that the masking ceremonies were traceable to the 
ancient Greeks:
The archaic masking ceremonies . . . symbolically united all life at a 
‘chaotic’ time when the sun dips and leaves the sky before being 
‘reborn’ again from the earth. Men dressed as women, and women as 
men; people assumed the form of animals; the dead and the living 
intermingled.
Hubbs, 1988, p 66
Hubbs might well be describing the final tableau of Petrouchka and emphasising 
the ancient pagan fear of chaos, as the sun disappears before its rebirth, that 
underlies the carnival and gives meaning to the narrative of the ballet. The 
procession in Tableau 4 is made up almost exclusively of mummers masked as 
animals. Although a ‘bearded’ woman and a devil are represented, it is to the 
animal masks with their oversize heads and elongated necks that the attention 
of the audience is directed. In the version of the ballet danced by the Ballet de 
l’Opéra de Paris (video 1) the goat and the crane, with the extended necks that 
Benois’ sketches for 1911 illustrate, are prominent in the procession. 
Additional sketches of 1911 depict a mummer’s costume of patterned skirt and 
swirling blue cloak, which is surmounted by a total headpiece of a goat with 
back-sweeping horns (illustration 4, p 60) and a goat-mummer with an 
exaggerated neck standing on the balcony of the booth, stage right 
(illustration 2, p 16). In this same version of Petrouchka (video 1) the goat and 
the crane are accompanied by three further animal masks - the wolf, bear and
pig-
The climatic procession of the mummers calls for a mass of participants. In the 
original staging of Petrouchka Fokine describes a crowd of over one hundred 
performers (1961). It had been necessary for the Ballets Russes to recruit extra 
performers in Paris for the purpose of extending the fairground crowd 
(Fokine, 1961 and Nijinska, 1982). The creation of a surging mob of revellers, 
as suggested by Benois’ ‘devil’s diversion’, requires dramatic commitment from
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the dancers who characterise the main roles in the procession and crowd and 
the support of extra dancers/actors to swell the numbers taking part. 
Although the procession of the mummers in the version of the ballet danced 
by Thejoffrey Ballet (video 2) includes more animal masks than the French 
version (video 1 ), it falls short of the demonic ruffianly grandeur induced by 
mass drunkenness that Benois claims was conveyed in the final scene of the 
ballet (1.1.). Both versions of Petrouchka (videos 1 and 2) are lacking in the 
understanding of the symbolism of the animal impersonations and their effect 
in the mid-nineteenth century upon a culture steeped in ancient Slavic 
mythology.
The crane and the goat are the most significant and symbolic of the animal 
masks, and are peculiarly suggestive of the pagan implications of Maslenitsa. 
Their representation in the ballet denotes Benois’ intention that the 
mummers’ procession was no mere carnival revel-rout. Whilst the crane in 
folklore typifies morning, the goat, according to tradition, was often the 
central figure in scenes of death and revival. Vernadsky (1959) recognises the 
goat as an animal associated with the sun, whilst Jobes (1962) believes the goat 
to be familiar with witches and, again, as a form of the devil with the 
reproductive powers of the sun. Moreover, the goat’s ‘agility, fertility, 
generative heat, lasciviousness, poverty, reproductiveness, sociability, stench, 
stupidity, vital urge and winter’ make it a primary symbol of Maslenitsa (Jobes, 
1962, p 665). In this sense it is intended in the ballet. Warner, citing a 
nineteenth century lubok, describes the appearance of a costumed goat:
The actor’s body above the knee is completely enveloped in a gaily 
patterned sack-like garment drawn in tightly at the top of a long, thin 
neck piece surmounted by a replica of a goat’s head. The animus jaws 
can be manipulated by a string which runs down inside the sack. The 
most essential part of any goat costume was, however, the horns.
Warner, 1977, p 10
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The description cited by Warner is generally in keeping with Benois’ sketches, 
and it may be assumed that he sought inspiration from luboks in order to 
emphasise a close connection between the mummers and folklore.
The procession of the mummers in Petrouchka represents street, folk theatre or 
an act of ritualised drama that originated in Slavic antiquity. In Western 
folklore the masks of the procession have significantly different meaning. 
Present-day theatre audiences will respond to the same masks according to 
their own particular culture unless they are guided by the effect the masks 
create on the spectators on the stage. The implication of the ritual goes 
unregistered or misconstrued when the fairground crowd is unresponsive to 
the underlying significance of impending death and resurrection that is 
intimated by the procession of the mummers. The procession takes place 
towards the end of the final tableau, however, there are references to masking 
and disguise that infiltrate the dramatic episodes of the first scene. The gypsy 
characters and the performing bear have special significance, and their 
appearances amongst the fairground crowd indicates the pagan nature of the 
revels.
Two gypsy women, dressed in colourful skirts, petticoats, shawls and scarves, 
make an early appearance in Tableau 1 of Petrouchka. Although the gypsy 
dance is choreographed as part of the revelry of the final Tableau, the 
presence of the gypsies is evident throughout the fairground scenes. The 
women appear at the upper balcony of the booth, stage right, with the long 
bearded balagannyided, and from this vantage point they watch the fairground 
below. In this way their characters are made significant. Their expertise as 
fortune-tellers or prostitutes is conveyed when the merchant is seen to 
exchange money with the court coachman, in order to engage their services.
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Throughout Russian folklore and pre-literate theatre gypsies have held a 
prominent place. Many of the Christmas masks were wholly secular in origin, 
and gypsies and brigands were amongst the most popular. In village 
mummings a gypsy trainer accompanied the masked counterpart of a bear. 
W arner describes how the appearance of village women and girls was 
transformed in Novgorod, during the ceremony known as cygan’cane’e.
Whole groups of ‘gypsy’ girls dressed in brighüy coloured frocks and 
shawls appeared in village streets going from house to house, dancing, 
and singing gypsy songs to a balalaika and accordian accompaniment.
Warner, 1977, p 17
Vernadsky (1959) records how a gypsy is impersonated in a ritual drama 
associated with Rusalia, whilst, at the Koliada festival, the sudden death and 
revival of a goat mask was affected by two gypsies who were, in reality, two 
women dressed in men’s clothing with their faces blackened with soot. It is 
known that gypsy characters featured in the ancient Russian puppet plays. 
Olearius (1967) describes and illustrates a puppet show he witnessed in 
seventeenth century Russia, whilst Sokolov (1966) interprets the drawing of the 
performance as a scene in which a gypsy sells a horse to Petrouchka. Since 
gypsy masks had been a favourite choice for carnival mumming for many 
centuries, it seems probable that the gypsies presented in Petrouchka were 
intended as impersonations. Their association with the eroticism and sexual 
freedom of carnival time suggests that gypsy masks were assumed as a form of 
disguise that enabled women to lead double lives during Butter-Week. Be that 
as it may, the appearance of gypsies in the ballet links it with the ancient 
superstitions of pagan Russia.
The performing bear makes a brief appearance in Tableau 4 of Petrouchka. It 
performs a limited display of tricks, to which every member of the fairground 
crowd pays attention. Jobes (1962) states that bears in folklore may be 
interpreted in different ways. As opposed to the Christian tradition, where the
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bear typifies evil, in Russia the animal is regarded as a friend of man and 
emblem of the nation. Trained bears have been popular entertainment over 
the centuries in Russia, since the animal has always been recognised for its 
powers of bringing good luck, fertility and increase in the home and the fields. 
So superstitious were the Russian country people of the bear as a harbinger of 
good fortune, that, according to Warner (1977) the bear trainer was invited to 
lead his animal around the farms and out-houses of a village, since this ritual 
was thought to be efficacious in warding off the ‘evil eye’. Zguta (1978) 
considers that the bear eventually became a trademark of the skomorokhi 
entertainers. The skomorokhi were implicated in divination through the use of 
animals, particularly bears. Bears were favoured for the purpose of omen 
reading, and their appearances at fairs were welcomed with reverence and 
hope. Moreover, it was believed that all those who danced with the bear were 
assured of good luck.
Bear masks and costumes were worn by mummers during the Koliada festival 
and the Shrovetide period, when the garments selected were composed of 
sheepskin or withered pea stalks (Warner, 1977, p 14). The bear, live or 
masked, played a major role in Russian popular entertainment. As a token of 
good luck and fertility, the bear was both a familiar and popular sight at 
carnival time, and its appearance in Petrouchka was a further symbol of the 
power of superstitious belief in the lives of the people. However, this effect is 
negated unless the reactions of characters in the crowd are governed by this 
perception, so that women, in particular the wet nurses, whose very livelihood 
is dependent upon their continuous fertility, approach the bear as a token of 
good fortune.
In Petrouchka the procession of the mummers, with its devil and animal 
disguises and the associated masks of the gypsies and the bear, evokes the
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archaic past of Russia. The significance of the mummers, even in the 
nineteenth century, was recognised by the people who flocked from the 
countryside and cities to celebrate carnival. The beliefs of the ancient Slavs 
permeated Christian orthodoxy, so that no Russian was able completely to deny 
the old superstitions that were closely allied to the seasonal changes even when 
urban life was divorced from agrarian culture. The demonic procession 
affirms the pagan undertones of Maslenitsa that pervade the bsdlet and infiise 
the fairground scenes with drunken gaiety and the wild abandon of carnival. 
Mummers and members of the crowd are integrated into a vast manifestation 
of street theatre orchestrated by the devil and goat masks. The drama of the 
street is transformed into an orgiastic ritual in which the chosen one, the effigy 
of Maslenitsa, is sacrificed.
2.6. The spirit of the supernatural in Petrouchka
A profound effect of supernatural agency, demonism and sorcery pervades 
Petrrmchka. At the onset of the ballet the drop curtain used in the version 
danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video 1), with its depiction of the 
midnight flight of a devilish rout of witches and warlocks, intimates the 
character of the piece. References to witches and their kind are abundant in 
the folklore of all cultures. Within Slavic mythology the arch-fiend is often 
defined as Baba Yaga. As grandmother of the devil, Baba Yaga is recognised as 
the Russian witch of death and storm (Jobes, 1962), and yet she is both evil and 
benign. According to Hubbs (1988) Baba Yaga represents the image of ancient 
and all-seeing elder - once a mother, though now past child-bearing age. 
Propp (1984) identifies Baba Yaga in many guises, notably as the lady of the 
forest, where she lives in her revolving hut on fowls’ legs. It seems likely that it is 
Baba Yaga with her sisterhood of witches who are depicted on Benois’ drop 
curtain in their flight to drain off the energies of the sun with their magical
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fires (Hubbs, 1988). The association of evil with the demise of the sun’s power 
is central to Maslenitsa.
The demons of Benois’ drop curtain (video 1 ) are at the same time both 
grotesque and humorous and represent the mythical figures that can frighten 
and fascinate. Silhouettes of homed, tailed and winged demons and witches 
traverse a midnight-blue sky. The rooftops of St. Petersburg with St. Isaac’s 
Cathedral and the nearby Admiralty Spire lie beneath these supernatural 
figures, inferring their nightly presence in the skies above the fairground.
The ballet, Petrouchka, infers numerous ancient superstitions concerning the 
power of witchcraft and devilry. In his designs, Benois has singled out the 
puppet theatre with the depiction of devils as motifs of decoration. In the 
original sketches of 1911 (Ballet Theatre Foundation, 1976, plate 18) two devils 
are featured in the sign-board that is fixed to the theatre’s roof. They dance 
crazily around a cauldron, suspended over roaring flames. Devils decorate the 
painted doors of Petrouchka’s cell. Benois is apparently suggesting the close 
association between the puppet master skomorokh and the sorcery of the Devil. 
The sign denotes that the theatre is the house of the Devil’s priest, whilst the 
devil motifs on the doors of Petrouchka’s cell remind the audience that, in 
spite of the traditional guignol’s bravado, he cannot escape paying the penalty 
for all his sins, and eventually be dragged off to hell in the final scene. One 
mummer is masked and costumed as a devil character or demon. In the 
version of the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video I) this character leads the 
procession, prancing and turning, and apparently striking fear into the hearts 
of the watchers. His appearance in close-fitting black unitard and mask places 
him firmly within the genre of ballet, where as the same character, as presented 
by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2), represents a mummer in improvised costume of 
sheepskin. His grotesque primitive mask has red-circled eyes and mouth, after
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the fashion of the witches on the drop curtain, so that his appearance is in 
keeping historically with that of village mummers and carnival revellers.
The depiction of devils and witches within Benois’ designs for the setting of 
Petrouchka, and his costumes for the mummers, are realised with humour, and 
are suggestive of the primitivism of folk art and lubok broadsheets, Since tools, 
toys and household utensils have traditionally, in Russia, represented and been 
decorated by symbols of pagan religious belief fashioned in crude forms 
(Museum of Ethnography, Petersburg), Benois’ decoration of the puppet 
theatre is in keeping with the traditions of folk art, as recognised by the 
workshops of Abramtsevo. Some early sketches (1911) for a decorative frieze 
for the booth of the balagannyided (Hazlitt, Gooden and Fox, 1980, plate 17) 
depict detailed scenes of peasant life in the same manner. Although 
decorations in reality and in Petrouchka are simply fashioned, their implications 
as symbols of homeopathic magic are conspicuous in Tableaux 1, 2 and 4, where 
they serve to enhance the effect of supernatural agency introduced by the 
characters and scenario of the ballet.
2.7. Conclusion
Maslenitsa proved a propitious background for Petrouchka. With its pagan 
associations the ballet furthered the vogue for Slavic folkloristic themes that 
painters, craftsmen, prose writers and poets were exploring in the early 
twentieth century in Russia. At this time literature and visual art reflected the 
idealisation of primitive art and nature, whilst theatre productions, notably 
those operas staged by Mamontov, promoted Russian music and recreated 
historical and folk characters. The incorporation of references to Slavic 
mythology within the staging of Petrouchka was characteristic of the sensibilities 
of Mir iskusstva and its preoccupation with the primitive past of Russia.
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Maslenitsa retained powerful links with the ancient pagan beliefs of the Slavs, 
and the conception of the ballet as an episode of that particular festival fused 
the puppet magic with the superstitions of ancient Rus’, pre-literate theatre 
and the sorcery of the skomorokhi
Ancient customs, superstitions and masks that are peculiar to the festival of 
Maslenitsa shape the fairground scenes of Petrouchka  ^ summon primeval 
characters to appear and enhance the roles of Petrouchka and the Showman. 
The complexity of the characterisation of Petrouchka relies in part on the link 
between the puppet and Maslenitsa as the symbol of departing winter. The role 
of the Showman is extended by the awareness that the origins of the Russian 
puppeteer stem from skomorokh priest. The emphasis on the pagan fear of 
chaos that underpins the carnival gives meaning to the narrative of Petrouchka. 
The representation of the carnival introduces images evocative of Russia’s 
archaic past and presents an impression of a mid-nineteenth century 
fairground based on the realism of urban life in St. Petersburg. The ballet is a 
nostalgic recreation of the Butter-Week fair, and it is through the relationship 
of the nineteenth century crowd to the events taking place that a notion of 
Russia’s archaic past is perceived. Petrouchka, the Showman, the mummers, 
gypsies and the performing bear create continuity with antiquity. Members of 
the crowd, as intermediate agents between the masks and the theatre audience, 
transmit perceptions of Russian pre-history. The surging mass of mummers, 
Benois’ ‘devil’s diversion’, merges with the fairground crowd, already drunk 
with excitement and alcohol, to ensure that the final scene is one of demonic 
abandonm ent and the ruffianly grandeur that Benois claimed for the 
conclusion of the ballet.
Masking ensured anonymity and promoted amongst the mummers a group 
liberty and psychological release at the time of carnival. However, the mask of
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the folk tradition represented a means of symbolic communication. Bakhtin 
compares the mask of folk tradition, in which he recognises the connection 
‘with the joy of change and reincarnation . . . transition, metamorphoses, the 
violation of natural boundaries', with the contemporary notion of the mask 
that ‘hides something, keeps a secret, deceives’ (1984, pp 39-40). The 
significance of the erotic animal masks and devils of the procession was not lost 
upon the nineteenth century participants in the carnival of Maslenitsa that 
Petrouchka presents. However, the guignol mask of the puppet that is ridiculed 
by the spectators during the first tableau of the ballet conceals both the 
spirituality of the sad clown and the symbolic reference to Petrouchka as effigy 
of Maslenitsa. Within the make up of the puppet a tension exists between 
traditional and modernist concepts of the mask.
Ritual, mythology and the supernatural permeate Petrouchka, yet with the 
introduction of each a suspense is created. The illusion of revelry, fun and the 
humorous acknowledgement of carnival is exemplified in the dances of the 
peasants, gypsies and wet nurses, the appearance of the bear, the circling game 
of the children around the balloon seller (video 2) and the horseplay between 
the mummers and individuals in the crowd. However, these actions are 
underpinned by ritualistic connotations that translate the apparent innocence 
and humour of the scene into a mood charged with unease, insecurity and 
even impending death. The tension that is set up is maintained throughout 
the fairground scenes of the ballet, yet it is with the opening moments of 
Petrmchka that it is initiated. At the beginning of the ballet the drop curtain is 
revealed (video 1) on which Baba Yaga and her witches stream across the night 
sky above St. Petersburg. This demonic rout, inspired by the folk tales of 
Russia and neo-primitivism, is depicted with an underlying tension that 
recognises humour in the grotesque.
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3.1. The integration of folk dance and dramatic episode in Petrouchka
Stravinsky borrowed the melodies of traditional folk songs and urban tunes 
to accompany the movement of the crowd in Petrouchka and to introduce the 
puppet roles (1.1). In the fairground scenes, where Fokine’s choreography is 
interlaced with folk idioms, the dances correspond to the folk tunes of the 
score. In 1914 Fokine wrote in The newspaper of his intention to create 
in each piece of choreography a new form corresponding to the subject, 
and, moreover, ‘the most expressive form for the representation of the period 
and the character of the nation represented’. Although Fokine’s 
choreography for Petrouchka predated this statement, it is apparent that in 
1911, when he included folk dance idioms in the Butter-Week celebrations, 
he was already creating choreography that was harmonious with the 
subject of the ballet and the character of the Russian nation. In the outer 
tableaux of the ballet, where folk dance is fused with the dramatic content of 
the scenes, it is introduced to highlight and enhance the exotic and national 
character of the piece. At the same time it represents a staging device, 
whereby the mood of the drama is regulated, intensified and contrasted.
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With its rhythmic structures, the folk dance forms a grid to support and 
frame the choreography and dramatic action.
Formalised dances, which are based on Slavic folk steps and character 
movements, are interspersed with the dramatic activity of the crowd in 
Tableaux 1 and 4 of Petrouchka. These dances are integrated with the drama 
of the fairground, and presented as inclusive units of the general mood of 
merrymaking and dissipation that is presented. Each dance appears to grow 
out of the action that precedes it, and each conclusion is swallowed up by 
new behaviour instigated by fresh appearances on stage. In the first dance 
of the drunken peasants in the version by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2), the 
movement is initiated and concluded with mimed drunken behaviour or 
energetic horse-play, whilst in the version danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra 
de Paris (video 1) this first dance performed by drunken coachmen is 
concluded as the coachmen in their eagerness to follow the gypsy girls, 
disappear into the booth, stage right, from where they are immediately 
expelled.
The street dancers claim the attention of the crowd separately, before they 
begin to dance, with signals upon the triangle and the appearance of the 
hurdy-gurdy player, who accompanies their dancing. Through their 
distinct dances they compete for the crowd’s attention. Their performances 
are eventually broken up by drunken revellers, who make amorous, 
grabbing gestures to detain them, whilst the chief coachman distributes 
money. In the version by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2), the appearance and 
dance of the gypsies evolves from the dramatic interplay between the 
merchant, the chief coachman and the carnival barker. The dance of the 
wet nurses, in the version danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video 1), 
seems to take shape spontaneously and cumulatively, as if the first two wet
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nurses and a coachman initiate a dance, which is taken up gradually by the 
other wet nurses, and dispersed finally by the appearance of the performing 
bear. Each unit of folk dance and dramatic activity claims, in turn, the 
central focus of the fairground and the stage space. The street dancers each 
occupy separate halves of the stage, right and left, with their appreciative 
audiences gathering behind them.
The sources of Fokine’s folk and character dances in Petrouchka can be 
recognised within the traditional forms of Slavic dance. Lawson states that 
all types of dance are found in Russia, where the folk dance forms
having been performed at the Moscow and Petersburg courts, 
acquired a few niceties of the court dance of the French, Austrian and 
Italian dancing-masters employed there.
Lawson, 1953, p 88
Within the choreography for the fairground scenes traditional forms of 
group and solo dance are evident. In the group dance circles are formed that 
break into undulating lines and reform, notably in the extended 
choreography of the dance of the wet nurses. By tradition, solo dances are 
as brief as sixteen bars and never extend beyond thirty two bars, whilst the 
steps danced are limited to four in number, and, where the intention is to be 
one of sensation, as few as two are generally selected (Lopoukov, Shirayev 
and Bocharov, 1986). Fokine honours these traditions in his solo dances for 
the peasant youths in Tableau 1 and in the ‘stamping dance’ of the 
coachmen in the final tableau. In Fokine’s estimation, it is the repetitious 
order of its rhythm that typifies any national dance. It is the rhythm that 
unites the dancers:
Long national dances are constructed on short melodies at times with 
variations endlessly repeated . . . When national music does contain 
rhythmic excerpts, they are of a clear-cut variety.
Fokine, 1961, p 187
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3.2. Folk idioms in Tableau 1 
3.2.1 Dance of the peasants
In the version of Petrouchka danced by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2) the 
general mood of merrymaking is disturbed by four drunken peasants who 
lurch through the crowded fairground. Accompanying themselves on a 
balalaika and concertina, they perform an ‘improvised* dance to the folk 
melody known as the Song of the Volochebniki^ Their dance is composed of 
simultaneous solos which incorporate step versions of familiar squatting 
steps and turns:
1. From a full plié in the first position, rising and turning both knees
inwards, swiftly springing lightly onto the toes, and then turning the
2legs outwards to rest on the heels in second position.
2. From a squatting position, in which one leg is stretched fully 
forwards, heel resting on the ground and toe upturned, the dancer 
spins himself by touching the ground with one hand after the other 
to give impetus. This traditional step is known as Melnitsy (Mill­
wheel).
3. From a squatting position, both legs are extended to the side, whilst 
the body weight is supported on one hand with the arm fully 
extended, and returned swiftly to the squat.
Since the dramatic effect of these humorous solos in Petrouchka is to suggest 
that the dancers are intoxicated, the movements of the peasants dissolve as 
the youths lose equilibrium. They prance away with arms linked in 
support, dancing with exaggerated running steps or jetés. These same four 
peasants reappear later in Tableau 1, when it may be assumed the state of 
their intoxication has increased. They dance again and add two further 
character steps to their repertoire:
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4. Squatting and slapping the sole of the foot, when alternative legs are 
extended forwards, the dancer performs three springs in squatting 
position and on the fourth he slaps the sole of one foot with the 
opposite hand.
5. From a full plié, with a slight spring, one leg is thrown sideways, 
fully stretched until the foot rests on the heel. Rapidly the first leg is 
withdrawn and substituted by an extension of the other leg.
After this second dance, the movement of the peasants dissolves into horse- 
play.
In the version of Petrouchka danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video 1) 
this same dance performed to the Song of the Volochebniki is performed by 
four drunken coachmen, accompanied by a musician who plays a
balalaika. Four further traditional steps are incorporated in this version;
6. Four coachmen perform a sideways walk, travelling in a linked line 
towards stage right. They change direction and, alternating the walk 
left and right, they sway as they apparently lose equilibrium. At the 
same time the balalaika player is making half-turns, in which 
alternate legs are gestured to the second position in a manner of a 
Hungarian promenade step, when the gesture leg makes a grand
battement développé.
7. The balalaika player’s solo combines tuck springs with feet in first
position and spring spreads with feet in a wide second. Springing 
with legs wide apart, which is a step frequently performed by male 
dancers in folk and character dance, is claimed as a ‘fertility step’
(Lawson, 1963, p 88).
8. With the step described in 5. (video 2), the coachmen travel in a
linked circle around the balalaika player in clockwise and anti­
clockwise directions.
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9. The musician performs Hungarian cabriole steps with the clips 
danced with flexed knees and feet held in first position.
The squatting and leaping that the coachmen and peasants (video 2) 
undertake in the dance performed to the Song of the VotochebnUd are in the 
nature of virtuosi steps which, by tradition were used to prove the m an’s 
dance ability, strength and endurance in contrast to the dance o f the 
women. A humorous tension is created in Petrouchka when intoxicated 
dancers perform steps that demand perfect balance.
The composition of folk dance is characterised by the repetition of steps and 
form. The dance of the coachmen in the version of the Ballet de TOpéra de 
Paris (video 1) is simpler in construction than that performed by the 
peasants of The Joffrey Ballet (video 2). Since the steps and forms are 
repeated with only changes of direction (video 1) and the whole dance is 
seen twice, this version is in keeping with the repetition and ritualised 
circling of folk dance.
3.2.2. The Russian dance of the puppets
The essentially Russian nature of Petrouchka , derived from the introduction 
of musical folklore and national dance, is maintained through the reference 
to popular folk theatre that the puppet show, presented in Tableau 1, 
illustrates. In the idiosyncratic movement motifs that Fokine selected to 
characterise Petrouchka and the Moor, folk dance idioms may be 
recognised. The puppets dance to Stravinsky’s Russian dance, derived from
3
the folk song, S o n g  f o r  St. fohn’s Eve, (Stemfeld, 1967) and their movement 
reflects in separate ways the folk nature of the music. The form of the dance 
is simple, reminiscent of a children’s game of Follow the leader, although 
both puppets and the Ballerina develop movements peculiar to themselves.
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Petrouchka and the Moor dance individualised versions of folk steps. The 
Moor s movements are predominantly composed of stamps and jumps from 
demi-pliés, springing onto heels with the legs extended in second position. 
His travelling movement impels him sideways in second position, and is 
rem iniscent of Yelochka, in which twisting movements of the feet, 
alternating toes and heels together, carrying the dancer from left to right, or 
right to left. This step is usually danced from first position, with smooth foot 
movements, evenly marked to the beat, and the body held still, hands held 
on the hips. The Moor’s Yelochka contains these traditional elements, but 
since his feet travel from second position, the impression he maintains is 
one of wall-like solidity and in keeping with his plastique, which Fokine 
described as en dehors (turned out) (Fokine, 1961). The Moor dances his own 
version of tuck jumps in first and second positions.
Petrouchka’s plastique, all en dedans (turned in) governs the manner in 
which he performs his folk steps. Petrouchka’s movements are limited in 
this first dance to sideways jumps and springs, landing with heels 
extended. His movements seem linked to the traditional break steps, which 
usually end sequences of repeated steps. Lawson (1953) describes a break as 
four hopping movements first on the left foot and then on the right, when 
the gesture leg is extended to the side with the knee first turned inwards and 
then outwards, crossing the toe over the hopping foot and swinging the leg 
out sideways. In numerous folk and character steps, it is not unusual for the 
legs to be rotated inwards, so that the knees are close together, whilst the feet 
assume an inverted first position, in which the toes touch and the heels are 
separated. Demi-plié is danced on the toes, so that as the dancer springs 
lightly on to the toes, both knees turn inwards and appear slightly bent as if 
joined together. Both Yelochka and Polzounok are danced with an inward 
rotation. Petrouchka’s plastique, it seems, may have evolved from the
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traditions of folk dance, and would signify, therefore, his folk theatre 
origins and genetic evolution from the Russian guignol (2.3.).
3.3. Folk idioms in Tableau 4
3.3.1. Dance of the wet nurses
The most extended of the folk/character dances in Petrouchka is that
4
composed by Fokine for the wet nurses in Tableau 4. With their gliding, 
dipping steps and their arms rounded and folded gently over their breasts, 
their movement epitomises the graceful serenity of women’s folk dance in 
Russia. Fokine was attentive to this typical arm position maintained by 
Russian wet nurses, whose sole occupation was to breast feed infants. In his 
opinion their folded arms expressed their entire psychology (Fokine, 1961). 
Buckle cites Dubujinsky’s description of the clothing worn by wet nurses in 
St. Petersburg during the last half of the nineteenth century:
She had a kind of ‘parade uniform’, a pseudo-peasant costume, 
theatrically designed, and this was worn right up to the war of 1914. 
One often saw a fat, red-cheeked wet-nurse in a brocade blouse and 
cape, hung with beads, and in a pink head-dress if she was nursing a 
girl, a blue one if it was a boy, walking beside her fashionably 
dressed mistress. In summer the wet-nurses used to wear coloured 
sarafans with lots of small gold or glass buttons and muslin balloon 
sleeves.
Buckle, 1979, p 6
The parade uniforms Dubujinsky describes are reiterated in the costumes 
Benois designed for the wet nurses in Petrouchka. The chief wet nurse is 
costumed in a more elaborate fashion, but similar in style, with coat and 
sarafan of white, trimmed and decorated in gold (video 1). Her over size 
kokoshnik, like a golden sun, frames her face. The chief wet nurse of The 
Joffrey Ballet version (video 2) wears a sarafan of brilliant yellow and a red 
coat, caped and trimmed with gold fringing. Her head-dress is high, 
pointed and with a veil falling behind.
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A comparison between the composition of the dance of the wet nurses in the 
version of Petrouchka danced by the Ballet d l’Opéra de Paris (video 1) and 
that of The Joffrey Ballet (video 2), reveals a similar use of step patterns and 
arm movements, although the form of the dance differs in its use of space, 
direction and the relationship it presents between the dancers. In both 
versions the traditional squatting and jumping steps of the coachmen who 
participate provide a dynamic contrast to the gentle, undulating, travelling 
steps of the promenade and controlled pivot-turning of the women. The 
mimed flirtings, as displayed in the short scene that previews the dance in 
the version by The Joffrey Ballet, when the wet nurses discourage the 
amorous advances of men in the crowd, is not uncommon to folk dance. 
Such behaviour is particularly evident in couple dances, in which the man 
plays court to the woman. The bashfulness that the woman consistently 
displays in couple dances is not to be confused with the arch coyness of the 
nineteenth century ballroom in Western Europe, yet in both recorded 
versions of Petrouchka such affectation is maintained. The purity of the 
form and the relationship between the dancers is, therefore, negated. The 
initial arm gestures of the wet nurses are traditional to many Slavic dances, 
when the arms are raised to breast level and opened out, as if in offering. 
Lawson (1953) identifies a similar use of the arms in dances associated with 
the harvest. This use of arms is, therefore, appropriate to the essential state of 
fertility, which was the prerequisite of wet nurses.
Both versions of the dance of the wet nurses are based on linear forms. 
Although the line formation is dissolved by turning and circling 
movements of individuals and small groups, the dancers are always united 
in a line. In the version danced by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2) the dance 
begins when the wet nurses, in promenade, traverse the stage in a double 
column from down stage right. They turn, and travel upstage towards stage
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right, so that their floor track cuts diagonally through the space in a zig-zag 
fashion. The promenade is repeated in a single file, when the women 
remove their coats later, as they dance, and place them in the outstretched 
arms of the chief coachman, as they pass him at down stage left. They 
reform diagonally across the stage, maintaining the single file formation. 
The dance of the wet nurses, as danced by the Ballet de l'Opéra de Paris 
(video 1), is similarly based on a linear formation, although no reference is 
made to the strong diagonals of The Joffrey Ballet version (video 2). Here, 
the line divides the stage from left to right, so that the dancers assume a 
forward focus as they advance and retreat or travel left or right. Lines divide 
and rotate. Dancers are placed side by side, and one behind another in a 
file, as they dance in twos and threes. These same formations are repeated 
when the whole group dances together.
The dance of the wet nurses is based upon the theatrical form of the 
traditional Russian promenade, in which alternating forward and closing 
steps are arranged in units of three, so that controlled rising and falling 
maintains a gentle undulation. In traditional folk dance, promenade steps 
are performed most commonly in circular formation. In the dance of the 
wet nurses in Petrouchka, the dominant form is that of the line or column. 
Therefore, the dance of the wet nurses is probably largely theatrical in 
nature. However, the file formation and the processional have been 
recognised as forms of the dance of early Russian agrarian culture, and 
described as integral to ritual and the dramatised games that marked the 
passing of the seasons. Vafneke (1951) records how a harvest ceremony 
was concluded by the formation of a long line of female participants, who 
returned to their village singing. Mock funeral processions accompanied 
the corteges of Kostroma (Warner, 1977) and Maslenitsa (Sokolov, 1966) 
when, at different seasons of the year, their effigies were carried to the fields
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for destruction. Vernadsky (1959) describes a weaving and spinning 
khorovod in which two lines of female dancers advance, retreat and meet in 
a mimetic representation of the final stages of weaving.
The dance of the wet nurses, as performed by the Ballet l’Opéra de Paris 
(video 1), differs composition ally from that of The Joffrey Ballet (video 2), 
yet there is sufficient similarity between the fundamental forms of the 
choreographies to suggest that linearity was Fokine’s own starting point. 
The file formation of folk dance is ancient in origin. With the intention of 
assigning a ritual significance to the dance Fokine probably selected a 
linear form for the dance of the wet nurses. However, linearity may have 
represented a device whereby Fokine, or subsequent ballet masters engaged 
in the restaging of the ballet, contrasted the folk dances with the swirling 
motion of the crowd. The use of the diagonal thrust, as exemplified by The 
Joffrey Ballet (video 2), is alien to folk dance yet common to theatre dance 
when a traditional form is modified for the sake of spatial and dynamic 
variety.
3.3.2. Gypsy dance
The gypsy dance instigates a lively change in Tableau 4 (2.5.). In the
traditions of gypsy dance, the choreography gives the impression of
spontaneity and extemporaneity that follows the mood of the music. It is
unrealistic to attempt an analysis of one style of gypsy dance since it
displays the characteristics of other styles of folk dance, and is 
influenced by the dance forms of those countries through which the 
gypsies have travelled, or in which they have settled.
Lopoukov, Shirayev and Bocharov, 1986, p 101
Fokine made no claims for authenticity in his choreography of the gypsy
dance. Fokine describes the rhythms of the dance, the construction of the
phrasing and the introduction of a melody as being without order, ‘as if one
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gypsy began, then changed her mind; another one started, then also 
changed her m ind’ (Fokine, 1961, p 187). The choreography of both 
versions referred to in this study follows the circular and turning forms of 
folk dance. Two female gypsies and the merchant, linked together, circle 
the centre stage with lively running steps and Hungarian promenade steps. 
There are few movements that are peculiar to gypsy dance. Of note, is the 
characteristic movement when the women ‘ripple’ the upper parts of their 
bodies and arms by shaking their shoulders and breasts. In Petrouchka, this 
movement is used to accompany the small travelling steps of the gypsies, as 
they dance away from the merchant.
3.3.3. Dance of the coachmen
The coachmen dance to a folk melody known as Ulichnaia (O, snow now
5
thaws). In the version of Petrouchka danced by The Joffrey Ballet (video 2) 
the chief coachman (illustration 5, p 82) initiates the dance by gesturing to 
call his colleagues together. As if trying to keep out the cold, he beats his 
arms about his body and stamps his frozen feet. This realistic motif is taken 
up by his fellow coachmen, so that the dance that follows seems to evolve 
directly from these actions. The coachmen repeat dance steps, now familiar 
from the dances in Tableau 1 of which squatting steps and split jumps 
predominate. At one point a bearded women is briefly introduced, who is 
undoubtedly a further coachman in disguise (2.5.). The dance of the 
coachmen in both versions is distinguished by its strong rhythmic 
structure, which appears so compulsive that, once established, all characters 
are infected by its relentless beat. When the women enter the dance, their 
light, flowing movement contrasts keenly with that established by the 
m en’s steps, but they too become energised by the insistent rhythm of the 
m en’s steps. Both versions are based on the initial beating and stamping
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movements of the chief coachman. In The Joffrey Ballet version (video 2), 
when the first snow flakes of the storm are made to coincide with the 
coachman’s attempts to keep warm, a logical sequence of events and dance 
motifs is suggested, which underlies the expressive quality of his 
movements. Fokine found that the dance of the coachmen brought him 
more pleasure than any other of the group dances in the ballet:
The stamping out, the repetition of the rhythms gives it a sound, solid
foundation on which the dance is developed like a design in a carpet. 
Fokine, 1961, p 187
3.4. The magical significance of Fokine’s folk dances
By the promotion of folk arts and crafts, the dissemination of European art in 
Russian and the establishment of Russian art in the mainstream of 
European art, Mir iskusstva attempted to rejuvenate the visual arts and create a 
new style that would be both modern and Russian in spirit (2.1.) Petrouchka, 
with its depiction of traditional folk theatre and intimations of the magic and 
ritual of archaic times, was formed in a mould so in accord with the 
sensibilities of Mir iskusstva that these ancient and modernist themes were 
fundamental to its conception. The ballet is permeated with the spirit of 
Russian nationalism through the insistent rhythms of folk song and dance, 
whilst its neo-nationalism is manifested in the distinctive manner that 
Stravinsky and Fokine utilised the materials of folklore.
The significance of the folk dances lies in their ritual and magical origins, 
which is perceived in circular and linear forms - the line or file that closes 
to shape the circle, and the circle that opens into the line. Since the earlier 
view of time was cyclic, not linear: an unending succession of birth and 
death’ (Wosien, 1974, p 10), creation was recognised in the annual renewal 
of nature and in a series of dissolutions and rebirths. The ceremonies and
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beliefs of Shrovetide are connected with charms to call out the warmth of the 
returning sun in springtime, and the fairground in Petrouchka is rich in 
images that reveal the essential circular motion of homeopathic magic 
(2.2.). In Russian folk history khorovodnyia (roundelays) are the most 
primitive forms of dramatic expression, being both religious and magical. 
Their circular pattern is linked with the cult of the sun, the source of all life- 
giving power and the symbol of the succession of life and death. The 
continuous cycle of rites and ceremonies of the agrarian year found 
expression in the khorovod, with each season impressing its own character 
through song and movement.^ In Petrouchka, the circling movements of the 
fairground crowd and the curved floortracks of individual characters is 
suggestive of the symbolic encircling of the khorovod. The constant turning 
of the roundabout is reiterated in the simple round dance of the children that 
surrounds the balloon-seller. This encircling motif is a ritual form of pre- 
Christian dramatised rite, which echoes the relationship between the 
dancers, who form the circle, and the chosen dancer at the centre. In 
ancient times the ‘chosen one’ was a priest or priestess selected from 
amongst the cult leaders (2.4.). In Zguta’s opinion these solo performers 
were required to act out the lyrics of the songs performed by the dancing 
chorus (1978). With the coming of Christianity the religious appeal of the 
khorovod diminished, but it continued to dominate the social life of 
communities, and remained until the twentieth century the most popular 
form of entertainment for village girls and women.
The predominant form of the folk dances in Petrouchka is circular. In the 
dance of the wet nurses, three women dance around the chief coachman in 
a small circle that forms down stage left, and later the women form three 
circles with three women in each. Again, in the coachmen s dance, the 
same, small circle is formed. The dance of the coachmen ends with a
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double semi-circular shape, whilst the ‘bearded woman’ performs a solo 
earlier in the same dance, at the centre of a circle formed by his colleagues. 
The mummers procession circles the stage, and the mummers themselves 
are encircled by the crowd.
Hubbs (1988), in her study of the feminine myth in Russian culture, defines 
the role played by women as mediators between humanity and the natural 
order. Women in ancient ritual have assumed the roles of intermediary 
between the sun and the maternal earth, and through the dramatic 
enactment of themes of death and rebirth, have assumed the well-being of 
the extended family. With folded arms, the symbol of the infant they 
perpetually nurse, the wet nurses, like primeval earth mothers, maintain 
prominent positions during the final tableau. The initial arm gestures in 
their dance, in which the arms are raised to breast level and opened out, as 
in offering, have been interpreted in association with their constant state of 
fertility (3.3.1.). The chief wet nurse is singled out by the elaborations of her 
costume. In the version danced by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video 1) 
her clothes are trimmed and decorated with gold, and an oversize kokoshnik, 
like a rising sun, frames her face. In The Joffrey Ballet version (video 2) the 
chief wet nurse is dressed in brilliant yellow and wears a red coat, fringed 
with gold. Both these costumes suggest a strong colour association with the 
sun, whilst the chief wet nurse in video 1 may represent a sun symbol, as a 
sign of homeopathic magic to charm the warmth of the spring sun.
The linear form of the dance of the wet nurses suggests its archaic origins. 
That it is a dance for women only, underlines its antiquity, for the most 
ancient of dance forms were exclusively male or female, in which 
emphasis was upon movement in unison. At times the chief wet nurse 
disrupts the unity of the dance in the ballet, when she moves outside the
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group to partner one or more coachmen. At these times she assumes the 
role of the priestess of ancient ritual, segregated from the movement of the 
choir. Although the form of the khorovod was usually circular, a variation 
allowed the dancers to arrange themselves in two lines, facing each other, 
and advancing in the progress of the dance, as if representing two opposing 
groups vying with each other in vigour (Swan, 1973). This linear formation 
is adopted in the dance of the wet nurses, although the women are arranged 
in a double column that advances forwards in a promenade. The circling, 
weaving and rotating movements, which they dance when the line is 
broken, are reminiscent of figures of the weaving and spinning work dance 
that Vernadsky (1959) describes in four ‘acts’ and the parallel line formation 
of a rye harvest ritual. Leading the ear.
The ritual origins of folk dances may be perceived in their circular and 
linear forms and in the relationships maintained between the participants. 
In Slavic folklore the khorovod signifies a link with the cult of the sun. 
Historically, at the time of Maslenitsa, when human beings feared that the 
winter dying sun could not be replenished (2.2.), they were united in 
circling ritual movement to charm and appease the powers of nature. The 
circular and linear forms of Fokine’s folk dances in Petrouchka recreate the 
ancient khorovodnyia. The swirling motion of the crowd, the procession of 
the mummers, the children’s game, the dances of the coachmen, gypsies 
and wet nurses reiterate the form of the khorovod. When relationships are 
formed within the dances that single out a solo participant from the 
encircling group, the role of the chosen priest/priestess of antiquity is 
recreated. The chief wet nurse and coachman assume these roles within 
their dances. The repetitious circling movement of the folk dances 
punctuates the final tableau of the ballet and intimates the ritualistic nature
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of the scene in preparation for the climatic sacrifice of the effigy of 
Maslenitsa in the form of Petrouchka.
3.5. Conclusion
Fokine’s first rule for ‘the new ballet’ (1914), led him to the decision that the 
most expressive form for the representation of the fairground scenes in 
Petrouchka was that of the folk dance. As a dancer of the Imperial Ballet, 
Fokine ‘possessed a repertoire of character dances’ (Fokine, 1961, p 104). 
Moreover, Fokine’s association, as a young balalaika player, with orchestras
7
directed by such musicians as Saveliev and Andreiev, created his own 
enthusiasm for Russian folk dance. Fokine’s concern for the authenticity of 
folk dance and its presentation in the theatre is recorded in his memoirs:
How could a folk dance be heightened to stage proportions without 
distortion? The answer is that one should return to the study of the 
original dances, for the purpose of verification.
Fokine, 1961, p 104
An analysis of the folk dances in Petrouchka, even in present day versions of 
the ballet, reveals the extent to which Fokine’s choreography depends upon 
the traditional forms of Slavic folk and character dance. The squatting steps, 
jumps and spins of the peasants and coachmen in the fairground scenes 
may be classified as the most typical in Russian and Ukrainian dance 
(Lopoukov, Shirayev and Bocharov, 1986). The smooth, undulating 
travelling movement of the women, as exemplified in the dance of the wet 
nurses, is based on traditional steps and arm gestures that contrast 
dynamically with the vigour of Stravinsky s borrowed folk songs (1.1.) in 
folk dance Fokine composed an expressive form that corresponds to the 
culture and reality of the Russian street in the mid-nineteenth century.
The creators of Petrouchka, in line with the exponents of Russian avant-garde 
theatre (2.1.), sought inspiration from the origins of theatre itself in its
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depiction of pre-Christian ritual that was characterised by the khorovod. 
Fokine s choreography is modern in its combination of dance and drama. 
The fairground scenes are distinguishable, therefore, from the divertissements 
of national dances that were regular features of academic ballets, such as 
Petipa’s La bayadere (1877) and Le lac des cygnes (1895). In Petrouchka the folk 
dances are integrated within the dramatic action of the fairground and 
appear to grow out of the general mood of noisy gaiety and dissipation as 
spontaneous expressions of the exuberance and playfulness of the revellers. 
At the same time, the dances represent theatrical signs with which the 
spectator is alerted to secondary meanings underlying their circular and 
linear forms.
It is through the khorovod form of the folk dances that Petrouchka is linked 
with the superstitions of Russia’s archaic past. With the humour of the 
m en’s dances, where traditional steps are modified to indicate the 
intoxication of the performers, the movement motifs of work dances may be 
glimpsed, notably in the squatting and turning steps such as Melnitsy. The 
dance of the wet nurses signifies weaving and spinning movements, an 
association with fertility, a harvest ceremony and a mock funeral. Multiple 
references are implicit within the forms of the folk dances, so that a tension 
is maintained throughout the final tableau of the ballet that contributes to the 
illusion of impending chaos that is culminated in the ‘devil’s diversion’ and 
sacrifice of Maslenitsa.
Petrouchka exemplifies the neo-nationalist recognition of folklore as a source 
of artistic style (2.1.). The choreography combines with the music, 
narrative, characterisation and setting of Petrouchka to signify the 
St. Petersburg Butter-Week fair of the mid-nineteenth century. The folk
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dances, as sign systems, denote the reality of street life and, in the 
authenticity of Fokine’s forms, the ritualised movement of Slavic pagan rite.
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CHAPTER4
PETROUCHKA AND THE MASKS OF THE COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE
4.1. The cult o f Carlo Gozzi and the Russian avant-garde theatre
4.2. Peirouchkaz a stage-within-a-stage
4.3. Petrouchka: symbol, mask and Pierrot-clown
4.4. The Ballerina: Columbine
4.5. The Moor: ‘savage Harlequin’
4.6. Conclusion
4.1. The cult of Carlo Gozzi and the Russian avant-garde theatre
In Russia, during the first decade of the twentieth century, the supporters of 
the new drama directed their energies towards ending the hegemony of the 
theatre of external realities. The avant-garde theatricalists sought to expose 
the illusionary nature of theatrical art. Amongst past theatrical epochs, to 
which the anti-realists resorted in order to lay bare the illusion of theatre, was 
‘the lost golden age’ of the late eighteenth century, when Carlo Cozzi in 
Venice ‘brought about a miraculous rebirth of the commedia dell’arte with his 
fantastic, semi-improvisatory fairytale plays’ (Creen, 1986, p 19). In Russian 
theatre Cozzi became the object of a cult. Creen (1973) argues that the 
Italian’s struggle for a theatre of technique, grace, exaggeration, acrobatic high 
spirits, irony and fun against the realistic pretension of Carlo Coldoni, 
corresponded to Meyerhold’s determination to supersede the realism of the 
Moscow Art Theatre.
Coldoni referred to his crowded theatre as proof of the value of his theatrical 
compositions. Gozzi challenged with a dramatisation of the fairytale, L ’amore 
delle tre melarance (The love of three oranges) in 1761. In Nicoll’s opinion 
(1976) L ’amore delle tre m e la ra n c e  tormed, in effect, an attack upon Goldoni’s
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realistic, educative drama. Because of its ridicule, this play and Gozzi’s 
subsequent (fairytale plays) were popular, and eventually Goldoni was 
driven from Venice, i Gozzi s recommendation for improvised speech and 
action was taken up by theatricalists in Russia as a means by which drama might 
be energised and redirected from the rigors of realism that gripped 
contem porary mainstream drama. Gozzi’s actors were skilled in the 
conventions and traditions of the commedia dell’arte, and whilst his chief aim 
was entertainment, throughout the action of Uamore delle tre melarance sly satire 
plays a part. The influence of Gozzi may be recognised as a powerful force 
within the revival of the commedia dell’arte in Russian theatre, and permeated 
both traditional and experimental views of the genre. It was in Russian 
harlequinade that satire or parody predominated.
The commedia dell’arte tradition represented a return to theatre in which 
masked actors displayed a balance between discipline and the freedom of 
personal initiative. The comedies were based on a combination of language 
and action in which the masks represented characters, who retained their 
names, costumes and basic features or peculiarities in a succession of plays. 
Each play offered new circumstances and relationships, yet since the mask’s 
personality remained constant, the character created the illusion that he was a 
living being. Each player was identified by his mask and costume. 2 The 
appeal of the characters did not lie in verisimilitude. The audience liked to 
‘recognise behind the most disparate camouflages, the voice, the figure, the 
particular way of acting and gesturing’ of the players who were, at any time, 
identified with each of these characters (Krrotta, 1984, p 359) Since there was 
no written dialogue, the actors became their own authors, so that a 
performance was an exercise of interplay between the masks as they improvised 
dialogue to suit the occasion. The scenarios, from which the actors 
improvised, merely marked the entrances and exits and indicated the business
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of the scenes. The lazzü were the stock in trade of the zannis, or clowns, and 
pieces of comic business, which included mock fights, falls, disguises and 
mistaken identities besides an endless supply of vulgar obscenities.
The inspirational force of the commedia dell’arte materialised in numerous 
manifestations of the new drama, and reflections of the Italian comedies were 
prominent on the stages of St. Petersburg theatres. Rudnitsky recognised the 
old Italian comedy of masks as ‘the latest vogue in Petersburg’ (1988, p 15). 
The spirit of the commedia dell’arte infiltrated Meyerhold’s staging of Blok’s 
The fairground booth at Vera Komissarzhevskaya’s theatre in 1906 and his version 
of Schnitzler’s pantomime. The veil of Pierret at the Interlude House  ^ in 1910. 
In the same year Meyerhold’s production of Molière’s Don fuan  at the 
Alexandrinsky Theatre was inspired by Gozzi’s eighteenth century Venetian 
commedia dell’arte, as was his monumental staging of Lermontov’s Masquerade 
at the same theatre. After some six years of preparation the first performance 
of Masquerade coincided with the initial exchange of shots that heralded the 
revolution of 1917. The Venice of Goldoni, Gozzi and Longhi is the setting 
Mikhail Kuzmin 4 specified for The Venetian madcaps (1913), which Green 
describes as ‘the product of a passing vogue’ (1973, p 262).
The interest in the commedia dell arte, however, did not quickly wane. It had 
been the intention of Evreinov to present a third season of plays at the Stannny 
teatr, and a programme of Italian comedies was compiled. The project w< 
frustrated by the outbreak of the war in 1914, and not by any lack of interest i 
the genre, to which Leonid Andreev’s He whx> gets slapped (1916) and Evreinov’ 
The chief thing which he wrote for The Crooked Mirror in 1919, bear witness. 
Meyerhold’s production o ï  Masquerade h^s been mentioned, whilst Alexander 
Tairov’s productions at the Kamerny Theatre and Vakhtangov’s Pnncess 
TizmWo/ extend the enthusiasm for the commedia dell’arte into the 1920s.
as 
in 
s
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Fokine s ballet, Carnaval, of 1910, in which dancers and spectators mingled, 
was first performed in the Pavlov Hall in St. Petersburg. Later in the same year 
Carnaval ÏOT the Ballets Russes production received its premiere in Berlin in a 
modified form. For this staging Bakst created sets and costumes, although the 
ballet in its original form had utilised costumes for Harlequin, Columbine, 
Pierrot and Pantalon that had been originally created by Bakst for Bat poudré, 
an earlier Fokine ballet based on the commedia dell'arte, which was performed 
in 1908.  ^ In Petrouchka, one year later, the influence of the masks and the 
ethos of the commedia dell'arte is implicit within the staging and performance 
style.
Benois (1941) described his affection for the harlequinades that were 
presented in the halagani at the Butter-Week fairs of his childhood. His 
favourite mask, the youthful Harlequin, he recognises as the antithesis of the 
black-faced, artful dodger of the commedia dell'arte. The Harlequin of his 
memories was the ‘darling of the fairies’ (1941, p 30), representative of the 
mask that took part in the harlequinades of the late nineteenth century and 
associated with the performances of popular fairground entertainment. Benois 
equates the character of Petrouchka in the ballet with that of Pierrot, who 
represented the central figure of the early modernist harlequinades in Russia, 
whilst the Ballerina, as Columbine, depicted ‘the reincarnation of the eternal 
feminine’ (1941, p 326). Since the Moor was to ‘serve as the embodiment of 
everything senselessly attractive, powerfully masculine and undeservedly 
triumphant’ (Benois, 1941, p 326), it is likely that Benois regarded this role as a 
parallel for the Arlecchino of the ancient Italian comedies, rather than the 
‘darling of the fairies’ of Benois’ youthful memories. The make up of the 
puppet roles in the ballet suggests stylistic deviation. The role of Petrouchka 
relates to the Pierrots of the modernist harlequinades that were developed in 
Russia by directors such as Evreinov, Meyerhold, Tairov and Vakhtangov. The
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Moor, however, may be recognised as a characterisation based on the role of 
Arlecchino of the Italian plays. A confused tension of the antique and the 
modern pervades the roles of the puppets and their characterisation that can 
be seen to have evolved from the masks of the commedia dell’arte. An 
understanding of the extent of the influence of the commedia dell’arte on the 
conception and realisation of the ballet, rests upon the recognition of those 
threads within the composition that connect the piece with the conventions of 
the Italian theatre of masks and those that link Petrouchka with the vogue for 
the harlequinade.
4.2. Petrouchka: a stage-within-a-stage
In 1611 Flaminio Scala’s II Téatro delle Favole rappresentative v^ diS published in 
Venice. It was with this collection of fifty dramatic pieces that Arlecchino, 
Pantalone and Pulcinella first entered the structures of printed plays. The 
theatre, known by its eighteenth century title, the commedia dell’arte, gave 
birth to these characters some sixty years before. Nicoll has traced (1976) the 
spread of the commedia dell’arte through most of the countries of Europe, 
where it reached even as far as Moscow ® and established a permanent Théâtre 
Italien in Paris. Nicoll (1976) recognises its influence on the popular stages of 
many countries and upon some of the greatest playwrights, notably 
Shakespeare, Lope de Vega and Molière. The fully developed comedies, 
contained in the 1611 folio, were based on a combination of improvised 
language and action, and, although clownish fun was intrinsic to their 
performance, the typical plays were in form far removed from the sequences of 
buffooneries often associated with the genre. According to Storey (1978) all 
evidence seems to suggest that the comic effect depended for its success upon 
a delicate balance and harmonisation of character relationships, of intrigue 
devices and of serious and farcical incidents. The tradition of playing
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demanded from actors an exacting training and professional expertise that 
surpassed that of the interpreters of written dramatic texts. In the opinion of 
Duchartre:
The vitality, influence and success of the commedia dell’arte were due 
in particular to the unusual and special qualities of its actors. And since 
the technique of improvising required the most rare and varied gifts an 
actor of the Italian comedy was obliged to be an acrobat, dancer, 
psychologist, orator, and a man of imagination, possessing a thorough 
knowledge of human nature, so that he could adequately bring alive the 
character he interpreted.
Duchartre, 1929, p 70
Writing in 1911-1912, Meyerhold expresses the conviction that what the theatre
public expected from ‘the art of man’ was invention, play-acting and skill. He
rejected the slavish imitation of life on stage for the inventiveness of the
commedia dell’arte:
Surely the art of man on the stage consists in shedding all traces of 
environment, carefully choosing a mask, donning a decorative costume, 
and showing off one’s brilliant tricks to the public - now as a dancer, 
now as the intrigant at some masquerade, now as the fool of old Italian 
comedy, now as a juggler.
Braun, 1969, p 130
Meyerhold (1912) recommended, as the basis of a twentieth century acting 
technique, a combination of the mask, the art of gesture and movement:
The actor’s face may be a death mask, yet he is able to distort it and 
bend his body to such a pose that the death mask comes to life.
Braun, 1969, p 132
The juxtaposition of mask and mobility, which Meyerhold describes, is 
exemplified in Fokine’s choreography for the three puppets in Petrouchka, who, 
on their replicated commedia dell’arte stage, engage in ‘the art of man’ as 
practised by the Italian comedians and the actors of Meyerhold’s idealised 
theatre of the twentieth century.
By tradition the scenarios of the commedia dell’arte concerned dramatic 
action that invariably was located within the confines of a city. The comedies 
were set in public places - city squares - such as those in which the ancient
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travelling troupes set up their stages to attract the attention of the crowds who 
habitually gathered there. Scala (1611) records the city settings of the comic 
plays. Apart from The old twins (Salerno, 1992, pp 1-10) which takes place in an 
unnamed urban environment, and The jealous old man (Salerno, 1992, pp 47- 
54), with its setting that of a villa outside Padua, the other thirty eight comedies 
are set in the specific cities of Bologna, Florence, Genoa, Mantua, Milan, 
Naples, Parma, Perugia, Pesaro and Venice. The Italian comedies centred 
upon urban life. In Petrouchka, the dramatic action dominates the Field of 
Mars, where the annual Butter-Week fair took place. Benois’ setting depicts 
the fairground, whilst the characters, who take part in the revels, represent the 
urban population of mid-nineteenth century St. Petersburg. In the opinion of 
Green and Swan (1986), it was the secularisation of the modernist mode and 
its renunciation of the spiritual-religious ambitions of the symbolists, that was 
especially apparent in Russia, where a move away from symbolism to the 
commedia dell’arte was manifested in theatre art.
In Petrouchka, the puppet booth, with improvised curtain, is set up stage centre, 
and when the performance is announced by ‘the dull rhythmic beating of the 
Turkish drums’ (Benois, 1941, p 28) that is reminiscent of the drum beat that 
heralded the commencement of an Italian comedy, the crowd gathers 
expectantly. The booth is apparently of impermanent structure, with probably 
a makeshift curtain, and gives the impression that it could readily be 
dismantled and re-erected on any alternative site. Its stage is raised above the 
level of the fairground. The flimsy appearance of the puppet theatre 
corresponds to that of the temporary stages of the Italian mountebanks, or 
seventeenth century street performers in Venice, such as Coryat described in 
1608. Mountebanks were numbered amongst the travelling showmen, whose 
expertise was demonstrated in oration, singing, juggling, acting disguised as 
fools and women, acrobatics, music and apothecary. Thomas Coryat, the
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Englishman who passed through Venice in 1608, described the activities of 
strolling players on trestle stages:
These Mountebanks at one end of their stage place their trunke, which 
is replenished with a world of new-fangled trumperies. After the whole 
rabble of them is gotten up to the stage, whereof some weare visards 
being disguised like fools in a play, some that are women (for there are 
divers women also amongst the them) are attyred with habits according 
to that person that they sustaine.
Nagler, 1959, p 261
Coryat writes of the music, sometimes vocal and at other times instrumental, or 
a combination of the two, that introduces the sale of ‘drugs and confections’, 
and praises the persuasive oratory of the principal mountebank, who was ‘the 
Captain and ring-leader’ of the troupe. Smith recognised the doctor as the 
central character of every group of charlatans:
The quack doctor, half astrologer, half magician nimbused by a certain 
mysterious terror, traded on the superstitions of his audience.
Smith, 1964, p 35
Besides selling his wares, the quack doctor took part in the crude farces, or 
œntràsti, that were performed on the street stages. Smith (1964) identifies the 
oldest theme, perhaps, in which he participated as that of the struggle between 
winter and summer, and personified in the contrasto as Master Carnival and 
Lady Lent. The œntràsti were pieces of humorous folk theatre, in which the 
parody of serious subjects, death and lamenting were essential to the genre. 
The quack doctor and his participation in the contrasto between Master 
Carnival and Lady Lent are elements of folk theatre akin to Russia’s preliterate 
theatre, notably the customs and rituals of Maslenitsa celebrated at the time of 
the Butter-Week fair (2.2.). The references cited by Smith (1964) link 
Petrouchka to both the œntràsti and the quack doctor of the mountebanks.
Coryat (1611) describes the influence that the leader of the mountebanks was 
able to exert over his spectators with his ‘admirable volubility and plausible 
grace’ (Nagler, 1959, p 261). In Tableau 1 of Petrouchka, the Showman as 
magician, exudes a ‘mysterious terror’ as he fixes the fairground crowd with his
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evil eye (2.4.). The Showman makes his first entrance, head-first, appearing 
through the join in the front curtain of the puppet booth. His hypnotic gaze 
rests upon every spectator, who has gathered in anticipation of the 
commencement of the puppet show. The penetrating eyes of the Showman 
translate the exuberance of the opening of the tableau into a mood that 
suggests silent submission and unease. The Showman, who controls the 
fortunes of the puppets and sways the responses of the audience, epitomises 
the quack doctor or leader of the mountebanks such as Coryat witnessed in the 
Piazza of San Marco in the seventeenth century. The Showman and the 
mountebank are remarkable as wielders of authority and as arch-manipulators 
through separate persuasive actions.
The commedia dell’arte never lost sight of the mountebank charlatan. 
References to the character are sustained in Scala’s scenarios, although by the 
seventeenth century these were usually made through comedy and satire. 
Act III of The fake magician (Salerno, 1992, pp 149-156) finds Arlecchino 
dressed as a conjuror-magician inscribing magic circles on the stage, and 
securing within their circumferences Pantalone and Cratiano. In Flavio the fake 
magician (Salerno, 1992, pp 201-209), Flavio impersonates a magician in Acts II 
and III, who by his supposed supernatural power dupes the characters into a 
change of identity. The theme of the fake magician is not uncommon in 
Scala’s scenarios, which generally are permeated with magic and disguise. The 
Showman in Petrouchka is presented as a spiritual agent of miraculous authority. 
His animation of the puppets is supreme, and, through his mesmeric fiutings 
the spectators are reduced to puppet-like response. The Showman regulates 
performers and audience. Through the eyes of Green and Swan (1986), the 
analogy of the manipulative Showman in the ballet mirrors the central 
emotional drama within the company of the Ballets Russes, notably Diaghilev’s 
relationship with Nijinsky. According to Green and Swan, Nijinsky was the
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doll-like Petrouchka figure, while Diaghilev’s role was that of the possessive and 
paralysing charlatan. Buckle (1971) makes reference to Diaghilev’s 
manipulation of creative artists, so that the on stage narrative of Petrouchka may 
be seen to reflect the real-life despotism of Diaghilev that demanded absolute 
authority over the career and life of Nijinsky and ineffable authority over the 
Ballets Russes company. Any extended debate concerning the back stage 
prospect of the Ballets Russes digresses from the argument of this chapter. 
However, the opinions of Green and Swan (1986) and Buckle (1971), 
concerning the role of Diaghilev within the company, suggest that the Ballets 
Russes off stage represented an extravagant ‘theatre’, within which was 
projected a ‘stage-within-a-stage’ that the ballets in performance depicted.
In his setting for Petrouchka, Benois incorporated a three-dimensional false 
proscenium arch. Benois’ original design of 1911 (illustration 2, p 31) locates 
the arch up stage of the front curtain, thereby indicating that three depths of 
stage are made available for the dancers in Tableaux 1 and 4: the forestage 
created by the false proscenium arch, the main stage, on which the stalls, 
booths and merry-go-rounds of the fairground are set and the puppet theatre 
up centre stage. Behind the false proscenium arch a traverse, blue curtain, 
which is a full-size replica of that which hides the puppet stage, is suspended. 
This traverse curtain is drawn back to reveal and conceal the puppet cells of 
Tableaux 2 and 3.
A proscenium stage creates a theatre of illusion, and invites the spectator to 
assume a voyeuristic relationship to the events on the stage. The framing of 
the ballet with the false arch creates a tripartite stage, so that the furthest area 
from the audience is imparted with the greatest degree of illusion. Since the 
stage area that creates the most complete illusion of Petrouchka is one in which 
the puppet booth is located a tension is created. The staging suggests that the
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most ‘realistic’ or true to life characters are the three puppets who can be 
enlivened only by the Showman’s manipulation. The characters of the crowd, 
who are apparently presented through theatre realism, are placed down stage 
and, according to Benois’ designs, spill over on to the forestage. The result of 
this uncomfortable tension is suggestive of parody, and links the ballet with the 
commedia dell’arte and the Russian harlequinade.
The sharply angled false proscenium arch represents at each side, in its vertical 
elevations, a tall town house. The main windows of these houses face the 
audience, whilst other windows, up stage, look towards the fair. The shutters of 
the windows are elaborately decorated with neo-primitive red, blue and white 
flower motifs, typical of nineteenth century Slavic peasant art. On each house 
two sets of shutters are painted as closed, whilst two more are wide open. In 
the upper storey and facing out to the audience painted figures look out. 
Inspite of decorations these town houses represent a reference to the fixed 
design for comedy, according to the traditions of the commedia dell’arte, 
where practical windows allowed the actors to watch the action or 
communicate with characters in the street below.
The travelling troupes of commedia dell’arte actors carried with them simple, 
portable stages with curtains and drops. The painted back drop depicted a 
scene of some public square with houses and streets shown in perspective. 
Duchartre (1929) maintains that the platform and back drop that the troupes 
used in their shows replicated theatres of the time. From the Renaissance to 
the seventeenth century, the larger and more important companies played in 
cities, where permanent theatres provided them with staging facilities of the 
kind required by the scenarios of Scala. The stage of the Teatro Olimpico in 
Vicenza, which was inaugurated in 1585, was designed by Andrea Palladio as a 
long, narrow rectangle after the Roman pattern and backed by a permanent
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scenic facade. The main stage was blocked off into three divisions by arcades 
which opened on streets in perspective lined with houses (Duchartre, 1929). 
In such a frame intricate plots and intrigues, as Scala describes, became 
plausible.
In Petrouchka, Benois organised his stage space into three areas in Tableaux I 
and 4. During Tableaux 2 and 3, the spectator is allowed an intimate view of 
the cells of Petrouchka and the Moor. Although the interior and exterior of 
the puppet theatre are seen separately, there is a suggestion that the action in 
each is carried on simultaneously. Petrouchka breaks through the flimsy wall 
of his cell as Tableau 2 concludes, and through the gaping hole the festivities 
of the fairground are glimpsed (film/video recording of Petrouchka by The 
Joffrey Ballet). The layout of a proscenium stage discourages simultaneous 
action. In Palladio’s theatre different groups of actors played in separate areas 
of the stage at the same time, so that the audience was able to follow every 
detail of the plot as it unfolded. A model for the setting and simultaneous 
staging of Petrouchka may have come directly from the Italian stages of the 
Renaissance. Moreover, there is a similarity between the construction of the 
puppet cells in Tableaux 2 and 3, which are formed by flats that delineate a 
fraction of the main stage area, and the specially constructed sets to depict 
interior scenes in the commedia dell’arte theatres. These scenes were placed 
in the foreground of the main stage as the puppet cells are set in Petrouchka.
Segel (1970) claims the play-within-a-play as a device that theatricalists used in 
their attempts to expose the illusionary nature of theatrical art. In this way 
presentations made theatrical performance the subject of the plays, and by 
revealing to the spectators the flies, ropes, wires and lights, which normally 
remained concealed, the theatricalists laid bare the tools of illusion. These 
devices were employed in Alexander Blok’s play, Balaganchik (The fairground
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booth), which was first produced in 1906 as a satirical harlequinade. Petrouchka 
is a ballet in which the drama is centred on the puppet theatre. It is a drama- 
within-a-drama, on a stage-within-a-stage. This same contrivance was a 
characteristic convention of the commedia dell’arte. In Scala’s scenarios there 
are instances when the characters in the plays are entertained, and benches 
and chairs are brought into the open air to accommodate the audience, such 
as in Act II of The Jealous old man. In Act I of Flavio’s fortune (Salerno, 1992, 
pp 11-21) Gratiano, a charlatan, sets up his bench in the open square, and 
attempts to attract an audience with the help of Arlecchino’s jests and 
Turchetto’s singing. A convention of the commedia dell’arte, therefore, may 
be recognised within the staging of Petrouchka.
4.3. Petrouchka: symbol, mask and Pierrot-clown
There is little dispute amongst historians that, although the mask of Pierrot 
developed initially from Pedrolino of the zanni of the commedia dell’arte, it 
was the French theatre rather than the Italian that was responsible for 
maintaining the role, although in altered appearance and character. Nicoll 
confirmed that the one took his name from the other, although the two were 
completely distinct:
In Scala’s plays Pedrolino pushes himself forward as a gay-witted 
confident intriguer: Pierrot becomes the very image of sad-eyed 
simplicity.
Nicoll, 1976, p 24
Pierrot, as the slow witted lover, first appeared on the French stage in Molière’s 
play Don Juan ou le Festin de pierre in 1665.  ^ However, it was not until Guiseppe 
Giratone’s portrayal of the mask in 1673 that Pierrot was established as a 
character and a comedian. Edouard Fournier, the theatre historian, wrote of 
Giratone’s characterisation of Pierrot in A ^u n ta  at convitato di pietro (La Suite 
de Festin de pierre):
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Among the characters transformed and adapted by the Italians in this 
extraordinary hotch-potch was Pierrot, with his simpleton ways, his naive 
love affairs and his unaltered name. Little attention was paid to this 
new-comer, so that, haphazard and, as it were, out of charity the part 
was entrusted to a low salaried member of the company named Giratone 
(or Giratoni). He did marvels. The others had the good sense not to be 
jealous and thus, in one stroke, and by one success, the character and 
the comedian alike acquired rights of citizenship.
Sand, 1915,1, pp 205-206
Storey recognises (1978) a delicacy, almost a sensitivity in Giratone’s white 
faced creation that was absent in the mask of Pedrolino, and, moreover, the 
comparative isolation of Pierrot from this fellow masks. Pierrot as the sensitive 
non-participant is suggested by Antoine Watteau’s paintings of the Italian 
comedians. Reserve or detachment separate Pierrot from his fellow actors in 
the painting Gilks and four other characters of the commedia delVarte of about 1717 
and in The Italian commedians of about 1719. ® The costume that Pierrot wears 
in both paintings duplicates that shown in Luigi Riccoboni’s Histoire du théâtre 
italien, which was published in Paris in 1731. The sketch of Pierrot indicates 
that he wore loose trousers and a long, white jacket with a large, soft ruffled 
collar and a flat hat worn at the back of his head. Watteau completed his 
paintings of the Italians after a new company had been reinstated at the Palais 
Royal in 1716. During a period of almost twenty years the Italian comedians 
had been forbidden by royal command to play within thirty leagues of Paris. ^
During the eighteenth century, the Pierrot who appeared at the Foires 
Saint Germain and Saint-Laurent, the two great Parisian fairs, inherited the 
same immaculate costume worn by Giratone, together with his playfulness, 
naive candour, laziness and the ancient traditions of performance of itinerant 
actors - dancing, singing and acrobatics. The mask of Pierrot fragmented, and 
the cohesion created by Giratone, by the strength of his own personality, was 
eroded. A vogue for pantomime began, but Pierrot reduced to muteness 
was rendered pathetic, ridiculous and akin to the clownish interpretations of 
the English companies whose popularity eclipsed that of the French.
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Benois’ fascination with the French grand siècle of Louis XIV, directed his 
designs for Le Pavilion d ’Armide in 1907 towards ‘an encyclopedically precise 
evocation of the age of Versailles’ (Bowlt, 1982, p 83). If his devotion to the 
French culture of past epochs encouraged Benois to concede of a French 
Pierrot as the personification of ‘the spiritual and suffering side of humanity’ 
(Benois, 1941, p 326), then it might be supposed that the role of Petrouchka in 
the ballet would inherit the characterisations of Giratone’s white faced mask 
and the sensitivity and detachment of Watteau’s Gilles. Giratone’s mask of the 
sad-eyed simpleton engrossed in his naive love affairs is reflected in the 
pathetic puppet, Petrouchka, as he appears in the first tableau of the ballet. 
Petrouchka reluctantly wields Punch’s baton, and is directed by the Showman 
to attack the massive Moor for the amusement of the crowd. As the drama 
evolves throughout the remaining scenes, Petrouchka’s spirituality and lonely 
suffering leads to his isolation, and the melancholic nature of Watteau’s Pierrot 
is invested in him. In Haskell’s opinion (1972) the originality of Watteau’s 
interpretation of the mask has affected everyone who has thought about the 
nature of clowns.
Watteau’s imagery centres on the world of the commedia dell’arte, which has 
haunted the imaginations of painters, poets and theatre artists. Had not Jean 
Gaspard Deburau appeared to interpret the role of Pierrot during the early 
years of the nineteenth century, Watteau’s Gilles would have appeared as 
remote to present day audiences as any seventeenth century Pedrolino. During 
the 1820s and 1830s Deburau played the role of Pierrot at the squalid Théâtre 
des Funambules, and became the idol of the fashionable avant-garde in Paris. 
The innovations that Deburau brought to the role, in their placidity, 
contrasted with the exuberance, over abundance of gesture and leaps of his 
immediate predecessors, whose Pierrots derived from the pantomime masks of 
the foires. Péricaud commented (1897) on Deburau’s unshakeable calm, agility
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and surprising dexterity. Le Boeuf enrage oï 1827 was one of the most popular 
pantomimes of the Théâtre des Funambules, in which Deburau played Pierrot 
and Philippe Laurent portrayed the role of Arléquin. From this pantomime 
came probably Deburau’s first notice of recognition. The review in Pandore of 
19 July, 1828, reflects upon the infinite nuances of Pierrot’s role:
Simple as a child, cowardly, crafty, lazy, mischievous by instinct, 
obliging, mocking, greedy, thieving, swaggering, grasping, bungling, 
cunning in schemes which might lead to the gratification of his tastes, a 
naive and farcical Satan. Assuredly this is one of the drollest creations 
in all farce.
Carlson, 1972, p 110
The review was probably written by Charles Nodier, whom Storey recognises 
(1978) as spirituel and a regular contributor to Pandore. Nodier’s enthusiasm 
for the mimes prompted him to write a piece himself for the actors at the 
Théâtre des Funambules, which was presented as Le songe d'or ou Arlequin et 
L'avare.
From the 1820s onwards poets and writers began to entertain a highbrow 
interest in the urban, popular art of pantomime. In Haskell’s opinion (1972) 
it was Jules Janin, the most fashionable of contemporary French critics, who 
raised Deburau to the status of celebrity. Janin’s book, Deburau - histoire du 
Théâtre â Quatre Sous, which was first published in 1832, revealed the critic’s self- 
satisfied daring in shocking conventional opinion by elevating popular culture 
to the rank of high art. Janin’s book may have caused a furore of indignation, 
but it turned Deburau into an idol of the fashionable avant-garde. Writers 
such as Nodier, who had admired Deburau were joined by Gérard de Nerval, 
Théophile Gautier, Banville and many more. Deburau’s acting talent drew the 
intellectuals to an unexplored theatrical genre, whose nature they subsequently 
changed so that it was made to support a new philosophy of life.
Pierrot, pallid, slender, dressed in sad colours, always hungry and always 
beaten, is the ancient slave, the modem proletarian, the pariah, the
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passive and disinherited being, who, glum and sly, witnesses the orgies 
and follies of his masters.
Gautier, 1858-9, p 23
The masks of the ancient Pierrots combine and diffuse within the twentieth 
century role that is Petrouchka’s in the ballet. However, it is Deburau’s mask 
of Pierrot, as described by Gautier, that epitomises the personal suffering and 
everyday tragedy of the twentieth century tragic hero, Petrouchka. When the 
role of the puppet is seen to be related to those later Pierrots, who, at the turn 
of the century, became symbolic characters moulded to the disparate beliefs of 
the new century, the mask takes on the complexities of modernism and its 
numerous forms. Hall’s comments concerning the role of Petrouchka 
apparently follow in this direction :
In the symbolic figure of the puppet these men (Stravinsky, Fokine and
Nijinsky) infused a whole world of suffering, despair, jealousy,
unrequited love, longing for liberty and hatred of oppression.
Hall, 1958, p 5
In the early twentieth century the appeal of this modernist Pierrot was 
widespread. The confused depth of images ascribed to the mask was 
characteristic of the Russian social and political situations at the beginning of 
the century. The misfortune of Petrouchka as sad clown may be interpreted in 
modernist terms as the general plight of suffering mankind, humanity 
persecuted by the oppressions of war or threatened for its religious beliefs. 
Alternatively, the mask may be recognised as the embodiment of the 
misunderstood and voiceless individual. Krasovskaya (1979) quotes the 
torment of the little man, Evgenii, of Pushkin’s poem Mednyi vsadnik (The 
bronze horseman), and likens the incomprehensible power, embodied by 
the statue of the horseman, to the portrait of the magician that dominates the 
cell of the puppet in Tableau 2 of the ballet. The modernist interpretation of 
the sad clown prodigy was prolific and encompassed varied images that related 
to humanity generally and to the individual.
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The clear visual image, which eventually became standardised by the depiction 
of Pierrot wearing the white, frilled collar, 12 kept alive the sad clown 
throughout the best part of the century. The image was perpetuated by the 
representations of the mask by visual artists. The melancholic face was clarified 
at mid century by the portrait of Charles Deburau, Jean Gaspard’s son, by 
Charles Daumier. The portrait depicted Charles Deburau as Pierrot. During 
the 1850s and 1860s Daumier produced vivid images of clowns, always sad of 
countenance, but shown with convincing reasons for their sadness. Daumier’s 
paintings and drawings project performers who had ceased to enjoy popularity. 
Bereft of audiences, dejected, homeless and hungry, Daumier’s clowns are 
forced to wander from town to town in search of potential audiences. The 
saltimbanques, then fast disappearing from the streets and fairgrounds, were 
part of the popular heritage that Daumier utilised all his life (Laughton, 1991). 
When Daumier portrayed people whose lives lacked security, especially 
travelling players, his paintings demonstrate great compassion and fellow- 
feeling (Rey, 1985). In a work like Les Saltimbanques (illustration 6, p 108) 
Daumier is able to lift the subject to a higher plane, and anticipates, therefore, 
Picasso’s depictions of the Pierrot clowns and Harlequin acrobats of the French 
circus. The water colour Les Saltimbanques, which Daumier painted between 
1865 and 1869, depicts a family of travelling performers waiting by their 
fairground tent. The father wears a Pierrot costume. He beats his drum to 
attract the attention of the people in the crowd, who ignore him. The mother 
is weary and resigned to the lack of interest shown in their act. Le Déplacement 
des saltimbanques. Saltimbanque jouant du tambour Parade de saltimbanques H 
represent images of loneliness, in which the men’s expressions dominate the 
paintings. Bowness (1961) states that Daumier would have known Baudelaire’s 
prose poem Le vieux Saltimbanque (1862), in which Daumier’s old friend uses 
the clown as a symbol of an aged poet, no longer celebrated.
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
A parallel of Daumier’s wandering clowns may be recognised in Russian
popular theatre with the performers who once drew crowds to the balagani. It
was Benois’ concern (1941) that by 1911 the balagani had ceased to exist for
some ten years. The popularity of the Russian guignol had diminished so that
audiences had forsaken the travelling puppet show as an outmoded
entertainment. The ballet presents Petrouchka as a sad clown and pathetic
figure of fun reminiscent of Daumier’s images of wandering clowns.
Petrouchka’s replacement as the hero of the puppet show and as the lover of
Columbine by the gaudy Moor, presents him as doubly redundant. Moreover,
his misery is exacerbated by the cruel punishments inflicted upon him by the
Showman, but his terror of the magical power of his master, which is
manifested as inexplicable forces beyond the puppet’s control, is none the less
palpable. Paul Margueritte’s short pantomime of 1881, La Peur, depicts
Pierrot’s mounting terror of the solitude of a darkened room. Margueritte’s
Pierrot, like Petrouchka in his cell, is ‘fright and anguish’, which Storey
recognises as ‘pure symbolic projection’ (1978, p 133). Sitwell, in her
assessment of the puppet’s cell as the universal ‘little room’, refers to the same
tableau and its symbolic representation:
We know that we are watching our own tragedy. Do we not all know 
that little room at the back of our poor clown’s booth - that little room 
with the hopeful tinsel stars and the badly-painted ancestral portrait of 
God? Have we not all battered our heads through the flimsy paper walls 
- only to find blackness?
Sitwell, 1921, p 14
Regardless of the legion interpretations that might be claimed for the theme of 
the sad clown in symbolist and modernist contexts, Petrouchka’s relationship 
to Pierrot, as clarified in the ballet, is indisputable, yet Pierrot is a mask subject 
to change. Its mutability has been directed by the actors who have worn it and 
by the interpretations invested in it by generations of theatre audiences. The 
theatrical archetype that is recognised throughout European cultures as
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Pierrot lives in Petrouchka in the ballet, yet the puppet is not simply a 
reincarnation of Vhomme spirituel of the Théâtre des Funambules. Petrouchka’s 
identity remains locked within the guignol of the St. Petersburg fairground and 
within the clown of Russian circus, whose painted face masks all social 
identity. The ballet, as Massine points out, ‘seemed fundamentally Russian’, 
yet, at the same time, ‘universal in its depth and intensity’ (1968, p 51). 
Karlinsky describes the essential Russianness of Diaghilev’s early ballets as 
‘unconscious nationalism of blood’ (1983, p 39) that had tended towards the 
spiritual rather than the physical. Petrouchka’s spirituality links the role with 
Pierrot and with the Russian ethos of the ballet. The puppet inhabits a world 
of fantasy, which is conventionalised, but full of life and extraordinary 
personalities. George Sand wrote:
The commedia dell’arte is not only a study of the grotesque and 
facetious . . . but also a portrayal of real characters traced from remote 
antiquity down to the present day, in an uninterrupted tradition of 
fantastic humour which is in essence quite serious and, one might 
almost say, even sad, like every satire which lays bare the spiritual 
poverty of mankind.
Duchartre, 1929, p 17
4.4. The Ballerina : Columbine
If Petrouchka were to be taken as the personification of the spiritual 
and suffering - or shall we call it the poetic principle? - his lady 
Columbine would be the incarnation of the eternal feminine.
Benois, 1941, p 326
The recognition of the quick witted Columbine in the ‘empty-headed, pretty 
Ballerina, invented by Benois’ (Buckle, 1979, p 181) is perhaps tenuous. How 
may these apparently disparate roles be reconciled, when the ingenious 
Columbine, soubrette of the commedia dell’arte, is set against the vacuous 
Ballerina of Petrouchka? Tamara Karsavina danced the role of the Ballerina in 
the original staging of the ballet in 1911 ‘as the complete image of an empty, 
stupid beautiful woman - a soulless thoughtless doll’ (Lieven, 1936, p 147). 
Reference was made to the manner that Karsavina’s face was transformed by
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make up. The numerous descriptions are consistent ; ‘exaggerated eye lashes 
painted like rays in short black lines about her eye-lids and bright apple-like 
dabs of red on her cheeks’ (Roslavleva, 1962, p 557), ‘round spot on each 
cheek - eyes outlined to give her a permanently startled expression’ (Massine, 
1968, p 52) and ‘doll-like eyelashes to her lids, rouged her cheeks to look like 
two red apples’ (Fokine, 1961, p 191). There can be no debate that the effect 
was to enhance the vacant face of the doll. Fokine maintained that ‘there was 
nothing further to create, no personality’ (1961, p 191).
The doll character of the Ballerina, in spite of her obvious physical charms, is 
apparently the antithesis of the pretty Columbine, the servetta birichina (artful 
servant maid) of the Italian commedia. According to Duchartre the role of 
Columbine became standardised in the late seventeenth century by Catherine 
Biancolelli as ‘rather French’ in character, and was noted for coquetry and her 
keen and active wit, which enabled her ‘to hold her own in every situation and 
emerge with ease and dignity from the most involved intrigues’ (1929, p 278). 
Nicoll attributes the ‘daintiness’ of the youthful servetta to the influence of 
Biancolelli, who appeared as a young actress at the Théâtre Italien as 
Columbine:
Vivacious and buoyant, an incorrigible flirt, lively and animated, this 
Columbine is Watteau’s heroine, and not only chance leads her to vary 
her name by appearing on occasion as Arlecchina.
Nicoll, 1976, p 97
Moreover, in Nicholl’s opinion the spirit of Columbine or Arlecchina draws 
close to Harlequin of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. It 
seems, therefore, that Columbine was a role that combined dainty femininity 
and mischievous, boyish energy. This last quality distances her from the 
Ballerina role. In Duchartre’s description of Columbine he writes:
She was the constant friend and companion of Harlequin, eternally in 
love with either of the rascally valets or with Lelio.
Duchartre, 1929, p 278
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Krasovskaya refers to the Ballerina’s ‘coquettish advances to the Moor’ (1979, 
p 182), which suggests that the role owes something at least to the Columbine 
role of the commedia dell’arte. Fokine’s choreography for the Ballerina 
implies that her coquetry is purely a programmed response that lacks 
commitment and emotion, as if her interest in the Moor results from the 
Showman’s manipulation.
The nature of the role is emphasised by her doll-like soullessness, which is in 
sharp contrast to Petrouchka’s spirituality. Nijinska, who danced the role of 
the Ballerina in 1912 during the Ballets Russes’ season in Monte Carlo, 
determined that the doll was not a ‘méchante coquette’:
She was primitive, frivolous, and empty. The Moor was pompously 
dressed; he was amusing. Petrouchka, on the other hand, frightened 
her with his amorous sufferings. He was never happy; he grieved over 
something all the time. He looked neglected and poor. Petrouchka was 
too complicated for her.
Nijinska, 1982, p 423
Fokine demanded ‘no personality’ (1961, p 191) from the Ballerina. Although
the inanity of her character apparently distances the Ballerina from
Columbine, the contrast between the roles is so apparent that it must be read
as intentional. Benois (1941) claimed Petrouchka’s lady as Columbine. The
evident disparity between the Ballerina and Columbine suggests that the
purpose behind the characterisation was, in part at least, to parody Columbine
and set up a tension between the Ballerina role and that of Petrouchka, the
Pierrot of the piece.
4.5. The Moor : 'savage Harlequin’
If Benois conceived Petrouchka as the mask of Pierrot and the Ballerina as his 
lady Columbine, the supposition comes easily that the third character of the 
puppet trio must be Harlequin. Benois went to great pains to describe the
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genesis of the ‘gorgeous Blackamoor’ who served as ‘the embodiment of 
everything senselessly triumphant’:
In the street performances of Petrouchka there was invariably a separate 
intermezzo, inserted within the acts: two Blackamoors, dressed in velvet 
and gold, would appear and start unmercifully hitting each other’s 
wooden heads with sticks.
Benois, 1941, p 326
Throughout the history of theatre in Western Theatre from the time of the 
commedia dell’arte blackamoors have been a consistent feature. The 
horrifying terrors that result from the elopement of a Moorish prince with a 
Portuguese princess are recounted in Scala’s tragic scenario. The mad princess 
(Salerno, 1992, pp 313-320). Eighteenth century travel to exotic lands was the 
inspiration of many to rediscover the supposed origins of culture. In French 
comedy of the same period, islands peopled by savages represented vital 
components. As Gerould (1983) has pointed out Delisle’s Savage Harlequin of 
1721 in which the freedom of the savage is contrasted with the tyranny of 
masters over slaves in a civilised world of riches and power, enjoyed a great 
success at the Théâtre Italien, and established a vogue for the island play. In 
Marivaux’s The Dispute oi 1744, two black assistants of a prince subtly contrive 
and control the other characters. The Moor, in Petrouchka, is readily identified 
with such eighteenth century primitives:
His dark-skinned, gaudy figure, surmounted by glittering plumes was 
primitively terrifying. The greatest part of the impression was created by 
the glittering costume and brutal and exotic appearance.
Lieven, 1936, p 147
Historically, Petrouchka set no precedent with its blend of commedia dell’arte 
masks with roles as outlandish as the Moor. Whilst seventeenth and eighteenth 
century drama provided numerous models, subsequently, at the Théâtre des 
Funambules it was not unusual for Pierrot to seek adventures amongst Arabs 
and Bedouins. In the pantomime Pierrot en Afrique (1842), considered one of 
Deburau’s popular successes, Pierrot is held prisoner by a group of Arabs.
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Clarke describes the Moor as a character ruled by ‘animal instincts’ (1957, 
p 357) while Barnes recognised his ‘animal arrogance’ (1957, p 10). Yet, 
despite such epithets, the exotic Moor is less brutish and sensual than 
senseless. He is more a figure of fun than of repulsion, notably during 
Tableau 3, when his awkward partnering of the Ballerina and his obsessive 
attacks upon his coconut were apparently designed to induce laughter from 
the spectators. The absurd Moor is consistently a figure of fun. His first solo 
appearance in Tableau 3 establishes the Moor as a role of derision.
The extensive stage business that the Moor undertakes, which ranges from 
childlike, idle play with the coconut, through angry attacks upon it with 
slashing scimitar to eventual ritualised worship, resembles the lazzi of the 
Italian comedians. Nicoll (1963) interprets lazzi as scenes of action 
independent of episodes outlined in the scenario, which were improvised with 
consummate skill by the principal masks of the commedia dell’arte, notably 
Arlecchino, Pulcinella and Pantalone. The Moor’s lazzi, or piece of business 
with the coconut, mirrors that of the zanni, in whom was embodied the spirit of 
the commedia dell’arte. It is Nicoll’s opinion that a key aspect of Harlequin’s 
nature is ‘his inability to think of more than one thing at a time’ (1976, p 70). 
This quality is present within the character of the Moor, and exemplified in the 
possessive manipulation of the coconut, which even the Ballerina’s coquettish 
dance does little to regulate.
Fokine describes the Moor as ‘the personification of the stupid self-satisfaction 
of the extrovert, the happy go lucky pet of fortune’ (1961, p 185). In this 
description lies the key to the Moor’s close relationship to Harlequin. 
Throughout the life of the mask the humour of Harlequin’s character has 
been reformed by the numerous actors who have performed in his colourful 
costume and half-mask. The vicissitudes of his existence at the Foire
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Saint-Germain and the Funambules have assisted the reshaping of Harlequin, 
so that the ‘darling of the fairies’ beloved by the infant Benois had little in 
common with the ‘prince of numskulls’ (Duchartre, 1929, p 124) pictured in 
the Recueil Fossard of about 1577. Harlequin received further shaping in the 
ballet Petrouchka, yet it may be claimed that he is identifiable in the role of the 
Moor. Harlequin, by nature of his multi-coloured garb, has been readily 
recognised throughout theatre history. It was not until the seventeenth 
century that the patches on the clothes of Arlecchino took the familiar form, 
associated with Harlequin, of blue, red and green triangles arranged in a 
symmetrical pattern and joined together by a narrow yellow braid. Regardless 
of the design of the costume, it is the vivid colours that catch the eye and are 
synonymous with the exuberance of the commedia dell’arte. The Moor is no 
less brilliantly attired. There are numerous costume designs for the Moor. At 
each new staging of the ballet, Benois introduced some variation of colour and 
form. The Moor was consistently attired in an extravagant Eastern costume as 
the designs for 1911 show (illustration 7, p 115). A sketch shows the dancer’s 
body extended into width by the decorated outer sleeves of his tunic. His 
baggy pantaloons are expanded by tails that protrude from an undergarment. 
His height is increased by a high turban with upstanding plumes.
Arlecchino and the later Harlequin of the commedia dell’arte were symbolised 
by two elements : the black face and the wooden sword, baton or lathe that is 
manipulated with aggression or to induce magical effects in later years. The 
black face and weapon are both essential ingredients of the Moor’s role in the 
ballet. His scimitar is flourished in desperation at the unresponsive coconut in 
Tableau 3, and in the final Tableau he strikes out with it at Petrouchka. The 
Moor stands out from the other puppets and the members of the crowd by 
merit of his black face. In woodcuts and engravings and throughout the Recueil 
Fb5 5flrd Arlecchino is depicted with a black mask. In Watteau’s paintings of the
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Théâtre Italien, Harlequin is shown wearing a black mask, 20 and engravings of 
the late eighteenth century are consistent in their depiction of a black faced 
Harlequin. 21 The eighteenth century engraving, entitled Arlequin comte de ville 
Brochet, 22 shows a Harlequin with his black mask apparently covering the face, 
with the eyes and mouth highlighted in a similar manner to the Moor’s 
make-up scheme of ‘blacking-up’. The illustrations depicting Harlequin as a 
father in La matemita di Arlecchino 23 give the impression that his features were 
of negroid type, yet according to Duchartre (1929) none of the conjectures 
concerning the origins of the black mask are convincing, and dismisses the 
hypothesis that it was a negro in Bergamo, who served as a model for the 
character. With reference of the many depictions of Harlequin in paintings, 
drawings and engravings there has been little noticeable change in the design 
of the mask during the entire time from the Renaissance to the late eighteenth 
century.
Harlequin’s authentic mask consisted of a half-mask and a black chin- 
piece. The eyebrows and beard are bushy and covered with stiff bristles. 
The forehead was strongly lined with wrinkles which accentuated the 
slightly quizzical arch of the eyebrows. The eyes were tiny holes 
beneath, and the ensemble gave a curious expression of craftiness, 
sensuality and astonishment which was both disturbing and alluring. 
The huge wen under the eye, the wart, and the black colour completed 
the impression of something savage and fiendish. The mask suggested a 
cat, a satyr, the sort of negro that Renaissance painters portrayed. 
Indeed, the potentialities latent in the mask of Harlequin are various 
and without end.
Duchartre, 1929, p 135
Fokine called the Moor ‘the personification of the self-satisfaction of the 
extrovert, the happy-go-lucky pet of fortune’ (1961, p 185). As the lover of the 
Ballerina, the Columbine of the piece, the Moor is the rival of Petrouchka, the 
sad clown, Pierrot. As the third member of the eternal triangle, the Moor must 
wear the mask of Harlequin, and Fokine’s epithet is, therefore, a confirmation 
of the double role. It has been intimated that the masks of the commedia
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dell’arte were not the stock characters of the melodrama. By the retention of 
costume and fundamental characteristics, even though each scenario placed 
the masks in different circumstances and in different relationships with each 
other, they received credibility as living people. Therefore, to discover 
Harlequin undertaking a part in Petrouchka is to confirm that the scenario was 
merely a further context for the mask. Nicoll makes reference to the 
characteristic set of actions commonly associated with Harlequin, and describes 
the carriage of his head, and the manner that he entered the stage with a sense 
of quick urgency. With his entrance he created ‘an impression of self- 
confidence, perhaps impertinence, certainly of his own awareness of the 
humour of the role’ (1976, p 70). Harlequin is recognisable in his stage 
presence and in his characteristic movements. The plastique of the Moor was 
conceived by Fokine to express the nature of the extrovert.
Fokine is known to have diligently researched original museum sources for the 
staging of his early ballets. In 1905, his first choreography for the Imperial 
Theatre School’s performance at the Maryinsky was inspired by Greek 
mythology. He made a study of Greek art and music with the help of Vladimir 
Stastov, Director of the Public Library (Fokine, 1961, pp 87-88). In order to 
create an impression of authentic antiquity in Egyptian nights (1908) at the 
Maryinsky Theatre, Fokine used movements inspired by the has reliefs of 
ancient Egypt, gleaned from the Hermitage Museum’s Egyptian Department 
(Fokine, 1961, p 127). It would appear that in preparation for the staging of 
Petrmichka, Fokine and his colleagues from Mir iskusstva, with their obsession 
for antiquity, returned to the origins of the commedia dell’arte masks. There 
is a correspondence, in both body shape and movement motif, between 
Harlequin and the Moor, so that a similarity between the two roles extends 
beyond the mere extrovert nature of the characterisations.
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McDowell points out ‘the tremendous activity of the comic actors’ in the 
inconography of the commedia dell’arte. ‘Artists have drawn them in dancing 
attitudes, in grotesque and acrobatic positions . . .  The agile Arlecchino dances, 
walks on stilts, and stands on his hands’ (1942, pp 49-50). McDowell refers to 
the drawings, paintings and engravings of the commedia dell’arte 
contemporary with the group’s popularity from the sixteenth century to the 
eighteenth century. The Recueil Fossard of about 1577 gives an impression of 
the acrobatic nature of the early Harlequins. Riccoboni (1727) describes the 
acting of early Harlequins as ‘a continual play of extravagant tricks, violent 
movements and outrageous rogueries . . .  he was extraordinary agile and he 
seemed constantly in the air, and . . .  a proficient tumbler’ (Duchartre, 1929, 
p 125). Duchartre makes reference to certain engravings of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, which show Harlequin leaping and dancing, walking on 
stilts, making love to an Inamorata or executing cascate (devish capers and 
backward somersaults) (Duchartre, 1929, p 125). Nicoll (1976) writes of 
Harlequin’s excellence in agility and acrobatics that remained with the role 
throughout time. One of Harlequin’s acrobatic tricks has been captured in an 
engraving of Fossard, which depicts Harlequin balancing or walking on his 
hands, with his legs extended and knees bent (illustration 8, p 120). In the 
third tableau of Petrouchka, this same posture is adopted by the Moor, and 
precedes his laborious chest roll in reverence to the coconut. Whilst all 
exponents of the role of Harlequin have been noted for their physical skill, the 
Moor is portrayed as earthbound as Harlequin was reputedly airborne. The 
Moor is intentionally the antipathy of the traditional Harlequin.
Throughout the choreography that Fokine composed for the role of the Moor, 
motifs recur that express bold insensitivity. The knees are decisively turned out 
and deeply flexed in a wide position, whilst the feet are stamped, as in the first 
dance of the puppets in Tableau 1. The knees may be extended at other times
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with the feet flexed, and the weight of the body resting on the heels. Both of 
these positions are key shapes in the choreography that denotes the Moor’s 
plastique. In the early engravings of the commedia dell’arte Harlequin is 
invariably depicted with flexed and turned out knees, which, in contrast to his 
airborne image, emphasise his earthy quality associated with role as zanni or 
servant. In the engraving by Mitelli (illustration 9, p i  20) Harlequin is shown 
with a wide turn out of his knees, whilst numerous engravings of the mask 
depict the mask with sharply flexed knees and flexed feet. 24 xhe posture of 
the Moor echoes the ancient depictions of Harlequin, and are suggestive of an 
actor in perpetual contact with the earth and true to the traditional image of 
the zanni. When the Moor performs sequences of movement that are normally 
suggestive of lightness, such as the ‘attitudes’ he repeats in Tableau 3, as he 
partners the Ballerina and again as a solo variation, the movements are so 
distorted with graceless weight that the effect is one of humour. The manner 
in which the Moor is characterised as earthbound, in contrast to the agility of 
the mask, implies a burlesque or satirical imitation.
By tradition. Harlequin is the lover, the preferred of Columbine and her 
counterpart. The Moor, who in the ballet is presented as the antithesis of 
Harlequin, is consistently vain and stupid in his bewildered responses to the 
Ballerina’s advances, has little thought of advancing the romance. In spite of 
her coquetry, he settles down to eat her, as a replacement for his unopened 
coconut. Earlier, in Tableau 3, when the Ballerina first interrupts the ritual of 
the Moor’s coconut worship with her noisy trumpet playing, his immediate 
reaction is to throw himself upon the nut, as if to hide it from her and prevent 
any necessity to share its milk. Tableau 3 is a parody of the countless scenarios, 
in which Harlequin and Columbine are amorously entwined. The dance 
between the Ballerina and the Moor makes fun of the commedia dell’arte 
masks, by contrasting the wit, agility and love making of Columbine and
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Harlequin with the attitudes of the brainless puppets. At the same time the 
dance is a satirical imitation of the pas de deux of the academic ballet, which 
Garafola names (1989, p 36) as ‘abstract matings’. At the Maryinsky Theatre, 
St. Petersburg, principal dancers, in the manner of puppets, followed the 
formalised adagio, solo variations and coda of Petipa’s pas de deux 
choreography.
In the Recueil Fossard, figures are shown in postures, where the weight is 
forward and concentrated on the forward foot, whilst the other is lifted, knee 
flexed and parallel, behind the body, with the same arm as that of the lifted 
leg, raised and curved above the head. Possibly the effect intended by Fossard 
was one of running, but there is a startling correspondence in this position to 
the Moor’s ‘attitudes’. The illustrations of the commedia dell’arte masks that 
Callot made for the Balli di Sfessania (1622-27), depicted them in various 
situations moving with high uplifted knees. W hether the characters 
represented by Callot are portraits of actors performing on the stage or images 
of carnival displays cannot be confirmed. However, the sprightly walk that 
Callot illustrated suggests the manner of moving adopted by the Moor, when 
he retreats from the coconut with exaggerated care, and approaches it again in 
Tableau 3. A similarity exists between the body shape and the movement 
patterns of the Moor in Petrouchka and the essential nature of Harlequin, as 
depicted in the iconography and written descriptions of the commedia 
dell’arte of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. That Fokine found in the 
iconography a starting point on which to build his choreography for the 
Moor’s role must remain speculative. With the assurance that the Ballerina’s 
dual role parodied both the ballerina of the academic ballet and Columbine of 
the eighteenth century Italian comedies, it is probable that the Moor’s role was 
created in satirical observation of the danseur, who displayed the ballerina in 
the pas de deux, and of Harlequin, the lover of Columbine.
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4.6. Conclusion
The influx of the ‘lost golden age’ of the late eighteenth century, when Carlo 
Cozzi brought about a rebirth of the commedia dell’arte in Venice, permeated 
the theatre of the Russian anti-realists. In their attempts to dispel theatrical 
illusion the theatricalists seized upon the masked acting style and staging 
conventions of the Italian comedies. The traditions of acting and staging of 
the commedia dell’arte infuse Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka and the 
designs Benois created for the fairground scenes. The success of the 
commedia dell’arte plays, which centred on urban life, was dependent upon 
the balance maintained between character relationships, intrigue and farcical 
incidents. The appeal of the commedia dell’arte for theatricalists such as 
Evreinov, Meyerhold, Tairov and Vakhtangov lay in the implicit assertion that 
the comedies did not imitate life.
The designs that Benois created for the setting of Petrouchka incorporate a false 
proscenium arch decorated in the style of the town houses of the comic 
settings of the commedia dell’arte, whilst his three depths of stage reflect the 
simultaneous staging of the Italian comedies demanded by the intrigues of 
Scala’s scenarios. The puppet booth in Petrouchka is presented as a stage- 
within-a-stage and, by its impermanent structure, is reminiscent of the stages 
erected by the troupes of itinerant actors and mountebanks of the seventeenth 
century. The role of the Showman in the ballet continues the link between 
Petrouchka and the theatre of the mountebanks. As an arch manipulator of the 
puppet performance and the spectators, the Showman reflects the 
authoritative charlatan doctor of the travelling Italian actors.
The itinerant actors, who formed the commedia dell’arte troupes, performed 
in colourful costumes as dancers, masqueraders, clowns and jugglers. The style
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of their performance is restated in Petrouchka. The roles of the puppets and 
the individualised characterisations of the fairground crowd evolved through 
the collaborative plot that Stravinsky and Benois devised for the ballet (1.1.) 
and Fokine’s choreography that fused folk dances, the individualised plastiques 
of the puppets and the dramatic action of the fair (3.1.). The masks of the 
ancient French Pierrots diffuse within the role of Petrouchka. The puppet’s 
mask makes reference to Giratone’s love-struck simpleton of the eighteenth 
century Théâtre Italien, Watteau’s sensitive and detached Gilles and the 
infinite nuances of the role of Pierrot as exemplified by Deburau’s portrayal in 
the harlequinades of the Théâtre des Funambules in the nineteenth century. 
Deburau’s mask became the idol of the fashionable avant-garde and epitomises 
the personal suffering of Petrouchka, whilst the images of visual art have 
perpetrated the archetype that is recognised throughout European culture as 
Pierrot.
The role of the Moor is in the tradition of theatrical blackamoors, but is 
shaped by the mask of Harlequin. The posture, black face, colourful costume, 
baton and lazzi of the Italian mask infiltrate the Moor’s characterisation. The 
absurd, earth-bound Moor reflects the mask of Harlequin in such a way as to 
parody the agile rogue, and satirise the commedia dell’arte relationship 
between Harlequin and Columbine. It is the humour within the make up of 
these roles that link the Moor and the Ballerina with the parody of 
harlequinade. In the harlequinades of Russian cabaret commedia dell’arte 
masks and living-doll routines, which were widely acknowledged from 1911 as 
the Bat’s leading attraction, 25 served as vehicles of theatrical parody (Segel, 
1987).
The influence of the Italian masks on the conception and realisation of 
Petrouchka is extensive. The scenario, staging, the puppet masks and
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choreography are rich in references to the commedia dell'arte per se and to 
the vogue for harlequinade that permeated Russian avant-garde theatre. 
Between the genres, as they co-exist in the ballet, a tension is created. 
Moreover, a further suspense occurs with the juxtaposition of theatre realism 
with theatricalist devices of staging. The false proscenium arch and the stage- 
within-a-stage locate Petrouchka within a modernist conception of theatre. The 
detailed, realistic setting for the fairground implies that the production of the 
ballet was sympathetic to the concept of theatre realism. In the staging of 
Petrouchka, theatre realism is merged with devices that bring into question the 
nature of illusion in theatre art. This tension echoes the first that relates the 
traditional masks of the Italian comedies to modernist interpretations in the 
harlequinade.
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5.1. Benois and the avant-garde theatre of St. Petersburg
The complexity of Russian theatre at the beginning of the twentieth century is 
manifested largely in the tension that existed between realistic and anti- 
illusionistic methods of staging and acting techniques. These divergent modes 
co-exist in the presentation of Petrouchka. It was Benois’ intention to contrast 
‘automatons’ effectively with the ‘real live people’ (1941, p 326). The puppet 
roles of Petrouchka, the Moor and the Ballerina, that Hunt acknowledges as 
‘consciously contrived symbols’ (1957, p 7) , are juxtaposed with the characters 
who make up the fairground crowd. Moreover, the puppets and the fantasia of 
their back stage lives are situated within the fairground in ‘a setting of 
photographic accuracy’ (Hunt, 1957, p 7). Garafola claims in Petrouchka 
‘images faithful to reality’ and ‘scenic realism’ (1989, p 19). Li even, with 
similar perception, attributes a large part of the ballet’s success to ‘the 
convincing and authentic nature of the folk scenes’ (1936, p 144). Claims for 
the authenticity of the folk scenes in Petrouchka rest on the recognition of 
individualised characterisations within a setting that recreates a Russian city 
fairground in the mid-nineteenth century. However, the staging that Benois 
devised, with its tripartite acting areas, is characteristic of the allocation of 
space made available to the acting troupes of the commedia dell’arte in Italian
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theatres of the Renaissance (4.2.). It has been stated that Benois’ designs for 
the fairground scenes reproduce the Butter-Week fair with accuracy in the 
manner of scenic realism, yet a counter claim recognises the influence of the 
commedia dell’arte, so that the setting can be interpreted as a deliberate 
attempt to dispel the illusion of theatre.
Benois, as a critic, was sympathetic to theatre realism, and known for his 
opposition to the Russian avant-garde. In 1910 David Burliuk, the artist/poet, 
had been responsible for the publication of Sadok sudq (A trap forjudges). His 
twenty page pamphlet of 1913, Galdya shchie ‘benua ’ i Novoe Russkoe Natsionalnoe 
Iskusstvo (The noisy ‘benois’ and the new Russian national art) commented 
upon Benois’ criticism of the Russian avant-garde over a period of several years 
(Compton, 1978). Burliuk had deliberately printed Benois’ with a lower case 
‘b’ to show his contempt of him as a leading artist, critic and art historian. In 
Markov’s opinion Burliuk’s aim had been to demonstrate that Benois had 
evolved from an ‘ignorant open foe’ of the new art to ‘a wolf in sheep’s 
clothing’, who, eventually, hypocritically recognised, while continuing to hate it 
(1969, p 181).
Benois’ irreconcilable opposition and outspoken criticism of the drama 
director Vsevolod Meyerhold raged for some ten years. It originated when 
Benois, as drama critic for the St. Petersburg newspaper, Rech\ reviewed 
productions at Vera Komissarzhevskaya’s theatre during the 1906-07 season. 
Of note is Benois’ attack on Meyerhold’s Don Juan in 1910. It appeared in Rech* 
under the scornful title of Balet v Aleksandrinke (Ballet at the Alexandrinka), 
and it was apparent that Benois’ sympathies lay far from contemporary theatre 
practices, which sought, in this case, to reintroduce the power and magic of the 
mask. Rudnitsky (1981) points out that the objectivity of the article might be 
questioned, since Benois, as a participant in the heated conflict between
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Telyakovsky  ^ and Diaghilev, conceived of the article as an attack upon the 
administration of the Imperial Theatres. However, in his criticism of 
Meyerhold’s stylised direction of Don Juan, Benois recognised only the 
director’s contempt for the actor’s art, or so it seemed to him, and for the 
relegation of the cast to that of a puppet theatre :
There is contempt for the actor’s art and for the realisation of the 
dramatic idea. It is wonderful that Meyerhold has taken to working with 
the plastic. It is to his great credit that Russian actors have learned to 
walk, move their arms and legs and turn around. But can this be all.
Benois, 1910, n /p
Again in 1911, Benois attacked Meyerhold. Benois recognised only contrast 
between the production of Boris Godunov, as staged by Meyerhold for 
Telyakovsky, and that which Sanin realised for Diaghilev in Paris. According to 
Benois in his review in Rech\ the opera in St. Petersburg had little appeal:
Among the mute paintings and puppets there walks a single living artist 
- Chaliapin. In Paris everything was living, burning, speaking to the 
mind and heart; therefore, the total impression was tremendous.
Benois, 1911, n /p
The dichotomy of Benois’ contempt for avant-garde innovations and yet his 
own utilisation of staging in that mode in Petrouchka may not be easily 
explained. In November of 1910, Benois had renounced Meyerhold’s staging 
in Don Juan as ‘an elegant fairground show’, yet some seven months later saw 
the première of Petrouchka in Paris with elements of staging similar in form to 
that of Don Juan, notably the huge proscenium arch designed for that 
production. Furthermore, Petrouchka is reminiscent of the harlequinades that 
were a popular form of entertainment in the cabarets and little theatres of 
St. Petersburg, of which two productions of Meyerhold stand out. Balaganchik 
(1906) and Columbine's Scarf exemplify staging in a theatricalist mode
that sought to present the balagani as an eternal element of Russian culture.
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5.2. The Russian harlequinade
The theme of the harlequinade, in early twentieth century Russian theatre, 
interwove the spirits of the commedia dell’arte masks with those of the balagan 
and the circus. Pierrot-clown, in the role of protagonist, was elemental. His 
presence could be perceived in diverse locations and entangled in countless 
relationships. Yet, with his whitened face, he was identified as the mainspring 
of the make-believe. Russia of this time, as Green acknowledges, was an 
‘extravagantly theatrical age - an age of pose and artifice, of mask and 
masquerade’ (1973, p 244). Theatrical modes assumed the forms of popular 
carnival, and performances were generated through improvisation, pantomime 
and play. The intensity of the time, for the theatre arts, apparently resembled 
the years from the 1730s that lead up to the revolution in France.
The eighteenth century has been singled out as an age dedicated to play. 
Huizinga (1967) wrote of the period as one in which culture itself was played. 
Gerould described an eighteenth century ‘theatricalised self - self-seeking, self- 
serving and self-scrutinising - that was always in quest of an audience (1983,
p H ) .
Marivaux’s conception of man and life in society is intensely theatrical, 
and covert watchers are key figures in his comedies, manipulating the 
action and staging plays within plays. Because of their heightened 
awareness, these hidden spectators control the game and are the 
masters, watching every move made by their puppets and slaves with an 
omniscient and omnipresent eye.
Gerould, 1983, p 12
In France, Marivaux’s parades and those of Gueullette, Beaumarchais and 
Potockii 2 were fashioned from the farces, derived from the commedia 
dell’arte, that flourished as popular fairground entertainment. At the great 
fairs of Paris» parades were performed free of charge on raised platforms or 
balconies outside theatres, in order to entice spectators to pay for the show
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inside. In the 1920s parades were rediscovered in France, 3 but in Russia, more 
than a decade earlier, the theatricalists were looking with fresh eyes towards 
their own balagan, or fairground harlequinade and puppet show.
In 1906 Aleksandr Blok wrote his short play Balaganchik (The fairground
booth). 4 Published in April of the same year in the literary journal Fakely (The
torches), it took the form of metadrama, and can be defined as drama about
drama. The play posed a number of fundamental questions concerning the
nature of theatre, its conventions and artificiality, which Russell (1988)
recognised as resonating throughout Russian culture in the years to follow.
Symons (1971) reports that the first performance of Balaganchik on
30 December, 1906, at Vera Komissarzhevskaya’s theatre, resounded through
the auditorium like a theatricalist manifesto. The point of issue, which caused
a near riot in the theatre was that of realism versus theatricalism. In the use of
such techniques as the masks of the commedia dell’arte, pantomime, direct
address of the characters to the audience, the inclusion of a mediatory figure
among the characters and a setting that incorporated a stage-within-a-stage
with its mechanics revealed to the spectators
Aleksandr Blok’s first dramatic work, The fairground booth, broke new 
ground, becoming thereby the first important manifestation of 
theatricalism in early twentieth century Russian drama.
Segel, 1970, p 124
The shared opinion of such critics as Gegory Chulkov, Sergei Auslender in 
St. Petersburg and V.I. Strazhev in Moscow, made it apparent that the divided 
audience was overcome with passionate excitement that registered opposition 
and delight, and which manifested itself in derisive calls, ‘hisses’ and 
‘thunderous applause’ (Rudnitsky, 1981, pp 109-110). Hornby (1986) 
considers that the metadramatic experience for the audience is one of unease 
and a dislocation of perception.
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Whilst the reaction of the audience to the first performance of Balaganchik has 
been attributed to the theatricalist devices employed in its staging, it may also 
be said that the play’s own polemic was undoubtedly a contributory cause. 
Blok was the first major symbolist writer to criticise and ridicule his own side. It 
was Segel’s contention (1970) that the lyrical, mystic, apocalyptic and 
thanatomantic tendencies of symbolism became the ever more frequent targets 
of parody, satire and outright ridicule. Balaganchik derided the cult of 
symbolism in Russia, and with the play Blok was declaring, at the same time, his
liberation from the mystic orientation of his previous writing and, on 
the launching of his career as a playwright, from the style of 
Maeterlinckian dramaturgy.
Segel, 1970, p 124
In Russell’s opinion (1988) the weight of Blok’s irony fell most heavily upon 
himself and upon the impossibly idealistic visions of his youth. Blok’s innate 
pessimism was exacerbated by the sense of dislocation experienced generally 
by the Russian intelligentsia in the aftermath of the failed revolution of 1905. 
Meyerhold’s production of Balaganchik captured this mood with acute poetic 
accuracy and triggered the violently opposed responses to it (Braun, 1986). 
The metatheatrical devices that Blok and Meyerhold conceived for Balaganchik 
attacked the realistic presentation of drama and the norms and standards by 
which the audience viewed plays and, therefore, life itself. Hornby (1986) 
points out that whenever the play-within-a-play is used, it is both reflective and 
expressive of its society’s deep cynicism about life.
The fairground booth transcends the individual soul of the author’s 
poetic persona and captures to perfection the mood of ironic 
resignation which seized a great section of the Russian intelligentsia in 
the years following the 1905 Revolution.
Russell, 1988, p 23
In Balaganchik the mystical aspirations of the symbolists were rendered and 
ridiculed in the roles of the mystics, whose cardboard cut-out figures appeared 
seated at a table in an early scene of the play. Rudnitsky recognised that
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behind ‘the ponderous weight of their words and the visionary bombast of 
their predictions a sorry face was suddenly revealed’ (1981, p 109). It was 
Green’s opinion (1973) that Balaganchik gave the anti-realists their first 
victory.  ^ The play pointed towards the future with ‘constandy shifting planes, 
its convoluted irony, its conjuring with identity, its air of enigmatic masquerade 
and deft manipulation of commedia dell’arte masks (Green, 1973, p 250).
It is apparent that the conventions of the harlequinade with its associations of 
the commedia dell’arte and marionette theatre were employed by Blok and 
Meyerhold in their deliberate parody of symbolism, and, at the same time, to 
further the cause of theatricalism. Their theatre of the mask introduced the 
principles of the fairground booth into the theatre. In 1912, Meyerhold wrote:
The fairground booth is eternal. Even though its principles have been 
banished temporarily from within the walls of the theatre, we know that 
they remain firmly embedded in the lines of all true theatrical writers. 
Braun, 1969, p 135
From Meyerhold’s own description of his 1906 staging of Balaganchik and from 
the design of Nikolai Sapunov, it is apparent that the stage-within-a-stage - the 
booth, was conceived as a tiny theatre in its own right. Its performance space 
and stage machinery were modelled after the fashion of the covered stages of 
the balagani at the Butter-Week fairs in St. Petersburg. Meyerhold writes of his 
staging :
The entire stage is hung at the sides and rear with blue drapes; this 
expanse of blue serves as a background as well as reflecting the colour of 
the settings in the little booth erected on the stage. This booth has its 
own stage, curtain, prompter’s box, and proscenium opening. Instead 
of being masked by the conventional border, the flies, together with all 
the ropes and wires, are visible to the audience; when the entire set is 
hauled aloft in the booth, the audience in the actual theatre sees the 
whole process. In front of the booth the stage area adjacent to the 
footlights is left free. It is here that the ‘Author’ appears to serve as an 
intermediary between the public and the events enacted within the 
booth.
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The action begins at the signal of a big drum; music is heard and the 
audience sees the prompter crawl into his box and light a candle. The 
curtain of the booth rises to reveal a box set with doors stage-left and 
centre, and a window stage-right. Parallel to the footlights is a long 
table, behind which are seated the Mystics: by the window is a round 
table with a pot of geraniums and a slender gilt chair on which Pierrot is 
sitting. Harlequin makes his first entry from under the Mystics’ table. 
When the Author runs on to the proscenium his tirade is terminated by 
someone hidden in the wings who pulls him off by his coat tails; it turns 
out that he is tethered with a rope to prevent him from interrupting the 
solemn course of the events on stage. In Scene Two the dejected 
Pierrot sits in the middle of the stage on a bench; behind him is a 
pedestal bearing a statue of Eros.
When Pierrot finishes his long soliloquy, the bench, the statue and the 
entire set are whisked aloft, and a traditional colonnaded hall is lowered 
in their place. In the scene where masked figures appear with cries of 
‘Torches!’ the hands of stage-hands appear from both wings holding 
flaming Bengal lights on iron rods.
All the characters are restricted to their own typical gestures: Pierrot, 
for instance, always sighs and flaps his arms in the same way.
Braun, 1986, pp 69-70
A similarity between the stage-wi thin-a-stage that represents the booth in 
Balaganchik and the puppet theatre in Petrouchka is apparent, so that the 
spectator is constantly aware that the performance-within-a-performance in 
both dramas challenges theatrical illusion. Although each structure is 
furnished with its own stage, curtain and proscenium opening the impression 
of each is that of impermanence. The Author and the Showman are roles that 
function as intermediary characters who link the performers with the 
spectators. In Petrouchka the Showman intercedes between the puppets and the 
members of the fairground crowd who witness the puppet show. The response 
of the crowd in Tableaux 1 and 4 of Petrouchka guides that of the spectators in 
the theatre audience. Both presentations suggest the manipulation of 
characters. In Balaganchik the Author’s freedom to expound the meaning of 
his play to the audience is curtailed by an off stage power. In Petrouchka the 
relationship between the puppets is manipulated by the Showman who 
controls, at the same time, the response of the crowd to the puppet show. The
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role of Petrouchka recalls the dejected Pierrot of Balaganchik. The movement 
motifs of the commedia dell’arte masks in Meyerhold’s production were 
created as individual statements of each role and, therefore, are similar to the 
separate plastiques that Fokine conceived for the puppets in Petrouchka.
5.3. The resonance of the balagan in Balaganchik and in Petrouchka
To place the covered stage of Benois’ balagan, v^hich. he reconstructed in 
Petrouchka, against Meyerhold’s Balaganchik is to experience a sensation of 
déjà vu. The balagani vfere the covered stages and chief attraction of the fairs, 
whilst balaganchik may be translated from Russian as ‘fairground booth’, 
‘puppet show’ or ‘farce’. Petrouchka and Balaganchik represent harlequinades 
that are performed on stages-within-stages, in which the eternal triangular 
relationship of Pierrot, Harlequin and Columbine is enacted and concluded 
with the inevitable rejection of the sad clown, Pierrot. Both Benois and 
Meyerhold remodelled the balagani stages and pantomimes as eternal elements 
of Russian culture. The ballet and the play, like the eighteenth century 
parades of Marivaux, present a conception of life in which onlookers, as key 
figures in the roles of the Showman and the unseen producer through the 
Author, manipulate the action. Petrouchka and Balaganchik regress to idealised 
and youthful views of art: to Benois’ first experience of theatre and to the 
poetic visions of Blok’s youth and the mystical philosophy of symbolism.
Benois and Meyerhold shared the conviction that a powerful force in the 
theatre was manifested in the art of pantomime. Benois’ recollections of the 
traditional pantomime of the fairground created for him impressions so 
profound that his artistic life was subsequently enriched. In Benois’ opinion, 
moreover, when the pantomime, which ‘depended on movement and acting’, 
gave way to spoken dialogue on the balagani stages towards the end of the
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1870s, ‘the poetry of the whole performance’ decreased and its ‘characteristic 
mystery’ (1941, p 33). For Meyerhold pantomime represented a means by 
which the revival of Russian theatre might be effected. Writing in 1913, 
Meyerhold identified within silent plays ‘the power of primordial elements of 
the theatre: the power of the mask, gesture, movement and plot’ (Braun, 1969, 
p 125). Neither the ballet nor the play were presented as a pantomime per se. 
Whilst the medium of Petrouchka is dance, Balaganchik includes spoken 
dialogue. The content and form of each presentation contains startling 
similarities of staging, theme and role-play.
For Balaganchik, the booth itself was conceived by Meyerhold and his designer 
Sapunov, as a stage-wi thin-a-stage after the example of the covered stages of the 
balagani. This aspect of the design and the general utilisation of the stage 
space is similar to that produced by Benois for the ballet. Meyerhold’s 
description of his mise-en-scène suggests further elements that reappear in 
Petrouchka, notably the booth has its own stage, curtain and proscenium 
opening, the action begins at a signal on a big drum and in front of the booth, 
the stage area adjacent to the footlights is left free. It is there that the Author 
appears to serve as an intermediary between the audience and the events 
enacted within the booth. Both the play and the ballet present processions of 
revellers. These characters in Balaganchik are described as vividly costumed 
lovers who attend a masked ball. They ‘throng, laughing and leaping about’ 
(Green, 1986, p 55). ®
Meyerhold’s staging calls to mind a revival of those conventions practised by 
the itinerant actors who formed the commedia dell’arte troupes (4.2.). It has 
been indicated how the drumming in Petrouchka that announces the puppet 
show in Tableau 1 reflects the beating of the big drum that heralded the 
commencement of the commedia dell’arte performances on portable stages.
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The procession of the mummers in the final tableau of Petrouchka (2.5.) 
invades the stage so that the merrymaking of the fairground is infused with 
masquerade and the vigorous movement of the animal and devil masks. The 
kind of buffoonery associated with the traditions of the commedia dell’arte and 
the puppet theatre is represented in Balaganchik and Petrouchka. In the play, a 
helmeted lover who wields a wooden sword attacks the figure of the clown. 
The clown crumbles after the blow and droops over the footlights of the stage, 
but whilst he appears to be dead a stream of cranberry juice spouts from his 
head to remind the theatre audience that his death is merely clowning and 
make-believe. This episode is reflected in the final tableau of the ballet when 
Petrouchka is attacked by the Moor, who has chased him brandishing a scimitar. 
Petrouchka, as Pierrot-clown is killed by the Moor, yet the Showman assures 
the watching crowd that his death is a fantasy since Petrouchka is merely a 
puppet. The themes of illusion and reality permeate Balaganchik and 
Petrouchka and challenge the perceptions of spectators.
5.4. Themes of reality and illusion in Balagandiik and Petroudika
The nature of illusion and reality form major themes of Balaganchik. These 
conflicting tensions remain unresolved throughout the play. Meyerhold 
structured the production, as he did others subsequently in his career as 
director, ‘to stimulate and exploit audience reaction, confounding its 
expectations as often as it confirmed them’ (Braun, 1986, p 267). Blok 
employed a deliberate mix of fantasy and allegorical characters, notably those 
of the clowns and the contrasted pairs of lovers, alongside naturalistic roles, 
such as the Author. The puppet-like mystics confronted the traditional masks 
of the commedia dell’arte of Pierrot and Harlequin, whilst Columbine 
personified death. In Petrouchka, the characters of the ballet represent the 
townspeople of St. Petersburg and this crowd is juxtaposed with the three
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dualist commedia dell’arte masks of the puppets (4.3., 4.4., and 4.5.). 
Petrouchka is an allegory of Maslenitsa (2.3.). The intermediary role of the 
Showman, who as the puppet master and magician, combines realism with 
elements of the supernatural (2.4.), parallels the mediation of the Author role 
in Balaganchik.
The two versions of the balagan, as presented by Petrouchka and Balaganchik 
incorporate the masks of Harlequin, Pierrot and Columbine, who are 
enmeshed in the eternal love triangle, in which Pierrot/Petrouchka challenges 
Harlequin/The Moor for Columbine’s affections. Petrouchka’s role in the 
ballet is that of a sad clown (4.3.). The puppet shares various attributes of the 
Pierrot role in Balaganchik. In Blok’s play Pierrot is presented as ‘dreamy’ and 
‘dejected’, a ‘melancholy figure’ who moves ‘sadly’ and speaks ‘plaintively and 
dreamily’ (Creen, 1986, pp 48, 51, 53, 57). Whilst Petrouchka’s eternal soul 
returns to haunt the Showman, Pierrot is revived to conclude the play with a 
song.
A similarity that surpasses a shared ancestry in Deburau (4.3.), is apparent 
between the puppet Petrouchka and Meyerhold’s characterisation of Pierrot in 
the first staging of Balaganchik. Reference has been made to Meyerhold’s 
idiosyncratic approach to the role. Hamayun writes of Meyerhold’s innovative 
characterisation :
Pierrot was not the tearful ninny he was usually played, he was touchy 
and tragic, naively sad and again impudently mocking, acrobatically 
nimble, and when he fell lifeless on the floor it was as with the thud and 
flatness of a board.
Hamayun, 1980, p 181
Rudnitsky cites the recollections of Sergei Auslender (1923) concerning
Meyerhold’s performance as the solitary dreamer and poet alienated from life:
Frightful, beckoning masks flicker past, and he, white Pierrot . . .  all 
sharp-angled, whispering words of un earthly sorrow with constrained
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voice; he is sort of prickly, soul-piercing, tender but bold at the same 
time.
Rudnitsky, 1981, p 108 
It was the vulnerability of Meyerhold’s characterisation and the alienation from 
life which it expressed that lead Rudnitsky (1981) to interpret the spirituality of 
Pierrot as his weakness. The spirituality of Pierrot that is derived from the 
mask’s sadness, gentleness and alienation are central to the role in Balaganchik 
and to Petrouchka in the ballet.
It was through the medium of movement and dance that Meyerhold’s 
characterisation of Pierrot and that of Nijinsky in Petrouchka were shaped. 
Meyerhold, writing in 1913, recognised the influence of the cabotin, or ancient 
strolling player, on the development of the Western theatre, and it became his 
intention to restore to the stage the cult of cabotinage through the technical 
mastery of movement (Braun, 1969, p 122). The angularity of body shape and 
gesture adopted by Meyerhold suggests that he evolved a plastique for the 
character of Pierrot that was probably based on a psychological foundation, as 
Fokine was later to adopt in his choreography of the roles of Petrouchka and 
the Moor in the ballet. Alternatively, Pierrot’s angular plastique, suggestive of 
the movement of puppets, may have evolved from Meyerhold’s own 
characteristic movement patterns, which he stylised formally for the 
production of Balaganchik. Meyerhold’s characterisation of Pierrot resulted 
from a structured use of movement based on recurring pattern and shape. 
Braun cites Andrei Bely’s description of the manner in which the characters in 
Balaganchik  restricted to ‘their own typical gestures; Pierrot for instance, 
always sighs and flaps his arms in the same way’ (Braun, 1986, p 70).
Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka revealed the nature of the half-human 
puppet through an individualised plastique and the affinity between the role 
and the theatrical archetype that Pierrot represented. It is speculation that
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Meyerhold’s characterisation was an influence upon Fokine’s choreography or 
Nijinsky’s conceptualisation of the Petrouchka role in the ballet. However, 
since Meyerhold ‘repeated’ his characterisation of the mask in Fokine’s ballet. 
Carnaval, in January, 1910, in which Nijinsky danced the role of Harlequin, it is 
not unreasonable to suggest that both choreographer and dancer were at least 
impressed by Meyerhold’s personal interpretation of the mask. Fokine 
describes the portrayal of the melancholy dreamer as ‘marvellous’ (Braun, 
1986, p 71). It is probable that Meyerhold was able to perpetuate his 
characterisation of Pierrot between the staging of Balaganchik and Carnaval, 
and that his interpretation of Pierrot in Blok’s play was known to Fokine before 
Carnaval
In Meyerhold’s staging of Balaganchik and in Petrouchka the mask of Pierrot 
slips from the stage of the balagan to confront reality and to question the 
nature of illusion as recognised by the theatre audience. In the play and the 
ballet there are conflicting styles of theatre, when symbolism challenges realism 
in the real and unreal territory of the fairground balagan. The Author, in 
defence of realism, claims in Balaganchik that his play was not intended for a 
sideshow at a fair since it was a realistic piece:
I never dressed my characters up like buffoons! Without my permission, 
they are staging some kind of ancient legend or other! I refuse to 
tolerate legends, myths or any other vulgar nonsense.
Green, 1986, p 51
The Author’s rejection of the legends and myths favoured by contemporary 
writers parodies symbolist theatre and literature.
The Author intimates that his characters are able to exercise their own free will 
independent of his text, and, like the puppets in Petrouchka, exist outside their 
on stage roles. In the final tableau of the ballet, the people at the fair and the 
puppets intermingle. The crowd becomes aware of the feud between
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Petrouchka and the Moor, and witnesses the attack that apparently kills 
Petrouchka transposed from the illusion of the stage into their own reality. 
The people at the fair are so convinced by the proximity of Petrouchka’s death, 
that it is only with the intervention of the Showman that they are satisfied that 
Petrouchka is nothing but a puppet. The boundaries of reality and illusion 
have overlapped, so that the fairground crowd, and hence the theatre 
audience, is unable to determine one from the other. Both the play and the 
ballet demand that their audiences accept shifting sets of conventions.
5.5. Petrouchka and the grotesque
The masks of the commedia dell’arte appealed to the experimentalists of early
twentieth century Russian theatre for their obvious contrast to the individual,
psychological characterisations exemplified in the performance style of theatre
realism. Yet, beneath their tradition of humour and apparently careless
freedom of action, the commedia dell’arte presented a serious and sometimes
even tragic aspect of humanity. Meyerhold, writing in O Teatr, identified the
genesis of masked theatre:
The theatre of the mask has always been a fairground show, and the 
idea of acting based on the apotheosis of the mask, gesture and 
movement is indivisible from the idea of the travelling show.
Braun, 1969, p 134
For Meyerhold the commedia dell’arte and the balagan, its equivalent in 
Russian popular theatre, corresponds to tragic farce, which he represented as 
grotesque. An important influence upon Meyerhold’s conception of the 
grotesque was derived from the writings of E.T.A. Hoffmann. Hoffmann’s 
stories concerned demonic characters and fantastical events played out, most 
often, in the luxury and decadence of Venice, where providential powers 
waited submerged beneath surface reality to manipulate man as a helpless 
puppet. Bakhtin (1984) states that, having lost its living tie with folk culture, 
the grotesque underwent certain changes as it became a literary genre.
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Unlike the medieval and Renaissance grotesque, which is directly 
related to folk culture and thus belonged to all the people, the 
Romantic genre acquired a private ‘chamber’ character. It became, as it 
were, an individual carnival, marked by a vivid sense of isolation. 
Bakhtin, 1984, p 37
The laughter of the grotesque was replaced by cold humour, irony and 
sarcasm, so that it ceased to be joyful.
In his production of Schnitzler’s pantomime. The veil of Pierrette, Meyerhold 
adapted the scenario to create a chilling grotesque. In his adaptation, 
renamed Columbine's scarf (1910), Meyerhold’s aim was to eliminate the cloying 
sweetness so often associated with pantomime, and to create a sinister 
harlequinade in the manner of Hoffmann (Braun, 1986). It was the duality of 
Hoffmann’s vision that attracted Meyerhold’s attention (1913):
The grotesque does not recognise the purely debased or the purely 
exalted. The grotesque mixes opposites, consciously creating harsh 
incongruity and relying solely on its own originality . . . The basis of the 
grotesque is the artist’s constant desire to switch the spectator from the 
plane he has just reached to another which is totally unforeseen.
Braun, 1969, pp 138-9
To Meyerhold, the duality of the grotesque was suggestive of the ambiguity of 
the mask. In Moody’s opinion, the mask was a device which Meyerhold used to 
symbolise the existence and operation of the sinister forces revealed to him by 
Hoffmann - ‘surface reality was a mask which both disguised and revealed what 
lies beyond’ (Moody, 1978, p 861).
Meyerhold’s direction of Balaganchik presented the piece as tragic farce. His 
fascination for grotesquery and the harlequinade remained one of the main 
themes of Meyerhold’s work in the Imperial Theatres and the cabarets, where 
in the disguise of Doctor Dapertutto he furthered his experiments in theatre 
art. In 1908, for the opening programme of Lukomore (The Strand), ® he 
directed Petr Potemkin’s Petrouchka. The designs for this folk farce, based on 
the adventures of the traditional Russian puppet, were by Dubujinsky and
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Bilibin, who were painters and designers of the Mir iskusstva group, and who, in 
Hoover’s opinion (1988) exemplified the group’s interest in the naive style of 
Russian art. Both Balaganchik and the farce Petrouchka inevitably came to the 
attention of Benois, as a constant reviewer of Meyerhold’s work. Moreover, the 
grotesque harlequinade. Columbine's Scarf, was referred to by Benois, in his 
article, Balet v Aleksandrinke, as an impression of great artistic refinement 
(Benois, 1910). Is it Meyerhold’s concept of the grotesque, as exemplified in 
Columbine's Scarf and Balaganchik that pervades the ballet Petrouchka?
According to Stravinsky, the Showman in Petrouchka was to have been a 
German, Hoffmannesque figure (White, 1948). This characterisation of the 
role would have been appropriate to the flute cadenza in the style of Weber 
that Stravinsky composed for the Showman in Tableau 1. The ‘Tour de passe- 
passe’ or the conjuring trick with which the Showman, like a snake charmer, 
breathes life into the puppets, reflects a grotesque power. Walsh (1988) states 
that the initial showy style of the dance that the puppets perform to entertain 
the fairground spectators, lacks the darker dimension of the Showman’s power. 
It is in the expression of Petrouchka’s torment that this spiritual force is later 
perceived.
Writing in O Teatr, Meyerhold recognises the influence of Hoffmann on Blok’s 
harlequinade. He quotes the injured clown with his convulsed body hanging 
across the footlights, who calls to the audience that he is bleeding cranberry 
juice, and again in Balaganchik Meyerhold cites Harlequin, who leaps through a 
window to regain the real world, only to find that the window is painted on 
paper. Both these images recur in Petrouchka. In Tableau 4, when the 
Showman proves to the crowd that Petrouchka cannot be dead since he is 
merely a puppet, reality is challenged in the same way that the clown’s death is 
seen to be an illusion. In Tableau 2, Petrouchka, confined to his cell, breaks
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out through its paper walls in his efforts to escape to the world of the 
fairground. He is left suspended there, half way between reality and the 
pretence of the puppet world.
The duality that typifies the action in Balaganchik and the combination of 
opposites that create conscious incongruity, are present in Petrouchka. In both 
the play and the ballet, the coarse fairground farce of the balagan promotes 
pure romantic longings of heroes in the roles of Pierrot and Petrouchka. In 
Balaganchik, Pierrot is doomed to suffer at the hands of the unseen director, 
whilst in the ballet, Petrouchka’s fate is managed by the Showman. Both 
characters are ultimately at the mercy of outside forces, and, as the 
protagonists of Hoffmann’s stories, are manipulated as helpless puppets. 
Pierrot, in every context that he appears, is the prisoner of his mask. His role 
remains constant, and the eventual outcome of his adventures is inevitable - 
Pierrot is doomed to lose the affections of Columbine. In both the 
harlequinade and the ballet. Columbine is presented as a pretty, heartless 
woman. In Balaganchik she is proved to be a cardboard lover, whilst in 
Petrouchka, Columbine is a doll. Distinct styles of performance were contrasted 
in Meyerhold’s staging of the play. The cut-out, cardboard figures of the 
mystics are immobile behind their table in the first scene of the play. They are 
replaced by the whirling couples at the ball, and among them stroll other 
maskers, knights, ladies and clowns. In Petrouchka, the stilted gestures of the 
puppets are juxtaposed with the jostle and animation of the fairground crowd. 
The expansive space of the fairground in Tableau 1 is substituted for the 
confinement of the cells in Tableaux 2 and 3. Petrouchka’s drab cell is 
strongly contrasted by the vivid colour of the Moor’s. The realism of the crowd 
stands alongside the fantasy of the puppets, as, in Balaganchik, it is the Author 
who remains to tend the helpless figure of Pierrot.
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5.6. Conclusion
Slonim’s evaluation of Meyerhold’s staging of Blok’s Balaganchik (1906) 
summarises the theatricalist techniques, or metadrama, that were used to 
challenge the conventions and artificiality of Russian theatre realism:
The originality of the production lay in an open rejection of scenic 
illusion, in a combination of live actors with marionettes, and the use of 
the childish, primitive techniques of Punch and Judy in contrast to the 
complexity of symbolic content.
Slonim, 1961, p 200
Meyerhold introduced into his production of the play the devices of the 
commedia dell’arte masks, pantomime, the direct address to the audience by 
his characters, a mediatory figure and a setting that focused on a stage-within-a- 
stage. These theatricalist or metatheatrical devices questioned the realistic 
presentation of drama and attacked the standards by which spectators view the 
theatre. Blok was the first major symbolist writer to criticise and parody the 
cult of symbolism.
The symbolist obsession with death, mysticism and myth are ridiculed in Blok’s 
text for Balaganchik and reinforced through Meyerhold’s theatricalist staging 
that challenged the illusion of theatre realism. In the ballet, Petrouchka is the 
symbolic representation of Maslenitsa (2.3.) even though the puppet’s death is 
realised in a knock about larzi with the Moor. The tragic farce of Petrouchka’s 
death reflects the killing of the clown in Balaganchik by the helmeted knight. 
Both deaths are eventually revealed to the spectators in the theatres as make- 
believe or clowning. Balaganchik centres upon the deliberate parody and 
ridicule of symbolism. If the harlequinade is to be acknowledged as a model 
for Petrouchka, can the ballet also be interpreted as a parody of symbolist 
sensibilities? It may be argued that Petrouchka is a parody. The myths of 
ancient Russia, which give meaning to the fairground scenes (2.2.) may be seen 
to be satirised through their ritual enactment by puppets and drunken
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revellers of the streets. Through the parody of myth, the ballet comments on 
the interest in the antique that pervaded artistic circles at the beginning of the 
century (2.1.). Since the form of Petrouchka can be claimed to be based on the 
harlequinade that represented a theatrical vogue in St. Petersburg, it may be 
supposed that the ballet was so fashioned to suggest its burlesque nature and 
links with the satirical comedies of the commedia dell’arte.
In spite of Benois’ criticism of the exponents of theatricalism, notably 
Meyerhold, the designs Benois created for Petrouchka must be acknowledged as 
reflecting the conventions of the commedia dell’arte and, therefore, 
sympathetic to the principles of avant-garde theatre. Moreover, the masks of 
Pierrot, Columbine and Harlequin, the stage-within-a-stage where the puppets 
perform and the metatheatrical role of the Showman, whose manipulation 
controls the dance-drama, confirms the choice of Balaganchik as a model for 
Petrouchka. The play and the ballet incorporate masks that play out the eternal 
love triangle in which Pierrot challenges Harlequin for Columbine’s affections. 
Petrouchka resembles the Pierrot role in Balaganchik. Meyerhold’s 
idiosyncratic approach to the melancholic characterisation of Pierrot was 
realised through the medium of movement and pantomime after the manner 
of the ancient cabotin The stylised and structured movement form Meyerhold 
adopted for the role is reflected in Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka that 
revealed the nature of the puppet through an individualised plastique. In 
Blok’s harlequinade, fantasy and allegorical characters are juxtaposed with 
naturalistic roles, and this mingling is reiterated in Petrouchka. The dual roles 
of the puppets as masks co-exist with the people of the fairground, who are 
confronted by the symbolic masks of the mummers (2.5.). Within the contrasts 
formed in the ballet, notably by the realistic presentation of the fairground and 
its characters and the puppet masks, Meyerhold’s concept of the grotesque is 
manifested in Petrouchka.
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Balaganchik, as tragic farce, relies on the creation of harsh incongruity. The 
duality of the grotesque underpins the conception of Petrouchka. The mask 
symbolises a surface reality that disguises what lies beneath. The mask is a key 
concept of the grotesque that permeates the harlequinade and the ballet. 
Pierrot in Balaganchik and Petrouchka represent images of the sad clown. The 
role of Petrouchka combines puppet with symbolic effigy, whilst the Showman, 
through his progenitor, the puppet master, can be identified with the skomorokh 
priest and regulator of ritual and the powerful forces of nature (2.4.). The 
illusion of revelry and carnival, as exemplified in the dramatic episodes of the 
fairground scenes of Petrouchka, the procession of the mummers and the folk 
dances, conceals the ritualistic connotations that link the participants in the 
merrymaking and the form of their dances with pagan worship (3.4.).
Meyerhold, writing in O Teatr, maintains that the element of deception is 
im portant to the dramatic grotesque (Braun, 1969). In the ballet, 
Petrouchka’s death and the revelation of the straw dummy to the fairground 
crowd are supreme acts of deception. At the same time, the theatre audience 
is misled into accepting that the dummy represents the puppet. A second layer 
of deception concludes the final tableau, when the illusion of the revived 
Petrouchka proves his immortality.
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CHAPTER6
THE AUTHENTICITY OF EVREINOV*S STARINNY TEATR (1907-08); 
A MODEL FOR PETROUCHKA
6.1. Modernist medievalism and scenic illusion
6.2. Theatrical reconstruction: Starinny teatr 1907-08
6.3. Conclusion
6.1. Modernist medievalism and scenic illusion
In the early nineteenth century, a rediscovery and re-evaluation of the past 
emerged from Romantic sensibilities. Periods of history, which had previously 
been regarded as cruel and barbarous, especially the Middle Ages, were 
reappraised. A new idealised view developed that recognised a medieval 
picturesqueness and sense of adventure in these times. This Romantic 
movement was the principal precursor of the neo-romanticism of the early 
twentieth century that Mamontov, Princess Tenisheva and Mir iskusstva in 
Russia exemplified in their obsessive reclamation of the past (2.1.). In the 
twentieth century medieval theatre was rediscovered, mystery and miracle plays 
were revived, whilst new versions were written. In some instances, the 
orientalism of the Romantic Age was incorporated within fresh plots. Karlinsky 
recognises that the ‘synthetic Near East was a well-established convention’, and 
points to similarities between the Smyrna scenes in Istoriya rytsarya d'Alessio 
(The history of the knight of d ’Alessio) by Mikhail Kuzmin (1905)  ^ and the 
plot of the ballet Schéhérazade as it was staged by Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in 
1910 2 (Karlinsky, 1990, p 115). In Kuzmin’s play, a neo-romantic variant of 
the medieval mystery, an unfaithful sultana, who bribes a eunuch to smuggle a 
man she covets into the harem, dances seductively before the man, and is then 
punished by the jealous sultan. Whilst satisfying theatre audiences’ longing for
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diversion and escape from everyday realities, the revival of medievalism 
suggested an alternative mode of theatre presentation as an antidote to 
bourgeois drama.
At the beginning of the twentieth century in Russia, the contemporary 
enthusiasm for mystery plays came from symbolist circles, in which Mir iskusstva 
featured with prominence. However, the symbolist interest in the mystery play 
went beyond the pragmatic reconstruction of medieval drama. In one sense, 
the cycle of plays was a historical drama, but, as Nicholl (1949) states, the truth 
of the original narrative frequently gave way to a desire for symbolic and 
allegorical treatment of persons and events. The trend towards symbolism was 
a general characteristic of medieval art, but it was intensified in these plays, 
since they represented drama of a historical and symbolic nature, as well as 
propagandist theatre, designed to instruct in the avoidance of vice and the 
value of virtue.
The Starinny teatr in St. Petersburg staged two seasons of plays. In the first 
(1907-08) were programmes of medieval miracles, moralities and farces. In 
Braun’s opinion the whole enterprise ‘typified the stand taken by the aesthetic 
elite against bourgeois bad taste and materialism in the Russia of Tsar 
Nicholas IT (1986, p 100). It was the determination of the theatre’s founders, 
dramatist Nikolai Evreinov, and theatre historian, Nikolai VasiTevic Driezen, 
that the staging of the plays should be in the manner of the Middle Ages, and 
all elements were to be authentic - music, setting, costume, movement and 
speech. Segel (1970) recognises the purpose of the Starinny teatr to be the 
provision of a platform for the exhibition of exemplary mystery plays drawn 
from Western European historical tradition, in the absence of a recognised 
native Russian medieval theatre. The accuracy of historical detail, with which 
craftsmen, musicians and artists staged the mysteries, miracles and street-
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theatre pieces at the Starinny teatr, was in keeping with Russian mainstream 
theatre’s preoccupation with ethnographical historicism.
During the early years of the twentieth century, the literary theatre became 
increasingly determined upon the exact representation of life on stage. The 
fundamental principle of this naturalist theatre demanded that everything 
presented to the audience should be genuine - not only the authenticity of 
period settings, costumes and manners were called for, but that the 
presentation of contemporary plays should be as close to reality as possible. 
Ceilings, functional fireplaces, waterfalls and rain of real water were essential, 
as was the dressing of furniture with the mass of oddments and bric-a-brac that 
remained unseen by the majority of the audience. In Moscow, from 1898-1906, 
every major production at the Art Theatre was designed by Victor Simov, whose 
work was distinguished by its impeccable authenticity. Braun observes (1986, 
p 41) that the theatre today has made no significant advance on Simov’s 
accomplishments in stage realism, which is a measure both of the achievement 
and of the limitations of his method. However, it was through Simov’s close 
collaboration with Constantin Stanislavsky and Vladimir Nemirovich- 
Danchenko, as directors, that a complete unity of purpose was ensured in the 
external appearance of productions. Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko, 
the founders of the Moscow Popular (generally accessible) Art Theatre - 
Popular’ was soon omitted from the title - selected as their first production 
Count Alexei Tolstoy’s historical drama. Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich. Written in 1875, 
the play was not released by the censor for public performance until 1898, the 
year of the Art Theatre’s opening. Committed to naturalism, Simov and 
Stanislavsky began their preparations by ‘steeping themselves in all available 
documentary and pictorial sources’ (Braun, 1982, p 61), in order to recreate 
the Moscow of the sixteenth century.
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Actors, painters and members of the staff organised expeditions to 
monasteries, local fairs, and provincial towns, where they purchased 
wooden plates, cups, cloths, dresses and objects of the sixteenth century. 
They worked in museums and even succeeded in borrowing from them 
genuine robes and jewels.
Slonim, 1961, p 114
Stanislavsky’s description of the eventual scene concludes with the assurance 
that such detailed, authentic staging, such as the Art Theatre introduced, was 
new and unusual at the time the play was first produced. ^
The colourful costumes of the Boyars and the representatives of the 
common people; the servants with great platters on which rested geese 
and shotes and large pieces of beef, and fruit and vegetables; the barrels 
of wine that were rolled in on stage; the wooden goblets and dishes that 
I had brought from Nijny Novgorod; the slightly drunken guests with a 
great wine cup; the noise of happy and serious discussions, and later the 
long line of signatories to the demand - 
Stanislavsky, 1948, p 336
Stanislavsky was an admirer of the Moscow Private Opera of Mamontov (2.1.), 
and had performed at Abramtsevo, yet, in Braun’s opinion it was the 
‘painstaking verisimilitude of the Meiningen Players’ (1986, p 41) that he and 
Nemirovich-Danchenko took as their model. In 1890 the company of the Duke 
of Saxe-Meiningen came on its second tour of Russia. Stanislavsky, who saw 
their performances for the first time, was impressed by the historical accuracy 
of the sets, costumes and properties in productions of Shakespeare and 
Schiller. Brockett and Findlay (1973) describe the enormous impact of the 
Meiningen company that stemmed in part from its ability to realise more fully 
than any previous company the then-current ideal of absolute illusion. It is 
Osborne’s contention (1975) that the richly decorative and scrupulously 
accurate historical realism was in the style of the Meiningen period, ^ rather 
than the personal style of Georg II and his company. Meyerhold, an actor at 
the Art Theatre in 1898, attributed the style of the production of The Merchant 
of Venice to the Meiningen company. Writing to his wife, Olga, he emphasises 
the relationship between the setting and intention of the drama:
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The Merchant of Venice will be done à la Meininger (sic) with due 
attention to historical and national accuracy. Old Venice will rise like a 
living thing before the audience. On one side the old Jewish quarter, 
dark and dirty, on the other, the square before Portia’s palace, 
beautiful, poetic, with a view over the sea that delights the eye. Darkness 
here, light there; here, dejection and oppression, there, brightness and 
gaiety. The set alone expresses the idea behind the play. Simov is 
responsible.
Benedetti, 1991, p 25
The production style of the Moscow Art Theatre was marked by a keen, 
modernist sense of mood together with a psychological realism. These two 
elements coalesced with Stanislavsky’s conception of theatre realism practised 
at the Art Theatre. Stanislavsky, writing of the misconception generally held 
that his company sought merely for naturalism on stage, is adamant in defence 
of his aesthetic in the early years of his company.
Always, then as well as now, we sought for inner truth, for the truth of 
feeling and experience, but as spiritual technique was only in its embryo 
stage among the actors of our company, we, because of necessity and 
helplessness, and against our desires, fell now and then into an outward 
and coarse naturalism.
Stanislavsky, 1948, p 331
Slonim suggests that the Art Theatre first tested its skill and strength in 
naturalistic representation, and then ‘created the drama of moods and 
impressions’ and ‘went a long way into psychological realism’ (1961, p 171).
In 1909 Benois became artistic director of the Moscow Theatre, and, therefore, 
was associated at first hand with Stanislavsky’s methods of theatrical 
presentation. Benois shared with Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko a 
similar precise historical sense based upon stringent, perhaps obsessive 
research. The predisposition of Benois towards theatre realism was apparent 
in the early stage designs he created for a production at the Maryinsky Theatre 
of Wagner’s Gotterdammerung (The twilight of the gods) in 1903 (Bowlt, 1982). 
Benois was noted for his attention to historical accuracy of detail. The designs 
and sketches he made for the ballet Le Pavillon d'Armide (1907)  ^ with its
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rococo setting and costumes in the style of Louis XIV, embodied Versailles and 
the grand siècle, a time in history with which Benois was obsessively bound. 
Levinson (1916) describes the ballet as ‘first and foremost the recreation of the 
past’ (Bowlt, 1982, p 85). He recognises a searching curiosity of the artist- 
researcher, whose precise eye for detail is commented upon by Fokine:
The colour of a braid, of a galon on the dress of an extra which you 
couldn’t even make out on stage through your binoculars - Benois gave 
much thought to these things and selected them after careful 
consideration.
Fokine, 1961, p 188
Bowlt (1982) states that Benois’ attention to historical accuracy of detail was 
the hallmark of his stage sets and costumes. Benois’ approach was historical 
and, as such, was in line with the numerous recreations of the past or 
‘archaeological-historical. . . realism’ (Slonim, 1961, p 116) that had captivated 
Russian and Western European audiences since the turn of the century.
In the detailed reconstruction of a particular historical period, Stanislavsky and 
Benois were known to work with obstinate perseverance in the assemblage on 
stage of an appropriate setting. Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich and Le Pavillon d'Armide 
bear witness to their separate abilities. However, it was in the staging of those 
plays, which Stanislavsky included in ‘the line of the fantastic’ (1948, p 340), 
that a further resemblance may be noted between the aesthetics of these two 
men. A comparison between Stanislavsky’s early production of Ostrovsky’s 
Snegurochka (1900) at the Art Theatre and Benois’ later staging of Petrouchka 
points to recurring stage images in the two pieces, and the visualisation of 
Slavic folklore. The ‘exceptionally beautiful Russian epos’ (Stanislavsky, 1948, 
p 340) of the fairy tale is evident in the epic events of Petrouchkcu Stanislavsky’s 
description of the great merry crowd that celebrated Whitsuntide in pagan 
fashion with dances and straw effigy in the prologue of Snegurochka, of the 
snowstorm he created and the life-like bear, conjures familiar images 
associated with Petrouchka. The passionate zeal that Stanislavsky and Benois
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shared in the realisation on stage of settings as lived-in spaces was for Benois 
finally realised in Petrouchka.
Benois’ need to present the action of Petrouchka as drama led him away from 
conventional ballet staging. By tradition, it had been the task of the designer- 
decorator to create a suitable background for ballet with a painted backcloth. 
Even though Mamontov and later Diaghilev replaced the decorators with easel 
painters as designers, the practice of providing a background for ballet with 
painted cloths and wings, albeit inspired by nature and French painting 
techniques, as in the case of Léon Bakst, ® continued into the 1920s and 
beyond. Benois’ staging of Petrouchka was in keeping with methods of 
presentation more readily associated with the drama theatre of the first decade 
of the twentieth century, that revolutionised the conventionalities of scenery 
and costume.
6.2. Theatrical reconstruction: Starinny teatr 1907-08
The most startling and significant achievement in establishing an ancient art as 
living theatre was the venture undertaken by Nikolai Evreinov and Baron 
Nikolai Vasil’evie Driezen. Their experiment in theatrical reconstruction was 
known as the Starinny teatr, for which Benois served as artistic and historical 
consultant. For the 1907-08 season Mir iskusstva artists were occupied as 
theatrical designers - Braun (1986) lists Benois, Bilibin, Dobuzhinsky, Lanseray 
and Roerich as taking part. Benois was commissioned to design the theatre’s 
permanent curtain. Fokine choreographed the dances for Le Jeu de Robin et 
Marion, a pastorale, performed during the first season.
Evreinov’s wish to found an ancient theatre that reconstructed the theatrical 
forms of the past, did not represent an original idea since there was a general
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impulse in Russian arts to recreate antiquity (2.1.) ‘in order to reclaim art as a 
vital force in the life of the society’ (Golub, 1984, p 108). Meyerhold had 
recognised in the conventions of the commedia dell’arte an antique form 
whereby theatre realism might be challenged by acrobatic high spirits and fun 
(4.1.). In keeping with the directors whose theatrical reproductions of ancient 
Greece and Rome depicted the everyday life of the antique world, such as 
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar at the Art Theatre (1903) and Richard Strauss’ 
opera Elektra, directed by Meyerhold at the Maryinsky in 1913, Léon Bakst and 
Fokine looked to the archaic past for inspiration. Bakst made designs for the 
settings and costumes of Euripides’ Hippolytus at the Alexandrinsky Theatre in 
St. Petersburg (1902) and Sophocles’ Oedipus at Cobna (1904). Fokine used 
movements inspired by the has reliefs of ancient Egypt in his choreography for 
Egyptian Nights (1908) at the Maryinsky. Later, in ballets for Diaghilev, notably 
Narcisse (1911) and Daphnis and Chloe (1912) Bakst and Fokine created settings, 
costumes and choreography that found inspiration in archaic art.
It had been the intention of the directorate of the Starinny teatr to begin with 
a season of plays from the Greek theatre. Evreinov, who recognised the link 
between the Russian skomorokhi and medieval jonglers, challenged the plan and 
the taste of his society that was more familiar with Greek theatre than with the 
medieval which was closer to it in time (Golub, 1984). The directorate of the 
Starinny teatr published proposals for their theatre in Theatre and Art of 3 June, 
1907. Evreinov, Baron Driezen and M.N. Burnæev, the third member of the 
directorate stated:
We have in mind a whole series of historical productions presenting in 
chronological order not only the history of dramatic literature but also 
the evolution of staging combined with the history of theatrical dance 
and music, costuming, make up, etc. Archeological and historical 
truthfulness of staging and communication of the spirit and character of 
the epoch under consideration should have decided significance. Each 
production will transport the spectator to one or another epoch. The
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characteristics of the actor-audience relationship of the particular epoch 
will be re-created.
Golub, 1984, p 109
The plan of the directorate of the Starinny teatr was to accompany each 
performance of the liturgical dramas and mysteries of the first season with the 
responses of an on stage audience made up of actors, who were to characterise 
the medieval spectators appropriate to each performance. This suggests an 
intentional reminder to the theatre audience that a theatrical performance was 
taking place, and thereby denying the illusion set up by the realism of the 
staging and interpretation. In this sense the productions may be seen to be 
allied to those of Russian avant-garde theatre that sought to expose the 
illusionary nature of the theatrical art. Evreinov’s aim was apparently to forge a 
dynamic link between the theatre audience and the spectator-actors. The 
interpretation of the spectators was guided by the perceptions of the on stage 
audience, who represented at the same time both observers and participants in 
the action of the play.
The medieval cycle of plays which was selected for the first season of the
Starinny teatr was divided into two evening performances. Included in the
performances were an eleventh century liturgical drama, a thirteenth century
miracle play, street theatre from the fifteenth century and farces from the
sixteenth century. ® The street theatre piece, Jarmarka na indikt sv. Denisa (The
fair on the day of St. Denis), for which Benois had designed the costumes, has
a familiar ring to it. The production had been fully staged before it was
withdrawn from the programme, yet Evreinov’s stage directions indicate
graphically the presentation denied to the audience some three years before
the première of Petrouchka:
A small square seen in the light of evening. In the centre a small 
fountain and round the sides multicoloured little shops. In the distance 
is a church. In the foreground to the right is a brothel with a little light 
and a tempting notice. Beside the steps leading to the entrance is a 
long table with benches. To the left is a small restaurant in front of
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which are arranged tables with barrels round them. Next to the brothel 
a drinking session is taking place. Some of the girls are serving, others, 
drunk, are sitting on the citizens’ knees, while still others are 
embracing. To the left of the restaurant some students have also 
gathered on the barrels, playing dice. They too are drunk. Further 
back from the footlights, surrounded by a merry crowd, a puppet show 
owner and his assistant are giving a performance. Still further upstage, 
beyond the fountain, a lively round dance is taking place. Long before 
the curtain rises the sounds of musical instruments - gamba, horns and 
tambourines - can be heard mingled with the stamping of feet, laughter 
and the confused chatter of coarse drunken conversation. Someone 
bangs crocks and someone else whistles. All this hubbub is dominated 
by the voice of the puppet show owner. As the curtain rises there is a 
deafening burst of laughter.
Golub, 1984, pp 111-112 9
If the staging of Petrouchka is considered in the light of Evreinov’s stage
directions for his street theatre presentation, the resemblance between the two
settings is one that surpasses the mere notion that both were characterised by a
stage-within-a-stage. Gertain features are duplicated in the two productions,
notably a town square in which a fair is taking place, multicoloured little
shops, a distant church and a puppet show. A drunken crowd of revellers, the
performance of lively folk dance, sounds of musical instruments, stamping feet
and laughter and a general hubbub dominated by the character of the puppet
show owner feature in both pieces.
Jarmarka na indikt sv. Denisa may be acknowledged as a direct influence upon 
the staging of Petrouchka, in which the repetition of various elements is clear. 
Both stagings share a common mood of happy animation originating from 
festivities that take place in a public place. Noise, bustle, a puppet show and 
dancing are in progress. Moreover, characters of a bygone age are conveyed 
through careful attention to historical detail. However, Benois’ alignment with 
Evreinov is more subtle and fundamental than these practical considerations 
may suggest, which, after all, are elements to be found within the context of 
many fairgrounds, regardless of culture and period.
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The aims of Evreinov, his directors, scenic artists, musicians and 
choreographers of the Starinny teatr were not those of the directors who 
staged naturalistic drama, which endeavoured to reproduce contemporary life 
or to present the lives of past generations. Evreinov was concerned with the 
recreation of ancient theatrical events. Golub (1984) points out that while the 
outer form created by the Starinny teatr and the theatre of scenic realism, 
notably that of the Moscow Art Theatre, was partially the same in both cases, 
the perspective dynamics were not. The naturalistic theatre, with its concern 
for maintaining the illusion that characters and events presented on stage were 
life rather than theatre, made every effort to withhold from the audience the 
theatrical process. The Starinny teatr not only presented the ancient plays of 
medieval Europe, but focused equally upon the on stage audience, who were 
observing the performers. The plays, of which the programme for the two 
evenings consisted, displayed a diversity of performance place and audience 
type. Tri volxva (The three Magi) concerns the manner in which liturgical 
drama was performed by actors of the eleventh century, and the responses of 
the crowd, who gathered before a cathedral to witness it. The thirteenth 
century miracle-trouvère. Le Miracle de Théofile, presented a market place 
performance by commoners rather than clergy. The Prologue, who acted as 
intermediary between the performers and audience, explained the characters’ 
inner feelings and thoughts. The pastorale. LeJeu de Robin et Marion was staged 
by Evreinov as the entertainment during a feast at a knight’s castle, where a 
master of ceremonies focused the attention of the guests upon the spectacle.
A major consideration for Evreinov in the selection of dramatic material for 
the first season of the Starinny teatr was apparently the presentation of 
medieval plays of diverse natures, that necessitated settings of highly 
contrasting location. The constant feature of the pieces was the simultaneous 
response to the drama of on stage spectators, who characterised audiences of
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the Middle Ages appropriate to the dramatic forms. Since the majority of 
St. Petersburg audiences, at that time, were unfamiliar with Western European 
medieval drama, the technique of a stage-within-a-stage guided them to 
suitable responses for each play. The decision to present the puppet theatre in 
Petrouchka by the same technique of staging may, in part, be explained by the 
need to educate Parisian audiences in the tradition of the Russian puppet 
theatre. The magic of Petrouchka, like all folk theatre, may only be perceived 
when it is set against the environment of the street. The narrative and the 
intention of the ballet are only explicable when the responses of the crowd are 
those of Russian spectators, when, intoxicated with an excess of vodka, they 
view the spectacle at the time of Maslenitsa. Benois recognised a personal 
obligation to his ‘old friend’, Petrouchka, ‘to immortalise him on the real 
stage’, and at the same time to ‘immortalise the St. Petersburg carnival’ 
(Benois, 1941, p 325). He writes of his sudden inspiration as to how this might 
be effected with a small, on stage theatre for the puppets and by allotting ‘a 
considerable part of the stage to the mass of real people - the public at the fair’ 
(1941, p 326). The precise source of Benois’ inspired idea of staging may only 
be speculated upon. Similarities between Petrouchka and Evreinov’s 
productions at the Starinny teatr, notably Jarmarka na indikt sv. Denisa, are 
evident. Although alternative productions that utilised the stage-within-a-stage 
technique would have been part of Benois’ experience prior to the genesis of 
Petrouchka, in particular Alexander Blok’s harlequinade Balaganchik (The 
fairground booth) (5.3.), it was in the productions at the Starinny teatr that 
theatre realism with an on stage audience were harmoniously effective, and 
may be recognised as an appropriate model for Petrouchka.
6.3. Conclusion
The rediscovery of medieval drama by Russian neo-romantic and symbolist
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circles of the early twentieth century stimulated theatre productions of mystery 
plays and neo-romantic variants. The accuracy of historical detail, with which 
mysteries, miracles and street pieces were staged during the first season of the 
Starinny teatr, St. Petersburg, 1907-08, was in keeping with Russian mainstream 
theatre’s preoccupation with ethnographical historicism and the theatre 
realism as exemplified by the Moscow Art Theatre. It was the aim of the 
directorate of the Starinny teatr to recreate theatrical events of the past. 
Evreinov called his approach to production xudozestvennaja rekonstrukcija 
(artistic reconstruction), which he believed could only be accomplished by ‘the 
reconstruction of the spectator’ (Golub, 1984, p 122). The purpose of the on 
stage spectators was to guide the theatre audience in its responses to the 
medieval religious and moral themes that were presented in the liturgical 
dramas, miracle plays and street theatre pieces enacted. Although the 
individual materials of the productions were authentically reconstructed - 
music, setting, costume, movement and speech - the introduction of the 
metatheatrical device of the drama-within-the-drama challenged the illusion of 
medieval street theatre that was produced.
Nineteenth century puppet theatre in Russia was essentially a street 
entertainment of folk origin. Benois reconstructed just such a performance in 
Petrouchka with its spectators as a multifaced crowd of revellers, who witness the 
show during a Butter-Week fair of the 1830s on the Field of Mars, 
St. Petersburg.
In Benois’ review of Petrouchka (1911), he acknowledges the primitive, bestial 
soul of the Russian street. Benois describes Stravinsky’s compulsion to place 
his hero Petrouchka within the drunken gaiety of the street fair. For Stravinsky 
the evocation of the Russian street, grown wild with the abandon of carnival 
(1.1.), was a vital element of his conception of the puppet’s suffering. The
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inspiration for Benois’ designs for the staging of the ballet came directly from 
reality. His depiction of the street fair in Petrouchka was influenced by his own 
recollections of the Butter-Week fair in St. Petersburg. His vivid memories of 
the balagani, of the swings, round-abouts, stalls, of the curious characters who 
impressed him as a child, such as the grandad-barkers with their flowing beards 
and the frightening goat and crane masks, were recorded by him (Benois, 
1941, pp 27-29). Fokine’s choreography that integrates folk dance with the 
dramatic episodes of the fairground scenes (3.1.) restates the image of the 
street created by Stravinsky in the score and developed in Benois’ designs for 
the staging and costumes. Music, setting, characters and choreography 
recreate the Russian fairground in Petrouchka and the responses of a nineteenth 
century crowd to the ancient traditions of folk theatre. The crowd in Petrouchka 
plays a principal role within the ballet in the creation of the authenticity of 
Russian street life and contributes to the mood of carnival. The show-within-a- 
show that Petrouchka represents reflects the intention of Evreinov and his 
colleagues at the Starinny teatr to reconstruct theatrical events so that the 
characteristics of the actor-audience relationship of a particular epoch was 
recreated.
Although there are startling similarities between Jarmarka na indikt sv. Denisa, a 
street theatre piece for which Benois designed the costumes, and Petrouchka, 
the resemblance between the two presentations extends beyond the 
pragmatism of the staging and characterisations. Both pieces recreated 
theatrical events of past epochs. The illusion of medieval street theatre that 
was carefully co-ordinated by Evreinov was challenged by the play-within-the- 
play, which in some form or other characterised each of the productions 
presented during the first season of the Starinny teatr. In Petrouchka, the same 
effect is created when, during the first tableau, the puppet theatre becomes the
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centre of attraction at the fair, and the actor-dancers who characterise the 
revellers must assume the additional roles of spectators.
At the Starinny teatr, Evreinov’s unique staging integrated dramatic action with
acted spectator response and was, therefore, outside the boundaries of theatre 
4o
realism and counter^its conventions. The tension that is created through the 
juxtaposition of theatre realism and accuracy of historical detail with the 
metatheatrical device of the play-within-a-play is apparent in the stagings of 
Evreinov at the Starinny teatr and in Petrouchka. In this way the staging of the 
ballet must be acknowledged as reflecting Evreinov’s artistic reconstruction. 
The carefully contrived illusion of the reconstructed nineteenth century 
fairground is challenged by the puppet stage-within-a-stage. As in Meyerhold’s 
direction of Balaganchik of 1906, the on stage spectators remind the members 
of the theatre audience that they are watching a theatrical illusion in the 
process of creation.
1 6 2
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PART 3
THE TRAGIC FORM OF PETROUCHKA AND THE INTERNAL DRAMA
OF THE PUPPET ROLE
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CHAPTER 7
PETROUCHKA: A TRAGEDY
7.1. The tragic nature of Petrouchka
7.2. The performance of tragedy - conventions of fifth century Athenian
drama realised in Petrouchka
7.2.1. Worship: the relationship o f Athenian dance-drama to 
Petrouchka
7.2.2. A shared structure
7.2.3. Contrasting movement in the structure of Greek tragedy and 
the form of Petrouchka
7.2.4. The intermediacy of chorus and crowd
7.2.5. Cheironomia: the relationship of the fixed expression of the
mask to the plasticity of acting
7.3. Conclusion
7.1. The tragic nature of Petrouchka
Petrouchka, ‘the supreme achievement of the expatriate Russian Ballet’ has 
been recognised as the first ballet tragedy (Barnes, 1957, p 9). It is named as 
the ‘first and greatest of modern dramatic ballets’ (Monahan, 1963, p 405) 
and, by Lieven, a ‘choreographic tragedy’.
In the whole history of ballet, Petrouchka seems to have been the first 
instance of a fundamental, compelling tragedy. The ballet is so 
constructed that the centre of interest lies in the tragic nature of the 
action and not in the dances themselves.
Lieven, 1936, p 144
Coton refers to Petrouchka as the ‘greatest dance-drama yet invented’, and 
speaks of its inner drama alongside the external drama of everyday life as 
seen in the fairground crowd (1957, p 5). Hall has claimed Petrouchka as ‘the 
Hamlet of ballet’ (1958, p 5), and recognises that the tragedy has at its core 
the Hamlet-role of Petrouchka. Critics and dance historians recognise that 
the success of present day revivals of the ballet depends largely upon 
’dramatic impact’ (Monahan, 1963, p 405), the need of every participant in
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the fairground crowd ‘to act as an individual’ (Roslavleva, 1962, p 553) and 
that the role of Petrouchka ‘demands great dramatic ability’ (Hall, 1958, p 5).
The naming of Petrouchka as tragedy elevates it beyond mere pathos. 
Moreover, it implies an underlying structure supporting the piece. In the 
Poetics (c. 355-22 BC) Aristotle’s definition of tragedy centres upon his 
observations of the customs of Greek theatre. He stresses that it is the muthos 
(plot), or in modern terms, the structure, that determines the tragic nature of 
drama. In the surviving plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, as 
performed during the fifth century BC in Athens, recurring structural 
features are apparent, which represent the fundamental principles of 
tragedy as recognised by Aristotle.
The conventions that govern the muthos of each drama, together with the 
customary role assumed by the chorus, may be recognised within the 
choreographic structure and staging of Petrouchka. In the contention of the 
tragic form of the ballet, the following conventions may be considered.
Muthos
1. The majority of fifth century tragedies begin with a prologue, which 
provides information concerning events that have occurred prior to 
the opening of the play.
2. The parodos (entrance of the chorus) begins the play, introduces the 
nature of the chorus and establishes mood.
3. A series of episodes follows the parodos, separated by stasima (choral 
odes), which develop the main action.
4. The play concludes with the exodus (concluding scene), which 
comprises the departure of all characters and the chorus.
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Chorus
1. The chorus, which dances and sings in unison or is divided into two
groups, assumes the roles of citizens. The chorus is representative, as 
spokesmen/women, of the corporate opinion of a city.
2. The chorus is closely connected with the hero and his fortunes.
3. The chorus is an agent of the play - it gives advice, expresses opinions, 
asks questions and sometimes takes part in the action.
4. The social and ethical framework of the events of the narrative is
established by the chorus, which sets up a standard against which the 
action may be judged.
5. The chorus reacts to the events of the narrative and to the characters 
as a dramatist might anticipate the spectators in the audience would 
respond.
6. The overall mood of the play and of individual episodes is controlled
by the chorus.
7. It is generally agreed that all choral passages and probably the
dialogue of the tragedies had musical accompaniment. The chorus 
provides movement, spectacle, song and dance.
In addition to these considerations, which affect the muthos and role of the 
chorus/crowd in the drama and ballet, parallels may be recognised in 
Petrouchka with the plasticity of Greek acting and the method whereby 
drama, music, dance and design were integrated in the ancient theatre. 
Further, the religious origins of dance-drama, as exemplified by Slavic pre­
literate theatre (3.4.) may be acknowledged within the ballet’s religious 
references as reverberations of the ancient Greek festivals of Dionysus. 
Although Aristotle does not allude to a religious interest, tragedy in Greece 
was a religious ceremony, in the sense that it formed part of the festivals of 
Dionysus, and it dealt with the myths which were the medium of early
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religious thought. The tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides 
were religious, since their interest lay in the meaning of the movement of 
events as exemplifying the relationship of man to the powers controlling the 
universe, and the relation of these powers to his destiny.
The identification of the puppet with the effigy of Maslenitsa and the symbol 
of departing winter (2.3.) predicts Petrouchka’s inevitable destiny and his 
personal tragedy. The fate of the suffering puppet is resolved in his certain 
destruction. The coda of the ballet, or the resurrection of the deity in the 
form of Petrouchka, who is glimpsed finally above the puppet theatre in 
Tableau 4, is unexpected in the theatrical context of the ballet. However, the 
ending may be foretold if the myth is followed through to its expected 
conclusion. The straw effigy must be destroyed (2.3.) if the powers of nature 
are to be appeased, so that the rebirth of spring is guaranteed with the 
reawakening of the earth. Fate, destiny and personal sacrifice are 
synonymous with fifth century tragedy. The Theban plays of Sophocles 
bear witness, in the roles of Oedipus and Antigone, m an's/wom an’s 
submission to divine will and to the compelling force of destiny. A 
religious parallel between the Athenian tragedies and the ballet, Petrouchka, 
therefore, rests upon the notions that relate man/woman to the universal 
powers that control his/her fate.
The conventions which form the underlying unity of the tragic tradition, 
and the extent to which they are reflected in Petrouchka are explored in this 
chapter. If the tragedy of the piece stems from an allusion to classicism, 
Petrouchka may be recognised as a manifestation of the vogue for ancient 
Greece that permeated Russian theatre at the beginning of the twentieth 
century (6.2.). Visual artists of the Mir iskusstva group, prominent amongst 
designers caught up in the enthusiasm for antiquity, were in agreement
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with those who attempted to mirror on stage the culture of fifth century 
Greece. Léon Bakst’s designs for the tragedies of Euripides and Sophocles, 
which were produced at the Alexandrinsky Theatre in 1904 and 1906, 
expressed his profound interest in ancient Greece. Fokine’s enthusiasm for 
Greek culture was manifested in his early ballet. Ads and Galatea of 1905 and 
in his subsequent choreographies for the Ballets Russes, notably Nardsse in 
1911 and Daphnis and Chloë in 1912. Initially identified with the culture of 
the Golden Age, Greek culture was recognised as rational and ordered, and 
stood in contrast to the upheavals of revolutionary Russia. Isadora Duncan’s 
bacchante dance, first seen in Russia in 1904  ^ may have been influential in 
promoting the passionate paganism of the Greeks.
7.2. The performance of tragedy - conventions of fifth century Athenian 
drama realised in Petrouchka
7.2.1. Worship; the relationship of Athenian dance-drama to Petrouchka
It is claimed that from its conception the theatre of ancient Greece was a 
sacramental area, ‘a place where divine forces were invoked and put to 
work, where the performance was for actors and audience an act of worship’ 
(Fagels, 1986, p 19). In Knox’s opinion (1986) the dramas evolved, or were 
adapted, from a type of performance connected with Dionysus. Known by 
several names, the god embodied contradictory characteristics. As the god 
of fertility and growth, and associated particularly with wine and 
drunkenness, Dionysus, Bacchus or lankos, was also recognised as the lord of 
the dance. He was celebrated in a dance by women at mid-winter every 
alternate year. Aylen has indicated that the Athenian festivals of Dionysus 
were times of carnival, festivity and drunkenness.
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A god of fertility, worshipped in the dead time of the year. The same 
spirit - lord of death, and lord of life and the dance. This mystery . . . 
is central to our understanding of the drama his worship evoked.
Aylen, 1985, p 42
Walton suggests that an important feature of the Great Dionysia, or festival 
in honour of the god, was the dithyramb, or hymn of honour, which was 
sung and danced by choruses of boys and men.
The performance of the dithyramb in a circular chorus of fifty 
members, to the accompaniment of a pipe, bears some resemblance to 
the dramatic chorus as it was later known..
Walton, 1991, p 34
It is apparent that dance and worship were allied, so that Aylen writes ‘ the 
centre of the Athenian drama was an interconnection of dance and worship 
so absolute that the two were indistinguishable’ (1985, p 19).
Dionysus, as a popular god of the people, whose worship produced states of 
ecstatic possession, may be seen as the counterpart of the seasonal deities of 
the Slavs. Semik, Jarilo, Kupala and Kostromo represented for the Slavs the 
primary pagan festivals of the agricultural year, whilst Maslenitsa, in whom 
the notion of life and death are conjoined (2.2.), was the principal focus of 
the Shrove procession. The appearance of the mummers’ procession in 
Tableau 4 of Petrouchka culminated in the revels that marked the Shrovetide 
carnival (2.5.) and the background of the ballet. Ritual drama and seasonal 
games represented the Russian theatre at an embryonic stage of 
development. Each season impressed its own character upon the drama and 
dance of pagan worship, in which the circular form of the khorovod 
predominated. Aylen (1985) describes the centre of the theatre of Dionysus 
as an alttfr around which men danced. The circular dancing area or 
orchestra of fifth century Athenian theatre bears witness to the circulating 
motion of the dance, whilst Tableaux 1 and 4 in Petrouchka are interfused 
with choreographic references to the khorovod in the circular forms of folk 
dance (3.4.).
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Within the context of this debate, no association is claimed between the 
origins of Greek tragedy and primitive cyclic ritual. Hammond and 
Scullard (1978) have pointed out that any attempt to trace back the 
development of tragedy before the fifth century is beset with uncertainties at 
every point. This discussion merely highlights dance-drama as the core of 
both tragic performance in Athenian theatre and in the ballet, Petrouchka. 
The religious worship of the Greek deity, Dionysus, and that of the Slavic 
seasonal gods was, in both cultures, linked with winter carnival and fertility 
rites. Religious worship was the motivating force for the dance-drama 
which formed the medium of expression of the dithyramb and the Slavic 
games that produced a propitious background for Petrouchka (2.2.).
7.2.2. A shared structure
The fifth century Athenian tragedies were written for a vast, open-air 
performance space and auditorium. Three actors and a chorus, of which
3
one actor/singer/dancer was designated as leader, formed the cast of each.
It was not uncommon at this time for a parachoregena, or an extra actor, to 
appear in non-speaking roles or in those with few lines. The chorus, who 
danced and sang in unison, within the level, circular orchestra, before the 
raised stage, were ‘the motive force of the play’s developm ent’ 
(Walton, 1991, p 18). It was usual for the contributions of the chorus to 
punctuate the sections of the actual plot, but sometimes they became caught 
up in emotional interaction with the characters. According to Nicoll (1949) 
the chorus was the original core of Greek tragic drama. In Petrouchka there 
are three main characters, Petrouchka, the Ballerina and the Moor, danced 
by the principal dancers, the counterparts of the three actors of Athenian 
tragedy. A fourth dancer, like a parachoregena, assumes the role of the 
Showman. All other characters in the ballet are members of the crowd.
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who gather to celebrate Butter-Week and the St. Petersburg fair. Aylen 
describes the performance of Athenian tragedy as a ‘dance-drama to which 
spoken prologue and episodes had been added’ (1985, pp 94-95). The 
tragedies were constructed to provide a smooth sense of flow from chorus to 
episode to chorus, and ‘consistent building of tension’ (Aylen, 1985, p 143). 
In Petrouchka between the purely narrative episodes of Tableaux 2 and 3 and 
the performance of the puppet theatre and Petrouchka’s ‘death scene’ in 
Tableaux 1 and 4, are juxtaposed sections of dramatic action by the crowd 
and times when the crowd, in various groups, are drawn together in folk 
dance, whilst the remainder, as spectators are united in the same rhythm. 
The dramatic tension of the piece that unites these different units resembles 
the flow from chorus to episode that characterises the tragedies. In this 
respect the crowd is an analogy of the chorus, since the action of both links 
one dramatic episode to another.
In Greek drama, each play is set within or outside a particular city, a polis, 
and usually the action occupies a public space. The chorus assumes the role 
of a group of citizens, who are committed to the interests of the city and 
represent, as spokesmen/women, its opinions. In the trilogy of Sophocles 
for instance, the Oedipus plays are set within the city of Thebes and in a 
grove near Colonus. The chorus represent the Theban citizens and the old 
men of Colonus, and is unified in its response to Oedipus, Antigone and 
Creon as the main characters and to the action of the drama. Fagels points to 
the significance of the settings against urban backgrounds:
The chorus, which is a representation on stage of a community, 
constantly calls attention by its very presence as well as its song to 
this larger dimension.
Fagels, 1986, p 25
Although, in Petrouchka, the fairground crowd may be recognised as ‘an 
assemblage of individuals’ (Garafola, 1989, p 23), and this aspect of its
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composition is considered in a subsequent chapter of the study, it is, 
nevertheless, its corporate opinion that is voiced. Inspite of the individuality 
of the characterisations that make up the crowd, it represents the citizens of 
St. Petersburg, rich and poor, young and old. The over-riding impression is 
one of revelry and carnival. No character stands outside the festivities. The 
crowd responds as a group to the dramatic events of Tableaux 1 and 4. Both 
Greek chorus and ballet crowd play out the roles of spectators or, participants 
in, the action of the dance-drama.
The chorus in Greek drama was represented by its leader {coryphaeus), who 
conversed with the actors. Burton recognises (1980) the role of the leader as 
one that offers advice, warning, encouragement, instruction and sympathy, 
according to the relationship of the group to the individual actor. The chief 
coachman, as the ‘spokesman’ of the fairground crowd, parallels the chorus 
leader. He stands out from the other members of the crowd by his physical 
stature and imposing long, red coat. As a figure of authority, he is seen to 
regulate the mini-dramas that make up the continuous action of the 
fairground, notably in his role as ‘banker’ in the gypsy episodes. He is seen 
to lead the dance of the coachmen and infiltrate that of the wet nurses (3.3.).
7.2.3. Contrasting movement in the structure of Greek tragedy and the 
form of Petrouchka
The Greek dramatists were not simply dramatic poets, but composers and 
choreographers as well. Athenaeus, in the third century AD, describes in 
Deipnosophistai (The banquet of the learned) the theatrical accomplishments 
of Aeschylus:
Aeschylus . . . originated many dance-figures and assigned them to 
the members of his choruses. For Chamaeleon says that Aeschylus 
was the first to give poses to his choruses, employing no dancing
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masters, but devising for himself the figures of the dance, and in 
general taking upon himself the entire management of the piece. 
Nagler, 1959, p 6
The description of Aeschylus as poet-choreographer suggests that his 
conception of the verse of his tragedies was aural, visual and spatial. It is 
generally agreed that all choral passages and probably the dialogue of 
classical tragedy had musical accompaniment. Walton (1991) considers 
that the music may have been intended, not to harmonise with the voice of 
the actor, but to provide a fixed rhythmic and tonal element for him to play
4
his lines against.
Equally likely is the possibility that the lines of the chorus, whether 
in dialogue or choral ode (the metre is quite different for each), might 
have been delivered so as to enable the chorus to underscore in 
movement what was being said in song.
Walton, 1991 p 31
Aylen indicates (1985) that except for the iambic trimeter (the metre of the 
dialogue verse) all archaic Greek poetry was sung in one way or another. 
The texts of the plays make clear the parts that were spoken, those chanted 
and the sections that were danced songs, and, moreover, the exact rhythmic 
notation of the songs. Dramatic structure sequenced narrative and choric 
passages with solo and group movement of contrasting metre or rhythm.
A characteristic feature of Petrouchka is the manner in which formalised 
dances and narrative passages are combined (1.1.) Throughout the four 
tableaux of the ballet, it is the rhythmic pulse that carries the drama and the 
dance forward with momentum. The dynamic impulse of the music is 
strikingly evident in the folk dances that punctuate the first and the last 
tableaux. Inspired by popular and traditional melodies (1.1.), the structure of 
the folk dances units the dancers and spectators at the fair in the same 
rhythmic force, when a full unity is manifested between the dance 
ensemble and the impulse of the music. Fokine describes the group dance 
of the coachmen in Tableau 4:
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The stamping out, the repetition of the rhythms gives it sound, solid 
foundation on which the dance is developed like a design in a carpet.
Fokine, 1961, p 187
During the folk dances, the crowd, unified with the rhythms and tempi of 
the score, parallels the patterned rhythmic movement of the Greek chorus 
that accompanied the singing or chanting of odes in the Athenian plays. 
Aristotle, in Chapter 6 of the Poetics, defines the media of tragedy as the 
actors’ speech and song, in which words, rhythm and melody are 
combined. Kitto writes of ‘some sort of ordered physical movement in the 
orchestra’ that the audience witnessed as it listened to the singing and 
chanting of an ode (1955, p 36). Kitto is of the conviction that the dance was 
no mere conventional or decorative appendage to drama, but essentially 
‘purposeful and eloquent’ (1955, p 37). The choruses of Greek drama united 
word with dance. It was the metre of the verse that ‘controlled the feet of the 
dancers as well as organising the words of the song (Webster, 1970, p xi).
It is Walton’s view (1991) that a major function of the chorus was the
reflection of the rhythm of the play in visual terms. This seemed probable
even at such times when the text assigned the chorus no lines. When the
actors performed their set speeches, it is likely that the chorus was required
to dance, linking and promoting the meaning of the words. If this were the
case, it would seem probable that a contrasting type of movement
accompanied the speeches sung or spoken by the actors from the formally
rhythmic dance of the odes.
A different kind of dancing is associated with each, but the important 
contrast is between the dance that accompanied the choral odes and 
that which provided a background, or rather a foreground, for the 
speeches or dialogue of the actors.
Walton, 1991, p 55
It would seem that this background or foreground movement, since the 
chorus danced infront of the stage upon which the actors were placed.
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would initiate mood, rather than interpret literal tranisliatiom of the actor’s 
speech. This manner of moving by the chorus corresponds to the 
accompaniment of the crowd to those episodies im the ha#et that are 
essentially narrative in nature, and stand in contrast to the fbrmaihsedl fbffc 
dance sequences. The entrance of the Showrmam im Tahfeaar li,, the 
performance of the puppets in the same tableau,, the appearaMee of the hear 
and the procession of the mummers in Tableau 4, together with 
Petrouchka’s death are key episodes when the responses of the crowd! 
reiterate the ambience evoked by the drama. Movement was the constamt 
element of the Greek plays, and, as in the ballet,, damcs' amdl drairmuai were so) 
conjoined to carry forward the narrative and support the- arguumewt arodl 
mood of the piece. The material of dance-drama i» esseimtiialfy movememt of 
contrasting forms and dynamics, which is manifested im both the Æhemiiiam 
drama and the ballet of Petrouchka.
7.2.4. The intermediacy of chorus and crowd
The activity of the Athenian chorus and the fairground crowd of the haflet
reflect the total action of the dance-dramas. The crowd parallels the chorus^,
who may be seen to ‘offer a line of sympathy that the audience might he
expected to follow’ (Walton, 1991, p 180). Burton (1980) , writing of the stams
and personality of the chorus in the plays, recognises it as an ‘average’
group, formed by gatherings of sailors, young girls, elders of a city, mature
women or guardians of cities or shrines.
It (the chorus) expresses the reactions of its group to situations of high 
tragedy and thus helps to bridge the distance between the characters 
on the stage and the average audience in the theatre.
Burton, 1980, p 3
Moreover, it is Burton’s contention (1980) that the often flat and banal short 
comments of the chorus to the actors, as opposed to the odes, represent a 
norm of ordinary behaviour, which points up excesses of passion, and act as
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a foil to those speeches, in which a character reveals the inner most 
workings of his/her heart and mind.
The fairground crowd in Petrouchka represented a cross-section of 
St. Petersburg society in 1830. The characters, who are seen to throng 
Admiralty Square in search of revelry and debauch before the abstinence of 
Lent, may be claimed as the human counterpart of the puppet figures. In 
Massine’s opinion ‘Fokine created a richly animated carnival crowd which 
provided a dramatic contrast to the world of the puppets’ (1968, p 51). Coton 
wrote of the ‘inner drama’ of the ballet, as performed by the puppet actors, 
which he believes achieves ‘its emotional punch only if heightened by the 
external drama of the life of everyday (the behaviour of the “ordinary 
world” as seen in the fairground crowd) ’ (1957, p 5). This conception of the 
crowd as an equaliser for the backstage puppet world is significant for the 
construction of the ballet.
The crowd is a regulator of the moods of Tableaux 1 and 4 of Petrouchka. 
Through the common emotion of its members, the establishment of mood is 
brought about. Writing of the dramas of Aeschylus (c 499-458 BC) Walton 
recognises that the choruses are ‘allowed sensations of apprehension, 
exultation, fear, joy, anger, submission’ or ‘a sort of nullity, according to the 
situation’ although not necessarily in the same play (1991, p 167). Within 
the first and last tableaux of Petrouchka, the mood of scene fluctuates through 
the apparent diversities of mood set up by the crowd. In Tableau 1, the 
sudden change from the initial light-hearted revelry to mysterious intrigue 
and expectancy is brought about by the crowd’s response to the persistent 
drumming that breaks through the fairground noise, and introduces the 
Showman with his mesmeric flutings. Similarly, it is the crowd’s 
responsibility to lead the theatre audience away from the drunken merry­
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making at the beginning of Tableau 4 to the mood of caution and 
superstition precipitated by the appearance of the bear. The sensation of evil 
menace that follows the approach of the storm and the darkness, together 
with the arrival of the procession of the mummers, is induced by the acting 
of the crowd. As in the Greek plays, where the chorus expresses a human 
response to the elevated action of the tragedy, it is the banal reactions of the 
crowd, together with the light-hearted or drunken behaviour that, in 
Petrouchka, heightens, by contrast, the emotional thrust of the puppet 
backstage drama and provides some comic relief from the tension.
The members of the fairground crowd are not passive spectators of the puppet 
show, but, true to the traditions of the Russian puppet play, they, as audience, 
are active participants in the evolution of its performance. In Tableau 1 they 
urge Petrouchka to attack the Moor with the baton the Showman has placed 
in his arms since, by tradition, aggression is a characteristic of the Russian 
guignol. In the final tableau the crowd intercedes on the behalf of 
Petrouchka, so convinced are they that he is a human being, who has 
suffered a mortal injury. To claim the colourful fusion of moving bodies 
that makes up the crowd as a controlling device for the intensity and 
variation of mood in Tableaux 1 and 4 is sufficient to maintain that the 
function of the crowd corresponds to that of the chorus in the Greek plays. 
Both may be recognised as bridging the distance between stage and 
auditorium.
7.2.5. Cheironomia: the relationship of the fixed expression of the mask to 
the plasticity of acting
Illusion was an alien concept in Greek theatre. In Aylen’s opinion the 
Athenian audience did not require ‘naturalistic representation’ (1985,
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pp 94-95). Actors and chorus wore masks that covered the whole face and 
the top of the head. Facial expression, therefore, could not have been the key 
to the understanding of character. Walton (1991) states that the mask was 
the actor’s first means of communication, and was no more of a limitation 
than the fixed facial features of puppets. In Petrouchka the make up of the 
three puppets is mask-like in its exaggeration. The Ballerina’s extended 
eyelashes and rouged cheeks give an impression of perpetual doll-like 
vacancy. The blackened face of the Moor, with highlighted eyes and 
grinning mouth, resembles a full-face mask from which the eyes of the 
performer stare. Nijinska (1982) describes her brother’s ashen makeup, and 
its resemblance to the painted mask of the puppet (illustration 10, p 179). 
Lieven considers that Nijinsky’s ‘frozen, mask-like immobility of his 
features in his role as Petrouchka resembled a petrified mask’ (1936, p 146). 
In reality, a glove puppet is far from restricted by the cast of its face. It can 
appear to change its expression according to circumstances or the play of 
light upon the contours of its mask. Rather than limit the dancer’s 
characterisation of the puppet, the fixed expression that Nijinsky assumed 
rendered the image of Petrouchka more sure.
In the fifth century BC physical acting was an essential feature of the 
Athenian performances. The entire body of the masked actor was used in 
the definition of character and the portrayal of emotion. His stance, head 
and shoulder positions and gesture aided his expression. It has been 
suggested (Walton, 1991) that all movements of actors might have been 
stylised into a form of mimetic dance, relying for effect on the audience’s 
familiarity with a range of expressive gesture, classifiable under the Greek 
term cheironomia (language of gesture), or the plastic acting-out of dialogue.
It is Emmanuel’s belief that for the Greeks acting and dance formed a 
constant association, so that by ‘ symbolic gestures’ (1927, p 23) meaning
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was conveyed. Emmanuel describes the position in which bacchants were 
represented in vase paintings and by certain statuettes, as one in which the 
head hangs forward or is bent backward, which he interprets as a sign of the 
‘frenzy of the ritual’ (1927, p 20). Walton is of the conviction that set poses 
were employed in the theatre, to which the spectators associated fixed 
meanings. This practice suggests that the meaning of gesture was explicit. 
Reference may be made within the text to specific actions: for instance, the 
chorus members in Aeschylus’ Libation bearers declare that they are tearing 
their cheeks with their nails. Similarly, as a sign of grief, Euripides’ Electra 
performs the same gesture. In classical theatre, notably the Chinese and 
Japanese Noh, the strength of the semantic conventions at work determine 
the manner in which gesture is read (Elam, 1980). In the Athenian theatre, 
therefore, it may be assumed that specific meaning was inherent in the 
actor’s codified gestures and body postures.
In his choreography for the roles of Petrouchka and the Moor, Fokine 
rejected the traditional steps and conventions of mime of the academic ballet 
of St. Petersburg. The movements he devised for the male puppet characters 
relied upon contrasting plastiques that determined the entire body shapes of 
the dancers. The plastique he devised for Petrouchka, ‘all en dedans’ (turned 
in) exemplified the pathetic, introverted puppet (Fokine, 1961, p 192). The 
dancer’s body expressed the personality of the suffering puppet, inspite of the 
fixed facial expression that Nijinsky assumed. The extrovert Moor, with his 
constant ‘mask’ of bewilderment, was the direct opposite with widely spread 
legs, turned out feet and flexed arms. The conception of these characterised 
plastiques that Fokine created corresponds to the inclinations of the Greek 
dramatist-choreographers, who required from their performers a physicality 
of acting that used the whole body in the representation of character. 
However, in the early twentieth century the response of spectators in the
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theatre differed from that of the Athenians. Within the expressionist and 
allegorical aesthetics of the first decades, it was the assumption that spiritual 
qualities or the danced character’s internal experience could be perceived 
within the movement motifs of the dancer. Even the settings and costumes 
provided clues to these states. The plastique of Petrouchka set against Benois’ 
neo-primitive décor for the bleak puppet’s cell evokes an emotional response 
with allusions of personal and universal signification. In contrast to the 
choreographic conventions of Greek tragic dance, which, it is felt, was 
decoded with precision by fifth century Athenian audiences, the action of 
expressionist dance made possible a diversity of signification. In both 
instances, it was the plasticity of acting and dance that denoted the semantic 
conventions at work.
7.3 Conclusion
Petrouchka has been recognised as a dance-drama of tragic dimensions. The 
form of the ballet resembles the structure of the Athenian dramas of the fifth 
century BC, in which three masked actors and a chorus are presented in a 
series of narrative episodes and formalised choric interludes. In the plays 
and the ballet the narrative sections and the dances of the chorus and crowd 
are motivated and maintained by the rhythmic pulse of the verse metre and 
the balletic score. The corporate voice of the chorus may be recognised in 
that of the crowd. Both represent the norm of ordinary behaviour at times of 
heightened dramatic tension.
The Gesamtkunstwerk of the performed choruses is apparent in the multi- 
media style of Petrouchka that fused new music with unique design and an 
innovative style of choreography. The Athenian theatre of the fifth century 
BC created a totality of experience, in which religion, poetry and theatre
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were inseparable (Aylen, 1985). Athenian poets designed an ‘organic 
ensemble of the arts of the theatre’, as Fuerst and Hume (1928) described 
Wagner’s ideal of the nineteenth century. The theatre dramas of the 
Athenians, in contrast to Wagner’s music dramas, were true to the concept 
of Gesamtkunstwerk. Greek dramas were formed by dramatist, composer and 
choreographer, who were one and the same person. Petrouchka's genesis 
and formation for the stage can be attributed to a co-operative of theatre artists, 
namely Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Benois and Fokine.
In establishing the extent to which the form of Petrouchka may be attributed 
to the example of the Greek plays, the principles of tragedy, as recognised by 
Aristotle in Poetics, have been compared with the composition of the ballet. 
In Chapter 6 of the Poetics, Aristotle defines tragedy and emphasises the 
importance of plot or structure. It is apparent from the tone of the chapter that 
some critics of Aristotle’s own time claimed character to be the most 
important ingredient of tragedy. Implicit in Aristotle’s description is the 
assumption that even if the main purpose of tragedy is to reveal character, it 
is through action that character is made known.
Lucas (1980) states that few Greeks were interested in the analysis of states of 
consciousness and the study of psychological developments, so that the scale 
of Greek drama allowed few opportunities for revealing the uniqueness of 
individuals.
The character who appeared in a mask was naturally generalised 
spiritually in the same way as he was physically and as the style of 
masked acting must require.
Lucas, 1980, p 110
The interest in the inner life of the individual had been developed largely 
by Russian novelists of the late nineteenth century, whose psychological or 
analytical novels  ^caused exaggerated attention to traits of personality. The
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puppet masks in Petrouchka were conceived choreographically as 
individualised plastiques based on the psychological make up of the roles. 
Petrouchka’s introversion, the Moor’s self-confidence and the Ballerina’s 
vacuousness that Fokine likened to that of the ballerinas of the Imperial 
Theatres, may be seen to reflect the plasticity of the acting techniques of 
Greek actors. However, the mask of Petrouchka has been interpreted 
variously in symbolist and modernist contexts (4.3.). The sensitivity, 
spirituality and lonely suffering attributed to the role contrast with the 
concept of masked acting, so that an uneasy tension is sustained.
The tension that exists between Petrouchka’s mask and his inner spirituality 
is restated in the role of the fairground crowd. Parallels between the crowd 
in the ballet and the chorus of the Greek dramas have been drawn, and both 
have been recognised as voicing corporate opinions (7.2.1.). The members 
of the Athenian choruses represented either male or female groups of 
citizens of specific ages. The actors were costumed in similar clothing and 
masks. In Petrouchka, the members of the fairground crowd are 
differentiated by the variety and authenticity of their characterisations and 
costumes, yet, like the chorus in the Greek plays, no individual opinion is 
stated that challenges the evaluation of the events that are taking place. 
Whilst illusion was an alien concept in Greek theatre and naturalistic 
representation was probably unknown, the complexity of the roles of the 
puppets and those of the crowd separates Petrouchka from the Athenian 
tragedies of the fifth century BC, since the composition of the ballet 
juxtaposes individuality with corporality and the mask with psychological 
suffering. The form of Petrouchka reveals the structure of the Athenian 
dramas that Aristotle recognised in the conventions that govern the muthos 
of tragedy. However, the tension within the role of the fairground crowd 
and the spirituality of the protagonist, Petrouchka, intimates that the
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composition of the ballet, whilst reflecting the vogue for ancient Greece that 
permeated contemporary Russian theatre, relates to an alternative concept of 
theatre that recognises the role-play of tragedy from a modernist viewpoint.
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CHAPTER 8
THE INTERNAL DRAMA OF PETROUCHKA
8.1. The avant-garde sympathy of Mir iskusstva
8.2. Russian symbolist theatre and the subjective theatre of Petrouchka
8.3. Petroudika and the renewal of Russian theatre
8.4. The everyday tragedy of Petrouchka
8.5. Conclusion
8.1. The avant-garde sympathy of Mir iskusstva
Russian avant-garde theatre in the early twentieth century was infused with 
the new current of theatricalism. Directors and scenic artists sought to 
instigate a theatre which defied external realities, in order to expose the 
illusionary character of theatrical art. In 1922, the director, Evgeny 
Vakhtangov, explained to his students the difference between the avant- 
garde theatricalist theatre, as exemplified in the productions of Vsevolod 
Meyerhold, and that of Constantin Stanislavsky and Vladimir Nemirovich- 
Danchenko at the Art Theatre, Moscow:
For Meyerhold a performance is theatrical when the spectator does 
not forget for a second that he is in a theatre, and is conscious all the 
time of an actor as a craftsman who plays a role. Stanislavsky 
demands the opposite: that the spectator become oblivious to the fact 
that he is in a theatre and that he be immersed in the atmosphere in 
which the protagonists of a play exist.
Vedrovskaya and Katereva, 1982, p 151
In 1902, Velery Bryusov’s article. The unnecessary truth, questioned for the
first time the naturalistic presentation of drama, and postulated the
achievements of the Moscow Art Theatre as conflicting with the nature of
the stage. In his opinion art and convention co-exist:
The stage is conventional by its very nature . . .  I summon you away 
from the unnecessary truth of the modern stage to the deliberate 
conventionalisation of the ancient theatre.
Green, 1986, pp 26, 30
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In an article of 1904, in the journal Vesy (The Scales),  ^ Bryusov was 
insisting that:
In order to please knowledge and science we must not view art as a 
mere reflection of life....There is no art that would copy reality. In the 
external world there is nothing that corresponds to architecture and 
music. Neither the Cologne cathedral nor Beethoven’s symphonies 
reproduce that which is around us...Let us leave the copying of reality 
to photography and to the phonograph - to the cleverness of 
technicians..
Bryusov, 1904, pp 6-7
As Rudnitsky (1981) indicates, Bryusov’s broad statements and articles 
devoted to theatre contained no clear answers to questions of theatre practice, 
but he released the artist from the need to reflect modern or bourgeois 
reality.
To break from the naturalistic theatre of the immediate past, theatricalist
2 3directors, notably Meyerhold, Evreinov and Vakhtangov turned to the
conventions of past theatrical epochs. Russian avant-garde theatre derived its
starting points from the masked theatre of the Italian commedia dell’arte
(4.1.), the traditional Russian balagan (5.3.), the dramas of medieval Europe
(6.2.) and the antique theatre of Greece (7.1.). These ancient theatres became
influential in the establishment of new staging, unaccustomed methods of
acting and distinctive movement forms. In the forefront of the movement
that attacked theatre realism was the journal Mir iskusstva. With the
publication of Bryusov’s article. The unnecessary truth, the society of
Mir iskusstva aligned its sympathies with those of the avant-garde.
Acocella maintains that Diaghilev’s early ballets were ‘artistically old 
fashioned and holdovers of fin-de-siècle symbolism’ (1984, p ii). Apparently 
Acocella is indicating within the pieces the pallid, nostalgic aspects of 
decadence. Acocella explains Diaghilev’s faithfulness to symbolism by his 
nationality (1984, p ii). Although it cannot be disputed that symbolism.
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based on French ideologies, came late to Russia, it is generally accepted that 
the pioneer stage of the symbolist movement was over by 1905 (Cooper, 
1985) which was the year after the final publication of Mir iskusstva. 
Petrouchka is identified by Acocella as ‘a reprise of a standard theme of 
Romantic and symbolist art’ (1984, p 265). However, to include the ballet 
with those exotic pieces of the 1909 and 1910 seasons, notably Cléopatra, 
Schéherazade L'Oiseau de feu, which might be viewed as overblown and 
overbright in their concern with the luxuriance of decay, is to deny the 
uniqueness of Petrouchka and, moreover, to deny its modernism.
Petrouchka may be regarded as a constituent of the ongoing move towards 
modernism. Through the role of Petrouchka, the ballet relates to subjective 
theatre that stresses the isolation and complexity of the mind (Gaskell, 1972). 
This does not deny to the ballet Romantic or neo-romantic subject matter, 
attitude or expression, nor negate its associations with the French symbolist 
movement. It assigns Petrouchka a wider context that embraces the theatre of 
the Russian avant-garde, of which symbolist theatre formed but a part, albeit 
an important part, during the first decade of the century. When Petrouchka 
is viewed through the prism of subjective theatre the contemporary prestige 
of the Belgian dramatist, Maurice Maeterlinck, may be acknowledged and 
his impact recognised as a theorist on European and Russian drama.
8.2. Russian symbolist theatre and tbe subjective theatre of Petrouchka
The symbolist theatre in Russia was a complicated phenomenon. Whether 
it is considered as an element of early modernism or its precursor, the 
intricacy and divergent forms of that movement render an explanation of 
symbolist theatre complex. The relationship of Petrouchka to Russian 
symbolist theatre is one in which intermeshing references often resist
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disentanglement. Certain influences may be attributed to the French 
symbolist movement, whilst others spring essentially from Russian theatre. 
It is essential to look towards the start of the symbolist movement in Russia to 
recognise the m anner in which French symbolism, which was 
contemporary with impressionism in painting and music and with the 
philosophy of the unconscious mind, inspired Russian thought as expressed 
by such organs of opinion as the journal, Mir iskusstva. Throughout the 
second part of the nineteenth century, a unique and increasingly important 
part of Russian life was played by the intelligentsia. In Szamuely’s opinion, 
this social category was based upon criteria not of class but
of consciousness, upon a certain set of moral, ethical, philosophical, 
social and political values, upon a particular attitude towards the 
political and social system of their country.
Szamuely, 1988, p 191
Cooper (1985) states that the intelligentsia differed from the majority of their 
countrymen, and introduced what often seemed an unmistakably French 
or German note to their writings.
The beginning of symbolism in Russia dates from the publication of 
Dmitry Merezhkovsky’s lectures concerning the decline of Russian
4
literature, as he perceived it in 1893. In these lectures he praised Ibsen, Poe 
and the French symbolists for their mysticism, symbolism and 
impressionism. The verse of the French symbolist poets, Mallarmé, 
Rimbaud and Verlaine, had been translated into Russian at the beginning 
of 1890 by Bryusov, and was a decisive influence on later Russian symbolist 
thought. In France, symbolism’s mystical conception of the universe had 
been popularised by the verse of Charles Baudelaire. Les Fleurs du mal was 
published in 1857. In his poem. Bénédiction, Baudelaire transforms the 
Romatic theme of the curse which lies upon the poet, and gives it a new and 
spiritual existence. Baudelaire maintains that it is the poet’s suffering in this
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world, which will save him in the world to come, for he has ‘glorified 
suffering as a means of redemption’ (Richardson, 1986, p 16).
In Petrouchka, the role of the persecuted puppet makes tangible Baudelaire’s 
theme of the cursed poet, to whom he refers in Bénédiction. Petrouchka is the 
sad clown, upon whom artists and writers may project ‘their own feelings 
when forced to please a public which responded with indifference or even 
hostility’ (Haskell, 1972, p 14). Petrouchka’s love is renounced by the 
heartless Ballerina. In Tableau 2 of the ballet, she rejects the ardour 
expressed in his pathetic jumping dance, and runs from his protestations of 
love. Petrouchka, as sad clown, is tormented by the Showman, his cruel 
master, and scorned by the arrogant Moor. Petrouchka’s antics in the puppet 
show bring amusement to the spectators. No one comprehends the torments 
of his inner life. Petrouchka may be interpreted as the artist/performer, or, 
as Rudnitsky writes ‘the bitter beautiful loneliness of poetry and art doomed 
to misunderstanding’ (1981, p 108).
Among the poems in Les Fleurs du mal is the sonnet Correspondances. In this 
mystic verse, synaesthesia, or the correspondence of sensations appears as a 
consequence of universal analogy. Through Baudelaire’s sonnet, the 
theory of correspondences, or the conversion of all known objects into 
symbols, came to be known as an accepted means of individual expression. 
Correspondances alludes to synaesthesia, according to which visual, auditory 
and other sensations may be recognised as corresponding to each other. 
‘Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se répondent’. Baudelaire writes with 
enthusiasm, in a later essay of 1861, Pickard Wagner et Tannhauser à Paris, of 
the sense of space and light, of mystical exaltation, which he experienced as 
he listened to the prelude to Lohengrin. Gaskell points out that it was this 
prelude that inspired the first two quatrains of Correspondances in which the
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forest symbols are those ‘of a spiritual reality, at once within and beyond the 
phenomenal world, inapprehensible by the senses, though occasionally to 
be caught and held by the poetic imagination’ (Gaskell, 1972, pp 42-43). ^
In the early ballets of Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, notably Cléopatra (1909), 
Schéhérazade (1910) and Le Dieu bleu (1912) the emotive colours of Bakst’s 
designs acted as visual reflections of the erotic passions of characters - the 
golds, yellows and oranges of costumes were juxtaposed against the reds, 
lime greens and peacock blues of the painted scene. The link between 
colour and emotion extended the symbolist theory of correspondences into 
the genre of ballet, which Bridgman recognises (1988) as related to 
Gesamtkunstwerk (7.3.). The theory of correspondences maintained that 
musical tones found analogies in colours, whilst single hues and colour 
combinations, like music, were capable of inducing psychological states. 
This exposition has influenced the staging of Petrouchka, although in this 
ballet repercussions of the Moscow Art Theatre production style are 
conspicuous. Productions, such as The Merchant of Venice in 1898 (6.1.) were 
marked by a keen modernist sense of mood that evolved initially through 
the expressive qualities of the realistic setting. The second and third tableau 
of Petrouchka reveal the backstage puppet cubicles (2.1.), and it is in these 
scenes that the symbolist theory of correspondences is prominent. The 
plastiques created by Fokine for Petrouchka and the Moor (7.2.5.) were 
expressive of Stravinsky’s music, and when set against Benois’ neo- 
primitivist décor that enhanced the individual characterisations of the 
puppets symbolist synaesthesia was embodied.
Bryusov included translations of French symbolist verse in his own three 
anthologies, Russkie Symvolisty (The Russian symbolists), which were 
published in Moscow in 1894. These volumes, though not widely read in
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themselves, created a near sensation in the press, and gave a name to the 
new movement. Rudnitsky (1981) cites Nikolai Berdyaev’s perception 
(1907) of the healthy seed of symbolism
in the reproduction of the fine, individual tones of the human soul 
and in the protest against bourgeois coarseness and the total absence 
of beauty from life. Symbolism finds its vindication in theoretical 
aesthetics, which in no event can consider art to be a reflection of 
reality.
Rudnitsky, 1981, p 86
Ciofi degli Atti (1990) states that Andrei Bely, who, as a m ^or spokesman of
the symbolist movement, wrote for the journal Mir Iskusstva, was ‘a kind of
hero’ to the members of the society. Bely’s opinion (1986) concerning the
new art is cited by Ciofi degli Atti:
In creating a new relationship with reality using a series of forgotten 
images, lies the future of the so-called new art and the eclecticism of 
our age . . .  I believe that the overlapping of so many trends of thought 
and consciousness was a sign of powerful cultural development.
Ciofi degli Atti, 1990, p 81
The modern notion of symbolic drama may be seen to represent a residue 
from an earlier Romantic philosophy. In Wagner’s theories of the form 
and nature of music-drama, based on Schopenhauer and German 
Metaphysics, lay the seeds of neo-romanticism and the idea that myth was 
the source of man’s greatest powers as an artist. In his influential books. The 
art-work of the future (1849) and The prospect of the opera (1871), nothing was 
said directly of symbolism. However, as Styan points out:
Wagner’s vision of purity and idealism in art led him away from the 
realism of the later nineteenth century stage. And as he reiterated 
and explored the same ideas from book to book, he moved steadily 
towards a drama built upon archetype and myth, and upon drama 
and the supernatural, mystical elements which were to dominate the 
symbolic drama of the twentieth century.
Styan, 1981, p 7
Wagner’s operas had created a sensation in St. Petersburg from the earliest 
staging of the Ring in 1889. The members of the society of Mir iskusstva were
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caught up in the enthusiasm. Notions of dramatic archetype, myth and the 
supernatural perm eate Petrouchka and influence its interpretation. 
Petrouchka can be explained as a personification of Maslenitsa, whose effigy 
is ritually destroyed as a farewell to the departing winter (2.3.), yet 
Petrouchka is also the Russian guignol and yet again the mystical sad 
clown, with whom the misunderstood artist identifies (4.3.). In these guises, 
the puppet represents a role archetypical of art and life. Petrouchka may be 
identified as a mythical element in contact with alternative realities alien to 
his puppet life. Karlinsky (1990) believes that symbolist drama of the early 
twentieth century brought back fantasy, mythology, religion, Christian and 
pre-Christian mysticism.
Inherent in symbolist drama was a view of life as a juxtaposition of 
two or more realities, as a simultaneous presence of other worlds in 
the experience of the play’s characters.
Karlinsky, 1990, p 107
It is the ‘simultaneous presence of other worlds in the experience’ of
Petrouchka that relates that role to a conception of reality that stresses the
isolation and complexity of the mind. The puppet is endowed with a
human spirituality and a supernatural energy that derives from myth.
Naturalism and symbolism are amalgamated within the role.
The plays of Chekhov, Hauptmann, Ibsen, Maeterlinck and Strindberg were 
taken up by Russian avant-garde directors. Before the end of the century, 
Styan states, both advocates of naturalism and of symbolism were claiming 
Ibsen as master, and taking up hardened positions in opposition to each 
other.
Freudian psychology provided support for both sides, the laying bare 
of character and the influences upon it urging a realistic treatment, 
and the validity of dreams justifying a symbolic representation.
Styan, 1981, p 24
g
Maeterlinck, whose theory of ‘static theatre’ evoked a mystical experience 
and a subconscious mood in dramatic form, may be recognised as a disciple
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of the French poet, Verlaine. The atmospheric quality of Verlaine’s verse, 
which was often of a melancholic nature, but characterised by a general 
trend towards simplicity, is reiterated in the plays of Maeterlinck. In her 
memoirs, Sert (1953) suggests that Verlaine was a man who never got over 
the tragedy of youth.
Somewhere behind his immense forehead there dwelt a soul which 
could attain the very depths of purity. This drunken vagabond, zig­
zagging across the Quartier Latin, this radiant beggar who dragged 
his feet in the mud, saw nothing but the sky. The horror of being 
ugly, of being ugly every day, every moment, without respite, even 
when his heart was dazzled by love for another human being, had, 
little by little, let him to a profound humility. He had endured all the 
rebuffs that could possibly come to him.
Sert, 1953, p 48
The description of the poet that Sert offers evokes images of the Pierrots of 
whom Verlaine wrote and of the humble modesty and spirituality of the sad 
clown Petrouchka. Such plays as those of Maeterlinck’s trilogy of one-act 
pieces - L7ntruse (The Intruder) (1890), Les Aveugles (The Blind) (1890) and 
Llnterieur (The Interior) (1894) - became models for symbolist drama as neo­
mysteries, which dramatised man’s spiritual fears and longings. By 1903, 
Braun (1986) suggests that whilst no Russian symbolist dramas of any 
consequence had appeared, attempts at staging Maeterlinck’s plays had been 
made, and both his plays and his theoretical writings had appeared in 
translation, notably Le Trésor des humbles (The treasury of the humble) 
containing his essay Le Tragique quotidien (Everyday tragedy). In his essay, 
Maeterlinck declared that the poet’s task was to reveal the mysteries and the 
mysterious qualities of life, its grandeur and its misery, which have 
nothing to do with realism. Maeterlinck intimates that if the theatre of 
external realities ignores the internal world of the spirit, the true meaning of 
existence, destiny, life and death would be unresolved.
In Petrouchka, the implicit, internal dialogue of Maeterlinck is echoed in the 
movement, gestures and poses of Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka.
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The dance of the puppet suggests the inexorable tragedy of suffering that is 
experienced hy the half-human Petrouchka. The plastique he devised for the 
puppet role drew attention to the introverted nature of Petrouchka, whilst the 
trembling motifs and staccato gestures that recur in Tableau 2, when he is 
imprisoned in his cell, call to mind the tortured movement of Weltanschaung 
(life of the spirit), upon which symbolist psychological emphasis is 
concentrated. The movement of the puppet is characterised hy the 
contraction of the body centre which is maintained throughout the solo 
dances in Tableau 2. The performance of Thierry Mongne as Petrouchka 
in the version of the ballet by the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris (video 1 ) makes 
clear the manner in which energy is concentrated in this movement motif. 
The body of the dancer is centrally contracted at those moments when the 
choreography is expressive of the puppet’s inner torment, sorrow and deep 
felt longing for freedom. Illustration 11 (p 194) records how the hands are 
pressed close to the chest, perhaps indicating the heart, whilst the head 
appears in dislocation from the contracted body. In movements that are 
normally associated with open body shapes, notably when the arms are 
extended as if in pleading (illustration 12, p 194) and when the hands reach 
out tentatively upwards with flexed elbows (illustration 13, p 196), the 
contraction of the body is maintained. The interpretation of such 
movements is complicated by secondary conflicting significations, so that 
tensions are set up between the inner focus suggested by the body shape and 
the apparent intentions of the outward gestures. At other moments in 
Petrouchka’s solo dance the contraction of the body is reversed so that the 
body’s backward curve is accentuated (illustration 14, p 196). The head 
posture, in which the mouth opens in silent agony, is reminiscent of the 
masks of the ancient Greek theatre when the features were fashioned with 
gaping mouths. At the entrance of the Ballerina in Tableau 2, the tension in 
the body of the puppet is released, so that he approaches her with
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widespreading arms (illustration 15, p 197). In his joyful dance, in which 
he seems to profess his love for her, the split jumps that he performs extend 
the body into space (illustration 16, p 197). It is only during this brief 
encounter with the Ballerina that Petrouchka is seen to be free from his 
tragic suffering. The ballet dramatises the puppet’s spiritual fears and 
longings. Clarke writes of the role:
frightened, sad, bullied and inarticulate, with his little soul almost
bursting with the emotions he cannot express.
Clarke, 1957, p 357
It is in the internal world of the spirit which Maeterlinck advocates that 
motivates the ballet. Soulless, Petrouchka would be a puppet per se - the 
knockabout trickster guignol of the fairground - and the ballet a mere puppet 
show.
8.3. Petrouchka and the renewal of Russian theatre
As new forms of drama were sought as suitable vehicles for the aesthetics 
and metaphysics of neo-romanticism and symbolism, new attitudes toward 
Russian theatre were also evolving. The new drama of the late nineteenth 
century was no unified movement against the mediocrity of commercial 
theatre and bourgeois taste. New drama represented an umbrella, under 
which all who longed for theatrical change might shelter. Methods by 
which theatre might be renewed was a subject of vigorous discussion 
amongst poets, writers and men and women of the theatre. The jours-fixes at 
Vyacheslav Ivanov’s St. Petersburg apartment were assemblies at which 
modern theatre was a general theme of discussion (1.3.). The philosopher, 
Nikolai Berdyaev, who regularly attended the ‘Wednesdays’, described 
Ivanov’s Tower as a ‘refined cultural laboratory’ and the varied visitors he 
identified as ‘mystical anarchists and adherents of the Orthodox Church, 
decadents and professors, neo-Christians and social democrats, poets and
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scholars, artists and thinkers, actors and public figures’ (Green, 1986 p 109). 
By the end of 1905, Meyerhold was attending the Wednesday soirées at the 
Tower. It was at this time, according to Braun (1986), that Georgy Chulkov, 
assisted by such symbolist poets as Bely, Blok, Bryusov, Remizov, Sologub 
and Ivanov, sought to realise the dream of a mystic theatre to revive the spirit 
of Dionysus in a communal ritualistic drama. Fakely (The Torches), as the 
company was to be called, never materialised in a time that followed the 
disturbances of 1905, whilst a similar project involving Diaghilev also came
9
to nothing.
Meyerhold had been selected in 1905 as the artistic director of Fakely.
Writing in 1907, he considered the proposed venture, and rejected the
naturalistic method of staging that the Moscow Art Theatre employed in its
presentation of Greek classical theatre. It was Meyerhold’s opinion that in
the new drama external action, the revelation of character, was becoming
incidental. In a crucial article in Teatr, kniga o novom teatr (A book about the
new theatre) (1908) he states:
We are striving to penetrate behind the mask, beyond the action into 
the character as perceived by the mind: we want to penetrate to the 
inner mask.
Braun, 1969, p 60
Meyerhold’s experiments in staging, movement and acting techniques,
which he undertook prior to the revolution in Russia of 1917, are relevant to
an understanding of the ‘inner mask’ of Petrouchka. Meyerhold (1908)
wrote of the need for some new means of expressing the ineffable, of
revealing that which is concealed. This need was satisfied for him by the
employment of plastic movement. Meyerhold spoke of a plasticity which
does not correspond to the words of the play s text.
There must be a pattern of movement on the stage to transform the 
spectator into a vigilant observer, to furnish him with that m aterial. . . 
which helps him grasp the true feelings of the character.
Braun, 1969, p 56
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Rudnitsky suggests (1981) that in 1905 no one had defined nor worked out 
in Russia a complete and logical system for symbolist theatre. Innovators 
in the theatre, notably Craig, Appia and Fuch showed little interest in 
contem porary symbolist drama, and, moreover, the ideas of these 
Western Europeans existed as yet in Russia only in the form of declarations 
and sketches. For Meyerhold, it was the symbolist aesthetic that yielded 
fundamental concepts as well as concrete ideas concerning the function 
and form of theatre, from which he could proceed to invent the Russian 
form of theatrical symbolism (Deâk, 1982). In his production of 
Maeterlinck’s play. La mort de Tintagiles (1905), at the Theatre Studio in 
Povarskaya Street, Moscow, Meyerhold (1908) describes how he 
incorporated
a method of placing figures on stage in bas-reliefs and frescoes and a 
means of expressing interior monologue with the help of the music of 
plastic motion, and provided the possibility of trying out in practice 
the force of mystical accentuation instead of the former logical 
accents and the like.
Rudnitsky, 1981, p 58
Meyerhold’s main principle, on which his staging for La mort de Tintagiles
12(The death of Tintagiles) was based, was motionless theatre. The plastic 
forms of motionless theatre, exemplified by groupings in the style of bas- 
reliefs, Rudnitsky (1981) maintains were characteristic of the aesthetics of
13
symbolist theatre in general. Meyerhold’s production of Maeterlinck’s
Somr Beatrice in 1906 at Vera Komissarzhevskaya’s theatre, St. Petersburg,
was again based on stylised groupings and movement in slow motion
14reminiscent of the forms of ancient bas-reliefs. Meyerhold’s experiments 
in motionless theatre reflected his concern for the expression on stage of 
Maeterlinck’s interior monologue, or ‘the reproduction of the fine, 
individual tones of the human soul and the protest against bourgeois 
coarseness’ that Berdyaev recognised as the ‘healthy seed’ of symbolism.
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The staging of Maeterlinck’s plays, which Meyerhold undertook in 1905 
and 1906, reflect a common ground that is shared by the ballet, Petrouchka. 
In the dramas and the dance, methods of shaping movement were 
innovatively tested for their power to imply thoughts and feelings. 
Meyerhold elected to stylise the speech, gesture and static groupings of his 
casts in order to express the internalised dramas of the characters. In 
Petrouchka, Fokine, as choreographer, was faced with a similar need to 
express through movement the spirituality of the puppet. Fokine’s ‘pattern of 
movement’ was formed by the absorption of life-like movements and poses 
into his choreography, which, in his opinion, were expressive of 
Petrouchka’s introvert nature: ‘puppet movements built on a psychological 
foundation’ (Fokine, 1961, p 192). Fokine’s assumption, that the unsuccessful 
man is he who sits at the edge of his chair, knees together, feet turned in, 
with back hunched, head hanging down and arms drooping like branches, 
forms the basis of the puppet’s ‘turned in’ plastique. Nijinska describes the 
appearance of Petrouchka in the ballet when it was performed in Paris in 
1911:
Petrouchka is piteously ugly, thin and stooping . . . The soft knees 
bend suddenly under the weight of the body, the knock-kneed legs 
swing from side to side.
Nijinska, 1982, p 273
Lieven was struck by the combination of angular doll-movements with 
complete naturalness. He wrote of Nijinksy’s performance in 1911:
The frozen mask-like immobility of his features was deeply tragic, 
only emphasising the dramatic terror of the half-human doll . . . 
From the first moment of his appearance on the stage one felt that 
here was neither doll nor man, but a strange and terrifying mixture 
of both, and one was overcome by the pathos of his helpless, 
bewitched suffering.
Lieven, 1936, p 146
Fokine and Meyerhold separately, through movement, resolved the 
presentation on stage of the ‘inner masks’ of their characters. Both men
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were employed by the Imperial Theatres in St. Petersburg, and worked 
together in 1908, when Meyerhold was scheduled to direct Oscar Wilde’s 
Salome at the Mikhailovsky Theatre for a benefit performance sponsored by 
the amateur actress Ida Rubinstein. According to Braun (1986) this 
extravagant project foundered after lengthy preparation. Fokine had been 
assigned the choreography. In February, 1910, Meyerhold danced the role 
of Pierrot in the first production of Fokine’s ballet. Carnaval, at a ball 
organised by the St. Petersburg journal, Satiricon. Their collaboration in the 
staging of Gluck’s opera, Orpheus, at the Maryinsky Theatre, which was first 
performed in 1911, was far from harmonious. However, as Braun points out, 
their dispute in no way concerned the style of the choreography in Orpheus, 
which is some measure of the affinity between what Meyerhold and 
Diaghilev were pursuing through their respective media at the time (Braun, 
1986).
8.4. The everyday tragedy of Petrouchka
Rudnitsky (1981) recognises that in the symbol, the image and the idea are 
related to each other in a complicated tension. Symbols may be interpreted 
in various ways, and this confused depth of images was characteristic of the 
Russian social and political situation at the beginning of the century. In 
Rudnitsky’s opinion, the situation in Russia was favourable to an art capable 
of expressing vague presentiments, alarming intuitions, but far removed 
from concreteness, either in daily life, psychology, social conditions or in 
politics (1981). Segel (1970) has written of the pronounced Schopenhaurian 
orientation of many of the symbolists that contributed greatly to the 
negativism and fatalism with which much of their writing is informed.
Man appeared no more than a helpless marionette manipulated 
arbitrarily by mysterious forces collectively represented often simply 
as Fate, which hi s infinite intellect is incapable of knowing .
Segel, 1970, p 52
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The dramatist, Maeterlinck, designated his cycle of early dramas as ‘plays 
for marionettes’.
The presentation of the leading characters in Petrouchka as puppets and 
archetypes links the ballet with the early dramas of Maeterlinck, which 
were characterised by the presentation of man’s spiritual fears and longings 
together with an obsession with death. By tradition, the puppet through the 
fixed expression of its mask expresses the universality of man. Obraztzov, 
once an actor in Stanislavsky’s theatre, created the Soviet Puppet Theatre. It 
is his conviction that:
It is not man that actors present on the stage but different kinds of 
men. Puppets enable the more general human qualities to be 
expressed . . . Man can be expressed only by something that is not 
man. A puppet expresses what is most human, what is common to all 
men.
Kott, 1968, p 159
The puppet exterior of Petrouchka does not belie the humanity within, 
whilst the puppet world, as represented by the Showman’s troupe, is a 
microcosm of the real world depicted in the fairground. The playwright, 
Eugene Ionesco, who was charmed as a child by the puppet show in the 
Luxembourg Gardens in Paris, reiterates Obraztzov’s evaluation that the 
puppet theatre epitomises the realism of ‘Everyman’s’ world.
I would go there day after day and could stay spellbound, all day 
long. But I did not laugh. That Punch and Judy show kept me there 
open-mouthed, watching those puppets talking, moving and 
cudgelling each other. It was the very image of the world that 
appeared to me, strange and improbable but true as true, in the 
profoundly simplified form of caricature, as though to stress the 
grotesque and brutal nature of the truth.
Gaskell, 1972, p 48
It was Benois’ intention that when the puppets in the ballet were endowed 
with life by the Showman in Tableau 1, this enrichment of the roles should 
be ‘somehow accompanied by suffering’ (1941, p 326). Buckle writes:
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Benois endowed Petrouchka with a soul: he was no longer the 
knockabout bullying Punch but the pathetic Pierrot, capable of 
imagination, love and sorrow, a Hamlet among puppets.
Buckle, 1971, p 159
Dance critics and historians have consistently confirmed the dramatic 
character of the ballet, and identified the tragic nature of its plot (7.1.), 
thereby elevating the piece beyond mere pathos. Theories of tragedy have 
diversified from Aristotle’s definition in the Poetics (c. 355-322 BC) (7.1.) to 
those of the twentieth century, yet beneath the diversity an underlying 
unity or continuity is apparent. Since tragedy may alter its shape and 
meaning from one century to another, a single, unchanging definition is 
unattainable. Attitudes concerning the quality of tragedy are conditioned 
by the prevailing tastes and assumptions of the various periods from which 
they come. At their core, lies the concern with suffering, the experience 
which motivates tragedy, and to which it seeks to give a meaningful 
context.
No tragedy is simply a cry of pain. It is an apprehension of pain in 
relation to a sense - perhaps consolatory - of what it is to be human 
and therefore to belong to a species which must not only endure 
suffering, but also give voice to its awareness of suffering as its 
destiny.
Draper, 1980, p 12
May the ballet be said to represent tragedy from a twentieth century 
perspective, whereby the response of the spectator is engendered by the 
private tragedy concealed in the soul of the half-human puppet, who, as 
representative of the common man, is considered worthy for the role of 
tragic protagonist? By tradition the tragic hero is a king, or king’s son or 
daughter. In naming Petrouchka as protagonist, the assumption that the role 
be represented by some illustrious figure is questioned.
M aeterlinck’s essay, Le Tragique quotidien, was published in Russian 
translatidh Mir iskusstva in 1899 and Le Trésor des humbles (1896) appeared 
in its entirety in the journal in 1901. The degree of interest that Mir iskusstva
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registered in the theories of Maeterlinck may be gauged by the continued 
publication of his writings in 1903, when the first of six volumes of his 
complete works appeared in the journal. Maeterlinck’s essay. Le Tragique 
quotidien, rejects the classical notion that the tragic protagonist must be a 
man/woman of exalted rank. Maeterlinck suggests that the truly tragic is to 
be found in the simple fact of man’s/woman’s existence. Maeterlinck wrote 
in 1986:
I admire Othello, but to me he does not seem to lead the august daily 
life of a Hamlet, who has time to live because he does not act . . .
I have come to believe that the old man seated in an armchair, 
simply waiting in the lamplight and listening unaware to all the 
internal laws which preside about his house, interpreting without 
realising all that is contained in the silence of the doors and 
windows, and in the small voice of the lamplight, enduring the 
presence of his soul and its destiny, bowing his head a little, never 
suspecting that all the powers of this world watch and wait in the 
room like attentive servants . . .  I have come to believe that in reality 
this motionless old man leads a life which is more profound, more 
human and more generally relevant than the lover who strangles his 
mistress, the captain who is victorious in battle, or the husband who 
avenges his honour.
Maeterlinck, 1896, p 187-188
Maeterlinck’s account of the tragic nature of the old man and his solitary 
existence within the room, appears an analogy for Petrouchka’s 
confinement in the back stage cell and his own private and idiosyncratic 
tragedy of his half-human state. The puppet’s suffering reflects the very 
image of the world that is manifested in personal suffering. Petrouchka 
represents Maeterlinck’s motionless old man and the manipulated puppet, to 
whom the early plays are designated. The misery of the puppet is both 
mental and {physical. The twentieth century tragic hero is embodied in the 
role of Pettbdfchka, and affirms the modernity of the ballet.
8.5. ê m â m m
At thé héfîhfîiftg df the twentieth century in Russia, statements were 
publishèd iM i féféétéd the art of the theatre as a reflection of life. Whilst
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Mir iskusstva occupied a forefront position in the debate, no practical solutions 
for the renewal of Russian theatre were postulated. By 1906 Meyerhold, in 
his experimental staging for the new drama in Moscow and St. Petersburg, 
had gone some way towards the definition of a system that incorporated the 
conventions of past theatrical epochs. The modern stage of the early 
twentieth century discarded the ‘unnecessary truth’ of scenic realism and 
naturalistic acting techniques and restored the conventions of ancient 
theatrical modes in an attempt to renew Russian theatre. Meyerhold’s 
theatricalist schemes evolved as he sought the means of staging those
«n
symbolist plays of Western Europe]^dramatists that caught the imagination of 
Russians committed to the ideologies of symbolism.
If Petrouchka is considered as a statement of the faith of Mir iskusstva, the 
relationship of the ballet to the trends of the new drama is manifested in 
ideologies shared with Russian symbolist drama. The early plays of the 
Belgian dramatist, Maurice Maeterlinck, were instrumental in the reform 
of Russian theatre. Maeterlinck’s theories of ‘static theatre’ and everyday 
tragedy’ influenced Meyerhold’s productions of 1905 and 1906 that 
epitomise Russian symbolist theatre. Reverberations of Maeterlinck’s essay. 
Le Tragique quotidien, infuse the private tragedy of Petrouchka, and elevate the 
role to that of the tragic hero of modernist drama. As a ‘play for marionettes’ 
the ballet reflects the everyday tragedies of Maeterlinck, in which the 
personal suffering of the puppet-like protagonists is controlled by mysterious 
fatalistic forces.
Petrouchka is the tragic hero of modernist subjective drama. His 
idiosyncratic tragedy stems from his half-human existence. The puppet 
exterior contrasts vividly with the spiritual fears and longings of his inner 
life. This paradox is central to the meaning of the ballet, and within these
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conflicting principles lies the drama of Petrouchka. Fokine’s choreographic 
plastique for Petrouchka emphasises the psychological state of the introverted 
puppet. The nature of the choreography reflects the plastic forms of 
Meyerhold’s experiments in motionless theatre (1906) that attempted to 
express the interior monologues of Maeterlinck’s characters. Fokine created 
movement en dedans for Petrouchka and a consistent hody shape throughout 
solo dances, when a tension is maintained between contracted body 
movement and gestures with outward intention. The tension that is created 
in the choreography for the puppet mirrors that which is central to the role - 
the inner life of Petrouchka and the contradiction of the puppet exterior.
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CHAPTER 9
PETROUCHKA: THE FEELING FCWl TRHTO*
9.1. Benois’ illusion of natural space in Peirotidika
9.2. Fokine’s expressive dance
9.3. Nijinsky’s interpretation of Petrouchka: a unity of psychological and 
physical actions
9.4. Conclusion
9.1. Benois’ illusion of natural space in Petrouchka
The predisposition of Benois towards theatre realism is apparent in his early 
stage designs for Gotterdammerung in 1903 and Le Pavillon d'Armide of 1907 
(6.1.). Benois’ attention to historical accuracy of detail was matched by the 
impeccable authenticity of Victor Simov, who, at the Moscow Art Theatre 
worked in close collaboration with Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko, so 
that a complete unit of purpose was ensured in the external appearance of 
productions and the themes and moods of the plays (6.1.). In 1909 Benois was 
appointed the artistic director of the Art Theatre and, therefore, became a 
close associate of Stanislavsky. Benois’ designs for Petrouchka owe much to the 
example of scenic realism that was demonstrated on the stage of the Art 
Theatre.
The fairground, as depicted in the setting for Tableaux 1 and 4 of Petrouchka, 
was a recreation, drawn from Benois’ own store of memories of the 
St. Petersburg Butter-Week carnival. It was Benois’ intention that the magic 
mood of the fairground, captured in images, sounds and movement, was 
caught within the colourful booths that encircled the puppet theatre, whilst 
the reality of the city outside was excluded. The designs of 1911 incorporate
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booths, stalls, a rotating merry-go-round and the covered stage of the balagan, 
which, in their practical construction and three-dimensionality, are more in 
keeping with the staging of drama than that of ballet. Ice-hills and a ferns 
wheel dominate the near distance, while the Admiralty spire rises further off as 
a symbol of the city. Bunting flutters. The diverse levels of the buildings 
animate the scene. Benois’ designs and sketches (illustration 2, p 31, Benois, 
1941, facing p 330) indicate that characters appear on balconies, exit through 
low doorways, enter between stalls and present themselves, in close proximity 
to the audience, before the high houses of the proscenium arch. Benois' 
desire to overcome the rigid limits of the stage space and to create an illusion 
of natural space, in which his characters could move as living people, reiterates 
Stanislavsky’s mise-en-scène and the simultaneous staging of the Renaissance, 
which was made available to the commedia dell’arte troupes (4.2.). The 
recognition, in Petrouchka, of the mise-en-scène, that typified the productions at 
the Art Theatre, must extend beyond the achievement of apparent natural 
space to the manner in which the crowd is seen to inhabit the stage space as 
individual citizens of mid-century St. Petersburg.
The representation of the crowded fairground during the Butter-Week 
festivities of the 1830s, as depicted in Petrouchka, in which the ensemble roles 
were truthfully developed in detail, reflects the authenticity of the celebrated 
crowds of the Art Theatre productions. However, Stanislavsky had been 
influenced in his own staging and organisation of crowd scenes by the 
productions of the Meiningen Company that he had witnessed during its visits 
to Moscow. Stanislavsky recognised the genius of Kronek, the director of the 
company, fh fhe histortcËl accuracy of his stagings and in the ‘well-directed 
mob scenes’ (1948, p 197). Throughout its European tours, the Meiningen 
Company hW been noted for its remarkable crowd effects.
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The London performances of 1881 were praised for their skilful ensemble 
playing.  ^ The critic for The Times, quoted the responses published in various 
London newspapers, in which the historical accuracy of the mise-en-scène of 
Julius Cflesflrwas extolled and the masterly arrangement of the crowd scenes. 
The review published in The Daily Telegraph was cited:
The most startling stage effect ever seen - these forests of hands and 
arms, those staccato shouts, that brilliancy of emphasis, the whirl and 
rout and maddened frenzy of an excited mob, urged to avenge the 
death of Caesar, certainly did make a startling effect upon the audience.
Anon, 1881, p 8
Writing of an early production of 1893 for The Society of Art and Literature,
Stanislavsky (1948) attributes the success of the mob scenes in Gutskov’s play,
Uriel Acosta, to the example set by the German company, Bencdetti describes
how Stanislavsky, in his direction of Uriel Acosta, gave extra specific dialogue
drawn either from the script or rhythmically consistent with it to the members
of the crowd. ‘Conversations were established in couples or small groups
followed by moments when the entire stage was gripped by silent emotion’
(Benedetti, 1988, p 48). Nikolai Efros (1895), in his review of the production,
records the terrifying impact when Acosta is set upon by an angry mob. 2
Benedetti cites Efros’ response:
The frenzy of the crowd reached its uttermost limit and toppled over 
into delirium, into some sort of collective madness. The crowd rushed 
at the man who dared to oppose it and tore him to pieces . . .  It was 
frightening to be sitting there in the theatre.
Benedetti, 1988, p 49
Stanislavsky carefully orchestrated the action of his crowd without reducing its 
emotional impact. Efros’ description of Stanislavsky’s crowd that massed and 
obscured Acosta inevitably, is suggestive of the movement of the fairground 
crowd in Tableau 4 of Petrouchka, when the dead puppet is hidden from the 
audience by the assemblage of spectators on the stage. By 1911, mass-crowd 
scenes were not an innovative feature of the drama theatre, nor were such 
arrangements of characters unheard of in ballet.
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The effects of Stanislavsky’s truth seeking presentations have been noted in the 
staging of ballet in Moscow from as early as 1898, when the Art Theatre was 
founded. Gorsky’s reform of ballet began in 1900 with his revival of Don 
Quixote at the Bolshoi Theatre, when the influence of the Art Theatre was 
particularly evident in the first act of the ballet:
Instead of the stiff and frozen lines of the corps de ballet, there 
appeared a living crowd of characters - moving, laughing, selling their 
wares in the piazza. Instead of makeshift costumes, there were real 
Spanish ones. The décor, full of sunshine and bright colours, was 
commissioned from Korovin.
Roslavleva, 1965, p 23
In Roslavleva’s opinion Gorsky had decided to break with all accepted clichés 
of ballet, and create a new production based on the principles of the Art 
Theatre. Gorsky was the first choreographer to treat the whole ensemble on 
the stage as members of a ‘choreographic drama, according to the principles 
of Stanislavsky’ (Roslavleva, 1966, p 159). Telyakovsky, as Director of the 
Imperial Theatres, brought Gorsky to St. Petersburg to stage a further version 
of Don Quixote. At that time Benois was apparently out of sympathy with the 
innovations, and was critical of the production in his review for Mir iskusstva:
Gorsky’s new vision was vitiated by the abhorrent lack of organisation 
that is typical of amateur performances. His ‘novelties’ consisted of 
making the crowds on the stage bustle and move about fitfully and 
aimlessly. As regards the action, the dramatic possibilities and the 
dancers themselves were depressed to a uniformly commonplace level.
Benois, 1902, n /p
Garafola describes the crowd in the first and last tableaux of Petrouchka as ‘an
assemblage of individuals . . . who arrived on stage with biographies and fully
delineated personalities’ (1989, pp 23-24). Benois recalls that for the original
production of the ballet every figure had been individually conceived. His
costume designs (Ballet Theatre Foundation, 1976, plates 19-25 and
Pozharskaya and Volodina, 1990, pp 84, 87, 88, 89, 91) bear witness to his
careful delineation of character.
The mixture of various characteristic elements gave the illusion of life. 
The people of ‘good society’ showed elegant manners, the military men
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The clarity of characterisation displayed by the individual performers, who
made up the fairground crowd, in the original staging of Pf/nmcMâ, aliens the
roles with the truth seeking aspects of Stanislavsky’s psychological realism as
exemplified in the presentation of his crowd scenes. Benedetti indicates thàt
the real centre of Stanislavsky’s production of Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich (6.1.) was
the Russian people themselves:
The crowd scenes, non-existent in the spoken text, became central to 
the action . . . Nowhere is this more evident than in the final act scene 
on the Yauza bridge. The stage direction, ‘Across the bridge pass 
people of different condition’, is the cue for fourteen paragraphs of 
detailed character descriptions in the production plan.
Benedetti, 1988, p 72
In Petrouchka, it must be allowed that the acting of the dancers was a practical 
demonstration of Fokine’s own theories of movement, which he outlined in his 
article for Argus, 1916. Fokine, in his Fiveprincipks, 1914, reiterates the need to
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humanise and individualise dance roles. It was his intention to create in each 
piece of choreography ‘a new form corresponding to the subject, the most 
expressive form for the representation of the period and the character of the 
nation represented’. In his Fourth rule, Fokine considers the expressiveness of 
groups and of ensemble dancing. He criticised the manner in which 
choreographers of the ‘older ballet’ ranged their dancers in groups solely for 
their ornamental value. Fokine advocated a ‘new’ ballet that developed the 
principle of expressiveness:
The new ballet . . .  in developing the principle of expressiveness, 
advances from the expressiveness of the face to the expressiveness of the 
whole hody, and from the expressiveness of the individual body to the 
expressiveness of a group of bodies and the expressiveness of the 
combined dancing of a crowd.
Fokine, 1914, p 6
Although Fokine’s statement apparently has special application for Petrouchka,
the ‘crowd’ to which he referred was the corps de ballet. In his ballets Fokine
rejected the diagonals and rectangles of Petipa’s formations, and liberated the
corps de ballet into a living entity. The transmutation of Fokine’s corps de
ballet is nowhere so plainly evident as in Petrouchka, where the dancers,
released from restraint with the style of the production, were free to interpret
the myriad roles that together made up the fairground crowd. Massine wrote
of Fokine’s choreography for the crowd:
In these intricate ensemble movements . . .  I could see most clearly how 
Fokine had broken away from the conventional academic groupings. 
The sharply observed, realistically interpreted interplay between the 
street-vendors, coachmen, nurses, aristocrats and soldiers as they pushed 
and struggled to see the puppet-show was executed on several different 
levels, while all the movements were held together by a sustaining and 
unifying rhythm.
Massine, 1968, p 51
The realism of the crowd was not achieved solely by the rejection of 
standardised choreographic groupings. The use of level within the crowd 
formations, to which Massine refers, reinstates Benois’ illusion of natural space
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within the group, or the interplay between staging and the manner in which 
individualised characterisations were seen to inhabit the stage space as living 
people. Through the review of the mise-en-scène employed by Stanislavsky at 
the Art Theatre, some understanding may be gleaned of the manner in which 
staging and role-play were inter-related in Petrouchka. Furthermore, it is 
evident that the recreation of the Butter-Week fair in Petrouchka went beyond 
Gorsky’s characterisation of the ballet crowds in Don Quixote, which Benois had 
found unsatisfactory in 1902.
9.2. Fokine’s expressive dance
It was Fokine’s task to transpose the ideas of character, generated through the 
music and scenario of Petrouchka, into the medium of dance, so as to use 
movement to express the outward and inner characteristics of each role. To 
find a form that translated Petrouchka’s suffering into dance, Fokine 
disregarded the conventions of academic ballet and sought a new dance 
vocabulary in keeping with dramatic and emotional expressiveness. In earlier 
works, Fokine had endeavoured to create an impression of authentic antiquity, 
disregarding conventional ballet steps for simulated movement of the profile 
positions and the angular lines of bas-reliefs, as in his ballets, Eunice (1907) and 
Une Nuit d'Egypte (1908). The dramatic theme of Le Pavilion d'Armide (1907) 
was realised entirely through dramatic movement without recourse to the 
traditional mimetic gestures of ballet.
Fokine’s criticism of the unnecessary rules of academic ballet that expressed a 
psychological emotion by a fixed movement, or series of movements, but which 
failed as symbol and description, are set out in his discussion of the new ballet, 
published in Argus, 1916. At the time of Petrouchka Fokine was already in the 
throes of developing his own system of signs, based on the laws of natural
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expression. In the ballet, Fokine demonstrates in his choreography all his 
principles of dance. He believed that no single form of dance should be 
adopted once and for all.
The best form is that which most fully expresses the meaning desired, 
and the most natural one that which most closely corresponds with the 
idea conveyed.
Fokine, 1916, n /p
Fokine advocates the modernist idea that each work has its own form. 
Choreographically, he had broken away from the conventions of steps sur les 
pointes in his antique ballets, and had dispensed with the tutu in dramatic 
works. In Petrouchka the only dances performed in toe shoes are those which 
Fokine had selected as parodies of the academic ballet, notably the dances of 
the Ballerina and the street dancers.
Fokine writes that dancing is developed from the basic movements of walking 
and running. His admiration for the ‘natural dance’ of Isadora Duncan may 
be read in his praise of her simplicity, and suggests that it was her example that 
influenced his modifications of the classical vocabulary, notably in Les Sylphides 
(1909) and Le Spectre de la rose (1911 ).
Duncan reminds us of simple movements . . . (she) proved that all the 
primitive, plain, natural movements - a simple step, run, turn on both 
feet and small jump on one foot - are far better than all the enrichments 
of the ballet technique, if to this technique must be sacrificed grace, 
expressiveness, and beauty.
Fokine, 1961, p 256
In response to a comment of Diaghilev concerning the influence of Duncan on
f
Fokine’s work, which was printed in W.A. Propejt’s book. The Russian Ballet
1921-1929, Fokine (1931) maintains that there was an ‘enormous difference’
between the art of the new Russian Ballet, created by his ‘originality’ and
‘programmes of reform’ and the ‘natural’ dance of Duncan. Macdonald cites
Fokine’s response to Duncan’s dances;
Duncan’s dances charmed me, for 1 found in them the same essential 
elements as in my own productions. I found in them expressiveness.
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simplicity, naturalness, the very points I had been emphasising to my 
colleagues (Diaghilev and his associates).
Macdonald, 1992, p 19
Fokine suggested that he and Duncan were inspired by the same sculptures, 
vase-paintings and visits to museums. Macdonald recognised that the 
difference between them was that Fokine would have adopted that style only 
where the subject demanded it, whereas it is sometimes said ‘Isadora tried to 
portray many different topics using always the same limited range of 
movements’ (Macdonald, 1992, p 17).
The movement which Fokine devised for the crowd in Petrouchka relies upon 
the motions of walking, running and turning. The formalised folk dances that 
some characters perform in the first and last tableaux of the ballet evolve from 
the natural movements of the crowd. Fokine recognised the act of walking as 
the basis of movement for dance, and rejected the extended turn-out of the 
hips and feet and the sideways movements of ballet:
The so-called second position, so inaesthetic, is the most used in 
academic dancing. What could be more ugly and vulgar than the feet 
wide apar t . . .  If it be agreed that every pose should express the inner 
self, that every movement should be logical, then it is ohvious that 
sideway movements are senseless, expressionless and ugly.
Fokine, 1916, n /p
In Petrouchka, the wide, second position is synonymous with the posture of the 
Moor. Fokine’s intention in building the Moor’s movement on this plastique is 
readily interpreted. Not only does it signify the character’s extrovert nature, 
but, in Fokine’s opinion, it reveals the Moor’s inner self. Within the folk 
dances of the fairground, numerous instances are apparent when movement 
motifs are based on wide second positions and sideways travelling, especially in 
the dances of the peasant youths and drunken coachmen (3.2., 3.3.). Here, 
the suggestion is probably one of the coarseness of the street and the ritual 
affinity with the earth.
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Fokine compares the art of ballet to that of the visual arts, recognising that in 
all art forms expression is a prerequisite.
If colour and sounds do not speak they are intolerable, but an 
expressionless human body resembles a doll or a corpse.
Fokine, 1916, n /p
Perhaps a reference here to Fokine’s insistence that the Ballerina role was 
devoid of personality or expressionless (1961, p 191) is too simplistic. Fokine 
(1916) quotes the fouettées the most hateful invention of the ballet, since the 
dancer expresses ecstasy and joy, whilst her face reveals the opposite. In her 
dances the Ballerina performs fouettés, pivoting like a top, on steel toes, as do 
the street dancers. The dances of these three characters parody the 
mechanical and expressionless turning of the prima ballerinas of the Imperial 
Theatres coached in the Petipa formula. Energy and dramatic concentration 
typified Fokine’s new ballet, which is exemplified in Petrouchkcu Franks links 
the ballet with modernist movements in the visual arts:
Petrouchka . . . gave the ballet theatre a new force and vigour 
comparable with those of the new art movements, some of which had 
just preceded it and others of which were contemporary. The influence 
of I&ndinsky’s expressionism in painting, for instance, is no more 
clearly traceable than in this new realism of Fokine in ballet.
Franks, 1954, p 12
Kandinsky, the Moscow-born painter,  ^writing in 1910, defines two elements 
within the work of art - the inner and the outer. The inner he equates with the 
emotion in the soul of the artist, without which the work of art is a sham. 
Fokine reiterates Kandinsky’s conviction in his choreography for Petrouchka. 
The dances he composed were expressions of the personal emotions of the 
puppets and the passions of the spectators, and exemplify Fokine’s ‘new 
Russian Ballet’ of human and individual dance roles.
Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka was essentially a means by which 
movement was utilised as an expression of dramatic action to delineate 
character. The three elements of his choreography blend and, at the same
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time, contrast to exemplify this. The solo dances of the puppets, ensemble 
dances, by which the characters of the crowd are recognised as sub-groups of 
the whole, and the action of the crowd, the matrix into which the other two 
elements are set, form a unified whole. Yet, it was not the uniqueness of this 
fusion alone that set Petrouchka apart from contemporary choreography. 
Lieven recognises innovation in Fokine’s compositions:
The whole character of the dancing, the poses of the figures, angular 
movements and gestures, the doll-like immobility of facial expression, 
the strange jerkiness of the positions, were not normal ballet and had 
never been seen before.
Lieven, 1936, p 145
It was not an uncommon choreographic theme for entertainments of the
period to depict dolls that came to life.  ^ Saint Leon’s Coppélia, 1870, was
established in the repertory of the Maryinsky by the turn of the century. In
1903 Nikolai and Sergei Legat choreographed The fairy doll, which was first
performed at the Maryinsky with costumes designed by Bakst. However,
Petrouchka had little in common with such ballets, in which the doll dances
contained all the familiar steps of academic ballet. Barnes describes the
movements Fokine arranged for Petrouchka as
staccato and grotesque, sub-human in their ugliness. His jerks appear as 
if unco-ordinated by a mind, his stuttering gestures are pathetically 
incoherent.
Barnes, 1957, p 9
Massine describes Fokine’s choreographic device as one that produced ‘jerky,
doll-like movements, which were miraculously infused with human pathos’
(1968, p 52). The narrow movements of the Ballerina, as ‘perky and
mechanical’ as a pretty automaton (Barnes, 1957, p 9), and the ponderousness
of the Moor, the ‘gaudy savage’ (Hussey, 1950, p 50) contrasted with the
spirituality o f Petrouchka’s dances.
For dancers in the leading roles, I tried to create puppet-like unnatural 
movements, and, at the same time, to express in these movements three 
totally different characters and to convey the plot of the drama - so that.
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in spite of the puppet-like movements, the audience would be forced to 
respond and sympathise.
Fokine, 1961, p 191
The automatism of the puppet theatre was set within the apparent realism of 
the fairground. The carefully delineated roles of the fairground characters 
were exemplified by the costumes Benois designed and the movement and folk 
dance Fokine devised. Some roles are noteworthy, since they make specific 
reference to character and occupation associated with mid-nineteenth century 
St. Petersburg. Of particular significance are the balagannyi ded or carnival 
barker with his over-long beard, whose job it was to entertain the crowd and 
lure them into the balagan, the wet nurses, the ‘bibulous’ merchant, typical of 
the old-world Russian merchant in behaviour and dress and the performing 
bear, banned at the end of 1866, that represented a popular street 
entertainment of the period. Other roles are vital to the unfolding pace of 
Tableaux 1 and 4. In this respect, the entrances of the drunken peasant lads, 
the street dancers, the gypsies, the coachmen, whose stamping dance coincides 
with the first fall of snow and the carnival mummers are essential in the 
establishment of the forward momentum of the first and last tableaux. The 
variety, which is sustained by each appearance maintains the continued interest 
of the theatre audience. Yet, no matter the fascination of individual characters 
and the interaction with each other, or the interest generated by group dances, 
it is the corporate identity of the fairground crowd that provides the ballet with 
its fourth and perhaps most vital character.
Stravinsky had criticised the apparently improvised nature of Fokine’s crowd.
It was Fokine’s intention that the dance of the crowd should appear 
naturalistic, although the sequences of movement were never left to the 
*g^ rj)iU"ary improvisation of the performers , as Stravinsky had claimed (1958, 
p 35). In Fokine’s description of the measures that were necessary in his
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choreography to ensure that the crowd was animated, lies the answer to 
Stravinsky’s criticism.
Stravinsky had all the described characters appear consecutively, while 
on stage I had them all simultaneously. For example: when the drunks 
enter on stage, no characters, other than they are interpreted in the 
music - without regard to the mass of other people I have on the stage at 
that moment.
Fokine, 1961, p 189
The same is true of the themes that Stravinsky composed for the organ-grinder 
and performing bear. Fokine’s dilemma centred on the co-ordination of 
disparate characters into a single musical phrase, when such an excess of 
activity was necessary to signify the great massing of people who flocked to 
celebrate Butter-Week. Fokine’s main structuring device was his use of 
Stravinsky’s insistent rhythms, but it was never Fokine’s intention to produce a 
rhythmical copy of the score in the crowd scenes:
I wanted all the dancers strolling at the fair to dance gaily, freely, as if 
the dances were not staged but rose spontaneously from an over 
abundance of emotion and gaiety, arousing the crowd to wild 
improvisation. There should be nothing in the nature of this spectacle 
.. . (to) suggest the existence of a choreographer.
Fokine, 1961, p 191
It was the intention of the choreographer to use movement patterns in which 
the dynamics and spatial dimensions merged and blended. Out of the swirling 
mass of characters, seemingly spontaneous gestures, sudden leaps and dives, or 
wild turning motions focused the attention of the audience instantaneously, to 
be swallowed up again within the swirling mass of exuberance that overflowed 
the stage. In the Joffrey version of Petrouchka (video 2), Fokine’s intentions for 
the interpretation of the crowd scenes are exemplified with the following foci 
of attention.
Tableau 1
1. The movement of the drunken peasants cuts diagonally through the
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mass of characters who fill the stage. They enter from up stage left and 
progress towards down stage right, before circling at stage centre. The 
second time that this same group of peasants dance they enter in the 
same manner, but have changed their direction to use the opposing 
diagonals.
2. A child is playfully tossed above his parent’s head.
3. A sudden upward arm gesture of the carnival barker and his fall over the 
balcony of the booth at stage right, where he hangs suspended by his 
arms and attracts the attention of the crowd to a level raised above that 
of the main stage.
4. As the street dancer enters she acknowledges the gypsies on the balcony, 
before she draws the attention of the crowd back to the main stage level 
with her own dancing. 2, 3 and 4 are so linked to form a sequence of 
movements that draw the eye upward and return it again to the focus of 
the main stage.
5. The second dance of the drunken peasants ends with fast turning 
movements, in which the youths grab each other by the waists, and spin, 
in the manner of children’s games of twirling.
6. Sudden expansive gestures of the chief coachman welcome the 
merchant.
7. The gypsies tussle over the affections of the merchant, with sudden,
vigorous action, this way and that.
8. The drummers move with forceful determination down stage in parallel
lines to scatter the crowd and divide them.
Tableau 4
1. The turning of the roundabout is picked up in the turning motif of the
children, who circle the balloon-seller.
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2. The chief wet nurse is greeted by the head coachman with an elaborate
and exaggerated gesture of mock courtesy.
3. A wet nurse is suddenly lifted and turned by a coachman, and another is
pursued by a running coachman on a sharp diagonal from up stage left 
to down stage right.
4. The dance of the wet nurses is composed to include a variety of spatial 
forms that includes the movement of diagonal lines, circling and 
weaving.
5. The movements of the bear-trainer and the bear are performed with
exaggerated slow motion. The bear rolls, rises on its hind legs and turns 
slowly against the restless movement of the watchers.
6. Before the gypsy dance, which is based on fast turning movements,
sudden turning, spinning and lifted movements break out amongst the 
crowd, as if in introduction to the dance which follows. The gypsies 
enter along the diagonal, up stage right to stage centre, cutting through 
the swirling mass of the crowd.
7. The merchant’s money is thrown high into the air above the heads of 
the passers-by, and as the notes fall to the ground and scatter people 
dive deep to retrieve them, and the focus of the action, therefore, is set 
at ground level.
8. A sudden gesture of the chief coachman indicates that the first
snowflakes are beginning to fall.
The performance of the crowd in the Paris Opera version of Petrouchka 
(video 1 ) is reduced to that of an appreciative audience for the formalised 
dances of both Tableaux 1 and 4. Although, in Tableau 1 certain movements 
are suggested that would result in the mass of the crowd being split, the effect 
is denied since the characters who form the crowd generally represent a
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respectful semi-circle of ‘extras’, rather than the participating actor-dancers of 
the Joffrey version.
Tableau 1
1. Drunken coachmen dance in a strong linked line from stage right to 
stage left, and back again.
2. Gypsies run briskly from stage left to stage right.
3. The coachmen are violently ejected from the booth, stage right, and 
with falls and rolls they travel towards centre stage.
4. Two cadets march smartly from stage left, and stop to salute an officer at 
upstage right.
In the main, the crowd participation in the Paris Opera version of the ballet is 
degraded to mere hand-clapping to mark the rhythmic count of the set dances. 
In Tableau 4 the emphasis is placed upon the presentation of the set dances as 
a divertissement, which traditionally has concluded three act ballets. There is 
little evidence to suggest that the dance of the crowd in this version is a 
practical demonstration of Fokine’s theories of expressiveness nor to uphold 
Stanislavsky’s theatre of authentic emotion.
In spite of numerous impoverished revivals of Petrouchka, there can be little
doubt that Fokine’s crowd in the original staging of the ballet created a vivid
impression of the behaviour of mid-nineteenth century citizens of
St. Petersburg, as they celebrated the Butter-Week fair. In London, a critic
writes in 1919 of his impressions of Petrouchka, and describes the scene at the
fair, when ‘the stage is thronged with merry-makers and peasant dancers’ that
imbues the ballet with a new vitality:
To me one of the joys of the Russian Ballet is the remarkable way in 
which the choreographers treat the crowds. It is difficult to realise that 
the crowd of merry-makers who surround the booths in Admiralty
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Square, Petrograd, are going through a series of evolutions which they 
have rehearsed many times in the classroom and performed frequently 
in public. Everything comes so naturally, and there is an entire absence 
of those formal groupings with which the choreographer usually 
burdens his ballet.
The Sitter Out, 1919, p 363
This description of a contemporary performance in London of Petrouchka by 
the Ballets Russes highlights the careful orchestration of the fairground crowd. 
The review complements those of Benois, Buckle and Levinson (9.1.) that 
noted the individual characterisations of the crowd members. The animation 
of the revellers and the ‘noise’ of high spirits as the drop curtain is raised to 
reveal the fairground of Tableau 1, sets up a mood evocative of carnival and 
ancient ritual (2.2.). The historical authenticity of the setting and costuming 
and the varied personalities that form the crowd extend beyond surface detail 
to the psychology of the Russian community who inhabited St. Petersburg 
during the 1830s. The inter-relationship of staging, role-play and 
choreography, or the mise-en-scène of Petrouchka, creates a modernist sense of 
mood reminiscent of Stanislavsky’s revolutionary direction of such plays as Tsar 
Fyodor Ivanovich and The Merchant of Venice (6.1.). In Petrouchka, as in the 
productions at the Art Theatre, the sense of mood was accentuated by the 
skilful effects of stage lighting. Sokolova remembers the artistry of Diaghilev in 
the creation of mood and even temperature with lighting effects:
Whoever saw his production of Petrouchka must remember the bitter 
cold light just before the snow fell, which was so realistic that it made 
you shiver.
Sokolova, 1960, p 129
9.3. Nijinsky’s interpretation of Petrouchka: a unity of psychological and 
physical actions
The influence of the Moscow Art Theatre may be recognised in the realism of 
Benois’ designs for Petrmchka and in the nature of his illusion of natural space 
on the stage, yet, Stanislavsky’s theatre of authentic emotion may be seen to
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permeate the entire ballet. Although Stanislavsky’s theories of acting probably 
infused life into the numerous roles that make up the fairground crowd, 
nowhere is the concept of perezhivanye more apparent in the ballet than in 
Nijinsky’s interpretation of the character of Petrouchka.
Stanislavsky and his co-founder of the Moscow Art Theatre, Nemirovich- 
Danchenko, promoted a theatre of authentic emotion (perezhivanye). Both 
directors requested from the actor psychological truth in his gestures, words, 
attitudes and all other forms of self expression, as the prerequisite of his 
performance. Slonim (1961) considers that in the judgment of Stanislavsky 
and Nemirovich-Danchenko, the actor was guilty of a fundamental error if he 
tried to present a scenic image that was without human content. The Moscow 
Art Theatre demanded that ‘an actor create a living being in all the complexity 
of his character and behaviour’ (Gorchakov, 1985, p 18).
Stanislavsky evolved his ‘elementary psychophysical and psychological laws of 
acting’ initially through the observation of his own work and that of fellow 
actors (Stanislavsky, 1967, p 21). He realised that creative work on the stage 
was first the fullest possible concentration of the whole of the actor’s spiritual 
and physical nature. Stanislavsky concluded that the actor’s concentration 
must be centred on what was taking place in the soul of the person he was 
representing. No role could be truly successful unless the actor believed in it, 
and, above all, the actor required belief in himself. He must, therefore, always 
be aware of the truth and how to find it. In Magarshack’s opinion (1967), 
Stanislavsky’s conception of ‘truth’ was essentially the truth of the actor’s 
feelings and sensations, the truth of the inner creative impulse striving to 
express itself. These qualities and abilities of the actor Stanislavsky calls the 
feeling for truth.
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In it is contained the play of the imagination and the formation of 
creative belief; in it is contained the best possible defence against stage 
falsehood, as well as the sense of proportion, the guarantee of a 
child-like naivety and the sincerity of artistic feeling.
Stanislavsky, 1967, p 23
The core of Stanislavsky’s theories concerning perezhivanye rests upon his 
observation that the creative actor must enter into the feelings of his part, 
which includes his experience of emotions that are absolutely identical with 
those of the character he is representing on the stage, at every performance of 
the play. In An actor prepares (1936), in which Stanislavsky presents a practical 
rather than theoretical exposition of his ideas of acting, he stresses that the 
main task of the actor is not only to represent the life of his part in its external 
manifestations, but above all to recreate on the stage the inner life of the 
character he plays, adapting his own human feelings to this unfamiliar life and 
devoting to it all the organic elements of his own soul.
In September, 1924, Gorchakov recorded Stanislavsky’s definition of ‘the 
correct state of being on stage’. Stanislavsky maintained that the actor’s state 
of being was the normal state of a human being in life, and that this depended 
upon a unity between psychological and physical actions:
Every physical action has an inner psychological action which gives rise 
to it. And in every psychological interaction there is always a physical 
action which expresses its psychic nature: the unity between the two is 
organic action on the stage. It is defined by the theme of the play, its 
idea, its characters, and the given circumstances.
Gorchakov, 1985, pp 119-120
It is Stanislavsky’s contention that ‘the score for the physical life of a role’ is 
only the beginning of the building of a characterisation. However, he stresses 
that if an actor attempts to ‘reach feelings directly without preparation or 
support’ it is difficult to hold fast to ‘the delicate substance of their pattern’ 
(Stanislavsky, 1961, p 154).
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Whilst dance history and criticism are rich in reference to Nijinsky’s 
interpretation of the puppet role and descriptions abound of the quality and 
expressiveness of his movement, little extended evaluation exists of Fokine’s 
choreography for it. Reference is made to Fokine’s own review of the 
choreography. He differentiated between the Moor and Petrouchka: ‘the 
Moor is all en dehors (turned out); Petrouchka all en dedans (turned in). Fokine 
appears reluctant to commit himself further, although it was his claim that the 
two plastiques yiCTC borrowed from life ‘to be introduced into the most unlife­
like puppet pantomime - puppet movements built on a psychological 
foundation’ (1961, p 192). Since ‘the score for the physical life of a role’ is 
represented in the main by its choreography in dance, it is probable that 
Nijinsky’s characterisation of Petrouchka was initiated by Fokine’s composition 
of the individualised plastique for the role. Fokine’s conceptualisation of the 
puppet plastiques is akin to the debate of Stanislavsky, which was expressed 
through the persona of Tortsov:
Each person evolves an external characterisation out of himself, from 
others, takes it from real or imaginary life, according to his intuition, his 
observation of himself and others.
Stanislavsky, 1968, p 9
Nijinska describes the external manifestations of her brother’s representation
of the Puppet role:
In Petrouchka Nijinsky’s body is limp. Petrouchka is a puppet; his soft 
body has no spine. It is a doll’s body filled with sawdust. . . Petrouchka 
is piteously ugly, thin, and stooping; the tone of Nijinsky’s makeup is 
ashen; the paint of his puppet face has flaked away; the lines of his 
features are faded . . . The heavy head, carved out of a wooden block, 
hangs forward, rolling from side to side, propped on the shoulder. The 
hands and feet are also made of wood, and Vaslav holds his fingers stiffly 
together inside black mittens like wooden paddles. His feet are wooden 
feet in black boots, dangling loosely at the end of sawdust legs. The soft 
knees bend suddenly under the weight of the body, the knock-kneed 
legs sway from side to side, and the wooden dangling feet dance freely 
Only the swinging, mechanical, soul-less motions jerk the sawdust- 
filled arms or legs upwards in extravagant movements to indicate 
transports of joy of despair.
Nijinska, 1982, p 372
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Benois writes (1941) of the metamorphosis that took place as Nijinsky put on 
his costume and covered his face with make up, whilst Krasovskaya recalls the 
transformation that came over Nijinsky at rehearsal:
His mechanical movements were terrifying in their verisimilitude. His 
head hung helplessly on its side, his arms swung loose, his feet were 
awkwardly turned in. And when this clumsy piece of equipment started 
up, it seemed to obey not a conscious rationality but some kind of 
foreign power that upset the coordination of all those loose parts. 
6asovskaya, 1979, p 173
The outward manifestations of the Petrouchka role that Nijinska and
Krasovskaya record support the theory that the quality and expressiveness of
Nijinsky’s movement resulted from a unity between the outer physical and
inner psychological actions. Nijinsky’s ‘state of being’ as he danced
Petrouchka was dependent upon external form, but relied also on ‘an inner
spiritual configuration of the part’ (Stanislavsky, 1961, p 12). Nijinska’s
description of the impression created by Nijinsky in the role of Petrouchka, is
written with a sister’s sensibility and a dancer’s observation, yet it is
representative of the many accounts from historians and critics, who were
profoundly affected by Nijinsky’s characterisation of the puppet, whose jerky
movements were imbued with human pathos. It was the duality of the role that
Nijinsky managed to convey by his creation on stage of the inner life of the
puppet, so that spectators identified with the sad clown’s humanity, as they
glimpsed the soul of Petrouchka, as the most powerful and satisfying of all the
parts Nijinsky danced.
Nijinsky danced this part with genius. He knew how to combine angular 
doll-movements with complete naturalness. The frozen, mask-like 
immobility of his features was deeply tragic, only emphasising the 
dramatic terror of the half-human doll. Nijinsky understood by instinct, 
by intuitive genius and not by rational analysis.
Lieven, 1936, p 145
It is probable that, with Benois’ encouragement, Nijinsky approached the 
characterisation of Petrouchka through a part or whole assimilation of
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Stanislavsky’s theories concerning the creation of a role. It has been suggested 
that there was a curious correlation between the role of Petrouchka and the 
personality of Nijinsky - ‘silent, unremarkable, helpless and apparently semi­
conscious’ (Lieven, 1936, pp 145-146). Massine, who took over the role after 
Nijinsky left Diaghilev, wrote of how the role came more naturally to Nijinsky.
The nuances of his performances - jumps, tilt of the head - all combined 
to form a poignant representation of a puppet-like but recognisable 
human figure. The duality thus apparent in his dancing derived from 
his ability to invest his movements with an undefinable quality of self­
revelation.
Massine, 1968, p 52
It may be said with conviction that Nijinsky was able to make the role of 
Petrouchka his own. Whether he achieved this through ‘metamorphosis’, 
‘transformation’, ‘intuitive genius’ or an alternative approach can only be 
conjecture. It is apparent from descriptions of his performances that Nijinsky’s 
commitment to the role was absolute. The ‘suffering trapped soul’ (Green and 
Swann, 1986, p 205) of the puppet could only be expressed by the duality in 
Nijinsky’s dancing. He was both puppet-like and recognisable as a human 
figure (8.4.). His belief in the character of the puppet, his concentration both 
physical and spiritual, his complete immersion in mental processes that extend 
from despair and frustration to the wild passion of hatred, exemplify 
Stanislavsky’s theatre of authentic emotion.
As Eddershaw (1982) indicates, Stanislavsky was careful to point out in his 
teaching that, while attempting to achieve inner psychological truth for, and 
involvement in, his character, the actor must not lose himself entirely in his 
part. Reports of Nijinsky’s performances of Petrouchka intimate an apparent 
total self-submergence within the mask of Pierrot-puppet. With the denial of 
his own personality, he was left in a psychologically dangerous condition.  ^
Nijinsky centred his concentration upon the inner and outer manifestations of
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his puppet role, yet, perhaps, failed to maintain the essential dual 
consciousness of the actor, who is able to monitor his own performance, in 
spite of a conspicuous transformation on the stage. Stanislavsky describes this 
double function:
An actor lives, weeps and laughs on the stage, and all the while he is 
watching his own tears and smiles. It is this double function, this 
balance between life and acting that makes his art.
Stanislavsky, 1936, p 267
However, Stanislavsky’s belief that the actor’s concentration must be centred 
on what was taking place in the soul of the character, was illustrated by 
Nijinsky’s convincing demonstration on the stage that within the sawdust body 
of the puppet, a soul was bursting forth, that suffered the agonies and passions 
of human emotion.
The duality of Nijinsky’s interpretation of the Petrouchka role (1911-19) has
been well documented. Benois, who praised Nijinsky’s performance as the
‘horrible half-doll, half-human grotesque’, recognised that the great difficulty
of the part was the expression of the puppet’s pitiful oppression and his
‘hopeless efforts to achieve personal dignity without ceasing to be a puppet’
(Benois, 1941, p 338). Lieven described the contrast between the vigorous
animation of Nijinsky’s quick muscular movements and ‘the pitiful appeal of
his tormented soul with its petrified mask’ (1936, p 145). Nijinska describes
her brother’s characterisation:
When Petrouchka dances, his body remains the body of the doll; only 
the tragic eyes reflect his emotions, burning with passion or dimming 
with pain.
Nijinska, 1982, p 373
Petrouchka is a complex role. The theatrical archetype that is recognised as 
Pierrot lives in the Petrouchka of the ballet, and yet the puppet’s identity 
remains locked within the Russian guignol of the fairs. In addition, the 
complexity of the role must be recognised in the tension set up between the 
outer, physical actions of the manipulated puppet and the inner psychological
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action of the sad clown’s soul. Furthermore, the plastique which. Fokine created 
for the role is based on the introversion of the character and the mobility of 
the puppet, so that a further tension is formed. Stanislavsky’s conception of 
truth refers to the truth of the inner creative impulse of the actor, which is 
contained in the play of the imagination and recognised in the sincerity of the 
artistic feeling. Nijinsky’s interpretation of the Petrouchka role may be seen as 
a response to the concept of perezhivanye, for the dancer created the role of a 
living being in all the complexity of his character and behaviour.
9.4. Conclusion
It was the conviction of Stanislavsky and of Nemirovich-Danchenko, the 
founders of the Moscow Art Theatre, that the main task for the actor on the 
stage was the representation of the external manifestations of his role together 
with the recreation of the inner life of his assumed character. The interaction 
between the inner psychological and the outer physical action informs the 
actor’s role with the truthfulness of a living being in all the complexity of his 
character and behaviour. The concepts of Stanislavsky’s theatre of authentic 
emotion permeate the ballet Petrouchka,
The influence of the Art Theatre may be recognised in the historical accuracy 
and realism of Benois’ designs for the fairground setting, the illusion of natural 
space that he created on the stage and the individualisation of the roles that 
together create the fairground crowd. Benois’ mise-en-scène was enhanced by 
Fokine’s choreography motivated by his concept of expressive dance and 
theories of ballet reform. Fokine rejected the conventions of academic ballet 
for movement that expressed with simplicity the outward and inner 
characteristics of each role. The careful delineation of the roles of the 
fairground characters, with Fokine’s determination that their dances should
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appear as if in spontaneous response to the gaiety of the carnival, ensured a 
unique animation of the crowd scenes in the first and last tableaux of the 
ballet.
The acting technique devised by Stanislavsky was based upon a conception of 
truth that was realised in the actor’s feelings and sensations and in the inner 
creative impulse and its expression. Stanislavsky recognised that in every 
psychological interaction there was always a physical action that expressed its 
psychic nature, so that the correct state of being on the stage depended upon a 
unity between psychological and physical actions. Nijinsky’s performances in 
the role of Petrouchka, as described by contemporary spectators, indicate that 
his concentration centred on the inner life of the character, whose spirituality 
epitomised the tragedy of the modern every man. It can be argued that 
Nijinsky’s state of being as he danced the Petrouchka role was influenced by 
Stanislavsky’s feeling for truth. However, the duality of his dancing suggested a 
soulful sad clown and, at the same time, the clumsy unco-ordinated guignol of 
the Russian fairs. Fokine’s choreography used movement as an expression of 
dramatic action that delineated character, to which the scenes in the puppet 
cells bear witness. The movement that Fokine devised for the intricacy of the 
puppet role was realised in the juxtaposition of contracted dance motifs en 
dedans and gestures with outward intention (8.2.). The interaction between 
the outer physical actions, as exemplified in Fokine’s plastique, and the inner 
psychological truth of the role, which Stanislavsky advocated in his theatre of 
authentic emotion, contributed to the complexity of the Petrouchka role on 
the stage.
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION 
THE AVANT-GARDE POLITICS OF PETROUCHKA
The subject of the study is the contextual retrieval of Petnmchka (1911) through 
the deliberate positioning of the ballet within a network of echoes and 
references to Russian theatre of the first decade of the twentieth century. The 
materials of the ballet and the ideologies that governed its composition and 
performance are juxtaposed with modernist modes of theatre. The history of 
Russian theatre at this time is informed by the dispute that engaged the 
exponents of theatre realism and the supporters of anti-representational 
drama. This tension is conspicuous in the structure of Petrouchka and reflected 
in the composite nature of its performance.
The extent to which Petrouchka was dependent upon its Russian heritage was
apparent in the retrieval of the performance text of the ballet. Fischer-Lichte
(1989) states that theatre expresses the society in which it occurs through a full
range of cultural systems: painting, music, costume, body movement, gestures,
language, architecture and commentaries.
All of these systems form an integral part of the culture as a whole, 
contributing to its norms and rules, expressing its signs and meanings. 
Even when transplanted onto the stage, they never cease to point to 
their employment and meaning in the general cultural context. 
Fischer-Lichte, 1989, pp 19-20
The Russianness of Petrouchka is underpinned by Stravinsky’s evocation in
sound of a St. Petersburg fairground, whilst his dance tunes are borrowed from
folk and contemporary popular sources. The authenticity of the setting and
costumes that Benois devised in his recreation of the urban fair perpetuate the
Russian character and historicism of the ballet. Music, setting and the mise-en-
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scène of Petrouchka refer to Russian culture of the mid-nineteenth century, yet 
the multiple codes of the performance text reveal that the significance of the 
ballet in relationship to Russia resbequally on structures that link it with Slavic 
antiquity. References that point to the ancient Russian character of Petrmchka 
are outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 of the thesis, where the influence of the 
rituals and masks of Slavic pre-literate theatre are analysed in the selection and 
composition of the materials of the ballet. However, it is not purely through 
links with Slavic antiquity that Petrmchka may be claimed as primarily Russian.
The modernism of the ballet that is affirmed in Parts 2 and 3 of the thesis 
emphasises the close connection between Petrouchka and the experimental 
modes of theatre in St. Petersburg and Moscow. The avant-garde nature of 
Petrmchka is reflected in the numerous references to antique theatre which 
accumulate within the piece and establish its affinity with the Russian drama 
theatre of the first decade of the twentieth century. Although it must be 
argued that the borrowing of archaic dramatic models, mythological material 
and pagan ritual was not the prerogative of the avant-garde theatre in Russia, 
the manner in which these references to antiquity were incorporated into the 
new drama, notably by Meyerhold and Evreinov, reflected Russian modernist 
theatre culture. Theatricalist experiments implicated the balagan and folk and 
puppet theatre.
The stage-within-a-stage that Meyerhold and Sapunov created for Blok’s 
Balaganchik (1906) resembled the improvised stages of the itinerant actors who 
formed the commedia dell’arte troupes, whilst the pantomime characters were 
one and the same with the Italian masks and the clowns and Pierrots of the 
Russian harlequinade. Evreinov’s medieval cycle of plays at the Starinny teatr 
(1907-08) were drawn from the Western European tradition, yet the accuracy 
of historical detail with which the mysteries, miracles and street-theatre pieces
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were staged as recreations of theatrical events was in keeping with Russian 
mainstream theatre’s pre-occupation with ethnographical historicism. In 
Meyerhold’s staging of the neo-mysteries of Maeterlinck (1906-07) the methods 
of shaping movement were innovatively stylised after the fashion of group 
arrangements depicted in antique bas-reliefs. This particular form of 
stylisation epitomised Russian symbolist drama and dance that sought to 
emulate the culture of ancient Greece.
Petrouchka is charged with allusions to the forms and styles of the theatres of 
antiquity that reappeared during the early twentieth century in experiments by 
directors who sought to renew Russian drama and end the hegemony of 
theatre realism. The signification of Petrouchka depends upon secondary and 
even multiple meanings that are sustained by its Russian character and 
modernism. The interaction between tradition and innovation in the ballet 
transforms and reinvents cultural and historical elements. Through the 
intertextual approach to the analysis of Petrouchka, and in the reconstitution of 
the performance text, it is revealed that in the composition of the ballet old 
pre-existing codes, which refer to the conventions of antique theatres, confront 
distinctive codes, such as those that emerged when modernist directors made 
reference to antiquity in avant-garde theatre experimentation.
It became clear through the exploration of connections between the 
performance text of the ballet and other synchronous texts, which evolved 
from the analysis of Russian modernist theatre prior to 1911, the numerous 
separate versions of Petrouchka that are available to the analyst. A selective 
analysis of the text, or one that concentrates on one contextual aspect of 
Petrmchka, enables the ballet to be read from such viewpoints as Russian 
neo-nationalism, neo-romanticism, symbolist theatre, the commedia dell’arte,
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the Russian harlequinade or the tradition of tragedy. In each case the selective 
analysis of the ballet offers an alternative version of the text.
In the thesis Petrouckka is presented in each chapter from a specific perspective, 
from which &e signification of the materials and form of the piece can be seen 
to be challenged by alternative meanings. The carnival setting for the ballet is 
central to its meaning, yet the revelry of the fairground is no straightforward 
representation of celebration. The humorous acknowledgement of carnival, as 
exemplified in the dramatic action and circling folk dances of Tableaux 1 and 
4 is underpinned by connotations of ritual, myth and the supernatural that 
emphasise the pagan concept of chaos. The masks of the commedia dell’arte 
that are signified by the puppet roles find no straightforward correspondances 
in the characterisations of Petrouchka, the Ballerina and the Moor. The mask 
of the ancient French Pierrots diffuse within the role of Petrouchka and make 
reference to Giratone’s love-struck simpleton, Watteau’s sensitive and detached 
Gilles and the multi-faced, pallid Pierrot of Deburau’s creation. The clumsy 
Moor, as the antithesis of the acrobatic Harlequin, is the preferred lover of the 
Ballerina. The soulless, thoughtless doll, the counterpart of Columbine, 
through the inanity of her nature contradicts the artfulness of the Italian 
serving maid. The conventions that form the underlying unity of the tragic 
tradition are reflected in the structure of Petrouchka. The composition of the 
ballet jüktajbbses individuality with corporality and the mask with psychological 
sufférihgV but the spirituality and everyday tragedy of the protagonist 
Petrouchka is set in contrast to the traditional heroic role of fifth century 
Athëriikh’dfaina.
A h a l^ s  ôf' from'separate viewpoints convey partial perspectives in
vrtiiai' a' liëtWorlc o f pnniaiÿ and' secondary meanings are determined. An 
iiitdrtextiial analysis ot Petrouchka must address the synthetic nature o f the
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piece. The synthesis of the performance text is revealed when one viewpoint is 
set against another. Additional correspondances and contrasts are disclosed 
that highlight the complexities within the composition of the ballet, and throw 
light on the agencies that acted upon the performance and the distinctive 
manner of its execution in 1911. Petrouchka, as a theatrical event, transmitted 
multiple messages in which various channels of signification were used 
simultaneously. The spectator was confronted by a mesh of tensions that 
emerged through the conflicting messages of the performance. The focus of 
the contradictions lies within the make up of the Petrouchka role.
The spirituality and lonely suffering that is fundamental to the characterisation 
of the puppet as the sad clown appears diametrically opposed to the outward 
manifestation of the role. By tradition, the Russian guignol represented the 
bullying braggart of the puppet show, yet, Petrouchka is analogous to the mask 
of Pierrot and represents the deity Maslenitsa. Moreover, the puppet 
corresponds to the protagonist of Athenian drama, however, through his 
private everyday tragedy of alienation, appears the equivalent of the modernist 
tragic hero of contemporary life. The mask confronts the psychological 
suffering of the sad clown, so that the composition of the role is infused with 
an irreconcilable tension.
The overlapping of numerous trends of thought through which new 
relationships with reality were created, often by reference to antiquity, 
produces the eclecticism of Petrouchka that aligns it with the atavistic trend of 
Russian theatre at the beginning of the twentieth century. The relationship 
between the Russian avant-garde theatre and forms of antique theatre did not 
grow out of an attempt to recreate the past as Stanislavsky and Nemirovich- 
Danchenko had endeavoured to do in their production of Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich
(1898) or as Diaghilev had in the staging of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godonov (1908).
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The link between the avant-garde and the past emphasised the position of the 
new drama as one resulting from a transition from the old to the new. 
Modernity revolted against the prescriptive function of tradition and sought to 
use the past in a different way. Habermas’ characterisation of the modern, 
avant-garde spirit
disposes those parts which have been made available by the objectifying 
scholarship of historicism, but it opposes at the same time a neutralised 
history which is locked up in the museum of historicism.
Habermas, 1983, p 5
Petrouchka cannot be interpreted as an attempt merely to recreate antiquity in 
the sense that pagan ritual was apparently recreated through the medium of 
dance in Le Sacre du printemps (1913). Although Nijinsky’s ballet succeeded 
Petrouchka, it was compositionally retrograde in terms of modernism, since Le 
Sacre du printemps was based upon a dream of antiquity and the reconstruction 
of Ancient Rus’. It may be supposed that choreograph!cally Nijinsky translated 
Khlebnikov’s experiments, in which the poet attempted to revert to the earliest 
stages of linguistic evolution. Petrouchka is a modernist ballet of the a\'ant-garde 
because the materials of its composition and its structure comment upon the 
antique by inference rather than by direct representation in the form of 
reconstruction. The reality that is claimed for the nineteenth century carnival 
scenes in the stalls, booths and fairground amusements of the setting, its 
character types and Fokine’s dances, signifies the religious overtones of 
Maslenitsa. Through the repetition of circular forms, the appearance of gypsy 
and animal masks and the ‘devil’s diversion’ the supernatural and ritualism are 
affirmed. In his study of avant-garde theatre Innes (1993) states that 
paradoxically what defines the avant-garde movement is not overtly modem 
qualities, such as the 1920’s romance of technology, but primitivism. Creative 
artists freely re-interpreted ‘primitive’ models to serve aims that were alien to 
the original culture, so that
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primitivism goes hand in hand with aesthetic experimentation designed 
to advance the technical progress of the art itself by exploring 
fundamental questions.
Innes, 1993, p 3
The paradox of the antique as a constituent of the modern is reproduced in 
Fokine’s choreography for Petrouchka. Fokine stated in 1914 that it was his 
intention to create with each piece of choreography a new form corresponding 
to the subject of the piece that expressed the period and character of the 
nation represented. Whilst his dances for the fairground scenes denote the 
reality of Russian street life with characters apparently strolling naturally to the 
fair, the khorovod forms of the folk dances, which Fokine based on traditional 
steps, signify their ancient origin. Although Fokine reverted to antique forms 
of Russian dance, his representation of these ancient dances was modernist in 
its approach. The manner in which dance and dramatic episode were blended, 
as if one arose spontaneously from the other, can be interpreted as an 
innovation in ballet that succeeded the traditional divertissement that 
incorporated national dance as the prerequisite of the final acts of academic 
ballets.
In his attempts to create new forms of choreography, Fokine rejected the steps 
of academic ballet and reverted in his early works to movements that were 
inspired by images of antiquity, notably from Greece and Egypt. In Petrouchka 
the plastique Fokine created for the male puppets restated the chdronomia of 
Athenian acting of the fifty century BC, since the mask-like expressions on the 
puppets’ faces demanded that the dancers used their entire bodies to define 
the characterisations and portray emotion. However, Fokine’s psychological 
system of signs reflected the modernism of Maeterlinck’s ideal of a motionless 
theatre to express the nuances of internal states in plastic form. In 
Meyerhold’s staging of Maeterlinck’s plays (1906-07) and in Fokine’s
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choreography for Petrouchka, methods of shaping movement were tested for 
their facility to express thoughts and emotions.
Maslenitsa has been cited as a propitious background for Petrouchka. The
incidents of the fair that are enacted in the first and last tableaux of the ballet
are enmeshed within a web of ancient myths and pagan superstitions. In early
performances of the ballet it is apparent that the demoniacal character of
carnival was represented in the boisterous drunkenness and eroticism of
masked revelry, transvestite and animal disguise. The movement of a
multitude of people and the ensuing overwhelming noise and sounds of
musical low life, depicted in the charivari of Stravinsky’s score and the dance
and drama, epitomised the spirit of carnival. The hostility to contemporary
civilisation that identifies the avant-garde is present in street carnival, such as
that of Butter-Week in Petrouchka. The rejection of social and artistic
conventions and bourgeois values, personal liberation and individualism
characterises the other worldliness of carnival and the avant-garde. Innes
recognises carnevalesque qualities as the defining marks of avant-garde drama
and, in particular,
the emphasis on stage production as process in opposition to the fixed 
art-product of classical aesthetics; and the fusion of actors and audience, 
breaking down barriers between performance and reality to create a 
communion of (in theory at least) equal participants.
Innes, 1993, pp 8-9
The placing of the puppet booth at the focal point of the fairground in 
Petrmchka, emphasises the allusion to folk theatre and the personal contact 
that is maintained between performer and spectator. The puppet theatre, 
modelled on the portable stages of itinerant actors of the commedia dell’arte 
troupes and the Russian balagani of the fairs, the mingling of puppets with the 
members of the crowd and the intermediary figure of the Showman stresses the 
improvised nature of the p e r f o r m ance-within-the-perfbrmance.
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Bakhtin’s study of Rabelais (1984) is underpinned by the European tradition of 
carnival, which, with its emphasis on the earthly, the grotesque and 
ambivalence, signified the symbolic destruction of authority and official 
culture. The ugly, the half-formed or incomplete, the unity of opposites and 
multiple viewpoints confirm the carnevalesque, which, born of folk humour,
discloses the potentiality of an entirely different world, of another order, 
another way of life. It leads men out of the confines of the apparent 
(false) unity of the indisputable and stable.
Bakhtin, 1984, p 48
The other worldliness of carnival is the world of the fairground that is 
represented in Petrouchka, where drunken bawdiness, disguise and masked 
mumming, underpinned by ritualistic connotations, threaten the light-hearted 
fun of the fair. Moreover, Romantic notions that link the grotesque with cold 
humour, irony and the sense of isolation and manipulation pervade the piece 
and shape the relationship between the roles of the Showman and the puppet, 
Petrouchka. The state of unease, created by the multiple messages of the 
performance text, destabilises the perception of the spectators in the theatre 
audience. In the use of techniques such as the masks, the mediatory figure of 
the Showman, a setting that incorporates a stage-within-a-stage and a false 
proscenium arch and the apparent realism of the crowd as on stage spectators, 
the reception of the audience is dislocated by multiple viewpoints so that the 
carnevalesque is doubly stated.
The duality that typifies the make up of PgfroMcAAa juxtaposes the realism of the 
crowd with the fantasy world of the puppets, and conceals the noble suffering 
of a hero within the ugly and ill-formed exterior of Petrouchka. At the core of 
the dualism lies the concept of the grotesque that was central to Meyerhold’s 
perception of cabotinage, mask and fairground shows. In O Teatre (1913) 
Meyerhold cites Wolzogen’s manifesto of 1902:
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Grotesque usually implies something hideous and strange, a humorous 
work which with no apparent logic combines the most dissimilar 
elements by ignoring their details and relying on its own originality, 
borrowing from every source anything which satisfies its joie de vivre 
and its capricious, mocking attitude to life.
Braun, 1969, p 137
The multiplicity of texts, viewpoints and perspectives to which a network of 
primary and secondary meanings are ascribed in the analysis of Petr&uchka 
confirms the grotesque nature of the piece. The combination of opposites, the 
creation of conscious incongruity and the unresolved tension between realism 
and theatricalism that the ballet shares with Blok’s Balaganchik verify the 
grotesque in Petrouchka. The cult of symbolism was parodied in Meyerhold’s 
staging of Balaganchik through the grotesque and facetious elements of the 
commedia dell’arte and the Russian puppet theatre. The carnevalesque 
staging that broke new ground with its theatricalist interrogation of the 
conventions and artificiality of theatre was repeated in Petrouchka.
If the staging and performance of Petrouchka in 1911 met the requirements of 
its original programme description of ‘scènes burlesques’ it can be assumed 
that it was intended to be comical, ludicrous, ridiculous or absurd. In 
Beaumont’s classification (1949) Petrouchka is a ‘burlesque ballet’ and, 
therefore, suggestive of a performance that mocks by grotesque exaggeration 
or by combining the dignified with the familiar or popular forms of 
entertainment. Whilst the ballet transcends the mere comical, its affinity with 
Balaganchik suggests that claims for its satirical imitation of other theatre pieces 
might be justified. Jameson (1983) states that parody involves imitation or 
mimicry of other styles, seizing upon their idiosyncrasies and eccentricities to 
produce an imitation which mocks the original. The grotesquery of Petrouchka 
borrows and combines dissimilar elements and integrates disparates into a 
unified whole. The multi-media style of the ballet, in the manner of Wagner’s
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Gesantkunstwerk, created a mise-en-scène from the transformation and fusion of 
expressive media to form a homogenous avant-garde work of parody.
Since Fokine’s choreography for the Ballerina, the Moor and the street dancers 
is generally acknowledged as a parody of academic ballet, the supposition 
follows that the dances he composed for Petrouchka were created in a similar 
humorous mode. The puppet’s p l a s t i q u e influenced by Fokine’s concept of 
dance expression based on movements true to life. The outward manifestation 
of the Petrouchka role supports the theory that the expressive quality of 
Nijinsky’s dance depended on the unity between outward physical actions 
defined by the plastique and an inner psychological action. The duality of 
Nijinsky’s interpretation of the role has been attributed to the influence of 
Stanislavsky’s concept of authentic emotion. If the Gesantkunstwerk of 
Petrouchka centres on the projection of parody, Nijinsky’s success in convincing 
critics and the audience that within the puppet’s body lay a tormented human 
soul was a playful or satirical comment directed towards Stanislavsky’s demands 
for psychological truth as the prerequisite of the actor’s performance.
The underlying structure that supports the composition of Petrouchka is tragic, 
whilst the conventions of Athenian drama of the fifth century BC, by which 
three masked actors and a chorus are engaged in the action of the plot, is 
reflected in the ballet. However, in Petrouchka the tragic hero is a puppet, who, 
by tradition, insults and batters his fellows, whilst the chorus is made up of 
intoxicated carnival revellers. The similarity and disparity between the ballet 
and the Athenian drama may be interpreted as balletic imitation that mocks 
the dignity of tragedy and satirises the contemporary vogue for ancient Greece.
Wagner (I9I4) states that it was only from the Greek vision of life that true, 
dramatic art could blossom, when myth provided the subject matter. Wagner’s
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music dramas, which had created a sensation in St. Petersburg from 1889, 
presented the world of myth in theatrical terms and exemplified his vision of 
purity and idealism in art. Notions of myth and archetype permeate Petrouchka. 
The puppet, as the effigy of Maslenitsa and the mystical sad clown represents a 
role archetypical of art and life and akin to symbolist sympathies. If 
Petrouchka, the theatrical archetype of Pierrot, is aligned with the mythical 
hero of Wagner’s conception, the inequality based on the high art form of 
operatic drama and the low life of popular street entertainment, renders the 
characterisation of Petrouchka a pastiche of Wagnerian heroism and idealism 
in art.
The tension between theatre realism and anti-representational drama is 
inherent in the juxtaposition of the puppet booth and the false proscenium 
arch with the apparent realism of the fairground setting and the combination 
of the masks with the carefully delineated characters of St. Petersburg. If the 
performance style of Petrouchka in 1911 was intended as a parody of 
contemporary theatre, the realism of the mise-en-scène must be explained in a 
corresponding manner. Benois’ attitude to avant-garde theatre evolved from 
outspoken criticism that attacked Meyerhold’s stylised production methods to a 
hypocritical recognition of the new drama. The introduction of theatricalist 
devices of masked acting and staging in Petrouchka cannot be readily explained 
if Benois’ intention was not to parody contemporary theatre.
Benois was noted for his attention to historical accuracy and the detailed 
reconstruction of reality that paralleled his work with the scenic realism of 
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko. In 1909 Benois was appointed the 
artistic director of the Moscow Art Theatre at a time when Stanislavsky and the 
theatre company were involved with preparations for Edward Gordon Craig’s 
celebrated production o îHamlet From 1909 to the first performance in I9I2,
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Craig visited the theatre to discuss, prepare and stage his Moscow Hamlet 
Craig’s attitude to direction was based on the belief that art should reveal the 
invisible and be reborn when architecture, music and movement were united 
in an ideal harmony. The realism of Stanislavsky’s production style confronted 
Craig’s abstraction and his theories concerning performance, in which he 
advocated the replacement of the actor by the uber-marioneite (1908). Craig’s 
concept of the iiber-marionetteyf^s precipitated by his long standing passion for 
the mask, which he recognised as a safeguard against realism. For Craig, the 
masked actor, as symbol, became the ûber-marionette. Craig’s interpretation of 
Hamlet opposed that of Stanislavsky. The confrontation between the two men 
that represented the challenge by the mask of the concept of perezhivanye is 
reproduced in Petrouchka. It is conceivable that Craig’s Moscow Hamlet was 
grotesquely imitated in the ballet, which was itself a compromise between 
realism and theatricality.
Stanislavsky’s influence on ballet modernism was noted in the reforms that 
Gorsky made to the arrangement of the crowd scenes in Don Quixote (1900). 
Gorsky’s example of dispersing the fixed lines of the corps de ballet into an 
anim ated choreographic drama revolutionised ensemble dancing. 
Repercussions of Stanislavsky’s psychological realism, as exemplified in his 
crowd scenes, have been traced in the fairground scenes of Petrouchka. In the 
same way that the Russian crowd in Tsar Fyodor (1898) was central to 
Stanislavsky’s direction, the fairground crowd in Petrouchka was vital to the 
composition of the ballet, and attracted the attention of critics and historians. 
The reaction to the Russianness of Petrouchka in its early performances was that 
of French and English spectators, whose notions of authenticity were largely 
romanticised. A retrospective evaluation of the Russian character types who 
made up the crowd suggests that the characterisations of dancers in the roles 
of the coachmen and wet nurses or the merchant and the gypsies were
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exaggerated and closer to pastiche than reality. The carnevalesque dance- 
drama that Benois and Fokine devised in the fairground scenes of Petrouchka 
suggests a larger than life approach, or a satirical imitation of Stanislavsky’s 
celebrated crowds.
The illusion of reality that is created in Petrouchka in the depiction of the 
fairground is perpetually challenged by the avant-garde nature of the ballet, 
which is determined by the numerous references to theatricality. Although it 
can be acknowledged that Petrouchka, as a depiction of a theatrical event of the 
past, has much in common with Evreinov’s reconstructions of medieval dramas 
at the Starinny teatr, the ballet, after the manner of Balaganchik, is 
predominantly anti-realist and indicative of the convoluted irony, confusion of 
identity and carnevalesque nature of the avant-garde.
The multi-media style of Petrouchka and the unity of presentation that blended 
disparate cultural elements was a unique achievement in the ballet theatre of 
1911. As an avant-garde theatrical event Petrouchka extended the boundaries of 
ballet modernism. The theme of the earni valesque that permeates Petrouchka 
determines the humour of the piece that is reflected in satirical imitation of 
contemporary theatrical styles. The conflicting tensions of the ballet that 
emerge from the multiple meanings of its materials and form confirm the 
capricious, mocking attitude to life and theatre art that Petrouchka as ‘scènes 
burlesques’ indicates.
The outstanding difficulty in restaging the Petrouchka of 1911 in the ballet 
theatre of today lies not in recapturing its Russianness, nor in the realisation of 
its dramatic mise-en-scène, but in the conceptualisation of the ballet as parody. 
The creation of the tantalising humour of the piece rests on the identification 
and understanding of the complexity of theatrical references that are echoed
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in Petrouchka and the compound nature of Pierrot, who has ceased to represent 
the theatrical archetype of contemporary every man. Without such initiation, 
neither ballet masters, dancers nor theatre audiences can reflect upon the 
exaggeration, imitation and, therefore, humour implicit in the piece. The 
omission of the carnavalesque from present day revivals of Petrouchka has left 
the ballet bereft of its life force. The negation of the grotesque has robbed the 
ballet of its joie de vivre and facetiousness, leaving a pale, sentimental and 
misunderstood reflection of the original.
The Petrouchka of 1911 emphasised the transitionary position of the new drama 
and the new dance in the modernist theatre. As a tool of comment, the ballet 
implied the redundancy of the balletic vocabulary of academic ballet and 
advocated choreography that was essentially a means by which movement was 
utilised as an expression of dramatic action to delineate character. The solo 
and ensemble dances and the dramatic action of the crowd, the matrix into 
which the other two are set, form a unified whole. The unity of Petrouchka that 
was manifested in the fusion of the music, dance, drama and setting is 
underpinned by the capricious nature of carnival and parody that unites the 
multiple codes of the performance text.
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NOTES
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1. The Hunchbacked Horse or The Humpbacked Horse v/zs a popular ballet 
that was first produced in 1864 in St. Petersburg with music by Pugni 
and choreography created by Saint-Léon. The Humpbacked Horse was 
the first b^let to be based on a Russian fairy tale.
2. From 1907 Diaghilev had presented seasons of Russian opera and 
ballet in Paris. In his review for Reck' oi 19 June, 1909, Benois states 
that after the performances of Boris Godunov in 1908 there was nothing 
new for Paris in the productions of opera. In the weeks that preceded 
the first performance of Petrouchka, La Saison russes au théâtre 
Sarah-Bernhardt presented artists from the Imperial Russian theatres, 
when three operas and two ballets were performed between 2 May 
and 12 June. Chaliapin was featured in a series of gala performances 
at the Gaité-Lyrique. Immediately before the Diaghilev season the 
Théâtre du Châtelet had presented Le Miracle de saint Sébastien, in 
which Ida Rubinstein acted. Bakst created the designs for this play 
and Fokine the choreography.
3. Leonide Massine was the first Petrouchka in the United States, when 
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes appeared at the Century Theatre in New 
York in 1916. The first performance of Petrouchka took place on 25 
January 1916, when Massine danced the role of Petrouchka with 
Lopokova as the Ballerina and Bolm as the Moor. Massine, with the 
assistance of Yurey Lazowski, was engaged by The Joffrey Ballet to 
revise Fokine’s choreography for a revival of Petrouchka in 1970. 
Massine dissociated himself from the production apparently because 
changes had been made in the revival during his absence (Barnes, 
1970).
4. Photographs of the 1911 staging of Petrouchka by A. Bert are in the 
collection of the Paris Opera.
5. The 1913 photographs by The Dover Street Studio of Nijinsky and the
1911 shot of him in costume by Poosey are in the collection of the
Paris Opera.
6. Video 1: A recorded version of Petrouchka danced by the Ballet de
l’Opéra de Paris (1990). This version is based on the choreography of 
Michel Fokine that was restaged by Nicolas Beriosoff. Scenery and 
costumes are from the designs of Benois which he made in 1948 and 
interpreted by Maurice Moulene. Petrouchka entered the repertory of 
the Ballet de l’Opéra de Paris on 7 April, 1948.
7. Video 2: A recorded version of Petrouchka danced by The Joffrey
Ballet of New York/Los Angeles (1982). This production for 
television is an adaptation in which the moving camera records
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aspects of the ballet normally withheld from a theatre audience. 
Petrouchka entered the repertory of The Joffrey Ballet at the New York 
City Centre on 12 March 1970. The setting, executed by John 
Burbidge, is close to Benois’ designs for the production at La Scala, 
Milan, which opened on 9 May, 1926, and was choreographed by 
Boris Romanoff. According to dance critic, Patricia Barnes (1970), 
The Joffrey Ballet borrowed sketches made by Benois for the staging 
at La Scala.
CHAPTER 2. PETROUCHKA: XN  INVOCATION OF RUSSIA’S 
ARCHAIC PAST
1. Konstantin Korovin, Alexander Golovin, Valentin Serov and Mikhail 
Vrubel were the must prominent of Mamontov’s painter/designers. 
Their work, often of a collaborative nature, took starting points from 
Russian history and folklore.
2. Five of Rimsky-Korsakov’s works were presented by Mamontov’s 
Moscow Private Opera between 1896 and 1899: Ivan the Terrible (The 
Maid of Pskov), Sadko, Snegurochka, May Night and Mozart and Salieri.
3. The paintings of Andrei Riabushkin stylised an enchanted world of 
late medieval Moscow. Riabushkin depicted in his paintings an 
ideality of seventeenth century Russia. His major works are Peter the 
Great’s mock troopers in a tavern (1892) and Wedding train in seventeenth 
century Moscow (1901) in The Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow. A street in 
seventeenth century Moscow (1901) and They are coming (1901) are in The 
Russian Museum, Petersburg. The delicacy of Riabushkin’s style is 
contrasted with the monumentality and realism of Vasily Surikov’s 
history paintings, notably The morning of the execution of the Streltsy 
(1881), Menshikov at Beriozov (1883) and The Boyarynia Morozova in The 
Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow. The taking of a snow fortress (1891), The 
conquest of Siberia by Yermak (1895), Suvorov’s army crossing the Alps
(1899) and Stephan Razin (1903-7, 1909-10) are further paintings by 
Surikov in The Russian Museum, Petersburg.
4. In his search for folk stories Afanasiev was helped by the Russian 
Geographical Society. Afanasiev published in 1855 and 1858 one 
hundred and twenty five stories in three volumes and edited the 
collection of Dal’ of a further two hundred and twenty eight stories in 
two volumes: Narodnye msskie skazki (Popular Russian tales).
5. Hubbs (1988) Ènks Maslenista \^th the khorovod (round dance) when 
it is associated #i^h the sexually jjuring dance of the rusalki and vily 
who attracted thé suh’s growing ardour.
6. A simple form 0  primitive disguise was achieved by daubing the
faces with sobf, beetle juice and charcoal.
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The complicated movements of the crane dance in Greek mythology 
imitate the windings of the labyrinth. It is considered a dance to the 
sun. Jobes (1962) states that by tradition the crane takes nine steps 
before taking off the ground. Sacred crane dances consisted of nine 
steps and a leap.
CHAPTER 3. THE DANCE FOLKLORE OF PETROUCHKA
1. The Song of the Volochebniki (from the Rimksy-Korsakov collection of 
one hundred Russian folk songs, published in St. Petersburg, 1877) is 
named after the singing beggars who travel from village to village 
the Easter time. The song is heard at the beginning of Tableau 1 with 
the stage direction, ‘There passes, dancing, a small crowd of drunken 
carousers’. The song is repeated in Tableau 4 as the crowd joins in 
the dance of the mummers.
2. Andrei Lopoukov, Alexander Shirayev and Alexander Bocharov 
were character dancers with the Maryinksy, Diaghilev’s Ballets 
Russes and other companies before teaching at the school and 
company of the Kirov Ballet. In Character Dance (1986), which was 
first published in Russian in 1939, Lopoukov, Shirayev and Bocharov 
identify the movements and steps of character dance. It is their 
classification to which reference is made in this study.
3. Sternfeld (1967) claims Song for St. John’s Eve as a folk song, and 
recognises throughout the first section of the Russian dance of the 
three puppets anticipations of the song.
4. Stravinsky adapted two Russian folk melodies to accompany the 
dance of the wet nurses. la vechor moloda is close to the version in the 
Rimksy-Korsakov collection of one hundred Russian folk songs 
published in St. Petersburg (1877), whilst the Dance 5owgis contained 
in the Rimksy-Korsakov collection of forty folk songs, published in 
Moscow (1882).
5. The tune that accompanies the dance of the coachmen in Tableau 4, 
O snow, now thaws, is a twelve bar theme which Stravinsky uses in its 
entirety, breaking it up between different parts of the score (Sternfeld, 
1967). The tune is contained in the Tchaikovsky collection of fifty 
Russian folk songs (1868-9).
6. Khorovod refers to the ancient sun god, Khor. Originally the choral 
dance may have been a lunar ritual when it evoked the cult of the 
dead and referred symbolically to the encircling of animals by the 
hunt.
7. P. Saveliev and V.V. Andreiev conducted orchestras composed of 
Russian national instruments. Fokine (1961) describes Andreiev as 
the most talented interpreter of Russian folk dancing that he had ever 
seen.
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CHAPTER 4. PETROUCHKA AND THE MASKS OF THE COMMEDIA 
DELL’ARTE
1. The style of Gozzi’s plays was founded, not on the work of the early 
Italian companies, but on the French Théâtre Italien and that of the 
more debased troupes who performed in the Paris fairs. The 
company of Antonio Giovanni Saachi (1708-1788) performed Gozzi’s 
fiabe in Venice during the 1760s: II coroo (The crow) (1761), II re cervo 
(The king stag), Turandot and La donna serpente (The woman serpent) 
(1762), La Zobeide, a tragic-comedy (1763), I  pitocchi fortunati (The 
fortunate beggars) (1764), II mostro turchino (The Turkish wonder) 
(1764) and L ’augellin belverde (The magic bird) (1765).
2. A typical commedia dell’arte troupe included an elderly Pantalone 
and his doddering old friend, the dottore, a young hero, a heroine, 
who was usually the daughter of Pantalone or ward of the dottore, a 
braggart Spanish captain, a maid for the heroine and two or more 
zanni, usually servants of Pantalone and the dottore. Arlecchino, 
Pedrolino, Scaramuccia and Pulcinella were well-known zanni.
3. The Interlude House (Dom intermedii) was one of the numerous 
little theatres and cabarets that were a feature of the artistic life of 
St. Petersburg at the beginning of the twentieth century.
4. Mikhail Alexeevich Kuzmin (1875-1936) was a dramatist, composer, 
critic and dedicated follower of Mir iskusstva. Much of Kuzmin’s work 
for the theatre was in the nature of divertissement and was performed 
in little theatres and cabarets.
5. Bat poudré (1908) was a ballet with music by Muzio Clementi, libretto 
by Alexandre Benois and costumes designed by Léon Bakst. Bat 
poudré was first performed on 11 March at the Pavlov Hall for the 
Russian Mercantile Society of St. Petersburg. Carnaval (1910) was 
choreographed to music by Robert Schumann, libretto by Léon Bakst 
and Michel Fokine. Carnaval was first performed on 20 February at 
the Pavlov Hall in St. Petersburg for Satyricon.
6. Karlinsky (1985) dates the first performance of a commedia dell’arte 
company in St. Petersburg as 1720, and maintains that subsequently 
companies of Italian and German comedians visited the city 
regularly. Nicoll (1976) wrote of an Italian company that was 
established in Warsaw for fifteen years before deciding to travel 
further. In 1733, 1734 and 1735 this company gave shows in Russia 
before the Empress Anna Ioannovna.
7. Don Juan ou Le Festin de pierre (1665) was based on an earlier Spanish 
play of the Italian comedians in Paris that was called II Convitato di 
pietra (1658). The Spanish play included a scene between a young 
country girl and her slow witted lover, Pierrot.
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8. Gilles and four other characters of the commedia delTarte (c. I7l7), Oil on 
canvas. Museum of the Louvre, Paris. Italian comedians (c. 1719). Oil 
on canvas. National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
9. The indiscretion which is thought to have caused the expulsion of the 
Théâtre Italien, after several previous complaints concerning their 
indecency, was a performance of La fausse Prude, which attacked 
Madam de Main tenon, the king’s mistress.
10. Storey (1978) recognised two factors in the decline of Pierrot. In 1733 
La fausse Antipathie by Nivelle de La Chaussée was produced, which 
marked the first appearance of comedie larmoyante (tearful comedy), 
indicative of a new French drama. In the same year Jean-Baptiste 
Hamoche, the most celebrated Pierrot of the theatre of the fairs, 
retired.
11. Mednyi vsadnik (The bronze horseman) was written in 1833 by
Alesandr Sergeevich Pushkin (1799-1837), The central image of the
poem, a flood descending on St. Petersburg without any ark of
salvation, appealed to Russian apocalyptical mentality. Billington 
(1966) states that Pushkin transforms Falconet’s bronze statute of Peter 
the Great into an ambiguous symbol of imperial majesty and 
inhuman power. Evgenii, the clerk, in whose delirium the statue 
comes to life, became the model for the suffering little man of 
subsequent Russian fiction - pursued by forces beyond his 
comprehension and control.
12. According to Péricaud (1897) Deburau made changes in the 
traditional costume of Pierrot by substituting and remodelling the 
costume worn by Felix Charigni. Charigni, as Deburau’s predecessor 
as Gilles, had maintained the ancient costume of Riccobini’s 
drawing. Deburau exchanged the buttoned jacket for a cotton blouse 
with long, wide sleeves, and omitted the frilled collar to expose the 
expressiveness of his neck and upper torso. Deburau introduced the 
black scull-cap.
13. See the paintings of Pablo Picasso, such as La Famille d ’acrobats (The 
acrobat family) (1905) in the Goteborgs Konstmuseum and Lû Toilette 
de la mere (Mother getting ready) (1905) in a private collection.
14. Charles Daumier (1808-1879) drew and painted clowns during the 
1850s and 1860s. He presented clowns as joyless figures and rejected 
performers in works such as Le Déplacement des saltimbanques 
(Mountebanks moving out) in the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, 
Conn., Saltimbanque jouant du tambour (Mountebank playing the drum) 
in the British Museum and Parade de saltimbanques (Mountebanks’ 
side-show) in a private collection, Paris.
15. Especially apparent after the Revolution in Russia was a general 
desire to seek escape through laughter and amusement and to enjoy 
the spontaneity of cabaret, variety shows and circus. Circus 
characters and their performances skills infiltrated drama and dance 
performances. Settings within the milieu of the circus world
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questioned reality and the despair and alienation that was seen to lie 
beneath the outward manifestation of the clown’s hilarity and 
bravado. Numerous performances bear witness to the interest in the 
ethos of the circus ring and its performers, notably, Andreev’s play 
He who gets slapped (1915), Annenkov’s version of The first distiller 
(1919), Meyerhold’s productions of The magnanimous cuckold (1922) 
and The death of Tarelkin (1922), Eisenstein’s staging of The imseman 
(1922) and Lopukov’s choreography for Nutcracker (1929).
16. The familiar Columbine does not belong to the Italian commedia 
dell’arte. She was an invention of the French Comédie Italienne. 
Under the influence of French politeness, the rough servant-maid 
almost vanished. Only a little apron remained to indicate her 
position. Catarina Biancolelli first appeared in Paris in 1695 in La 
Retour de la foire de Bezons. Biancolelli’s Columbine assumed a 
position and importance hitheCto denied to the role.
17. Lelio, one of the lovers of the commedia dell’arte troupes, was usually 
played unmasked by a handsome actor of some intelligence and 
culture and often by the director of the troupe.
18. The scenario of Pierrot en Afrique is published in Louis Péricaud’s book, 
L£s Funambules. Paris: Sapin, 1897, p 247.
19. Recueil Fossard, a collection of sixteenth century engravings, first 
published by Duchartre in 1928, was compiled by M. Fossard for 
Louis XIV. It remained unpublished and unknown until it was 
rediscovered in the twentieth century in the uncatalogued reserves of 
the Museum of Stockholm.
20. After Lully’s comic opera. Les Fêtes de L ’Amour et de Bacchus, composed 
in 1672, was revived twice in Watteau’s lifetime - in 1706 and 1716 - 
Watteau returned to the idea of a decade earlier, and painted scenes 
and masks of the Italian theatre. Harlequin is shown in L ’Amour au 
Theatre italien, Staatliche Museum, Berlin, Harlequin , Pierrot and Scapin 
(engraving after Watteau original), British Museum, London, and 
Comediens italiens (copy after Watteau original). Washington, D C., 
National Gallery of Art.
21. Harlequin is depicted with a black face in the series of engravings by 
G.J. Xavery (Holland) which are reproduced in Duchartre, 1929, 
pp279,281.
22 Arlequin comte de ville Brochet. Eighteenth century engraving.
Bibliotecca e Raccolta teatrale del Burcado. Reproduced in Molinari, 
1985, p 112.
23. La Matemita de Arlecchino in Het Italiaans Toneel, published in 
Amsterdam, 1710. Reproduced in Molinari, 1985, pp 165-172.
24. Hundreds of drawings, prints and paintings are reproduced in 
various volumes, notably: Beijer, A. and Duchartre, P. Recueil de 
plusieurs fragments des premieres comédies italiennes. Paris: 1928.
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Duch^tre, P. The Italian Comedy. London: Harrap, 1929. Nicolini, F. 
Vitaldi Arlecchino. Milan: 1958. Beijer, A. Le Recueil Fossard. Paris: 
Librairie Théâtrale, 1981.
25. The Bat cabaret was founded by Nikita Baliev in Moscow (1910). 
Parodies, mostly of theatres, theatre personalities and plays were 
popular entertainments in which direct contact between performer 
and spectator was encouraged.
CHAPTERS. THE BALAGAN PETROUCHKA AND MEYERHOLD’S 
STAGING OF BALAGANCHIK
1. Vladimir Arkadevich Telyakovsky was director of the Imperial 
Theatres from 1901.
2. Pierre-Augustin Caron Beaumarchais (1732-1799) wrote parades for 
Charles Lenormand d ’Étioles, the husband of Madame de 
Pompadour, which were performed from 1757-1763 at the château at 
Étioles. Thomas Simon Gueulette (1683-1776) wrote and staged 
parades in his own country house near Paris. Théâtre des boulevards, 
1756, is a two volume collection of twenty six parades written mainly 
by Gueulette. Count Jan Potocki (1761-1815) was a Polish nobleman 
and extensive traveller, who wrote in French. In his post­
revolutionary parades the conventional roles had grown flexible.
3. Gueulette’s parades were staged by Gaston Baty at the Studio des 
Champs-Elysées in 1924 and by Jacques Copeau and his Copiaux in 
1925.
4. In Russian ‘balaganchik’, a diminutive form of ‘balagan’, means 
‘booth’, ‘show’ or ‘farce’. It may be translated as ‘the fairground puppet 
booth’. Blok’s play is normally referred to in English as The puppet 
booth or The fairground booth.
5. Meyerhold directed Balaganchik for a second time in 1914. It was 
performed with Blok’s play The unknown woman at the Tenishev 
Academy, St. Petersburg, between 7 and 11 April. Balaganchik, with 
an altered setting, was acted by staff and students.
6. The text of Balaganchik referred to in this chapter appears in translation 
in Green, 1986, pp 47-57.
7. The figures of the mystics were cut out of cardboard, and only the 
tops of the bodies were visible to the audience. The actors’ hands were 
thrust through openings in the cardboard torsos, whilst their heads 
rested on cardboard collars.
8. 1908-09 The Strand presented a late-night programme of parody and 
satire called The distorting mirror.
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CHAPTER 6. THE AUTHENTICITY OF EVREINOV’S STARINNY
TEATRE (1907-08): A MODEL FOR PETROUCHKA
1. Mikhail Kuzmin (1875-1936), symbolist and post-symbolist writer, 
was associated with the small theatres and cabarets, from which the 
artistic life of St, Petersburg drew vitality during the early years of the 
twentieth century. Kuzmin wrote some forty works for theatre. The 
majority of Kuzmin’s works were cabaret skits, ballet libretti and texts 
for operettas.
2. Schéhérazade (1910) was a ballet with music by Nikolai Rimsky- 
Korsakov, libretto by Léon Bakst, Alexandre Benois and Michel 
Fokine after the first tale of The thousand and one nights and sets and 
costumes designed by Bakst. Schéhérazade was choreographed by 
Fokine, and first performed on 4 June, at the Théâtre National de 
l’Opéra, Paris.
3. Stanislavsky describes the allocation of scenery in theatre productions 
contemporary with the first season at the Art Theatre:
In the other theatres of the time the problems of scenery were 
solved in a very simple manner. There was a backdrop and 
four or five wings in arched form. On these were painted a 
palace hall with entrances, passages, open and closed terraces, 
a seascape, and so on. In the middle there was the smooth, 
dirty theatrical floor and enough chairs to seat the dramatic 
personae, no more. . . .  If a door were necessary, it would be 
placed between the wings. It was not taken into consideration 
that a hole remained above the door. Let the imagination add 
the piece of wall that was lacking. When it was necessary a 
street with a tremendous perspective of disappearing houses 
and a tremendous square with painted fountains and 
monuments was smeared on the backdrop and four wings. 
Actors who stood near the backdrop seemed to stand much 
higher than the perspective point of the disappearing houses.
Stanislavsky, 1948, p 318
4. The style of the Meiningen period denotes that of painting. Painting 
in Germany in the 1850s and 1860s was in the historical style, 
exemplified in the works of Adolf von Menzel and Karl von Piloty.
5. Le Pavillon d ’Armide was first staged at the Maryinsky Theatre, 
St. Petersburg, in 1907 and later the ballet entered the repertoire of 
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in 1909. Le Pavillon d ’Armide was 
choreographed by Michel Fokine to music by Nicholas Tcherepnine. 
The libretto was by Alexandre Benois, after Théophile Gautier’s 
Omphale, and the sets and costumes were designed by Benois also. 
The first performance took place on 18 May 1909 at the Théâtre du 
Châtelet, Paris.
6. The novelty of Bakst’s painted backcloths lay in the stylisation 
achieved through startling coloration, compositions and decorative
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motifs, notably in the ballets Narcisse, 1911, L ’Apres midi d ’un faune, 
1912, and Daphnis and Chloe, 1912.
7. The permanent curtain, which Benois designed for the Starinny 
teatr, represented a thirteenth century tapestry of medieval motifs. 
According to Golub (1984, p 258), who quotes Stark, E. Starinny teatr. 
Petrograd: Tret ja  straza, 1922, the major source of information on the 
Starinny teatr, a knight stood on the left side of the curtain. Stage 
right was a maiden gently petting a unicorn. The tapestry was parted 
in three pieces: stage right by an angel, stage left by a demon, and in 
the centre by Adam and Eve.
8. The programme for the first evening’s performance at the Starinny 
teatr contained two plays. The first miracle/liturgical drama of the 
eleventh century was Tri volxva (The three magi). The prologue and 
the mass scenes were directed by A.A. Sanin and the ritual by 
M.N. Burnasev. N. Roerich designed the set and costumes. The 
second play was a miracle-trouvère by Rutebeuf (1245-85) called 
Dejstvo 0 Teojile (Le miracle de Théophile). It was translated by 
A. Blok and directed by A.A. Sanin and N.V. Driezen. The set and 
costumes were designed by I.Ja. Bilibin. Religious music from the 
thirteenth century was arranged by 11 ja  Sac. On the second evening 
three plays were presented. Nynesnie bratja (Present-day brothers) 
was a fifteenth century morality that was translated by S. Gorodeckij. 
The play was directed by N.V. Driezen and A.A. Sanin with set and 
costumes by V.A. Scuko. The second play Igra o Robine (Le jeu de 
Robin et Marion) was a pastorale of the thirteenth century by Adam 
de la Halle (1240-cl290) that was translated by N.M. Vencel. It was 
directed by Evreinov with set and costumes by M.V. Dobujinsky and 
choreography by M. Fokine. The last presentations were farces from 
the sixteenth century by Jean Dabondance, Ocen’ veselyj i smesnoj fars o 
cane i Ocen’ smesnoj i veselyj fars o sljape-rogace (Very merry and 
amusing farces about a tub and a cuckhold’s hat). The plays were 
translated by A.N. Trubnikov and N.N. Vrangel’ respectively and 
directed by M.N. Burnasev with set and costumes designed by 
V.Ju. Chambers.
9. A review of the production appeared in the 11 October, 1907, issue of 
Theatre and Art. The set by E.E. Lansere was judged a success. Benois 
designed the costumes. A.A. Sanin staged the production, and 
Chinizelli’s acrobatic troupe performed. Evreinov, who wrote the 
piece with advice from Professor E.V. Anickov and V.F. Sismarev, 
painted a clear picture of life in a medieval town square. According 
to Golub (1984) the piece was cancelled due to an in theatre problem. 
The costume designer decided that the costumes were too 
complicated to büîld in the available time, and refused to do so.
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CHAPTER 7. PETROUCHKA: A TRAGEDY
1. The knowledge of Athenian tragedy of the fifth century BC is based 
upon the dramas of three playwrights, Aeschylus, Sophocles and 
Euripides. Historians have assumed that the surviving plays are 
representative, but only thirty one tragedies by three writers remain 
from more than one thousand that were written by numerous 
playwrights between 500-400 BC. All extant tragedies are based on 
myth or history. Each playwright, however, was permitted to alter 
the narratives and invent motivations for characters and events. The 
oldest surviving plays are those of Aeschylus (523-456), who began 
competing at the City Dionysia in about 499 BC. Only seven of his 
eighty plays, known by their titles alone, have survived. Aeschylus 
is attributed with the introduction of the second actor. It is believed 
that Sophocles (c. 496-406) wrote more than one hundred and twenty 
plays, of which seven have survived and a portion of a satyr play ( The 
trackers). Sophocles is credited with the introduction of the third actor, 
which Aeschylus also adopted in his later plays, and with fixing the 
extent of the chorus members to fifteen. Euripides (c. 480-406) wrote 
some ninety plays, of which eighteen have survived.
2. Duncan’s bacchante dance was performed at the Hall of the Nobles, 
St. Petersburg, in December 1904 to Chopin’s Mazurka in D-sharp, 
op. 33 no. 2.
3. The plays of fifth century Athens were written for three actors, who 
undertook all the roles, apart from the chorus. There was no fixed 
pattern of assigning roles to actors. The protagonist was the first actor, 
the deuteragonist the second and the tritagonist the third.
Thespis, reputedly, was responsible for the earliest form of tragedy, 
when he ‘invented’ the first actor in about 534 BC, as a character 
separate from the chorus. With the addition of a second actor, 
attributed to Aeschylus, and later a third by Sophocles, a complicated 
relationship between the actors evolved, and the role of the chorus as 
active participants was reduced.
4. It is believed that the words and movement of the chorus were 
accompanied by an aulos. The musician, who played this single or 
double pipe, entered at the beginning of the play or at the first 
entrance of the chorus. The aulos player took his place either at the 
centre of the orchestra or at the side.
5. Sequences of chanting probably occurred during the choral odes. 
Parakataloge, a term applied to all sequences in between speech and 
song, implied a chant with many syllables on one note.
6. Lermontov’s novel A hero of our time (1840) was the first of a long line 
of psychological and analytical novels.
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CHAPTER 8. THE INTERNAL DRAMA OF PETROUCHKA
1. The journal, Vesy (The Scales), was published between 1904 and 1909. 
It was the acknowledged organ of the symbolist movement in Russia 
that superseded Mir isskustva. Vesy was largely under the control of 
Valery Bryusov.
2. Evreinov, as director and dramatist, was associated with various
theatres in St. Petersburg: The Starinny teatr, Vera Komissarzevskaya’ 
theatre in Ofitserskaya Street, The Merry Theatre for Grown-Up 
Children and The Crooked Mirror Theatre. Evreinov developed the 
idea of theatricality in his major theoretical works, Teatr kak takovoj
(The theatre as such), 1912, and in his trilogy, Teatr dlja self a (The
theatre for oneself), 1915-17.
3. Vakhtangov directed at studio theatres in Moscow, including those set
up by the Art Theatre: The First Moscow Art Theatre Studio, The 
Vakhtangov Drama Studio, The Third Moscow Art Theatre Studio, 
which from 1926 was known as the Vakhtangov Theatre, Anatoly 
Gunst Studio and Habimah Studio.
4. Dmitry Sergeevich Merezhkovsky (1865-1941), wrote an essay On the 
causes of the decline and on the new currents of contemporary Russian 
literature (1893), which is considered as the first manifesto of Russian 
modernism. Also important was Merezhkovsky’s study, Tolstoy and 
Dostoevsky (2 v. 1901-02) and his collected essays Eternal companions 
(1896), which interpret the great writers of the past as being 
essentially symbolist.
5. The principle of universal analogy was Platonic in origin. Gautier 
frequently referred to the theory of correspondences in his regular 
critical writings in La Presse from 1836. Baudelaire was probably as 
indebted to Gautier as to Swedenborg, the Swedish philosopher of the 
eighteenth century, who claimed to establish a close correspondence 
between the spiritual and terrestrial worlds.
6. The first two quatrains of Baudelaire’s sonnet Correspondances read:
La Nature est un temple où de vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
L’homme y passe à travers des forêts de symboles 
Qui l’observent avec les regards familiers.
Comme de long échos qui de loin se confondent 
Dans une ténébreuse et profonde unité.
Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarté.
Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se répondent.
Nature’s a temple where the pilasters 
Speak sometimes in their mystic languages;
Man reaches it through symbols dense as trees.
That watch him with a gaze familiar.
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As far-off echoes from a distance sound 
In unity profound and recondite,
Boundless as night itself and as the light.
Sounds, fragrances and colours correspond.
Trans. Richardson, 1986, p 43
7. The plays of Ibsen, notably The Wild Duck (1884), Rosmersholm 
(1886), The Lady from the Sea (1888) and Hedda Gabier (1890), do not 
show a simple transition from social realism to symbolic vision, but 
an increasing depth and complexity stemming from their mutual 
enrichment.
8. In Le Tragique quotidien, Maeterlinck argues for a static theatre, in 
which he recognises the implicit, unvoiced ‘internal dialogue’ 
determining the tragic moments of human existence when the 
spoken word conceals the truth.
9. Braun’s reference to Diaghilev’s proposed venture for 1905 quotes 
Volkov’s biography of Meyerhold, published in Moscow and 
Leningrad, 1929, Vol. 1. pp 217-220.
10. Meyerhold had first experimented with staging in a symbolist mode 
during his 1904-05 season as director of the New Drama Association, 
when he had presented The Snow by Stanislaw Przybyszewski at 
Tbilisi.
11. Edward Gordon Craig in England created designs for an ideal theatre 
of the future, whilst the Swiss artist Appia, whose conception of stage 
lighting was without precedent in the theatre, directed his ideas 
towards the staging of Wagner and Fuch was preparing to produce 
Goethe’s Faust in Munich.
12. It is disputable whether Meyerhold’s experimentation was influenced 
only by Maeterlinck’s essay. The movements and gesture of the 
Japanese actress, Sado Yako, who visited Russia in 1902 with her 
husband’s company, had impressed Meyerhold (Braun, 1986) as had 
Georg Fuch’s book. Die Schaubühne der Zukunft, published in Berlin in 
1904-05. Meyerhold refers to Fuch’s theories in Yezhegodnik 
Imperatorskikh teatrov, published in St. Petersburg in 1910.
13. The bas-relief, that came to characterise symbolist theatre, was 
apparent in opera and ballet stagings of the same period. As a stylistic 
device, it wove its way into dance theatre, notably Nijinsky’s 
innovative VApres-midi d ’un faune of 1912, which was inspired by the 
verse of Mallarmé. It has been maintained that the frieze-like design 
and two dimensional choreography was in response to archaic 
Greece. Bakst, who designed the ballet, had previously undertaken 
some organisation of Vera Komissarzhevskaya’s theatre with 
Meyerhold in 1906. Subsequently, both men worked together on Ida 
Rubenstein’s production of Salome that was scheduled for 1908. 
Moreover, since Nijinsky and Diaghilev were familiar with
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Meyerhold by 1910, Faune may be recognised as a translation of the 
‘motionless theatre’ of the symbolists.
14. In Deâk s opinion (1982) the radical aspect of symbolist theatre was 
that its mise-en-scène was not based on any contemporary or past 
theatrical practice, but that its visual aspect reflected that of symbolist 
painting. Deâk has listed the paintings of Domenico Veneziano, 
Memling, Botticelli and Vrubel, who was a contemporary Russian 
painter, together with a fourteenth century work of an unknown 
Spanish painter as influential in Meyerhold’s staging of Soeur Beatrice 
(1906).
CHAPTER 9. PETROUCHKA: THE FEELING FOR TRUTH’
1. At the beginning of 1881, the Saxe-Meiningen Company visited 
London and performed Julius Caesar, Twelfth Night, The Winter’s Tale, 
The Robbers and William Tell at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. The 
London critics did not unanimously praise the company, but all 
observers were surprised by the handling of the stage crowds, the 
picturesqueness of the settings and the harmony of the ensemble 
playing.
2. Uriel Acosta was the first of Stanislavsky’s productions to be evaluated
by the critic Nikolai Efros, who chronicled the artistic development of 
The Society of Art and Literature and subsequently the Moscow Art 
Theatre for twenty five years.
3. In his book. Concerning the spiritual in art, first published in 1911,
Wassily Kandinsky stresses the psychological effects of pure colour. 
His conviction that it was possible to bring about in this way a 
communion from mind to mind gave him the courage to exhibit the 
first attempts at colour music.
4. From 1912, the Moscow cabaret theatre, the ‘new’ Bat, featured the
so-called living-doll entertainments. Actresses assumed the roles of 
puppets, marionettes or dolls in silent or music-accompanied scenes 
or tableaux which sprang to life. Segel, in his discussion of the 
phenomenon (1987) recognises the source of these entertainments as 
the contemporary interest in both the puppet and the marionette. The 
living-doll productions at the Bat fell generally into two major 
categories; works of an international or cosmopolitan character, such 
as Porcelaine de Copenhagen, in which elaborately costumed china 
figures came to life, and La Grande Opera Italiana, which featured the 
street performance of an opera as a play-within-a-play. The costumes 
of the traditional masks of the commedia dell-arte provided the 
inspiration for several productions, as did the rococo style of 
eighteenth century France.
5. Krasovskaya noted (1979) that Nijinsky became quite unsociable and 
withdrawn after Fokine had marked out the role of Petrouchka.
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Furthermore, in Krasovskaya's opinion, Nijinsky repulsed people if 
they interrupted his state of meditation. ‘Something was developing 
within him, something that did not need external stimuli, something 
profound that compelled him to sit for long periods gazing fixedly but 
unseeingly at a point in space’ (Krasovskaya, 1979, p 173).
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